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Preface South Africa’s constitution grants all those eligible, the right of access to social security, including ‘appropriate social assistance’ for those unable to support themselves and their dependants. The state is enjoined to achieve progressive realisation of this right, within its available resources. High on the list of problems the social security system has to address, if it is to comply with the Constitution (and it is a very long way away from doing so at present), is that of the suffering caused by unemployment. Along with the social and personal devastation wrought by AIDS, unemployment ranks among South Africa’s most pressing social security concerns. Not far behind them, however, is the misery of the poverty associated with low-wage, precarious employment, like much of that in the informal sector. Those among the unemployed (and their dependants) who are destitute have first claim on societythe claims of the working poor are not far behind. What, precisely, the shape of the social security system should be is far from selfevident. The pressing need to settle that question by putting in place a ‘comprehensive social security system’ was one of the areas on which the parties to the 1998 Job Summit (the so-called ‘social partners’) reached agreement. In the Job Summit Declaration, the relevant passage reads as follows: “Parties to the Jobs (sic) Summit commit themselves to implementing a comprehensive social security system, aimed especially at those living in poverty and the unemployed. A basic income grant may be considered as part of such a system. The process to reach agreement on the elements of such a system should begin with an investigation.” (p.6) Some two years later (June 2000), a Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security, charged with making recommendations on the nature of such a system, was appointed to carry out the necessary investigation. The lot of conducting (and commissioning) the background research work into the problem of the hardships caused by unemployment and very low-income employment for that investigation fell primarily to the author of the document before you. The findings presented below are drawn from some of the work done. As to responsibility for content, and for intellectual indebtedness, the views expressed here are my ownnot those of the Committee of Inquiry. Of course, these views have been influenced by the work of members of the Committee as well as by the numerous discussions that took place during the Committee’s lifetime (formally until about August 2001, and informally until January 2002). These views have also been shaped by the many interactions with other members of the policymaking and academic communities. Conferences, hearings, presentations, workshops (in South Africa and abroad), and not unimportantly, after-hours debriefings and informal discussions, have all combined to make a long list of people who should be and, with one exception, are mostly not acknowledged here. They will recognise themselves and will know that I am grateful to them, even (or maybe especially) those with whom I have disagreed. The exception is Ms Debbie Budlender, who, with her usual energy and insight, read and commented extensively and very usefully on an early draft. Ultimately, of course, responsibility for all errors in the study is mine, as is the



vii frequently energetic criticism of government policy, whether that be of design or implementation. Given the sensitivity of our government to criticism, this study is likely to give offenceindeed, parts of it already have. This is unfortunate, because the criticism offered in it is, above all things, constructive. It took white South Africans more than three centuries to create (intentionally and unintentionally) the structures that underpin the contradictory mess of extremes of poverty and advancement inherited by democracy in 1994. That mess will probably not be undone in twenty, or even thirty years. The study attempts to grapple critically with some of the implications of this likelihood. Although it does not hide its partialitieslike Jane Austen’s Mr Darcy in Pride and Prejudice, it attempts to base its conclusions and recommendations as firmly in the ‘facts’ as these fragile constructs will allow. The fact is that while policymakers and academics grapple with the latest fad in development economics (this time, it is ‘pro-poor growth’), the poor starve. Social grants can save them from this fate. They should not have to wait until the magic bullet is found. Nobody should go to bed hungry, nobody should have to live in fear of human predators who thrive on destitutionall else is secondary. Given a hand up (in one of the most unequal societies on earth), many of the destitute are quite capable of helping themselves. Creating “monetary subjects with no cash” cannot but feed the “regressive fantasies of those who will simply seize the glittering goods on display” (Schwarz, 2001, p.112). Before proceeding, a word on the matter of style. The use above of the term ‘the author’ draws attention to the need for balance between intrusive (and tiresome) first person pronouns and the often coy circumlocutions contrived to avoid them. Readers may tire as rapidly of repeated appearances of ‘I’ and ‘my’ as they become irritated by the other. The text tries to avoid both, often by calling on a collective ‘we’ to embark on the next step. There is some confusion as to how to describe the document. It started life as a background paper, one that was to be published as an appendix to the Committee’s main report, in which case it could have been referred to as ‘appendix number whatever’. It has, however, grown from the modest 100 pages or so attained in that guise, to the weighty text before you, so referring to it as ‘the paper’ would seem more than a little odd. Since it could also travel under the name of ‘the study’ or this ‘work’, the latter two are used.
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Apology The work before you is long and arduous; verbose, some might be tempted to say. Not many will read it in full. History records the odd instance of savage treatment being meted out to scholars far gone in the sin of boring readers. It does not necessarily follow, however, that those who are verbose are insensitive as well. As a gesture of respect to the reader’s sensibilities in this matter, the following account of the fate of an history written by an Oxford don, at the hands (the pen, actually) of Lord Macaulay, is offered. Edward Nares, who enjoyed considerable (pseudonymous) success at writing light comedy, wrote a biography of a Lord High Treasurer in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. Its title alone ran almost to eighty words. Here is what Macaulay had to say of it: The work of Dr Nares has filled us with astonishment similar to that which Captain Lemuel Gulliver felt when he first landed in Brobdingnag, and saw corn as high as the oaks in the New Forest, thimbles as large as buckets, and wrens of the bulk of turkeys. The whole book, and every component part of it, is on a gigantic scale. The title is as long as an ordinary preface: the prefatory matter would furnish out an ordinary book; and the book contains as much reading matter as an ordinary library. We cannot sum up the merits of the stupendous mass of paper which lies before us better than by saying it consists of about two thousand closely printed quarto [ten inches by eight inches] pages, that it occupies fifteen hundred inches cubic measure, and that it weighs sixty pounds avoirdupois. Such a book might, before the deluge, have been considered as light reading by Hilpa and Shalum [Old Testament characters who lived to a very great age]. But unhappily the life of man is now threescore years and ten; and we cannot but think it unfair in Dr Nares to demand from us so large a portion of so short an existence. Compared with the labour of reading through these volumes, all other labour, the labour of thieves on the treadmill, of children in factories, of negroes in sugar plantations, is an agreeable recreation. There was, it is said, a criminal in Italy, who was suffered to make his choice between Guicciardini [a sixteenth-century statesman who wrote an enormously long, detailed, and bleak history of Pisa] and the galleys. He chose the history. But the war of Pisa was too much for him. He changed his mind and went to the oar. Guicciardini, though certainly not the most amusing of writers, is a Herodotus or a Froissart, when compared to Dr Nares. It is not merely in bulk, but in specific gravity also, that these memoirs exceed all other human compositions. On every subject which the Professor discusses, he produces three times as many pages as another man; and one of his books is as tedious as another man’s three. His book is swelled to its vast dimensions by endless repetitions, by episodes which have nothing to do with the main action, by quotations from books which are in every circulating library, and by reflections which, when they happen to be just, are so obvious that they must necessarily occur to the mind of every reader. He employs more words in defending a truism than any other writer would employ in supporting a paradox. Of the rules of historical perspective, he has not the faintest notion. There is neither foreground nor background in his delineation. The wars of Charles the Fifth in Germany are detailed at almost as much length as Robertson’s Life of that prince. The troubles of Scotland are related as fully as McCrie’s Life of John Knox. It would be most unjust to deny that Dr Nares is a man of great industry and research; but he is so utterly incompetent to arrange the materials he has collected that he might as well have left them in their original repositories. Neither the facts which Dr Nares has discovered, nor the arguments which he urges, will, we apprehend, materially alter the opinion generally entertained by judicious readers of history concerning his hero. Lord Burleigh can hardly be called a great man. Thomas Babington Macaulay (1800-59), Edinburgh Review (Apr. 1832). Reproduced in Frank Muir, The Oxford Book of Humorous Prose: A Conducted Tour, Oxford: OUP, 1992, pp.149-150. Although the catalogue of faults laid at Nares’ door must give rise to fleeting discomfort, it is to be hoped that not too many of them will be found in the pages that followrepetitions yes, occasional digressions likewise, but all, it is hoped, in the service of a good cause.
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1. Introduction The ‘doctor’ referred to in the title of this work, is, of course, economic growth of the job-creating variety, preferably rapid. Ultimately, the welfare of most of the poor (in South Africa and elsewhere) will only be raised to an acceptable level when all those who need and want ‘work’ are gainfully inserted into a labour market that delivers ‘good’ jobs.1 Unfortunately, it seems to be the case that even in those economies where measured unemployment is low, the hope that everyone who wants one, can find a ‘good’ job (secure and reasonably well paid), is vain (Standing, 1999). Those at the bottom of the heap in such countries can still dream, however unrealistically, of upward mobility. In South Africa, as in so many other parts of the world, reality is a lot harsher. Policymakers and would-be workers may continue to share the hope that ‘good’ jobs will be forthcoming, but the experience of the past eight years must, at some point, drive aspirations downwards. Reluctant though many might be to admit it, for some significant number, there appears to be almost no avenue for gainful economic activities. For many others, any job whose reward exceeds its opportunity cost by some small margin is (or would be) acceptableas proof we need only consider the abundant evidence, some of it presented below, on the conditions of those who toil long and hard for precious little reward. It is this clutch of problems with which the study sets out to grapple. The work considers some of what we know and do not know about the extent and severity of unemployment and poverty in South Africa, and then examines the conditions of some of the most vulnerable. The outlook is pessimisticit seems that the rate at which unemployment is growing exceeds that at which employment is increasing. By what means, more jobs, even of a menial nature, are to be created in South Africa is a question that has exercised the best mindsthus far, without the success that their efforts deserve. While job-creating growth remains elusive, the numbers of unemployed continue to rise. Formal sector employment is either static, shrinking slowly or growing slowly (it is not possible to tell which). Informal employment may be growing, but the estimates are behaving so erratically at the moment that it is difficult to tell what is happening.2 Because the form of welfare provision in South Africa favoured by the authorities is a minimalist (residual) welfare state with a strongly developmental character, the study looks for a means of testing the efficacy of such arrangements, in the first instance, by examining the changing nature of social security abroad, from whence the inspiration for some of them originates. There is a host of measures for dealing with poverty, inequality and unemployment in South Africa, some planned, many implemented (some highly effective, others less so)government’s commitment to policies for dealing with social ailments is not to be doubted. The likelihood of their being able to achieve the results so heartily desired by all South Africans (the eradication of poverty and unemployment in some acceptable period), however, is slender. If they 1 The use of the word ‘work’ here is not intended to suggest that those engaged in unpaid labour (mainly reproduction) do not ‘work’ as well. It merely refers to the activities (remunerated in cash and/or kind) in which most of the country’s workforce must take part if they are to subsist. 2 Part of these difficulties arise from a change in the survey instrument used to collect information on informal employment (replacing the October Household Survey with the Labour Force Survey). This is discussed at some length below.



2 cannot deal with poverty and unemployment, they certainly cannot deal with inequality. Since taking office, government’s efforts in the economic policy field have been rewarded by success in bringing monetary and fiscal promiscuity to heel. Poverty, though, has probably worsened, and this despite the raft of programmes designed to counter it. The job creation that was supposed to start rescuing the poor has not taken place. It is the conclusion of this work that in any case, it cannot rescue them all. Government seems to have concluded likewise (at least for the meanwhile)for the past several years it has devoted a modest sum each year to poverty alleviation. Acknowledgement of need apparently stops short, however, of a willingness to make available, universal (non-stigmatising) basic income grants, the only sure way of combating the destitution of millions of our fellow South Africans. Not debated as widely as it should be, the official view of grants seems to be that they are demeaning, that they sap incentive, that they create dependency. Empowerment of people to the point of economic self-reliance is all (or nearly all)throwing off the yoke of disadvantage by asset redistribution (chiefly of human capital in one form or another) has the highest priority. For those who cannot be so empowered there is to be a ‘massive programme of public works’. Laudable though some may find it for government to eschew policies that seem to cast intended beneficiaries as victims (and seem set to confirm them in that role), the consequences of being wrong are awful. And it is precisely the contention of this study that the balance of the division of resources between direct measures (poverty alleviation through social grants) and indirect measures (poverty reduction through ‘empowerment’ and the stimulation of economic growth by supply side interventions) is wrongly tipped in the direction of the latter. That grants themselves are not recognised as potentially empowering compounds the error. The urgent need to grant relief to the poor, whether employed or not, throws into sharp relief, awkward questions about the nature of the growth path down which the economy is meandering. In particular, the question needs to be addressed of whether, if the pace could be speeded up, the present mix of direct and indirect measures could achieve the same results for the poor as could a somewhat more ambitious programme of redistribution of income in the form of state grants. Using a simple simulation model, the study concludes that for the foreseeable future, slow growth with redistribution offers more for the destitute, for the poorest of the poor, than would robust growth of the trickle down variety. The question then arises as to how far existing or proposed policies measures in this country depart from the trickle down approach. Since a significant proportion of the poor have little or no access to the state’s major redistributive measures, be they in the form of transfers such as the old age pension and the child support grants, or in the provision of free utilities like water and electricity,3 redistribution is so modest, that describing the growth path as being close to trickle down does not do it too grievous an injustice.
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Under the heading ‘Constraints hamper poverty alleviation’, a recent article in Business Day (Friday, November 15 2002, p.4), described some of these after interviewing chairperson of the SA Local Government Association, Father Smangaliso Mkhatshwa, at the end of that association’s national general council. Noting that “some local authorities were providing free basic services on a limited scale”, he went on to identify ‘problem’ provinces that, for want of proper budgets, could not deliver,
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Even modest redistribution is costly though, so some attention is devoted to an examination of the various ways in which social grant packages of varying degrees of ‘generosity’ could be funded. Such is the importance of the proposal that a universal basic income grant be introduced, that a referendum is proposed, to test the will of the people on what would be a large recurrent expenditure. There is an urgent need for the research effort aimed at finding the key to rapid jobcreating economic growth to be doubled and redoubled, for it is clear that until such time as it is found, fiscal constraints dictate that social security measures can but provide a palliative for the sufferings of those in poverty.4 That said, the importance of the palliative ought not to be under-estimateda modest social grant could change the status of those who are utterly destitute to one of ‘mere’ poverty. Policy obviously must concern itself with changing the structural conditions that inhibit job creation. At the same time, however, relief has to be provided for those who, in the words of the Bill of Rights, are unable to provide for themselves and their dependants. For many people, the ‘doctor’ will be a long time in coming. While they wait, every possible effort must be made to improve the social security system so as to reduce their vulnerability, and the financial hardships they face. Debates over why so many South Africans find themselves either unemployed, or working in occupations that provide little more than survivalist incomes have raged for years. It is not my intention to attempt to supply yet another analysis of the causes of the unemployment and low-wage employmentto do justice to such a contentious matter would require a study at least as long as the present one. And, as is always the case when the data are not good enough to permit discrimination between competing explanations (they seldom, if ever, are), such a document, when complete, would, in any event, not find acceptance among those persuaded that the causes lay elsewhere. Although the study steers clear of direct engagement with the ‘causes of unemployment’ debate, it cannot avoid the equally contentious debate about the severity of unemployment, nor does it seek to do so. Indeed, it deliberately courts controversy in areas where it is felt that there is insufficient debate. In addition, it looks for weaknesses and gaps in the official data through whose paucity, or inappropriate nature, needless disagreements persist. At some of the points where this is done, attempts are made to suggest ways and means to improve the statistics. Unemployment is difficult to understand and even more difficult to eradicate. The subject being one on which nearly all have a view, opportunities to disseminate these views far and wide are limited only by access to the relevant institutions. Little, if any of the unsolicited advice from the holders of these opinions can contribute to the even though “municipalities got their equitable share from national government for this purpose”. The list of delivery constraints is longit will be some time before take-up rates are satisfactory. 4 A simple numerical example serves to illustrate this proposition. If a basic income grant of R100 per month were paid to all entitled to it, a hypothetical ‘standard’ household containing two unemployed adults and three children, would receive grant income of R500 per month. A job as shelf-packer in a supermarket, paying R1000 per month, would bring in the equivalent of two standard household’s monthly benefits. Jobs, if they can be created, yield more desirable outcomes. Suppose, however, that sufficient jobs are not created, and that there is little expectation in the medium term, that they will be. Suppose further that the outcomes in the hypothetical case constructed above (one unemployed worker in four becoming employed, vs. ten people receiving an income), result from choosing one set of policies as opposed to another. Deciding which yields greater welfare is no simple matter.



4 solution of the problem—some of it is downright dangerous. If, as measure of the value of all that has been written on the topic, one used the effect that the outpouring has had on the course of events, one would probably find that most of it was of zero, or worse still, of negative value. Were it possible that the paper on which it had been written could, by some alchemistry, be recycled into trees, the forest that would rise up out of the ground, in consequence, would cover a fair-sized country. Between them, the academic community and the media account for most of this waste. To which of them belong the honours for being the more wasteful is moot. This unhappy state of affairs is rather a reflection of the sheer intractability of the problem, once it takes hold in significant manner, than a judgement of the competence and understanding of the researchers and others who have reported commented, or advised on unemployment. Hopes for new insights, and more particularly, for new solutions, if not moderated by this experience, are bound to be disappointed. A problem that has, for a variety of reasons, defeated the best efforts of generations of policymakers, here and elsewhere, can hardly be expected to release its stranglehold simply because new contestants have taken the field. The watchword for those who would wrestle with the problem of unemployment is modestyto search for insights that would influence the course of events is understandable; to be confident that they will be found is not. That said, this study does open a few new avenues for explorationif these can be developed further, they may furnish not only better measures of the severity of the unemployment problem in South Africa, they may also deepen our understanding of vulnerability among the poor. A major finding of the study, and one that is bound to give rise to controversy, is that as far as economic policy in South Africa is concerned, ‘proper’ balance in the distribution of resources between efforts to stimulate growth and efforts to alleviate poverty has not been achieved. Greater emphasis on direct measures (such as social assistance grants) to reduce poverty, it is concluded, would raise welfare levels of the poorest by more than would the equivalent amount of energy and effort devoted to attempting to reduce poverty by indirect methods (such as measures to stimulate employment creation).



Structure The work contains nine chapters. The aims of each chapter, in broad terms, are as follows: Chapter 1 • •



Identify, in the broadest terms, the problem to be addressed, Discuss the problems involved in converting the meagre ‘information’ extracted by research from a recalcitrant reality (the problem of unemployment), into an ‘understanding’ that contributes to policy formation,



Chapter 2 •



Present, using the most recently available information, a picture of the employed and unemployed in South Africa



5 • •



• •



Comment, using this information, on the extent to which government programmes to foster employment creation fall short of what is required to address the unemployment problem, Identify, tentatively, the ‘difficult-to-place’ among the unemployed, and, by implication, the approximate numbers who could conceivably be ‘reached’ by active labour market policies, including supply-side measures such as skills training of one sort or another, Spell out the dimensions of the ‘youth’ and ‘graduate’ unemployment problems, Distinguish between those who lack the skills for available jobs, and those who cannot find ‘suitable’ work, and consider the implications of the difference in condition



Chapter 3 • • • •



Reveal the extent of poverty in households containing adults of working age, in which there are no employed persons present (workerless households), Examine the nature of employment in the informal sector, Consider the extent of poverty in households containing informal sector workers, Spell out the requirements of an instrument to measure the severity of unemployment



Chapter 4 • • • •



Consider the conditions under which informal social security arrangements and social security for informal sector workers emerge Compare ‘welfare states’ with ‘social safety nets’ Estimate the extent to which ‘informal social security’ arrangements are capable of addressing the problems faced by workerless households, Glance at the history of the UIF in South Africa, then present a sketch of the patterns of benefit distribution



Chapter 5 • • • •



Examine the changing form of the welfare state and the emergence of ‘workfare’ Look briefly at workfare in the USA and welfare-to-work in the UK Consider the World Bank’s use of the concept of workfare to describe public work programmes Examine the applicability of workfare to the South African conditions



Chapter 6 • • •



Consider the stance of the South African government on income redistribution Examine the government’s policies for addressing poverty in South Africa Attempt to estimate the priority accorded by the state to addressing the problem of unemployment



Chapter 7



6 • •



Review (briefly), recent developments in the debate on income inequality, poverty alleviation, poverty reduction, redistribution and growth Compare the effects of different growth and redistribution regimes on income inequality, poverty reduction and poverty alleviation in South Africa.



Chapter 8 •



Tease out the ideology of (and obstacles to) income redistribution



Chapter 9 •



Draw out a few of the major conclusions of the study



Which voice to heed in a cacophony? Policymakers, faced with a need to act (and influenced, as Keynes observed, by their ‘own’ favourite defunct economists), are placed in an awkward position by the cacophony of advice, often contradictory, directed at them. Since part of the explanation for the continued suffering of the unemployed in South Africa may lie in a surrender to the siren-call of plausible-sounding but inappropriate solutions, ways of sorting the wheat from the chaff have to be found.5 At least four sources of ‘information’ vie for policymaker’s attention: •



Views (whose disinterestedness is not be relied upon) of the most well organized constituencies, e.g., worker and employer organisations,6 • ‘Independent’, usually university-based academics, and • Influential international institutions, such as the World Bank, the UNDP and the ILO, each with substantial in-house research capacity, bolstered where necessary by academics employed on a consultancy basis. • Government is not monolithicdepartments not only vary in power and influence, they exert both in the process of policy formation The first of these articulates the ‘common-sense’ of unemployment. Research institutions in the service of each group, sometimes seeking to transcend sectional interest, sometimes partial, usually concentrate their energies on aspects of the



5



Debbie Budlender expresses doubts, and rightly so, about the extent to which policy is informed by ‘facts’. Apart from the sheer difficulty of laying hold of the ‘facts’ (understanding ‘reality’), the question must surely be one of degree. Other influences apart, policymakers are forced to choose between competing explanations. When obviously false stories about the world are used as the basis of policy, the consequences are usually unfortunate. A hopeful sign, at least in the United Kingdom, is the apparent acceptance of government of the need for evidence based policy making, a need to which the recent Report by the Social Exclusion Unit (UK Government 2001, p.26) makes fleeting reference. 6 Although the evidence cited is mainly for the US, the claim by Blendon et al (1997, p.105) that “… public opinion has a major influence on many public policy decisions, including in the area of economic policy… ” is unlikely not to hold in South Africa as well. Discovering which sections of ‘public opinion’ are most influential would be an interesting exercise. The groups referred to here (the two best organised groups in civil society) as being ‘directly affected’, are so by virtue of the fact that they when sacrifices are called for to assist in solving social problems, it is to them that the appeals are directed. Obviously, the poor and the unemployed are ‘directly affected’ by policy. In general, however, their voice is weak.



7 problem of greatest concern to their constituencies. Translating research findings into understandings around which constituents mobilise carries the risk that valid, albeit partial results, will be allowed to degenerate into user-friendly, snappy soundbites of the type so beloved of the media (and, apparently, politicians as well). Mediated advice of this sort is probably as likely to do harm, as it is to do good. Academic research into unemployment must always face several awkward problems. One of these is that just about every possible explanation that there is for it has been advanced at some time or other in the past. The difficulty lies not in dreaming up new hypotheses to test, but in performing persuasive tests of those that exist.7 A further difficulty consists in the fact that even if plausible explanations can be discovered, policy measures apparently implied by such ‘causes’ may have little or no impact on unemployment rates and levels. ‘Lack of education’ (few dispute that education is a merit good), for example, is probably to blame for some of the unemployment one sees in South Africa. Throwing resources at education has, however, had little positive effect thus far. Explaining why not requires more research. It is unlikely that unemployment has any single (monocausal) explanation. That means that policies to address it must always consist of a mixture of measures. Getting the balance correct is difficult; the more so as powerful vested (class) interests have usually to be confronted.8 Assessing work that attempts, for the benefit of an academic audience, to distinguish between competing explanations, frequently by applying ever more sophisticated tools to data sets (sometimes tired and old), is difficult. Assessment must take place along several axes, each a continuum on which the assessor has to discover a balance between poles that may, for example, make a strong appeal to hers or his prejudices, or reflect the proximity of the investigator to policymaking processes. As regards the former, two sources of disagreement are prominentone, the well known dispute over methodological stance; the other, the problems that result from the aforementioned application of technological wizardry to often fragile data sets. Here, 7 A survey of the empirical results in almost any field in which economists dabble, invariably exposes its limits. For example, the authors of a major interrogation of existing research (including the full range of World Bank country studies available at the time), into “factors which cause the growth of national product”(Lal and Myint, 1996, pp.58ff), could offer little more than the following: “Our conclusions after this statistical wild-goose chase will seem very meagre to the general reader who has stayed through this section. Broadly, the qualitative conclusions of our country studies, that the proximate causes of growth are the rate of investment and its efficiency and that the latter is influenced by policy (in particular trade policy) still stand.” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.73) Several possible origins of the idea that the ‘general reader’ may have entertained the hope that ‘statistical inquiry’ would lead to anything more than a ‘meagre’ outcome, suggest themselves. One is that the general reader shares the conceit of those members of the profession who believe that it will, or can. The greater likelihood is that the egregious and well-publicised failures of the economics profession will incline the ‘general reader’ towards a healthy scepticism about the ability of the profession to say anything credible. Incidentally, arrived at a similar conclusion about growth in capitalist economies, Marx announced it in the well-known aphorism: ‘Accumulate, accumulate, that is the Moses and the prophets’. 8 These interests are not reducible to a simple dichotomy, as is done, for example, in a ‘two nation’ approach. For a critique of this kind of crudeness to the issue of redistribution, see Nattrass and Seekings (2001). See Rama (2001), on the virtues of compromise to eradicate obstacles to the reforms allegedly required to facilitate globalisation. For one of these ‘obstacles’, low-productivity, relatively high-wage workers, the suggestion is that they be bought off with ‘sufficiently’ generous retrenchment packages. Discovering what would constitute ‘sufficient’ under conditions of mass unemployment would be an interesting exercise.



8 the response could range from uncritical seduction, to a blanket, Luddite rejection. As far as proximity to policymaking processes is concerned, it may be argued that the smaller the probability of exerting any influence on policymakers, and the larger the body of clever technicians scrambling for recognition, the greater the likelihood that the resulting analyses will deteriorate into arcane point-scoring exercises. It thus comes to pass that those in the profession who would prosper must do so as idiots savants, their work being fit for nothing other than publication in the better class of journal, where the special kind of irrelevancy they produce is welcomed as proof of erudition. Part of the reason why debates in economics ‘drone on for centuries’as McCloskey (1983), arch-proponent of the view of economics as a form of rhetoric, so aptly put itis the impossibility of settling so many of the really important questions. If the profession cannot agree, what hope is there that policymakers will be able to find guidance in what often looks like, and often is, esoterica so remote from reality as to render it useless? Yet policymakers must make policyas has often been pointed out, to change no policy at all is still a policy decision. Work by academics done specifically for policy purposes cannot avoid the quagmire described aboveit has to find a way round or through it. The (almost) intractable problems cannot be made to disappearat the macro-level, the causes of unemployment remain a matter of dispute; meso-level problems are poorly understood (data problems are particularly acute here), and at the individual level, the processes by which some people become unemployed often remain a mystery. Complicating the advisory process is the fact that calling in academic consultants (or teams of consultants) means importing their values into the resulting analysis. Policymakers are neither equipped, nor should they be expected to make sense of information that academics generate, so to the initial difficulty of turning data into information (the academic analytical process), is added that of turning information into understanding. That ‘understanding’, coloured by the values of the researcher, is what is handed down to policymakers as a potential basis on which policy may rest. Nor does domestic academic output determine the limits of ‘understanding’. The possibility of further importation of bias into the process occurs through the involvement of the third group of actors identified abovethe international players. Institutions such as the World Bank and the ILO differ in their analyses of what causes unemploymentit is possible to demonstrate this in the South African case simply by comparing, say Fallon (1992) or Fallon and de Silva (1994) with Standing et al (1996).9 Heeding the advice of one as opposed to the other could lead to very different outcomes. Without engaging in a lengthy defence of the proposition, it will be asserted here that there exists a conventional wisdom on unemployment and wages, on employment, growth and inequality, originating in neo-classical economics, whose influence extends well beyond that deserved by its modest intellectual grasp. Acceptance of the tenets of the ideology peddled by the World Bank and its intellectuals (it is presented in a variety of texts), as basis for policy is 9



There are problems involved in ascribing to institutions, the views of individual authors. These are referred to once more in Chapter 8 when we look at the World Bank and the ideology of redistribution. The Standing et al book and the Fallon papers are both contentious (they could scarcely avoid being so). The extent to which the either institution might wish to ‘own’ the results of their workmanship is an open question.



9 regarded in influential circles as a sign of sound governance. Although there is some sense in the offering, its ‘one size fits all’ approach can inflict serious damage if not tempered by measures to suit local conditions.10 South African economic policy, it may be argued, provides a good example of a structural adjustment programme imposed without adequate protection of the poor. The influence of conservative ideology on social security is likely to have added to their sufferings (an assertion, the comprehensive defence of which is clearly no small undertaking).11 Another source of information for policymakers (at the highest level) is that emanating from their cabinet colleagues. Departmental power and influence is an important determinant of the shape of policy. To carry the day on any particular measure, the relevant minister (or cluster of ministers) of state must succeed in persuading the rest of cabinet of its virtues. Control of a ministry well-staffed by suitably trained specialists creates the information required to do so (it is probably the case that such information is necessary, but not sufficient for the job). A source of power of this type is not easily countered by ministers without similar resources at their disposal. In addition to this, the structure of government (a function of the conjuncture) tends to accentuate the concentration of power. In the current conjuncture, for a variety of reasons that we need not explore here, finance ministries tend to dominate many aspects of policy formation. Policy may thus tend be as good or as bad as the recommendations given by the minister of finance. Informing that worthy, will be the sets of actors identified above. Although anecdotes abound of the power exercised by the Treasury in South Africa, knowledge of the power relations within cabinet is usually private. It is undoubtedly the most powerful, and probably best-run ministry. Unless one has privileged access to knowledge about the processes by which policies are settled (in which case, one cannot usually disclose anything about them), such processes must remain a mystery. Suffice it to say that in this era of globablisation, a conservatively disposed finance ministry will almost certainly overwhelm a welfare ministry showing signs of bowing to what look like populist pressures. The finance ministry’s position will not automatically be the ‘correct’ onethat, however, is unlikely to cost it the support of cabinet.



Translating ‘information’ into ‘understanding’ Far though it may be from being exhaustive, the survey above provides a good enough introduction to the difficulties of converting ‘research’ into ‘advice for policymakers’. How then to proceed? Because of the need not to overburden policymakers, transforming ‘information’ into ‘understanding’ carries with it the risk that insights into the phenomenon of unemployment (and they are bound to be small) that come only from lengthy immersion in the data (and the debate), will be lost. To ask the intended audience to grant the analysis the space it demands (and merits), and to present it with all of the necessary caveats, by contrast, would be, it seems, asking 10



For an analysis of the gap between the “high-minded goals” the World Bank sets itself, and the reality of its policies, see Cammack (2002). 11 In essence, the argument is that South African economic policy, while not anti-redistribution per se (indeed, the state has expressly committed itself to redistribution), has such a strong growth bias that modest redistributive policies with positive potential welfare effects greater than those yielded by decades of growth, are not given the airing they deserve. The relative absence of serious debate on this topic in South Africa, a matter reflected on at length in the last section of this study, is remarkable.



10 too much of them. So important is the problem of unemployment though, that it could be argued that policymakers have a duty to award it the time and concentrated attention it deserves. Not to do so, perhaps on grounds that other claims are more pressing, is surely to treat the suffering of a mass of our fellow citizens with less consideration than is its due. Even when this is acknowledged, however, it still leaves policymakers (as may be gathered from the discussion above), with the problem of deciding to whom, or to what, attention should be paid? Consider, for example, an apparently simple, ‘objective’ indicator such as the unemployment statistics. In reality, the story they tell is not easy to understand, at least not under conditions such as those obtaining in a country like South Africa. Partly because of this, the way that unemployment statistics influence, or are taken into account by, policymakers is not very well understood.12 This may not be the case in advanced economies with good statistics. There, it may be appropriate to treat the message the statistics convey as one would the precise and simple information given by the speedometer of a motor vehicle. In developing economies it is not. There, unemployment statistics could be likened to the fleeting blush that, at times, crosses the face of one recalling a long undetected transgression. The trick, easier said than done, is to get behind the mask that social process wears, to the underlying reality. This does not mean, of course, that nothing can be said about unemploymentone thing that is known about it in South Africa, is the increasing importance of its association with poverty.13 The causal mechanisms by which people become unemployed are imperfectly understood, but the connection with poverty is strong. It is also known that there are many policies, which, if implemented, could make a given situation much worsein fact, identifying policies that will not work may be easier than finding policies that will. To know how to avoid at least some errors is better than knowing nothing at all. Unfortunately, however, the degree of uncertainty surrounding the topic can also mean that policies with a fair chance of contributing to welfare improvements may be ruled out when they should not be.14 Numerous researchers have commented on the complexity of the concept of unemployment. The ways in which the condition of being ‘unemployed’ and those experiencing it have been viewed, have varied immensely. As Garraty points out: “What to do about unemployment has always been a difficult and controversial public issue. Unemployed persons have been treated as criminals who must be isolated from society or driven to hard labor, and as sinners to be regenerated by exhortation and prayer (their own as well as those of their betters). They have been viewed as wayward children who must be taught how to work, as lazy incompetents best left to suffer the consequences of their sloth, and as innocent 12



Where unemployment data can be relied upon, there may be key ‘psychological’ levels or barriers, that trigger responses, as there are in certain commodity and money markets. It is unlikely to be the case in South Africa. Research is required to discover how policymakers respond, if at all, to unemployment statistics. 13 When most households contain at least one unemployed person, poverty arises from low pay. As the level of unemployment rises, it supplants low pay as the major cause of poverty. 14 Redistribution through social grants is a case in point. That proposals to increase social transfers to the unemployed will run into serious opposition is inevitable. This stems not only from the uncertainty of outcomes referred to above, but also from the different perceptions of the phenomenon of unemployment held by different social actors, not to mention the strength of the Protestant work ethic and the sentiments behind it.



11 victims of forces beyond their control. Nearly every scheme for both improving their lot and sustaining them in their misery that is currently in vogue, along with many no longer considered workable, was known and debated at least as far back as the sixteenth century. What actually has been done for the unemployed and about unemployment has depended upon the interaction of moral and religious attitudes, the sense of what is economically possible, the locus of power in society, and the extent to which those who possess the power are aware of how unemployment affects both its victims and their own interests.” (1979, p.9) Casual empiricism suggests that in one form or another, most of the attitudes towards the unemployed referred to above will be present in South Africa.15 Attitudes towards the unemployed of those who feel, rightly or wrongly, that they will, or do foot the bill for any benefits, are likely to be ambivalent. On the one hand, there is probably a widely shared view that society should provide relief for those cast into destitution by unemployment. On the other, unlike other forms of social security, protection against unemployment excites the antagonism of some significant proportion of those who possibly have not experienced the despair of being unable to find work, any work. This antagonism takes two formsthe first articulates an unwillingness to grant assistance to those whom they consider undeserving; the second consists in a wariness at paying benefits of a magnitude that would discourage job search. Both objections have an ancient pedigree. Both need to be confronted. While it is true that there is some merit in both objections, it has also become increasingly obvious, as the research reported on here progressed, that sustained social assistance, if only at some minimal level, has the power to make an important contribution to a solution of one of South Africa’s most pressing problems. In making this claim, I am only too conscious of the fact that it merely adds one more voice to the clamour. What way is there out of such a trap? Two possible routes (or, if not routes, then at least, guides) suggest themselves. They emerge from the analysis (in Chapter 6) of the process by which government (and the ruling party) has apparently arrived at a ‘philosophy’ (or set of ‘values’) on social security. The first lies in the bolstering of the functioning of representative democracy by the holding of referendums on certain critical policy questionsthe shape of the social security system, perhaps. The second has to do with the creation of a strong, independent policy research institution whose output the state is bound to take into consideration. Representative democracy may be an efficient way of governing, but it has a number of drawbacks, among them, the likelihood that from time to time, the majority of people will disagree with a particular policy, attempts by the ruling party at allowing all voices to be heard notwithstanding. For policies that will not greatly affect the lives of the majority, this is to be regretted, but it is not the end of the world. When, however, representatives go against the wishes of the majority in policy matters that are of significance to that majority, there may be a problem.16 Under such conditions, 15



This sounds like an excellent research project, if not in the dull ‘economics’ that is so dominant, then at least in sociology, which is much less prone to ‘physics envy’ (Byrne, 1998). 16 The death penalty is a case in point. It will not be reintroduced, even though such a move would probably enjoy majority support, because the highest judicial body in the land has ruled it to be unconstitutional. Appeal to this authority is one way of resolving differences between the will of the people and the actions of the state. To date, this method has been used to good effect as far as social security is concerned. There are, however, limits to what can be achieved by this means.



12 taking the issue back to the people via a referendum may be appropriate. The analysis done in Chapter 6 suggests that despite elaborate attempts by the ANC at granting voice to all who wished to be heard, the way in which the debate on comprehensive social security is developing is likely to result in policy that is not in the best interests of the poor majority.17 There is a strong likelihood that a majority of South Africans favours a basic income grant as a means of addressing poverty. The extent to which the ANC is persuaded that its social policy stance (as that stance appears to be emerging), represents the will of the people, may be gauged by their willingness to submit critical parts of it, the basic income grant in particular, to the test of a referendum. If, having been duly informed of the potential macroeconomic consequences of such a policy measure, the suggestion is supported by a majority, some rethinking might be called for. A second possible route out of the cacophony of policy advice (much unsolicited) bombarding government, could lie in a significant strengthening of policy research capacity through an institution enjoying an arms-length relationship with government. It is argued in Chapter 6 that the ‘understanding’ reached is fundamentally flawedthat what are asserted to be questions of ‘values’ (ethical or normative issues) in social security policy are actually questions of factmainly questions of what the most effective way is of addressing the problems of poverty, unemployment and inequality. To illustrate, government has claimed repeatedly that social grants create ‘dependence’. Their ‘philosophy’ of social security, it is claimed, finds this unacceptablegrants must only go to the genuinely needy who cannot help themselves. The able-bodied poor are to be empowered into a state of self-reliance. The fault in this argument is obviousall forms of welfare create dependencethe question is how much? This is an empirical matter, not a question of values. Government’s much vaunted ‘massive public works programme’, if undertaken on the scale and for the duration of time dictated by existing and foreseeable conditions, will create far more ‘dependence’ than a modest universal grant. Thus far, government shows no sign that it recognizes the impossibility of solving the poverty, unemployment and inequality problems with the combination of policy measures presently in force and presently proposed. The problem is that there is at present, no independent institution with sufficient influence to enable it to tell what seem like unpalatable truths to government, and be assured of a hearing. The difficulty of creating such a body may be gauged by considering the fate of the Financial and Fiscal Commission. To the outside observer, this independent body, created in terms of the Constitution, could possibly have performed a role something like that demanded here, appears to be impotent. The limitations of what is suggested above are all too painfully clearultimately, the balance of policy will only shift if there is sufficient popular pressure for it to do so. But enough of thislet us commence the analysis.
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In South Africa, the median income is well below the mean, and the household earning the median income is probably quite close to the poverty line. The figures in worksheet ‘Engine’ in workbook ‘GrowDistribute(1995-2000)R.xls suggest that in the year 2000, per capita mean income at the median may have been about R450 per month (2001 Rands). It looks as though pre-tax mean income for the distribution as a whole may have equalled mean income received somewhere between the 70th and the 75th percentile (Row 184).
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2. The unemployed Unemployment’s intractability stems in part from its complexity—the sheer difficulty of understanding it gives rise to a tendency for all but the most patient to resort to formulaic pronouncement. This is a field where ideology functions all too readily as a thought substitute. Part of the blame for this lies with academics. Unemployment in developing countries is viewed in the conventional literature primarily as a conjunctural problem.18 Whatever merits this approach may have elsewhere, it is of little relevance in South Africa. The problem here is not ‘conjunctural’—it is structural or systemic. Unemployment levels have risen, almost without pause, for as long as most of us can recall. Apparently accompanying this, at least until fairly recent times, has been a steady loss in formal sector jobs. This latter finding has given rise to an energetic debate, one whose weight can scarcely be borne by the statistics at issue.19 It seems that at best, formal sector employment is now roughly static, with gains in those industries where employment is growing being offset by losses in those where it is shrinking. In the absence of significant formal sector employment growth, the burden of absorbing the country’s expanding labour force falls on the informal sector. It is difficult to construct a coherent time series for informal sector employment. Apart from anything else, the survey instruments used to capture the desired information changed in the middle of the period with which we are concerned (the 1999 October Household Survey gave way to the February 2000 Labour Force Survey). As far as can be determined, once unpaid subsistence agricultural producers have been removed from the picture, employment in the informal sector was roughly constant at about 1.8-1.9 million in October 1999 and September 2000. The results for the period prior to October 1999 behave erratically, recording some improbable increases.20 The figures for February 2001 show a substantial increase over the September 2000 results (about 700 000 new workers), more than two thirds of whom appear to have been earning less than R500 per month.21 As mysteriously as they appeared in the February 2001 LFS, so do they disappear in the September 2001 LFS, in which informal sector employment is said to have fallen from 2 665 000 to 1 873 000. Using the February 2001 figures, it looked as though unemployment may have reached a plateau towards the end of 2000. As measured using the official (strict) 18



A (very) brief literature search failed to disclose a challenge to the received wisdom in this matter. Casual empiricism suggests that if one has not already been made, then it is high time that it was. 19 The September 2000 Labour Force Survey results record a statistically insignificant increase in formal sector employment over the February 2000 figures—the February 2001 figures, in turn, record a statistically insignificant decline over the September 2000 figures. According to Statistical Release No. 0210 of 25 September 2001, formal sector employment rose from 6 678 000 in February 2000 to 6 842 000 in September 2000, only to fall back to 6 678 000 in February 2001. See Table C on page iv of that statistical release. 20 Commenting on increases in informal sector employment in the period 1995-99, Lehohla (2001a, p.63) observes that “To some extent, [they] can be attributed to improved methods of conducting the household surveys.” It is not possible to say to what extent this is the case. 21 Without digging into the dataset for precise information it is not possible to get to the bottom of informal sector earnings. Table 3.5 in the LFS presents the distribution of earnings in the sector, but it includes unpaid subsistence agricultural producers and small-scale (paid) agricultural producers as well. This matter will be dealt with at greater length below—suffice it to note here that the income class R1-500 contained 944 000 people in September 2000, and 1 392 000 in February 2001.



14 definition, the number of unemployed fell from 4 333 000 in February 2000, to 4 082 000 in September 2000 (technically, a statistically significant change). The change in the rate of unemployment (from 26.7 to 25.8 per cent) was, however not significant. The February 2001 LFS reports a slight increase in the number of unemployed (back up to 4 240 000), while the rate climbs to 26.4 per cent, with neither movement being statistically significant. Using the expanded definition of unemployment (including the discouraged or non-searching unemployed), the number is roughly the same in February 2000 as what it was in September 2000 (6 553 000 and 6 559 000). The rate rose marginally from 35.5 to 35.9 per cent. By February 2001, both the number and the rate had climbed—to 6 961 000 and 37.0 per cent. The increase in the number of unemployed was statistically significant. Since the beginning of the year sees a discharge of a fresh crop of school leavers into the labour market, an increase in the number of unemployed is not unexpected. One would perhaps be justified in expressing some surprise if most of them immediately joined the ranks of the discouraged. Given the widths of the relevant confidence intervals, and, equally importantly, the fact that the additional discouraged could formerly have been officially unemployed whose status had changed, it is wise not to read too much into these short-term changes. The latest unemployment figures, those for September 2001, far from confirming the hint of a plateau, suggest that the change tentatively visible in the February 2001 results might instead be the harbinger of a worsening of conditions in the labour market. The number of officially unemployed rose by 285 000 to 4 525 000. As measured by the expanded definition, the number of unemployed increases by 737 000 to 7 698 000. A possibly distressing feature of the latest figures is the reported decline in the numbers of economically activethe ’officially’ economically active decline by a whopping 719 000 and the ‘expanded’ by 267 000. Together, these changes push the official rate of unemployment from 26.4 to 29.5 per cent, and the expanded rate from 37.0 to 41.5 per cent.22 Trying to discern trends in such a short time series as that made available by the Labour Force Surveys might not be a useful exercisewhatever the trend, the long and short of it is that the country faces the problem of trying to cope with a massive number of unemployed, at least twothirds of whom report that they are actively seeking work. Selecting from the mountain of information available on the unemployed, that which is most important for policy formation is not a straightforward matter. It is not known with any precision exactly what statistics influence policymaking, and why. The sheer number of unemployed is now so large as to be meaningless to most people, yet one cannot avoid the aggregate figures if a discussion on unemployment is to be meaningful. Concentrating too hard on the big picture can lead to sight being lost of the very people who are the subject of social policy. Trying to grasp too many of the details, by the same token, can all too easily cause the big picture (the level at which macro-economic policy is made) to fade from view. The approach adopted in this work is to attempt to draw from the existing data (surprisingly large portions of which have yet to be analysed) four types of picture:
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See Statistical Release P0210, 26 March 2002.
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The first of these is a landscape, at a fairly high level of aggregation (one of many that could be done), showing trends and patterns of unemployment. Some attention is paid, in the painting of this picture, to address the question of the plausibility of the changes reported. This entails looking as well, at trends in employment and economic activity. The second focuses on certain high-profile groups, such as the youth, or graduate unemployed. For a variety of reasons, not all of them necessarily sound, such special groups attract attention. Critical analysis is required to see whether such singling out has merit. The third, presented in somewhat greater detail than the first, tries to discover those characteristics of the unemployed that make it more, or less difficult to insert them gainfully into the labour market. The fourth opens the highly contentious debate on the question of whether it is the aspirations of some of the unemployed that keeps them so. The question cannot be answered here, but a rudimentary examination of such information as is readily available, points in the direction of an analysis of existing data that can shed at least some light on the matter. Out of this flows a concrete proposal for addressing the residual ignorance left behind by the survey instrument.



Unemployment and employment: The big picture Although dissenting voices are heard from time to time, in broad terms, the dimensions of the unemployment problem in South Africa, as Statistics South Africa has revealed them, seem by and large, to be accepted. There are reported to be more than seven million unemployed, about three million of whom have given up the search for work; Africans bear a disproportionate share of the burden, as do women. The poorer provinces have relatively worse problems. These, however, cannot be understood simply by considering unemployment rates. To gain a proper measure of the urgency of the problem, employment and non-employment rates (to which are related participation rates) have to be considered as well. A time series presentation, disaggregated along race, sex, region (urban/non-urban; provincial), age, type of unemployment (searching/non-searching) lines, is necessary for alerting policymakers and anyone else with an interest in the matter, to the areas of greatest concern. Before such a task can be tackled, it is necessary to strip away all detail and to present the grand aggregates. Employment growth estimates are a matter of equal, if not greater contention than the unemployment figures. Formal sector employment may at last be rising (slowly?), but it remains extremely difficult to tell what is happening in the informal sector. Government, not unsurprisingly, would like to see some return for the huge effort that it has put into policies associated in one way or another with job creation (some of them travelling under the name of ‘poverty alleviation’). The employment statistics refuse, obstinately, to oblige. Let us look in turn at the aggregate unemployment and employment figures to see why they are problematic.



Aggregate unemployment estimates Table 1 presents aggregate unemployment results for the years 1996-2002. It gives the numbers of unemployed, and the unemployment rates using the two definitions of



16 unemployment—official, and expanded (non-searching) unemployment. In addition, it gives the labour market participation rates, defined as the total number of economically active (employed plus unemployed) divided by the total population aged between 15 and 65 years of age. Changes in the numbers of unemployed and economically active, according to both the ‘official’ and the ‘expanded’ definitions are given in the lower panel of the table. Table 1 Unemployment in South Africa, 1996-2001



Period



Official definition Unemployment Participat1000s Rate (%) Ion rate



1996 1997 1998 1999 Feb 2000 Sept 2000 Feb 2001 Sept 2001 Feb 2002



2 224 2 451 3 163 3 158 4 333 4 082 4 240 4 525 4 738



19.3 21.0 25.2 23.3 26.7 25.8 26.4 29.5 29.4



46.7 46.6 48.8 51.5 61.3 58.7 59.3 56.1 58.3



Expanded definition Unemployment Participat1000s Rate (%) ion rate



4 566 5 202 5 634 5 882 6 553 6 559 6 961 7 698 7 876



33.0 36.0 37.5 36.2 35.5 35.9 37.0 41.5 40.9



56.2 57.5 58.4 61.8 69.7 67.9 69.3 67.7 69.6



Changes in numbers of unemployed and economically active (1000s) Period



1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 Feb 2000-2001 Sept 2000-2001 Feb 2000-2002



Official definition Unemployed Econ active



227 712 -5 -93 443 405



187 855 974 -136 -436 -83



Expanded definition Unemployed Econ active



636 432 248 408 1 139 1 323



596 575 1 227 366 259 836



Source: SR P0317, 31 July 2000, Tables B and D; SR P0210, 25 September 2001, Tables B and H, SR P0210, 26 March 2002 and 25 September 2002, Tables B and H. Note: The line under the 1999 results indicates a discontinuity between the series. Source file: Unempl_1996-2001.xls.



Two rather obvious features of the results catch one’s attention. The first is the upward trajectory (with occasional pauses) of unemployment. The second is the discontinuity in the series between the 1999 and 2000 results.23 This was caused by the changeover from the October Household Surveys, the last of which was conducted in 1999, to the Labour Force Surveys, introduced in February 2000. The 23



There are possibly discontinuities between the 1996, 1997 and 1998 results caused by the fact that the surveys drew on three separate samples in each case (interviewing in 16 00, 30 000 and 20 000 households respectively). Statistics South Africa warns that the findings of the surveys need to be viewed with caution. SR P0317, 18 May 2000, p.3. A similar caution must apply to the Labour Force Survey results. The first of them, a pilot survey, looked at 10 000 households in February 2000. The second, in September 2000, visited 30 000 households. The third round, in February 2001, used the same 30 000 dwelling units. The fourth round, in September 2001 drew on a new sample of 30 000 dwelling units. The fifth round saw 20 per cent of these units being rotated out of the sample, their place being taken by new units. See SR P0210, 25 September 2002, p.i.



17 technical reasons for the jumps in numbers between October 1999 and February 2000 need not detain us at this point—discussed at length in the first release of the Labour Force Survey results, these result partly from the ways in which certain difficult-toclassify groups (homemakers, students, seasonal workers) are treated in the statistics.24 It is possible to generate comparable seriesfor estimates of the officially unemployed, the jump in the rates (but not the numbers) between 1999 and 2000 can be made almost to disappear. The present method of estimating the total numbers of unemployed is considered reliable—let us accept that, in principle, if we had them, we could add back the necessary numbers to the OHS results to obtain results comparable to those yielded by the Labour Force Surveys. Broadly speaking, up until February 2001, the story, as far as official unemployment is concerned, was one of an apparent climb to stable rates that settled at very high levels. Between February 2001 and September 2001, matters seem to have taken a marked turn for the worse. Unemployment rates, according to the expanded definition, were roughly constant between October 1997 and February 2001. In September 2001, however, there are large increases in the rate and number of unemployed over those posted in February 2001 were reported. The year-on-year change from September 2000 to September 2001 is very large indeeda jump in the rate of almost six percentage points and an increase of more than 1.1 million people. Numbers of unemployed according to the official definition rise by more than two million over the period 1996-2002 (making a very rough allowance for the discontinuity at 1999/2000). Using the expanded definition, the increase is over three million. The numbers of unemployed according to both the official and the expanded definitions continued to rise through the period September 2001 to February 2002, but rates seem to have stabilized at roughly the levels reached in September 2001. In the face of such an apparently calamitous record, a flurry of questions swirl about the policymaker and researcher alike, to say nothing of those most closely affected, the unemployed and their dependants. Of possibly the greatest concern is that of why the unemployment problem is so bad, a question, it will be recalled, with which this study will not concern itself in any depth. Sidestepping this question would seem to render the researcher incapable of suggesting ways of the problem. To some extent, this is trueharking back to the title of this study, the aim is to discover ways of providing relief for the unemployed and for poorly-paid workers (and their dependants), not to offer advice on how to solve the employment creation problem. As will become clear in the closing chapters of the study, such relief as could be provided would make a substantial contribution to the welfare of those most in need. So much for the first and most obvious question. To address those relevant to the task this study sets itself, certain, more prosaic matters need to clarified. Not least among these is that of how plausible the estimates are? The discontinuity in the series casts a shadow over this question. Slightly less difficult to address is the question of whether any of the variables associated with unemployment rates 24



Labour Force Surveys are referred to henceforth as LFS 2000:1, etc. The first figure refers to the year in which the survey was conducted and the second to the monthfor February, the figure is 1, and for September it is 2. The first and second LFSs were not classified as ‘official’ statistics. The documents in which they were published were described as ‘Discussion papers’. The first LFS was a pilot survey covering 10 000 households, the second LFS visited 30 000 households. For a discussion of the different ways in which various labour markets can be categorised so as to yield varying unemployment rates, see Appendix 1 in LFS 2000:1 (February 2001).



18 (participation rates, employment rates) provide clues as to why these rates behave in the way that they do? Let us begin with the latter. Unemployment rates are affected by changes in numbers of economically active and changes in the numbers of unemployed. Changes in the numbers of economically active in turn, are affected by changes in the numbers employed, so we will need to look to them as well. For the moment, we confine ourselves to a comparison of the effects of relative changes in the numbers of unemployed and economically active. Where the change in both is relatively small, but the number of unemployed grows more rapidly than the number of economically active (e.g., official unemployment in 1996-97), the rate of unemployment rises. When there is a large change in the number of economically active accompanied by a slightly smaller increase in the number of unemployed, the unemployment rate moves upward significantly (e.g., official unemployment in 1997-98). A massive increase in the number of economically active accompanied by a small drop in the number of unemployed sees the unemployment rate falling quite substantially (e.g., official unemployment in 1998-99). The difference here must, of course, reappear as an increase in employmentit does, as we shall see when we examine employment creation below. Where the number of unemployed rises and there is an almost equally large fall in the number of economically active, as appears to have been the case from September 2000 to September 2001, the rate of unemployment rises substantially (from 25.8 to 29.5 per cent). Using the expanded definition of unemployment, the numbers of unemployed continue to rise (rather obviously) because of growth in the size of the economically active population. Like its ‘official’ counterpart, unemployment according to the expanded definition jumps markedly between September 2000 and September 2001. This is the result of a smaller than usual increase in the number of economically active, accompanied by a leap in the number of unemployed. Having had a first nibble at the determinants of changes in unemployment rates, let us look at the statistical significance of the results churned out by the household surveys. Obviously, since the two survey instruments, the OHS and the LFS, differ somewhat, testing for significance can only be done within one or the other set of results. Focusing attention on the latter, it is reported that compared with results from the three previous Labour Force Surveys, the increases in unemployment rates posted by the September 2001 LFS results are all statistically significant. So too are the changes in the numbers of ‘expanded’ unemployed. This is not the case for estimates of the numbers of officially unemployed. The increase from September 2000 to September 2001 is significant, but the differences between the September 2001 figures and the February 2000, and 2001 results are not.25 It is worth pondering a while on the reasons why some of the figures are significant. For the numbers of officially unemployed, the lower limit for September 2001 is lower than the upper limits for February 2000 and February 2001. The one significant change arises because the number of officially unemployed reportedly fell from February 2000 to September of that year, with the result that the September 2001 lower limit is greater 25



In the September 2001 LFS (LFS 2001:2) Statistics South Africa stated explicitly in Table C whether or not the changes were significant. This has not been done in the LFS for February 2002 (LFS 2002:1). Of course, given the confidence intervals for the various estimates, one can perform this exercise oneself. Given however, that some users may not be able to perform this operation, but may yet require a guide to the meaningfulness of the numbers, questions are raised about the way in which the information is presented.



19 than the September 2000 upper limit. For the expanded unemployed, the increase from February 2001 to September 2001 was so large (737 000) that it is significant when compared with all three previous results in the series. So too is the change in the rate of unemployment. Clearly, a rise or fall in the absolute number of unemployed is unaffected by either changes in participation rates or by changes in the numbers employed. There is a possibility that part of the reported changes result from sample errorthe September 2001 LFS results being drawn from a new sample. Although in the distant past, the forerunner of the LFS, the Current Population Surveys, became unreliable because of sample bias, one would hope, with all the work that Statistics South Africa has done on the master sample,26 that results obtained from the 1999 OHS and the LFSs conducted subsequently, are reasonably reliable. If that is indeed so, the cause of the volatility of unemployment rates in the six-month period February to September 2001 will lie elsewhere, primarily with changes in employment and economic activity, a subject to which we now turn.



Employment figures (somewhat disaggregated) Estimates of formal sector employment (excluding agriculture) are given in the right hand panel of Table 2 below. The centre panel contains the results for commercial and subsistence (where available) agriculture, while the left hand panel contains the domestic and informal worker results. Two types of survey are used to gather the relevant dataone conducted among firms, the other (formerly the OHS, and latterly, the LFS) among households. Results from the first of these are presented under the heading ‘STEE/SEE’. ‘STEE’ and ‘SEE’ stand for ‘Survey of total employment and earnings’, and for ‘Survey of employment and earnings’ respectively. The STEE was the outcome of the consolidation, in 1998, of 17 different surveys. Well known to be missing a significant part of formal sector employment (where it was likely that employment growth was occurring),27 the STEE was renamed the SEE in recognition of its partial coverage. It has also been downgraded (because of methodological problems in the sampling and weighting techniques) from an official statistic to ‘discussion paper’ status (Stats SA, 27 March 2001).28 For what it is worth, the STEE/SEE figures decline steadily. Given STEE/SEE’s incomplete coverage, total formal sector employment estimates (excluding agriculture) have to be made by the somewhat unusual process of amalgamating results from the two different types of survey conducted, that among firms, and that among households. It is possible to use the latter, because Labour Force Surveys (and before them, the October Household Surveys) elicit information on sector of employment, formal or informal. Non-STEE/SEE figures are residuals 26



See Worku and Stoke (2001), for a discussion of the difficulties involved in creating and maintaining in good working order, the master sample from which the 1999 OHS and subsequently, the LFSs are drawn. Some of the problems faced are daunting. 27 See the 1999 OHS (SR 0317, 31 July 2000, p.xvi ) for a list of employers excluded from the STEE/SEE. 28 Comparing the STEE/SEE and LFS results by industrial sector (SIC major group) supports the suggestion that weaknesses in the SEE sample account for its poor coverage of the formal sector. See Table G in LFS 2001:2, p.x.



20 obtained by subtracting the STEE/SEE figures from the OHS or LFS totals for formal employment. Their somewhat odd nature probably means that they should be treated with circumspection.29 In any event, we note that while the sectors covered by the SEE/STEE slowly lose ground (about 600 000 jobs), the non-SEE/STEE employment climbs modestly (roughly 850 000 jobs in five-and-a-half years). Table 2 Employment (1000s) in South Africa, 1996-2001 Period



1996 1997 1998 1999 Feb 2000 Sept 2000 Feb 2001 Sept 2001 Feb 2002



Formal sector (excluding agriculture) SEE Non SEE /STEE /STEE Total



5 242 5 139 4 945 4 840 4 754 4 685 4 676 4 650 4 634



1 550 1 587 1 445 1 724 1 924 2 157 2 002 2 223 2 403



6 792 6 726 6 390 6 564 6 678 6 842 6 678 6 873 7 037



Commercial



Agriculture Subsistence



Total



Informal sector



Domestic



530 731 803 757 667 699 666 734



187 204 296 1 508 965 653 359 792



759 717 935 1 099 2 285 1 694 1 394 1 051 1 538



996 1 136 1 316 1 907 1 821 1 933 2 665 1 873 1 767



740 668 749 799 1 001 999 914 916 972



Sources: SR P0317, 4 November 1999, Table 4.2 (1997 OHS); SR P0317, 18 May 2000, Table 4.2 (1998 OHS); SR P0317, 31 July 2000, Table D and Table 4.2 (1999 OHS); SR P0210, 26 March 2002, Tables C, D and F (LFS 2001:2). SR P0210, 25 September 2002, Tables C, D and F (LFS 2001:2). See file Unempl_(1996-2001).xls, worksheet ‘Employment’. Notes: The lines under the 1999 results indicates a discontinuity between the series. Estimates of the numbers engaged in informal (subsistence?) agricultural employment in the period 1997-1999 include those employed in informal hunting, forestry and fishing activities. This would cause the estimates of the numbers engaged in the commercial sector to be understated somewhat. Total numbers of agricultural workers reported by the LFSs differ from the sums of the numbers in commercial and subsistence production. These differences, which are small, presumably arise during the raising process.30 Until such time as the quality issues affecting the SEE are resolved, and until such time as its coverage is extended so that it yields total employment figures similar to those harvested by the OHS and LFS, it will not be possible to say, with certainty, what the formal sector employment patterns are. The, at times, heated debate between the government and organised labour over this matter will thus continue. 29



Although the questions in the LFS (and before it, the OHS) about the form of employment, formal or informal, are quite detailed, there may be room for confusion on the part of respondents. 30 Note as well that the total employment figures obtained by summing the sectoral employment figures in this table differ from the total employment figures given in the LFS. Some differences are quite largethe reported total for September 2000, for example, exceeds the sum of the individual estimates by 244 000. Part of this is accounted for by the agricultural figures. It is not obvious what accounts for the rest.



21 The most generous interpretation of the results (assuming that we can ignore the discontinuities in the series, especially that at 1999/2000) is that formal sector employment hit a trough in 1998, and that since then, about 500 000 new formal sector jobs have been created. Taking the lower limit of the confidence interval for the 1998 value, and the upper limit for the 2002 one obviously obtains a more optimistic view of the matter. The 1998 figure would have been about 6 200 000.31 The upper limit for the September 2002 figure is 7 245 000, giving a total of about one million net new formal sector jobs that may have been created over the four-year period. The less encouraging view, of course, is that if the upper limit for 1998 and the lower limit for 2002 are taken, then formal sector employment would have grown by about 260 000the 1998 value would have been somewhat less than 6 600 000, while the 2002 lower limit was 6 827 000. As ever, end-point selection is important. If, once more, one assumed that it were appropriate to ignore the discontinuities, and one examined the period 1996-2002, one would draw less sanguine conclusions. The lower limit employment total in 1996 could have been about 6 532 000,32 while the upper limit total in 2002 was 7 245 000, giving a total increase of 713 000. The opposite pair were 7 052 000, and 6 827 000, giving a fall in formal sector employment over the five-and-a-half-year period of 225 000. If is not appropriate to ignore the discontinuity in the series, then it is not possible to say anything about formal sector employment other than that the total seesawed around the 6.8 million mark, with none of the changes between February 2000 and February 2002 being statistically significant. If the LFS estimates can be believed, then there is some comfort in the resultsthe period certainly cannot be characterised as one of ‘jobless growth’. Between February 2000 and February 2002, employment in the formal sector excluding agriculture and ‘Private households with employed persons’, grew by about 380 000. Employment in mining was static; in manufacturing it reportedly grew by about 130 000; formal employment in construction dropped by roughly 70 000; in wholesale and retail trade it fell by 40 000; transport seems to have added about 14 000 jobs, while business services shows a gain of 190 000, with community, social and personal services adding a further 144 000.33 These results, need, however, to be treated with cautionduring the period under consideration, the rate at which ‘atypical’ jobs have replaced ‘good’ jobs (relatively secure and relatively well-paid) appears to have grown apace.34 Expanding areas, by contrast, mainly in services, will be creating some ‘good’ jobs, but will also see the growth of many insecure and poorly paid jobs. Nothing has been said, so far, about the omitted sectors: agriculture, the informal economy and domestic work. It is time to address that omission. We begin by 31



There is a note in Statistical Release P0317 of 18 May 2000 (the 1998 OHS results) to the effect that confidence limits for some key variables may be obtained on request. The limits used here have been guessedscaled on the 2001 limits. Sample sizes are the same and the variables do not differ greatly in magnitude. This crude procedure is accurate enough for the task. 32 A somewhat larger confidence interval has been assumed here because the sample was much smaller (16 000 vs 30 000 households). 33 Estimated from SR P0210, 25 September 2002, Table D. 34 Anecdotal evidence on the extent of sub-contracting and casualisation is mounting by the day. There is also hard evidencesee, for example, the citations in Bezuidenhout and Kenny (2000). The sectoral shifts caused by sub-contracting are difficult to track.



22 observing that in addition to the discontinuities introduced into labour market statistics by the changeover from the OHS to the LFS, another hazard has appearedextreme variability in the estimates of the numbers employed in subsistence agriculture, and informal sector activities. As one would expect, these are of importance in explaining some of the instability of the unemployment and economic activity results. The number of informal (mainly unpaid subsistence) agricultural producers detected by the first LFS was higher, very much higher than the number found by the OHS (1 508 000 vs. 296 000). In the second LFS (that for September 2000), their number had fallen to 965 000. By the time the third LFS was conducted (February 2001), this total had dropped to 653 000. It fell even further, to an almost unbelievable 359 000, by September 2001. By February 2002, their number had climbed back up to 792 000.35 The spike in the informal sector employment estimates in February 2001 (a jump of more than 730 000, or 38 per cent of reported employment in September 2000) does little to instill confidence in the figures. Here is the official explanation offered: “Seasonal variation may account for the difference [in subsistence agricultural employment] between February and September in both 2000 and 2001. The floods in early 2001, which affected the more rural provinces such as Limpopo (formerly Northern Province) and Mpumalanga, may explain the smaller number in agriculture in February 2001. Self-classification may also have had some influence on the results, as for the informal sector in general (see the next paragraph).” The relevant section of the next paragraph reads as follows: “Of the four surveys, it is the February 2001 figure that stands out. Selfclassification may have had some influence on [the informal sector employment] results. In February 2001 more probing questions about self-employment and small businesses were asked in a follow-on survey, which may have led to larger number of respondents classifying themselves as employed. In September 2001 a new sample was drawn, and once again respondents may have classified themselves as not economically active rather than as employed in the informal sector. Moreover the ease with which people may enter or leave the informal sector is notable, relative to formal sector opportunities and other circumstances. A fluctuating picture is therefore not necessarily surprising.” (P0210, 26 March 2002, p.iv) While one understands and sympathises with the travails of the national statistics gatherer as it goes about the difficult task of trying to capture information on levels of economic activity, the results of their efforts are of somewhat dubious value to those attempting to understand the economy. If employment estimates are the captive of circumstances as capricious as the decision to conduct follow-on surveys, or to change to a new sample, then one is obliged to ask of what use the results are?



35



The LFS agricultural and informal sector employment figures are dealt with in greater detail below. The instability of economic activity in subsistence agriculture (regardless of how plausible the reasons offered by Statistics South Africa may appear to be) is cause for concern. If the figures are correct, then little reliance can be had in the sector’s ability to contribute to economic welfare (or food security). See Posel (2001a).



23 This question applies with equal force to unemployment estimates. It was speculated above that if unemployment rates were not (partial) prisoners of the perceptions of those moving into and out of informal and subsistence agricultural work that they would be less volatile. This is easy to demonstrate. In the February 2001 figures, substitute 1 200 00 for the 653 000 subsistence agricultural workers, and 1 900 000 for the 2 665 000 informal sector workers. For the 359 000 subsistence agricultural workers reported in September 2001, substitute 800 000. According to the reported figures, the official unemployment rate in February 2001 was 26.4 per cent, while that in September 2001 was 29.5 per cent, an increase of 3.1 percentage points. Making the substitutions above raises the February rate to 27.1 per cent, and reduces the September rate to 28.9, giving an increase of 1.8 percentage points. The effect on the expanded unemployment rate is to reduce the jump from the 4.5 percentage points reported by Statistics South Africa, to 3.0 percentage points.36 What this tells us is that in and of themselves, unemployment rates do not mean a great dealif a measure of changes in the severity of the unemployment problem is sought, it will not be found in the reported rates of unemployment. For somewhat different reasons, it will not be found in the changes in the numbers of unemployed either, a problem to which we return below. With the number of economically active changing in such an erratic manner (see Table 1), it seems senseless to talk about average annual changes in this variable. About the most one can say in summary of the Table 1 and 2 results is that the picture they paint is one of possibly slowly increasing formal sector employment from a trough in 1996, and of rising unemployment, offset at times by jumps in informal sector employment, mainly, as we shall see, in survivalist activities. That, as far as can be ascertained from the official statistics, is the reality with which social security policies have to cope.



Reliability of the unemployment and employment figures The question of the extent to which the unemployment and employment statistics can be relied upon opens out into a set of inquiries, some of which have been partially addressed above. Two problem areas may be identified. They are: • •



Employment figures have been claimed to be too low, and unemployment figures too high. Movements present in the statistics that appear to be quite extreme.



The latter problem comes into two forms, both of which we have met above: • •



The first is caused by the discontinuity between the OHS and LFS results (and by discontinuities within the OHS series). The second is the sheer size of some of the reported changes in employment, unemployment and economic activity.



Let us delve a little further into these problems. 36



The February 2002 unemployment figures ‘confirm’ the September 2001 results. Locating the changes that produce the results requires more diggingclearly, this would lead nowhere other than to the conclusion, already announced, that an adequate measure of the severity of unemployment needs to be developed.



24



Criticisms of OHS results The OHS informal sector and subsistence agricultural employment estimates are highly suspect, for reasons discussed abovethe LFS figures scarcely seem more credible. Nobody, except possibly one desperate to show that employment has grown, would think of using them in any serious analysis. That leaves the formal sector employment figures, and the unemployment figures. Both have attracted criticism. In what became a quite celebrated disagreement, Standing et al [1996] took issue with the OHS results (and, by inference, would do so with the LFS figures as well). One may wish to quibble about the detailed formal sector employment estimates, but there is less reason to doubt the aggregate official formal sector employment estimates derived from household surveys. Unless it can be shown that there is something wrong with the samples, it is not easy to find reasons for rejecting the orders of magnitude disclosed by the OHS and LFS formal sector employment figures.37 Standing et al (1996) expressed mild surprise at the uncritical acceptance of the claim that there were four-and-a-half million unemployed in South Africa in 1994.38 It would be interesting to hear their reflections on the current estimate of close eight million unemployed. The notion that almost one third of a potentially economically active population of about 27 million can find no work whatsoever, does seem a bit extreme. Some critics have suggested that the October Household Surveys miss significant amounts of ‘work’ done at the bottom end of the income distribution (Schlemmer and Levitz, 1998). Schlemmer and Levitz went to some lengths, however, to point out that such activities, if they did take place, generated very low incomes. With certain reservations about income, the October Household Surveys have, however, been given a clean bill of health by the academic community (see especially Klasen and Woolard, 1999).39 The Labour Force Surveys have also been put through the wringer. Published initially as ‘Discussion Papers’, the LFS has now graduated to official statistics status. If one is going to reject these official statistics, one is going to have to work quite hard at it. The adoption, some years back (in 1997) of what used to be called the ‘strict’ definition of unemployment as the country’s ‘official’ rate of unemployment led some commentators to express concern that the country’s ‘non-searching’ unemployed could possibly be ignored in policymaking. Kingdon 37



Sampling problems were discussed briefly above and reference was made to the Statistics South Africa paper on the question (Worku and Stoker, 2001). The extent of errors is not known. 38 Standing et al insisted that in claiming that official statistics overstated the extent of unemployment they were by no means attempting to downplay the seriousness of the problem (1996, p.108). 39 The time use study conducted by Statistics South Africa has raised the question of under-reporting of gainful work yet again. Unemployed men are said to have spent 121 minutes per day, and unemployed women 46 minutes per day, on ‘SNA production’, i.e., production that would qualify as economic activity suitable for recording in the national accounts (Budlender et al, 2001, p.39). After refinement, a still quite significant match between activity and employment status was achieved, but the authors state that “… Stats SA’s employment status questions may not be picking up on all economic activity. This,” they say, “merits further investigation.” (2001, pp.51-52). The results of such an investigation could confirm Schlemmer’s and Levitz’s suspicion that a considerable amount of admittedly very low income generating activity is being missed.



25 and Knight (2000) did a fairly convincing job of showing that the predicament of discouraged workseekers was not such as to permit their being written off as undeserving (able-bodied) poor. We will return to them below when we examine conditions in workerless households, and households containing only informal sector workers. Large changes in the series The causes of the major discontinuity in the employment and unemployment estimates have been discussed above. It results from a combination of more penetrating interviewing40 that uncovered an additional 1.2 million subsistence agricultural workers (most of whom have since disappeared), and the use of slightly different definitions of who was to be regarded as unemployed. The discontinuity is one problemseveral changes in the individual series where comparison is possible (the OHS between 1996 and 1999, the LFS between February 2000 and February 2002) have been argued to be a little on the large side. Deciding whether a particular movement in a series is ‘large’ or not is a tricky business. Two approaches to this problem are adopted in this study. The first appeals to international experience, and the second to ‘common sense’. We could argue that the latter may be of use when looking at absolute changes in numbers, and the former when considering proportional changes. In practice, both are useful. Some effort was expended above in showing that ‘taming’ some of the bigger leaps (upwards and downwards) in the employment statistics, has a marked effect on unemployment rates. Table 3 below suggests that by comparison with changes observed in 18 OECD countries over the period 1970-98, a period punctuated by severe economic crises in several member countries, some of the ‘untamed’ results in Table 1 are exceptionally large. Five large year-on-year movements in the South African participation and unemployment rates were selected, then the OECD data were scanned for changes of equal or greater magnitude. For four of the indicators, there was only one country (Finland) in which a larger change occurred, and then only on one occasion each. Allowing the change in the OECD countries to take place over three years brings in a bigger haul of instances where equal or greater variation is observed. It is not, however, all that much biggera jump such as that in the expanded unemployment rate of 5.6 per cent that reportedly took place between September 2000 and September 2001, if spread over three years, would have been seen on only eight occasions among a possible 468 observations in the OECD countries. A number of objections may be raised against this method of assessing volatility. The OECD country data, for example, refers to official rates of unemployment. Expanded rates may show greater variability. This may be true, but it also true that at 4.2 per cent, the largest reported variation in the official rate was not all that far behind the big change in the expanded rate. It may also be objected that as a developing country, the behaviour of these indicators is bound to be more volatile than that of their counterparts in advanced economies. Without submitting the 40



Apparently there was more prompting of respondents about different types of work, including activities which people might not previously have regarded as a ‘job’.



26 developing country data to a similar test, it is difficult to judge whether there is merit in this argument. Even if these data show similar patterns to those observed in South Africa, one cannot be certain that they are detecting real phenomena. The causes of such volatility may be similarlarge changes in employment estimates brought about by the measurement problems discussed above. Table 3 Variability of OECD participation and unemployment rates No of occasions in OECD economies where equal or larger change has occurred Over 1 year Over 3 years n N n N



Period Change Participation Official 1998-99 2.7 1 504 Expanded 1996-97 3.0 1 504 Unemployment Official 1997-98 4.2 1 504 Official Sept 2000-2001 3.7 1 504 Expanded Sept 2000-2001 5.6 0 504 Raw data source: Scharpf and Schmidt, 2000, Vol. 1, Tables A-4 and A-5. Source file: Oecd.xls, worksheet ‘Results’



22 15



468 468



22 34 8



468 468 468



The long and short of it is that analysts would do well to treat the LFS and OHS results with extreme caution. Our common sense tells us to beware of reports of increases in the region of 700 000 in the number of informal sector workers over a period of six months, or falls of over a million in the number of subsistence agricultural workers over 18 months, or increases in the number of unemployed of almost three-quarters of a million in six months. Some method has to be developed to guide users of statistics as to what is may reasonably be said using the OHS and LFS resultssignificance tests are not enough. Ways have to be found of measuring the severity of unemployment, and the growth of employment, that are relatively independent of spurious fluctuation. It goes without saying that if large, erratic changes affect groups disproportionately, the effect on indicators of their economic status is likely to be severe. Using what appear to be the comparable figures, LFS 2000:1 estimates the female non-urban expanded unemployment rate at 39.3 per cent in February 2000 (1 417 000 women unemployed). LFS 2000:2 puts it at 45.7 per cent in September 2000 (1 550 000 women). The number of economically active fell by 217 000, but because the number of workers fell by even more (347 000) the unemployment rate jumped. Given the instability of ‘employment’ in subsistence agriculture, and given that that form of economic activity is dominated by women, the example used here to demonstrate the instability of unemployment statistics, is probably the worst case.41 It does serve, however, to warn against reading too much into year-on-year changes, especially in the disaggregated results on unemployment in South Africa. On that cautionary note, let us turn to a disaggregated analysis.



41



See Tables 3.4.2 in LFS 2000:1 (February 2000) and LFS 2000:2 (September 2000).
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Unemployment: Zooming in a little closer Long gone are the days when official statistics were published without commentary— the October Households Surveys, and now, the Labour Force Surveys, offer fairly extensive analysis of the results, not to mention a wealth of detail in the tables. The aim here is therefore to place before the reader, information not readily available from published sources. Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 (most of the tables appear in an appendix at the end of this study) present unemployment figures for the period 1996-200142 disaggregated by population group, region (urban/non-urban), and by sex. Both official and expanded definitions are used. These tables throw up some of the stylised facts referred to in the introductory remarks above. Performing time series analysis on the figures is quite risky, the more so because of the discontinuity between 1999 and 2000. 43 The analysis of the figures is therefore broken at that point.



What the October Household Surveys might have been saying Unemployment rates from the OHSs for the various race groups according to the official definition are given in Table 4, and according to the expanded definition in Table 5. It will be noted that there are two sets of results for the year 1998. The first set of 1998 figures exclude the results mining sector, while the second set includes them. Presenting both sets serves a dual purpose. In the first place, if the figures turn out the way we would expect them to, our confidence in the survey will be enhanced. In the second, presenting the figures in this way shows the extent to which unemployment rates for particular groups of workers are overstated by virtue of their exclusion from the denominator of the unemployment rate calculation. Including mineworkers has the effect that one would expectthose most affected by the change are urban and non-urban African males; fairly significant declines being registered in unemployment rates in both cases. Other population groups are barely touched by the change. For the rest, the usual shockingly familiar results present themselvesdisplaying the distinctive gender, racial and regional bias commented on by almost everyone who has ever dabbled in the topic. The percentages of the various economically active population groups that are unemployed tell part of the storyactual numbers unemployed tell more of it. These are given in the bottom panels of Tables 4 and 5 for the year 1999 only. Table 5 also gives estimates of the numbers of discouraged 42



1996 was used as initial year despite the small size of the OHS sample (10 000 households) used in that survey. The 1995 OHS results were not used because there is no official set available that has been reweighted to the 1996 Census results. 43 Much of the analysis in Chapters 2 and 3, and to a lesser extent in Chapter 4, is best characterised as exploratory descriptive work. The OHS (and LFS) results are used naively, i.e., raised totals from surveys are compared without reference to confidence intervals. This means that many changes or differences may not be significantsome may run in the opposite direction to those reported here. Dotted through the text are occasional reminders of the fragility of the numbers under consideration. Conclusions drawn from them cannot be anything other than tentative. Where results are controversial, it were unwise to read too much into them. In other instances, common sense suggests that results that are consistent with plausible hypotheses may be accepted, at least provisionally.



28 unemployed (the non-searching unemployed). Participation rates tell another part of the story (albeit confusingly so). Several features of these tables catch the eye. In the first place, Africans, as a group, whether they be in urban, or non-urban areas, have the highest probability of being unemployed. The higher unemployment rates translate (obviously) into a disproportionate share of the burden of unemployment. Given their numerical preponderance in the potentially economically active population as a whole (76 per cent in 1999), this bigger burden is reflected in their share of total unemployment (89 per cent of the ‘expanded’ and 87 per cent of the officially unemployed). Given lower participation rates among Africans, it shows as well in their share of nonemployment, or the proportion of the potentially economically active population that is not employed (82.5 per cent according to the official, and 80 per cent, according to the expanded definition of economic activity).44 In the second place, regardless of race group, unemployment affects women more seriously than it does men. In all population groups, unemployment rates for women are higher than those for men. The effect is least marked in the white group (rates appear to be converging), and most noticeable among the African group, where the absolute difference in official unemployment rates is more than 10 percentage points. Using the expanded definition, this difference rises to more than 15 percentage points. Thirdly, as measured by the official unemployment rate, economic activity rates differ significantly between race groups, between sexes and between regions (urban, non-urban). For African males, the regional difference is almost 16 percentage points, which is greater than the (substantial) difference between participation rates for African men and women. Given that these participation rates only approach the levels that they do because there are large numbers of unemployed African men, and even larger numbers of unemployed African women, the very different economic trajectories of the different groups is immediately apparent. A fourth feature of the results is that despite their much lower participation rates, unemployed African women outnumber unemployed African men by some substantial number. This holds in both the urban and the non-urban setting. Initial findings of research currently underway suggests that this might be associated with the absence of men from households, a phenomenon related to family breakdown, and one that appears, in recent years, to be on the increase.45 Looking at the Table 4 and 5 figures together, it may be seen that although the bulk of officially unemployed Africans are concentrated in urban areas (1 641 000 out of 2 751 000 in 1999), there are more ‘discouraged’ unemployed in non-urban, than in urban areas (1 340 000 vs. 1 143 000 in 1999). In aggregate, there are many more discouraged women (1 487 000) than there are men (996 000). Among women in non-urban areas, the discouraged (non-searching) unemployed outnumber the officially (searching) unemployed. The figures are 802 000 vs. 594 000. Among the men, the numbers do not differ significantly538 000 ‘discouraged’ vs. 516 000 ‘official’. The relative paucity of economic activity in non-urban parts of the country, 44 45



See spreadsheet Econ-act96_99.xls, worksheet ‘Discouraged women’. Casale and Posel, 2001a.



29 combined with childcare duties and social restrictions that render them locationbound, might explain why there are so many more discouraged women in non-urban areas. To be an African woman in the non-urban areas of South Africa is to be trebly disadvantagedin 1998, using either the official or the expanded definitions, they were more than ten times more likely to be unemployed than was a white male in the urban areas of the country. Given the relative mobility of males, it is perhaps a little surprising to find so many discouraged in non-urban areas. A possible explanation of this is the finding by Klasen and Woolard (2000a) that the unemployed with no other means of support return to families where some support is available. If this is in nonurban areas, then there is a strong likelihood that they will be ‘drawn away from employment opportunities’.



Initial results from the Labour Force Surveys (LFS) Results in the first Labour Force Survey (those for February 2000) were provisional, because of the relatively small sample size (10 000 households). The surveys are now come of age, having been accepted into the category of official statistics. The Table 6 and 746 results are not strictly comparable—the Table 6 official results having been chosen from an array offered by Statistics South Africa that made them almost comparable with the OHS figures. That comparability has now been lost—Stats SA no longer publishes the detailed figures that make such comparisons possible. Thus the 1999 overall official rate of 23.3 per cent is close to the Table 6 (February 2000) rate of 22.5 per cent. That rate, however, is a long way from the February 2001 figure of 26.4 per cent (Table 7). The difference between them does not represent a jump in unemployment rates—it exists because the rates are calculated in a different ways. As was shown in Table 1 above, comparable official rates for February 2000 and 2001 are 26.7 and 26.4 per cent respectively. One reason for presenting non-comparable rates is to show how sensitive employment figures can be to the assumptions made as to whom should be counted as unemployed. Compare, for example, the official unemployment rates for non-urban African males and females in February 2000 and February 2001. They differ by between six and eight percentage points. Since unemployment rates (according to the definition now settled upon in the Labour Force Surveys) appear in general, to have changed but little over the period, these differences, one assumes, result from definitional changes.47 Another difference between the October 1999 and the February 2000 figures lies in the activity rates for Africans in non-urban areas. This was caused by the discovery (largely the result of more probing questions) of large numbers of subsistence agricultural producers. The fluctuations in the numbers has been commented on above—comparing activity rates in Tables 5 and 6 gives a good indication of the impact this ‘improvement’ had on the figures. It looks though, as if the statistics have 46



The analysis in Table 7 (and several subsequent tables) uses LFS 2001:1 (February 2001) rather than the latest LFS available at the time of writing (LFS 2001:2, September 2001). If the substantial increases in unemployment reported in LFS 2001:2 are correct, conditions will have become more dire. 47 This may be seen more clearly by comparing the Table 7 results with those in Table 2.6.1 of LFS 2000:1 (Discussion paper 1, 27 march 2001).



30 now settled down. Economic activity rates no longer differ so dramatically by race. The problem of course, is that this status has been achieved only by virtue of the inclusion of large numbers of unemployed (discouraged and official), and of mostly unpaid agricultural producers. One needs to view these things with a critical eye— what you see is not necessarily what you get. In 1999, one would have concluded that official unemployment for Africans was roughly as bad in urban, as it was in non-urban areas (24.1 and 25.2 per cent for the men, and 35.0 and 34.9 per cent for the women). By February 2001, the picture was somewhat different—using only unemployment rates as the measure of the problem, the relevant figures were now 31.0 and 28.5 per cent for the men, and 35.7 and 27.9 per cent for the women, a substantial difference.48 Among the discouraged unemployed, non-urban men are more seriously affected in both periods, but for the women, this relationship, although running in the same direction, is now much weaker (48.9 to 55.7 per cent in 1999, as opposed to 45.4 to 47.3 per cent in 2001). Clearly, caution is called for in the interpretation of such figures. If the intention is to use the unemployment results as an index of the success or otherwise of policy, care in the selection of numbers on which to base such evaluations is necessary. Once more, it is demonstrated that a ‘proper’ measure of the severity of the unemployment problem is required.



The ‘duration’ of unemployment and/or job search Either or both the length of spells of unemployment, and the length of periods spent in searching for jobs go part of the way towards furnishing such an index. The proposition that the longer someone is unemployed, the less likely they are to find employment, seems to be fairly well established. As age increases, the probability of the long-term unemployed remaining so rises still further (Meager and Evans, 1998, p.15). Settling upon a hard and fast definition of ‘long-term’ unemployment is difficult―it is, however, conventional to view unemployment of more than one year’s duration as long-term. In countries where there are sufficient resources to link active labour market policy to social security policy, i.e., to engage in preventive social security, some considerable energy has been devoted, if not to actually identifying workers who may be at risk of joining the ranks of the long-term unemployed, then at least to participating in a debate over the question of the appropriate amount of effort (resources) to be devoted to the identification process. The reason for the policy unclarity is the unresolved debate over whether ‘heterogeneity’ or ‘state dependence’ is more significant in the processes by which people become ‘long-term unemployed’. If the former, then those lacking the attributes regarded by employers as desirable stand a greater chance of becoming unemployed, and particularly long term unemployed. If the latter, then: “… unemployment itself causes further unemployment. That is, unemployment duration becomes a ‘characteristic’ reducing an individual’s chances of leaving 48



Rates of unemployment appear to have increased fairly sharply in the year that followed. By February 2002, official unemployment rates for African men were 33.5 and 30.7 per cent respectively in the urban and non-urban areas. For African women, the corresponding figures were 40.6 and 35.1 per cent. Changes in the expanded rates were much larger. See SR P0210, 25 September 2002, Tables 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.



31 unemployment, or avoiding future unemployment spells.” (Meager and Evans, 1998, p.15, emphasis in original) Given the limited capacity to link active labour market and social security policies in South Africa, such a disagreement would appear, at first glance, to be of academic interest only. A moment’s reflection, however, makes obvious its relevance to a number of debates, not least that of a problem such ‘youth’ unemployment. Whether or not youth merit special consideration (and if so, how much, and in what form) is a policy question (like so many others) that has, at present, to be answered on the basis of much less than full information.49 Some capacity to begin assessing the extent of long-term unemployment in South Africa has long existed―as far back as 1995, the October Household Surveys collected information on the duration of job search.50 In 1997, information was gathered on whether respondents had ever worked.51 By 1999, it became possible to distinguish duration of job search from duration of unemployment, at least for those who had previously been employed. By asking how long the person had worked in their last job, a fairly comprehensive work history could be extracted for some of the unemployed.52 Knowledge of the age of those who had never previously been employed, coupled with information on the duration of job search (if only for the most recent spell of such activity) enables a tolerably detailed picture to be compiled of them as well. The Labour Force Surveys continue this tradition, adding a clutch of questions on previous occupation and sector of employment. A brief trawl through the literature has not disclosed any systematic analysis of the wealth of information now available (much of it buried in the OHS and LFS databases, waiting to be unearthed) about the relationship between the duration of unemployment (or job search, where that cannot be ascertained) and the other characteristics of the unemployed and the households to which they belong.53 Information on the duration of job search among both those who have previously been employed, and those who have not, is published in the Labour Force Surveys. Parts of the February 2001 results are reproduced in Table 8. Among a total of 4 240 000 officially unemployed (active work seekers, in other words), usable results were available on the durations of job search of some 2.6 million of them. The table shows that 40 per cent of those who had worked before, and 45 per cent of those who had not, had been seeking employment for more than one year. As is always the case, 49



It sounds almost trite to say that since decisions about resource allocation cannot wait, at least some of the policy choices made must be sub-optimal. The value of good research is its ability to make the relevant trade-offs known, insofar as that is possible. Among the many variables that have to be taken into account in the youth unemployment debate is the likelihood that the youth might be less restrained about giving vent to dissatisfaction at government tardiness to deliver. What weight to accord such considerations is not easy to settle. 50 Question 3.29 in the 1995 OHS questionnaire. 51 Question 3.34 in the 1997 OHS questionnaire. 52 Questions 3.31; 3.34; 3.35 and 3.36 in the 1999 OHS questionnaire. 53 A recent, and very interesting contribution by Dinkelman and Pirouz (2001) examines search behaviour, attempting to identify factors that determine search intensities. Non-employment, rather than duration of unemployment enters into their calculus via the inclusion of age as a variablein their words, “… younger individuals perceive their net benefits from being out of the labour force as larger than the net benefits of searching.” (p.9). This, they argue, changes because the benefits of being out of the labour force decline with increasing age. We will return to their paper when the concept of unemployability is discussed below.



32 aggregate figures conceal considerable variation by age―the percentages fall as the unemployed become older. This is as one would expect―the likelihood of active job search by older workers must fall―a state of discouragement being the more likely condition. The age classes are, unfortunately, a trifle coarse―ideally, one would want to look into the under-25s, the under 30s, and so on. There are interesting differences in the age distributions of those who have previously worked as opposed to those who have not. For the former, less than half (42.4 per cent) of the unemployed in the youngest age cohort (15-30 years) are long-term unemployed (as it has been defined above). Among the latter, by contrast, almost 90 per cent (86.8 per cent) of those in the youngest group have been unemployed for more than one year. The coarseness of the aggregation (15-30 years; 31-46 years, and 47-65 years) makes it impossible to examine this aspect of the problem of youth unemployment using published information, unless such a broad definition of youth is adopted as to rob the concept of meaning. This drawback is, of course, a hindrance only insofar as the compilation of this report is time-constrained―the database contains all of the information required to produce results at any desired level of aggregation. Some of it has already been extracted for presentation―we consider it below in the sub-section dealing with the question of employability. Integrating the information on duration of job search and/or duration of unemployment by age with that on other characteristics of the unemployed, promises a potentially rich harvest of knowledge of which industries (sectors of the economy) and occupations are most ‘risky’. From Tables 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of the February 2001 LFS (LFS 2001:1), we can see at a glance that (as expected) the manufacturing sector has contributed significantly to the stock of long-term unemployed. Construction, relatively small though its contribution to total employment is, has also done its bit. Even more of them came from wholesale and retail trade, possibly because of the large numbers of casuals employed. A sizable number originated from private households―presumably having been employed as domestic workers. Respective numbers of officially unemployed long-termers from these sectors were 269 000; 107 000; 276 000 and 196 000. Corresponding numbers of discouraged long termers were 117 000; 43 000; 128 000 and 135 000. Confirmation of these tendencies comes from data on the length of time since the unemployed had last worked sorted by previous occupation. The results, given in Tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 of the February 2001 LFS (LFS 2001:1), are dominated by a handful of occupations―clerks, service workers and shop and market sales workers, craft and related trades workers, plant and machine operators and assemblers, those in elementary occupations (the polite name for what used to be called unskilled workers), and domestic workers. The three categories, craft; machine operators and elementary occupations dominate the figures, accounting for more than half of the long-term unemployed, whether that be of the official or the discouraged variety. In each of the six occupational categories listed above, the percentage of long-term unemployed exceeds 60 per cent (for domestic workers, it is greater than 70 per cent). By entering the database, it will be possible to determine the length of time since those discussed above last worked. Table 4.5 in the LFS presents summary information of this nature by age. Once again, in the absence of clear linkages to other characteristics of the unemployed, the results are interesting (corroborating some of the other evidence), but in need of enrichment.
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The problem of unemployment in South Africa appears to be exacerbated by the extent to which so much of it is of the long-term variety. A research effort aimed at milking the existing data for all they are worth, searching for enlightenment on the processes by which so many of the unemployed slide into this predicament (looking at factors other than obvious explanatory variables such as slow growth and sluggish investment), is clearly indicated. Whatever skills these former workers may have had will inevitably deteriorate as the duration of unemployment lengthens. Given the major policy emphasis on skills training, waste on the scale implied by the unemployment statistics is intolerable.54



Youth (and graduate) unemployment Two major problems confront those who would devise social security programmes to meet the needs of the ‘youth’identifying the target population in a satisfactory way, and then discovering implementable, cost-effective measures. ‘Youth’ is an elastic concept. The Oxford English Dictionary defines it as “the period between childhood and adult age”. Different legal and social privileges and responsibilities see different cut-off ages being invoked. Engagement in sexual activity is lawful from the age of 16 years, driving a motor car or voting not until two years later. The right to enter unaided by an ‘adult’ into most forms of contract does not come until ‘majority’ is attained at 21. It is idle to deny the arbitrary nature of these age barriers. As far as the unemployment problem is concerned, the age limits selected to mark the end of ‘youth’ must be equally, if not more arbitrary. In the keynote article of an issue of Development Update (July 2000) devoted to youth in post-apartheid South Africa, Everatt noted that: “… useful criticism of the NYC [National Youth Commission] would have pointed to the National Youth Commission Act (19 of 1996) – hastily (and badly) drafted to meet the 16 June deadline, and poorly conceptualised. The Act defined youth as comprising everyone between the ages of 14 and 35, a serious error. Youth in South Africa has always had a higher upper-age limit than international definitions do (16 to 24 is more common), because of the effects of the struggle on students between 1976 and 1990. This group, however, cannot endlessly be recreated as youth or kept within age definitions.” (Everatt, 2000, p.22)55 There is a strong case to be made in South Africa for some sort of preferential treatment of those whom apartheid robbed of their youthsacrifice of education in the name of the struggle being but one cause for such loss. More than a decade has passed, however, since the formal struggle ended, and with it, the need for such sacrifice. Singling out a ‘lost generation’ for special attention may still be 54



The skills development strategy envisages training for the unemployed. Whether it is possible to provide it in the necessary quantities is an open question. 55 In her comments on an earlier version of this study, Debbie Budlender makes reference to work done in Statistics South Africa which shows that some significant proportion of South Africans either marry late or not at all. To the extent that being single could be regarded as a marker of ‘youth’, this may influence people’s perceptions of what ‘youth’ means. The concept of youth is clearly a social construct. How perceptions do or should influence its boundaries is not easy to determine.



34 appropriateclassing all youngsters among them clearly is not. As Everatt points out: “The life experiences, context and needs of a 14-year-old are radically different from a 35-year-old’s. When we add the complications of gender, race, class, urban/rural location and others that underpin South African society, the complexity becomes impossible to contain within an already blurry concept such as ‘youth’.” (2000, p.23) An example of the way in which inappropriate definitions stifle debate is furnished by the recently published analysis of 1996 Census findings on South Africa’s youth carried out by Statistics South Africa (Lehohla, 2001b). Present throughout the work are signs of the different needs, contexts and life experiences referred to above. There is, however, little acknowledgement of the fact that for policy purposes, a more nuanced approach to the concept of youth is necessary.56 Yet the work shows, for example, that almost half of the women (49 per cent) in the age category 25-29 years had entered into some form or other of conjugal relationship (p.15). In the age category 20-24 years, 57 per cent of women had had at least one childin the next age category, 25-29 years, the percentage rose to 79 (p.18). In each population group, by the age of about 25 years, the proportion of youth with post-matric qualifications flattened out to settle at roughly the level achieved by each race group (p.22). From about the age of 25 years, the proportion of the population not studying, having risen rapidly, reached about 80 per cent. By age 30, it had levelled out at about 90 per cent (Lehohla, 2001b, p.25). There is, it would appear, little justification for describing people with family responsibilities, people whose educations had been completed,57 as ‘youth’. Young they certainly are‘youth’ they certainly are not, if the concept is to have any useful meaning at all. There are at least two problems to be confronted. One of the problems, that of dealing with those denied their youth by apartheid, is long-standing. It applies only to countries like South Africa that undergo difficult transitions. It is also fading into history with each passing year. The other problem is the perennial ‘problem’ of ‘youth’ faced in most countries. In South Africa (and in several other countries), this problem is exacerbated by the high probability of unemployment faced by most school-leavers.58 Although there will be overlaps, it is unlikely that policies to address the former will also suit the latter. It is late in the day, but not too late to be still thinking about ways of addressing the special needs of the apartheid generation.59 This suggestion is hardly originalcountless deliberations among those directly 56



Mhone (2000, p.7) proposes a focus on education and training for those under 25 years of age, as opposed to an emphasis on efforts to ensure effective absorption into income generating activities for those over 25. 57 The fact that some significant proportion was not studying cannot be taken to mean that they were all satisfied with their educational attainments. Everatt reports the findings of a study which found that only 27 per cent of youth (aged 14-35 years) had gone as far in their education as they wished (2000, p.31). 58 Scanning the literature, it would seem that the major determinant of youth unemployment is the rate of growth in demand for labour in general. Special programmes to increase youth employability help, but are costly. This bodes ill for South Africa, where both the rate of growth in demand for labour, and the institutional capacity to deliver ‘intensive care’ programmes, are low. 59 Opinions differ as to whether or not it is appropriate to describe this as a ‘lost generation’. The appellation seems excessive.



35 concerned, and within organisations devoted to addressing the issue have already taken place. Many of these have turned into initiatives of one sort or another, some successful, most not. ‘Social security’, with its limited repertoire of measures is a feeble wand to wave at a problem of such a magnitude. What is required is a fullscale investigation of what has been attempted and why it has enjoyed so little success. Part of the reason for lack of success, obviously, is the failure of the economy to deliver jobs in the required numbers, a harsh truth that brings us back to the second problemtoday’s youth. Speaking of the difference between them and the youth at the forefront of the struggle against apartheid, Everatt notes that: “The worst thing the youth of 2000 have done is to become teenagers, retreat into their own cultures whose codes are opaque to adults, and mimic the consumerism that marks South African society. They also suffer from the social ills brought about by policy choices and global economic forces. They fail to respond to the same HIV/AIDS messages that adults fail to respond to. The need for youth development is clear – unemployment is high and growing, HIV infection is extremely high, educational opportunities have been missed by many, and rape and violence are widespread. But those programmes have to be based on a sound understanding of youth cultures as they are – not as we want them to be or as we think they ought to be.” (2000, p.37) As was observed above, waving the wand of social security at problems of this sort is unlikely to make much impression on them. In advanced economies, say, for example those that have adopted ‘workfare’ or ‘welfare-to-work’ approaches to the question of youth in transition to adulthood (and to employment), elaborate and costly programmes have been developed (after many failures) to assist those who have difficulty in making the transition (and to coerce those who are reluctant). Such measures, it is argued below, cannot be introduced in South Africa on any but the most modest scale. Job-creating economic growth (as everybody knows) is what is requiredgovernment’s limited capacity (willingness?) to tackle the problems faced by the youth is perhaps best illustrated by the extreme weakness of the National Youth Commission (Everatt, 2000), and by the relative novelty and modest scope of government’s flagship youth programme, the Umsobomvu Fund. With less than a billion rands in its war chest, the “Fund will seek to promote “active economic participation of the South African youth” ” (Budget Review 2001, p.50). Operations commenced in earnest in 2001, with the appointment of a Chief Executive Officer. As the Budget Review notes, the “Fund was created by Government to contribute towards the solution of the unemployment problem …” (p.50). It is unlikely that the ‘contribution’ will have anything more than a marginal effect on the problem. To assert this is by no means to disparage the effort being made, nor is it to lose sight of the fact that many other programmes aimed at tackling the problems of youth and of unemployment exist. Rather, it is to remind readers once more (if a reminder is necessary) of the enormity of the problem the country faces.



36 To get a sense of its magnitude, Table 9 below gives a headcount of young adults whose educational level varies from Grade 1 to Grade 12.60 In this table the sheer mass of ‘youth’, all with very different characteristics, all wanting gainful employment (or, at least, giving the impression of doing so) becomes visible.61 The table is divided into two panelsthe upper of the two concerns itself with those educated up to and including Grade 11. The lower panel contains similar results for those who have ‘completed’ Grade 12. The rationale for such a split is the possibility that ‘credentialism’ may privilege workseekers with a Grade 12, rather than, say, a mere Grade 11 or 10. Guided by the arguments made in the discussion above, we confine ourselves to looking at those aged between 15 and 29 years of age. Results for the African population group (who account for the overwhelming bulk of unemployment) are given by sex; by type of area (urban or non-urban); by unemployment status (strictly unemployed or non-searching [discouraged] unemployed), and by work experience (PE denotes previously employed, whereas NPE denotes never previously employed).62 It is useful to bear in mind as one scans these figures, that each year, the education system disgorges another 400-500 000 hopefuls (this is a guessnobody knows for sure how many there are) into the labour market. For every 100 of them, a mere handful will obtain formal sector employment. Some will go into the informal sectorup until now, the majority have gone to swell the ranks of the unemployed. All told, in 1999 there were some 1.7 million unemployed young people aged between 15 and 29 years in the educational category Gr1-11. There were a further 817 000 unemployed young people who had completed Gr 12, 472 000 women, and just under 345 000 men. Table 9 has about it a couple of striking features, which may be simple coincidencethe outcome of particular combinations of age-specific activity and unemployment ratesbut which are nonetheless plausible, and which have the added virtue of directing our attention to the relationship between the duties of child-care, paternity and unemployment. Firstly, among all the categories of those who had previously been employed, the numbers in the age category 25-29 years are considerably bigger than those in the age category 20-24 years (177 000 vs. 103 000). Secondly, for those who had never previously been employed, the 20-24 year-olds



60



Charles Simkins (pers comm) has pointed to a serious deficiency in way the data on education are collected. The questionnaire asks “What is the highest level of education that … has completed?” ‘Completing’ can have many meanings, the most likely being that the respondent has passed the Grade 12 examinations. There is no way of knowing whether or not a respondent who has passed Grade 12 has obtained a matriculation exemption. Although it seems unlikely, it is not inconceivable that someone who has done the year’s work, then sat the examination unsuccessfully could also claim to have ‘completed’ the grade. 61 If the person on whom the data collected is not the respondent, and is not present during the interview, questions about the reliability of the information obtained arise. Statistics South Africa asks whether or not the person in question was present during the interview. It would be interesting to examine the figures for searching and non-searching unemployed to see if one or other is more often present (or absent). 62 Commenting on the high proportion among the unemployed who had not previously worked, Standing et al observe that: “[This is an issue] that should have excited more curiosity than it appears to have done among labour researchers and statisticians. Remarkably, nearly two-thirds of all the unemployed, as measured on the broad definition, had apparently never worked for pay, profit or family gain, which included quite a few people in their thirties and forties.” (1996, p.108)



37 outnumber the 25-29 year-olds (674 000 to 580 000).63 Couple this with the fact that for the men, the proportion of discouraged among those who had not previously been employed falls with rising age (49.8 per cent in the 20-24 year group vs. 46.5 per cent in the 25-29 year group), and what we are possibly witnessing, as Dinkelman and Pirouz (2001, p.9) suggest, is increasing labour force attachment, especially on the part of males, as family responsibilities make their weight felt.64 Information on various aspects of maternity used to be collected in the October Household Surveys, but nothing on paternity. Since both are likely to be significantly related to labour force attachment if the father is present in the household (a piece of information which used to be collected in the OHSs), and possibly to the probability of finding informal sector work, serious consideration should be given to probing the relationships between these variables and unemployment when the successor to the OHS is introduced. Of the 817 000 unemployed young people who had completed Gr 12, slightly more than 489 000 of them are in urban areas; the remaining 328 000 in non-urban areas face a reality in which economic opportunities are few and far between. The age category 15-19 years contained only about five per cent of the unemployed youth— the others were divided roughly evenly between the two age categories 20-24, and 2529 years. About 297 000 of the young men, and 411 000 of the women had previously been employed. Those above the age of 25 years who had never previously been employed, numbering more than 280 000, would have been starting to move into the ‘difficult to place’ category—a bit less than half of them (112 000) had already slipped into non-searching status. Among the men, this tendency was more marked in the urban areas, and among women, more marked in non-urban areas. Similar patterns of unemployment among the 20-24 year-olds and the 25-29 yearolds, to which attention was drawn above, are to be found among those with a Grade 12 education. If anything, the tendencies are present in more marked fashionthere are, it would appear, good grounds for the inquiry proposed above. Age-specific unemployment rates are given in Table 10. The 15-19 year-olds were grouped with the 20-24 year-olds to reduce the clutter. Given the relatively small numbers of 15-19 year-olds, this does not distort the picture for the 20-24 year-olds too much. As Table 10 shows, unemployment rates are consistently higher among this younger group (numbers being roughly similar). The rates climb spectacularly for 63



These findings are hardly surprising. We know that as far as the 20-24 year olds and the 25-29 year olds are concerned, unemployment rates are higher for the former than for the latter in every category in Table 9. See Meth and Casale, 2001, File Results.xls, Worksheets ‘African – strict ue’ and ‘African – discouraged’ and Table 10. It is also known that economic activity rates rise steadily up until age 40the rate for 25-29 year-olds in the African population is considerably higher than that for 20-24 year-olds62.0 vs 35.6 per cent according to the official definition, and 81.2 and 52.4 per cent by the expanded definition (see Meth and Casale, 2001, File ‘Nos of broad eco active.xls’ and ‘Nos of strict eco active.xls’, Worksheets ‘African’ in each case). Incidentally, this finding differs from that reported by Mhone (2000, p.2), whose use of earlier figures disclosed an inverted U-shaped participation curve. Debbie Budlender comments that the phenomenon observed here might simply be explained by the fact that being older means that one has a higher probability of being employed, if only because the condition of the economy was better in the past. 64 It would probably be useful to attempt to establish as well, the extent to which childcare duties, invariably (and unfairly) women’s lot, constrain the labour market choices they make. It could be, for example, that some of those who report that available jobs are unsuitable because of location, are prevented from considering such jobs because of these duties.



38 certain categories, e.g., the 81 per cent reported for discouraged non-urban women aged between 15-24 years (from the figures in Table 10 we may estimate that they would have numbered about 210 000). Not far behind them are the discouraged urban women of the same age—an unemployment rate of 80.7 per cent, involving some 180 000 young people. One would hope that the quite substantial falls in rates in the next age category imply a movement of at least some of them into employment. In a short while, the LFS will be able to answer this question. As has been shown above (and as anyone with an interest in the matter can quickly discover), the number of young unemployed is very high. In 1999 there were at least 2.5 million of them below the age of 30 years, about 1.2 million of whom had given up searching for work. How to assist them into gainful employment is a matter that has exercised the minds of many in the recent past. It is highly unlikely that the returns to these endeavours have been commensurate with the effort expended. To admit defeat is unthinkableclearer delineation of the problem, however, than currently exists is essential if guidance is to be offered to those tackling it. That there should be permanent monitoring and evaluation of programmes to tackle youth unemployment, goes without saying. Part of it should be an intensification of the effort made by Mhone (2000) to perform a review of what has been tried in the past, and with what success. Developing greater conceptual clarity (a clearer delineation of the target groups) should also be part of that review process. The NYC, in collaboration with the Departments of Labour, Education and Social Development, is one potential vehicle for this activity. Graduate (and diplomate) unemployment From the Labour Force Surveys and before them, the October Household Surveys, it is possible to read off directly, unemployment rates (and numbers unemployed) by level of educational attainment. For February 2001, the official unemployment rate among African degree holders stood at 14.8 per cent for men (17 000 of them), and 17.3 per cent for the 23 000 women unemployed. Interestingly, the unemployment rate by education level closest to this was among those with no education at all! At 16.7 per cent for men (76 000 of them), and 14.8 for women (73 000 of them) these rates were considerably lower than the next lowest group, the diplomates. Here, the unemployment rate among men was 21.1 per cent (50 000 men), and 23.2 among women (81 000 women). Members of the latter group (the diplomates) are presumably mainly retrenched teachers (all have a diploma or certificate with Grade 12 education), or the output of a teacher training system that cannot place its graduates.65 Degree holders and diplomates seem less likely to become discouraged in their work seeking efforts than do their less well-educated fellows. Expanded unemployment rates for graduates were 16.9 and 19.7 per cent respectively for the men and women (numbers go to 20 000 and 27 000 respectively). For the diplomates, the corresponding results were 25.9 and 28.6 per cent with numbers rising to 65 000 and 65



According to Table 4.8.1 in the February 2001 LFS, of 237 000 officially unemployed people with degrees and diplomas, about 58 000 had the qualifications in the field of ‘Education, training and development’. The corresponding figures for the expanded unemployed were 83 000 out of a total of 309 000. The figures are for all population groups.



39 107 000 respectively. Before congratulating anyone, it is as well to bear in mind that 41 000 discouraged diplomates is a very large number, representing a huge investment in education and training, going to waste.66 An (initially) quite startling feature of the results plotting unemployment against education level is the way in which unemployment rates rise as educational levels rise. This reaches a maximum in Grade 11 (39.7 per cent), a level that hardly differs from the 39.1 per cent reported for those who have completed Grade 12. This result corroborates a finding in Meth and Casale (2001), that among the African unemployed, especially those who have not previously been employed, below that part of the job market employing graduates, education levels for all of the unemployed are now higher than those of the employed. Given the way in which the South African economy has developed, this outcome is only to be expected. Many of those in employment entered the labour market when educational provision for Africans was minimal. The huge effort expended in attempting to raise educational levels, coupled with the rise in unemployment that has occurred during the past several years, would lead to the outcome reported in the surveys. This raises a series of important questions about education policy—they will not be addressed here, save to say that like all capital, human capital depreciates over time. If it is not used, it will lose value. Unemployed graduates and diplomates are relatively articulate, being represented by a number of NGOs that act as information disseminators and lobbyists. This appears, however, to have but little bearing on the predicament of the (apparently) relatively highly educated unemployed. The fact that this problem can exist at all in a country crying out for skilled workers is interesting. It poses, in acute form, the question of where resources for labour market insertion policies should be concentrated—on those with the highest probability of becoming employed, or on those most in need of assistance. It is not obvious into which of these categories the well-educated unemployed should be placed.



Lack of skills or qualifications vs. the inability to find ‘suitable’ work That the inter-racial burden of unemployment (economic, social, and psychological) is highly unequally distributed, is common cause. Quite a lot is known about the distribution of the intra-racial burden―Kingdon and Knight (2000), for example, demonstrate that the non-searching unemployed are more deprived than active job seekers. The intention here is to point to the urgent need for an archeological dig into the OHS (and LFS) data, this time looking for evidence of the likelihood that some small, but possibly significant proportion of the unemployed can ‘choose’ not to work because the jobs on offer do not suit them. Such people are likely to have support networks that enable them to engage in lengthy, perhaps leisurely job search―as a result, their durations of unemployment (and job search) will be high. Whilst not suggesting that they actually ‘enjoy’ being unemployed, the possibility that their aspirations, being out of line with labour market realities, are accommodated at the expense of others, may not be able to be dismissed. These people may, in some sense, be said to be ‘voluntarily’ unemployed.
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See SR P0210, 25 September 2001, Tables 2.6.1.2 and 2.6.2.2.



40 Temperatures at which debates on unemployment are conducted, not to mention the tempers of some of those taking part, can be seen to rise when the question of ‘suitable work’ (and its corollary, voluntary unemployment) is raised. This is not entirely unreasonable―after all, conservatives have sometimes used the ‘suitable work’ concept in ways that justify an angry response. That said, the fact has to be faced that relative household income (or wealth) is a likely determinant of the duration (and intensity) of job search. At the outset, let it be placed on record (and the next sub-section of this work will provide evidence of this assertion) that the conditions of the bulk of the unemployed are appalling―they are not such as to encourage excessive indulgence or choosiness in the matter of employment possibilities. It is probably safe to say that the majority of the unemployed would accept any employment where the reward exceeds the opportunity cost of turning out for work, even by some small margin. For policy purposes, it might be useful to know roughly what the relative proportions are of those who would, and those who would not. Let us approach the question via a quick detour through the economics of ‘suitable jobs’, under conditions when the only jobs on offer may be described as ‘poor’ or ‘inferior’ jobs, either in virtue of the low wages they pay, the unpleasantness of the conditions of employment, their location, or any other feature that could render them unattractive. Conventional economics sees the wage (determined by productivity), as compensation for the disutility of work. Leisure confers utility―its opportunity cost is the wage foregone. In a mythical world of full employment, to entice potential workers into occupations with particularly onerous or unpleasant conditions, a premium would have to be paid,67 even for low-productivity work. The question of ‘suitable’ work cannot arise―work is unpleasant, and there is an end of the matter. The real world is not quite like this―in practice, there are numerous occupations that are deemed to be unpleasant, many paying very low wages. Except where labour is in short supply, the exigencies of poverty (and the generally low skill levels of the poor) serve to drive the poor into those areas of the economy. Where the poor are, for whatever reason, not available for such employments (this could be by virtue of access to land for subsistence production, or because relatively full employment makes choice possible or because of the ‘generosity’ of the social security system), extra-economic means have to be used if such vacancies are not to go unfilled. Coercion is one way in which ‘problems’ of this sort have been solved―the importation of foreign labour (usually from poorer countries) another. In general, the wages paid in the most menial, unpleasant and often degrading jobs (the removal of night-soil, for example), have been low. Under conditions of less than full employment, the story of the way in which vacancies for these jobs are filled, changes. 68 The possibility that economic forces (hunger) will drive the poor into unpleasant occupations, increases with increases in the level of unemployment. The fact, however, that vacancies in certain unpleasant tasks have gone unfilled, even during spells of fairly severe unemployment, has not gone unnoticed. The wage paid in the ‘worst’ job (in practice, the lowest paid, and in terms of the argument offered above, frequently most onerous) has been of profound importance in countries such 67



This insight dates back at least to Adam Smith. Unemployment, of course, cannot exist, except as a frictional phenomenon, in a neo-classical world. In developed economies, if some substantial number does claim to be unemployed, this, it is argued, is mainly because the social security system raises the reservation wage.
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41 as the UK in shaping social security policy (and, in particular, the level of social assistance grants intended to make good some of the loss of income resulting from unemployment). The idea goes back a long way―central to the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act, for example, as it applied to the ‘able-bodied poor’, was the principle of ‘less eligibility’, which, as Barr points out, meant that: “… relief [social assistance] should be limited to an amount and administered in a manner which left the recipient worse off than the employed.” (1998, p.17)69 Willingness to accept ‘suitable work’ is often made a condition of unemployment benefit receipt.70 Clearly, what constitutes ‘suitable work’ will depend importantly on which side of the policy divide one stands. Someone discharged from a highwage, high-skill post is unlikely to view a job offer for a position as toilet attendant, say, as ‘suitable’, especially if earnings-related unemployment benefits are paid. It is not necessary to belabour the point―‘suitable’ is a contentious matter. And so, back to South Africa, where respondents to the Labour Force Survey questionnaires (and the October Household Surveys before them), who have not worked during a reference period (the past seven days), are offered a choice among ten possible reasons (and a space for ‘other’) that could explain why not. The question has probably been in the surveys since they commenced―it is certainly in the 1995 questionnaire. The quality of the responses is not known. As is the case with so many other bits of OHS data, a comprehensive analysis of the answers to this question does not appear to have been conducted, where, by comprehensive, one means relating the responses back to household conditions and the characteristics of the unemployed question in person. A selection from the results for February 2001 is presented in Table 11 below. It makes interesting reading. Although the figures speak for themselves, it is not entirely clear what it is that they are saying. One thing is that the most important reason why people who are strictly unemployed are not working is because they ‘cannot find suitable work’, where ‘suitability’ is measured in terms either of salary, of location of work, and/or of conditions not being satisfactory. More than 46 per cent of the 4.24 million officially unemployed (1.97 million) gave ‘cannot find suitable work’ as the reason for not having worked in the previous seven days. Next came the 1.8 million (who accounted for 42.3 per cent of the total) who said that they lacked the skills or qualifications for the available jobs. These are the people of whom it could be said that they are structurally unemployed. Interestingly (and predictably), the ‘structurally unemployed’ are quite a lot more numerous among the discouraged than they are among the officially unemployed. Overall, the ‘structurals’ (3.117 million of them) outnumber the ‘cannot find suitable workers’ (3.046 million in all). The retrenched, though numerous (and more so among the men), form only a small proportion of the unemployed―no mere cyclical phenomenon this. 69



In a footnote he observes that “[R]eaders may note a more than passing similarity between those arguments and more … recent debates [in the UK]. Some commentators argue that part of the Poor Law spirit persists―e.g. the decline in unemployment benefits relative to other benefits in the UK in the 1980s can be interpreted as a case of less eligibility.” (Barr, 1998, p.17n) 70 This condition was used in South Africa in the bad old days to sluice the unemployed (especially the African unemployed) out of the Unemployment Insurance system, into employment in agriculture and mining, both of which suffered perennial labour shortages (Meth and Piper, 1984). Given the appalling conditions in both sectors, these shortages are little to be wondered at.
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Precisely what people mean when they say that they ‘cannot find suitable work’ is unclear. Heard in the absence of complementary information, the statistics could have many interpretations. One possibility is that there is simply no work to be found. Although the possibility that some fraction of the unemployed is ‘choosy’ cannot be ruled out, this fraction is likely to be small. If the bulk of those who say they cannot find suitable work are concentrated in extremely poor households, say like those that we examine in the next section of this work, where gross household expenditure in 1999 was less than R400, or between R400-799, the suggestion that people in this parlous state would be ‘choosy’ about work is simply implausible. The greater likelihood under those circumstances would be that wages offered were so low, or distances to travel to work so great, as to make acceptance of an offer infeasible. Some of the published information serves both to tantalise and to encourage―Table 2.7 in the LFS, for example, informs us that among 4.2 million officially unemployed, a mere 412 000 admitted to having employment- and/or workrelated skills and training. The 2.7 million discouraged unemployed counted a mere 144 000 such persons in their ranks. Safest bet for the location of these skills is among the retrenched―recently and otherwise. Table 11 Unemployed by reason for not working and sex, Feb. 2001 Officially unemployed



Total (1000s) Lack of skills or qualifications for available jobs Cannot find suitable work (salary, location of work or conditions not satisfactory) Recently retrenched



Male No. (%)



Female No. (%)



2088 100.0 872 41.8 931 44.6



2150 100.0 922 42.9 1039 48.3



127



6.1
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3.0



Male No. (%)



Female No. (%)



Total (1000s) 1043 100.0 Lack of skills or qualifications for available jobs 516 49.5 Cannot find suitable work (salary, location 396 38.0 of work or conditions not satisfactory) Recently retrenched 56 5.4 Sources: SR P0210, 25 September 2001, Tables 4.9.1 and 4.9.2. Source File: LFS-3.xls, Worksheet: SSA-T49



1678 100.0 807 48.1 680 40.5



Discouraged unemployed



21



1.3



In general, the results are what one should expect, given that the overwhelming majority of the unemployed have never previously had a job. This being so, what meaning, it may be reiterated, is to be attached to the claim these ‘untrained’ and ‘unskilled’ people cannot find ‘suitable’ jobs? From the foregoing it may be concluded that a major research effort is required. It should have two components. The first of these should extract from the survey databases (suitably linked), all information on household and individual characteristics pertinent to an understanding of this question. This would include such features as monthly household expenditure and income, questionable though its reliability undoubtedly may be. Individual characteristics of interest include duration of unemployment, age, sex, area (urban, non-urban), education, previous work history―all of the information required to test the hypothesis that the ‘cannot find suitable work’ unemployed tend to be



43 congregated in the relatively better-off households. Opportunity must be taken to test the ‘lack of skills or qualifications’ people at the same time. The suspicion is that they would tend to be from less well-off households, probably less well-educated, and possibly stuck in non-urban areas. The second part of the research project is to revisit a sub-sample of the LFS sample panel, the intention being to probe into the meanings respondents attach to the two conditions. This issue is important enough to claim high priority on the list of requests to be made to Statistics South Africa.71 One would certainly not wish to prejudge the findings of such a research endeavour by suggesting that it will be discovered that some substantial number of people have ‘unrealistic’ job aspirations, given the conditions in which South Africa finds itself. If this does, however, turn out to be the case, it is not easy to say what the policy implications would be. The matter is clearly sensitive, raising a number of difficult questions. Who, for example, in a world of scarce resources, is most deserving of concentrated attention when it comes to active labour market interventions―someone who is so disadvantaged as to consider themselves unqualified for any of the available jobs (assuming such things do exist), or someone who is placed well enough for some jobs to be within reach, but wishes to obtain better employment? Such conundrums are not readily answered. The results of such a research enterprise (supposing it were to find substantial numbers being relatively choosy about ‘suitable’ work), are sensitive to political manipulation. Great care in the project’s execution, and in the handling of its results is necessary. The lesson to be learned from past attempts to conduct critical inquiries into the severity of the unemployment problem is that groups and individuals with particular axes to grind may not waste time in turning the results of scholarly output to their own good. The debate on this aspect of the workings of South Africa’s labour markets has a long history. On the liberal side, one of the original contributors was Charles Simkins (1977). For conservatives (neo-classicals), there was Jos Gerson (1981; 1982), and Brian Kantor (with Gerson, 1980) of the University of Cape Town, supported by the carefully detailed work of Julian Hofmeyr (1985). Another important contributor, J B Knight (1982), of Oxford, made liberal (development literature) noises, but his analytical work was rigorously neo-classical (and to state as much is not necessarily to criticise it). There is much to be learned from revisiting the disagreements, some more apparent than real, between these groups. All of the necessary warnings about how to proceed in such a skirmish as will result if the research proposed above is undertaken, are plain to see. In a paper aimed at one of the proponents of a viewpoint deemed by (left) liberals as being unrealistically (and callously) over-optimistic about the role of free markets in solving the problem of unemployment, Knight began with the observation that: “In a provocative article … Mr Gerson has argued that unemployment in South Africa is entirely voluntary. His basic point is that the labour market clears; because there is no downward pressure on the wage, unemployment must be at its “natural” rate. …..
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Statistics South Africa has agreed to certain changes in the questionnaire for the September 2002 LFS in an attempt to obtain greater clarity on the question. A research project has been initiated in the Economics Division in the University of Natal, whose object it is to dig more deeply into this matter.



44 Mr Gerson’s interpretation is that unemployment is chosen voluntarily either in order to search for jobs or because migrants from the reserves wish to spend only as much time in wage employment as is necessary for subsistence.” (Knight, 1982, p.1) Gerson’s response was to insist that: “There is no justification for inferring from my paper that unemployment is “entirely voluntary” (in the colloquial sense of the term) or that there is no “moral problem” or that “the cure for unemployment should [not] receive high priority.” Yet it is clearly these possible inferences that concern Mr Knight.” (1982, p.66) The closing paragraph of his paper reads as follows: “What then is Mr Knight trying to say? On careful consideration it appears that he is fencing not with me but with shadows on the wall. The shadows are the impressions that he thinks other people, in particular policymakers, may have gleaned from my paper. While it is true that policymakers may be influenced by the tone and style of a paper and, indeed, by the terms employed, we as economists should resist the temptation to defer to what may seem ideologically palatable or even humane lest such preoccupations lead us astray and detract from the dispassionate scientific standards to which we aspire.” (p.69) The institutional setting within which the debate above was conducted has changed beyond all recognition―apartheid’s stranglehold on the labour market is long gone. Yet the unresolved questions of that debate remain unresolved still. It is possible that some of the (perverse) economic pressures that were in force then are still operating. If so, it is necessary to find out what these are, and how they work. South Africa’s unemployment problem is severe―for the meanwhile, nothing except job-creating growth can change that. It could be, however, that by misunderstanding aspects of the nature of the problem, its severity comes to be overstated. A reliable measure of ‘severity’, and the extent to which this changes as policies are implemented, is urgently required. The aggregate numbers, in and of themselves, have some, but not very much meaning. It is only by probing deeply, and possibly, discomfortingly, into them, that the answers to questions such as those raised here, will come.



The potentially unemployable, and the ‘difficult to place’ Having navigated through one minefield, a journey through an even more controversial area has to be attempted. The sensitive question of the point at which, under given economic conditions, a would-be worker approaches unemployability, is a topic not often broached in the past in South Africa.72 Recently, however, the most 72



Julian May and his colleagues are moving in this direction with their pioneering work with the KIDS panel study (May et al, 1999; Carter and May, 2001). Reference is made to the latter paper at the end of this sub-section. Bhorat has flirted with the question, but not using the approach adopted here. In a paper looking at public expenditure and poverty alleviation, he states that:



45 senior official in the Department of Trade and Industry asserted that some substantial proportion (unspecified) of South Africa’s fell into this awful category. The claim appeared in a newspaper report under the heading “Most jobless people ‘are unemployable’ ” (Business Day, 8 May 2002). The first few paragraphs of the article read as follows: “SA’s unemployment problem was largely due to the mismatch between the demand and supply of skilled labour in the economy, said trade and industry (sic) director-general Alistair Ruiters yesterday. “Widespread education and training are basic requirements for effective integration into the knowledge economy and more needs to be done to address this fundamental prerequisite,” he said when giving the department’s response to submissions made during public hearings in Parliament on its integrated manufacturing strategy. He said most of the unemployed were unemployable because they lacked the skills required by the economy as it restructured and became more capital intensive. Ruiters called on universities and technikons to throw their weight behind the effort to provide the labour market with suitably qualified workers. The strategy is to be discussed at the National Economic Development and Labour Council (Nedlac) and with representatives of economic sectors over the next few months before it is submitted to the cabinet.” At the outset of this study, a commitment to stay clear of the debate on the causes of unemployment was made. It is worth maintaining that resolutionthe causes really are too complex to permit their easy compression into sound-bites of the type offered in the first sentence of the passage cited above. The claim that there is a mismatch between demand and supply of skilled labour, is a description of part of the problem, not an explanation capable of generating policies that will solve the unemployment problem for ‘most of the unemployed’. It is highly unlikely that the education and training advocated in the passage above will make much difference to them in the medium-term. To see why not it is necessary merely to glance at the supply and demand sides of the labour market. On the supply side, there can be no doubt that there are serious skill shortages in the economy, and that these shortages constrain growth. Meeting the crying need for skilled workers need should thus be a good, both for those who acquire the skills, and for the economy. The fact that these shortages exist now (and for the foreseeable future), does not mean, however, that the economy is capable of absorbing some very large number of skilled workers in the short- to medium-term. Time is a critical variable in this (and many other) labour market problems. It is necessary, therefore, to consider both existing and future demand for skilled labour. “Studies of labour demand patterns in the economy … have argued that in many cases individuals at the low end of the labour market are not going to be in great demand, and indeed large sections of the unemployed are unlikely to be employed anyway.” (2001, p.168) In support of this claim he cites a piece of collaborative work (Bhorat and Hodge, 1999). The latter paper, which examines structural change and changes in production methods, draws highly pessimistic conclusions for African, and to a somewhat lesser extent Coloured, labour market participants.



46 Existing demand may be estimated by counting the number of advertised vacancies nationally, and then perhaps multiplying the result by two, or even three, to take account of vacancies that for whatever reason, go unadvertised. It is a safe bet that the total would barely reach six figures. Of course, there is a multiplier effect associated with skilled employmentfor every skilled vacancy filled, some semiskilled, and (a diminishing) number of unskilled slots would be filled as well. Suppose that the existing skill shortage is 100 000 workers. If the employment multiplier is, say, seven (800 000 new jobs, in total), the instantaneous solution of the problem would reduce South Africa’s present officially unemployed total to 3.7 million. Clearly, this would have little impact on ‘most of the unemployed’ (the ‘expanded’ definition of unemployment netted 7.7 million people in September 2001). As to the future, no authoritative estimate of the demand for skilled labour exists, nor can one be made. Educated guesses can be hazarded, but they can never be more than that. If, by some magic, a large number of skilled workers could be delivered into the economy each year, say, five hundred thousand of them, the strong likelihood is that most of them would not find jobs, and specially not in the ‘knowledge economy’. With such a large number of skilled workers becoming available each year, common sense tells us that the employment multiplier must fallwhere, one might ask, other than the informal economy, could one million workers be absorbed annually? Yet that (or something like it) is the rate at which people have to be absorbed if the problem of unemployment is to be solved. No-one has succeeded in demonstrating that demand for skilled labour at a level high enough to begin addressing the needs of South Africa’s unemployed millions, can be createdSay’s Law may operate to some degree, but this is asking too much of it. The reading offered above of Ruiter’s statement is provocative, deliberately so. It treats his assertion as though government’s ‘integrated manufacturing strategy’ were the sole source of hope for the country’s unemployed. If that were the case, the future would be bleak. Fortunately, other government strategies to address the problems of the poor, the marginalised and the unemployed exist. The most important of these are the mooted ‘Massive Public Works Programme (MPWP), and the Integrated Sustainable Rural Development Strategy (ISRDS). Unfortunately, little information about how many people these strategies will affect is available at this point. The MWPD is still at a conceptual stageaccording to the Weekly Mail & Guardian (August 23 to 29 2002, p.2), it will be taken to the Cabinet lekgotla in January 2003. The ISRDS is in the early stages of implementationaccording to the November 2001 ISRDS document issued by the Office of the Deputy President, the project should now be in Phase 2, ‘building and expanding the strategy and extending operations into a greater number of nodes’ (p.viii). Due to be completed in April 2004, the six years that follow see the project growing to maturity. It is difficult to estimate how many people will be reached by the ISRDS. The nature of the ISRDS makes it difficult to measure progress made in reducing the numbers of poor and unemployed in the countryside. Developing monitoring systems (which may, or may not answer these questions) is part of the work presently underway.73 It is, however, 73



One benchmark against which progress will be measured is the set of baseline statistics collected by Statistics South Africa specially for the purpose. At the end of Chapter 6, we comment at somewhat greater length on the ISRDS. Given the vision of the ISRDS“land reform, enhancing economic



47 too early to begin assessing the project’s impact. The falls in agricultural employment registered by successive Labour Force Surveys, if they are real, do not bode well. Given the present state of ignorance about how many people are ‘unemployable’, i.e., how many people will not be absorbed into the ‘knowledge economy’ (other than as occasional consumers of its toys like the cellular telephone, or as victims of such ‘knowledge’ sites as casinos), there would seem to be a fairly urgent need for an estimate to be made of their number. This section of the work is given over to a ground clearing exercise to prepare the way for the making of such estimates. Exploring the concept of unemployability The intention here is to carry out a preliminary exploration of the topic of unemployability, the primary purpose of which is to see whether the concept is capable of being operationalised. The problem is approached in two ways below. A comparison of the results of the two approaches (both in the earliest stages of their development), gives an indication of the extent to which they corroborate each other. In the first of the approaches, an attempt is made to isolate characteristics of individuals, the possession of which is likely to render them more or less employable. The number of characteristics likely to lead to lower employability in any individual are summed to form an unweighted index. There are serious ethical problems involved in such an activity. These are considered below. The other approach starts by accepting people’s self-classification into the status of unemployability by virtue of the answer that they furnish to the question ‘Why did ….. not work during the past 7 days?’ All, or most of those who respond that they were unemployed because ‘Lack of skills or qualifications for available jobs’ may be said to have classified themselves as unemployable under existing conditions.74 Among the officially unemployed in February 2001 there were, as we have seen above, 1.8 million people who responded thus. They were joined by a further 1.3 million discouraged (non-searching) unemployed. It may be that under other, more favourable circumstances (rapid economic growth combined with vigorous active labour market policies, for example), most of these people could be ‘rescued’ by gainful insertion into the market. In the meanwhile, however, harsh reality urges a consideration of the awful possibility (nay, the probability) that under present and foreseeable conditions, this significant proportion of South Africa’s unemployed, is, if not actually unemployable, then certainly extremely difficult to place in employment. Ethical considerations aside, to do a proper job of detecting those who may be classed as unemployable, researchers should ideally have available to them, data collected by a panel study over a suitably lengthy period. This would enable them to track the progress, or otherwise, of individuals, some of whom, after experiencing prolonged and possibly repeated spells of unemployment, would eventually cease to be opportunities and promoting community ownership, access to finance, and investment in rural infrastructure” (ET, 2002, paragraph 75), the measurement of performance is going to be difficult. 74 This little bit of evidence sat, unobserved, right under my nose, for months. It only became visible because my colleague Dori Posel drew my attention to it.



48 economically active. Long term unemployment coupled with severe poverty can probably be taken as a sign of unemployability. Clearly, for individuals who have withdrawn from the labour market, information would have to have been sought in a survey on the reasons for withdrawal. There are potentially rich rewards to be had from pressing existing cross-sectional data75 into service to begin addressing the question of unemployability (and, it must be made clear that such steps as can be taken at present constitute but a beginning). The practical value of the results of such an exercise is the contribution they could make to the debate about the resources to be devoted to active labour market policies of one sort or another, as opposed to those devoted to straightforward social grants. The two policies vie with each other (and with other policies) for resources, or at least would do, if social assistance were made available to the unemployed. Little, if any, guidance exists on how to assess the relative merits of these policies. As anyone who has ever glanced at a public finance text will know, economics offers no practical solutions to the problems of the allocation of resources between public and private uses, and, furthermore, offers nothing at all on the choice of allocation of resources between competing uses within the public sector. These choices, the literature informs us, are the outcomes of political processes.76 Numerous highly abstract models, varying in the degree of dissatisfaction to which they give rise, are all that are placed before the reader. In the real world, it simply has to be the case that where there is profound ignorance of conditions, policy decisions will be based on little more than gut feelinga sort public sector version of Keynes’ ‘animal spirits of the entrepreneur’. The object of the exercise conducted here, and proposed for the future as a substantial research project, is not to ‘separate out the unemployable’, a crass, and, if translated into policy, inequitable, and almost certainly unethical procedure,77 but rather to provide a guide (admittedly rough) in an area where none exists at present. Like it or not, policies to deal with unemployment (and the poverty associated with it) compete with each other (and with all other policies) for funding. In the absence of knowledge about which policies will yield the greatest improvement in economic welfare, misallocation of resources is almost inevitable. Bureaucratic competition could well magnify the distortion. Suppose, for argument’s sake, that funds for programmes intended to enhance the quality of the labour supply had a limited impact on intended recipientsless, say, than would a social grantthat the primary 75



The LFS, while designed as a rotating panel study, is not yet at the point where its results can be used in any but cross-sectional studies―if for no other reason than the lack of addresses for 40 per cent of the sample, it will be a while before proper matching is possible. Given that each household in the LFS will be visited only five times (over two-and-a-half years), there is some doubt as to whether the survey is the appropriate instrument for measuring unemployability. 76 The inability of economics to furnish an adequate metric for ranking competing policies in order of merit means that the intra-state distribution of revenues raised for the provision of public and quasipublic goods has to be settled by other means. The manner in which this distribution occurs in South Africa is not well understood. It could possibly be described as competitive bidding in a highly imperfect pseudo market. Although the extent of imperfection cannot be specified, it could possibly be reduced by the development of measures such as that under discussion here. 77 It is clear that if the intention of policymakers were to identify those deserving of social assistance, the distinction would be spurious as well—there is no reasonable method of separating those ‘incapable’ of being employed (in given economic circumstances) from those ‘capable’ of being employed, but unable to find jobs.



49 beneficiaries were rather the (relatively affluent) providers of skills training, as von Broembsen’s (2001) work suggests could well be the case in many instances. For such inefficiency to persist, it is necessary, but not sufficient that monitoring and evaluation be inadequate, and that information about the relative costs and benefits of different programmes be scarce or non-existent. Under such conditions, departmental defensiveness over what could be viewed as welfare encroachments is highly likely. The measures discussed below cannot address the monitoring and evaluation problemthey can, however, begin to make possible a contribution to a discussion about the short-term and medium-term limits of what are loosely referred to above as active labour market policies, a topic on which we shall have more to say below. At present, a claim that structural conditions in the South African economy are such that many amongst the unemployed are so difficult to place as to be unemployable, is speculative, and must remain so until rigorous investigations along the lines proposed here can be conducted. The awful calculus presented below makes a first attempt at estimating the numbers that are unlikely to benefit from active labour market policies (policies designed to facilitate labour market transitions), and, by implication, those that possibly might. If such an exercise is not to run into serious ethical difficulties, its purpose must be clearly understood. If it were used to stigmatise certain groups by attaching to them the pejorative label ‘unemployable’, then there would be serious problems attending its execution. If, by contrast, it were used instead to address the question of the likely success of active labour market policies under a variety of growth scenarios, it could shed some light on the difficult question of resource allocation between competing social policies. In particular, it could help to demonstrate that under conditions of slow growth, for some significant proportion of the unemployed population, probably the most effective state intervention that can be made is the payment of social assistance benefits, buttressed, where possible, by public work programmes that do not result in the loss of benefits (i.e., that do not create welfare traps). In advanced economies, there are debates around the question of early intervention to prevent the unemployed from slipping into long-term unemployment. Lack of agreement over a wide range of issues that arise in relation to this problem, not least the ethical problems involved in the use of personal characteristics to identify those at risk, may have hindered the development of policy to tackle the problem (Meager and Evans, 1999, pp.15ff). If it were known, with any certainty, what characteristics made reliable prediction of long-term unemployment (and presumably, ultimate withdrawal from the labour market) possible, policy design would be enhanced. The absence of consensus over the nature of the processes by which people slide into long-term unemployment is likely to hinder policy development for the foreseeable future. With these cautions in mind, and a modest expectation of what can be learned from labour market statistics (a blunt instrument)—the preliminary steps of an exercise aimed at identifying those who could be described as ‘difficult to place’ under particular growth conditions are taken below. We do so by taking a look at some of the characteristics of unemployed Africans―the group, it need hardly be said, most systematically disadvantaged by apartheid, and hence, most likely to lapse, the best efforts and intentions of government notwithstanding, into a state approaching unemployability. We concentrate on the group with between one and twelve years of



50 education.78 Accounting for almost 80 per cent of total unemployment, many of them have already slipped into the long-term unemployment that is the cause of so much concern in advanced economies. Table 10 (to which we have already referred a few pages back) divides this group along regional, sex, age, educational lines, and type of unemployment (strict or discouraged), and then splits them into those who have previously been employed, and those who have not. For the former, durations of unemployment are given. For the latter, these may be inferred from the age of wouldbe worker.79 Scanning the figures (and performing some simple manipulations where necessary), it may be seen that the unemployed under consideration here have the following features: • • • • • • • • •



Most had never previously been employed (73 per cent of all the unemployed)80 They are not predominantly recent school-leavers (87 per cent of those who previously have been employed, and 62 per cent of those who have not previously been employed are over 25 years of age) Among those who previously had been employed, 66 per cent of those aged 25 years or more had been unemployed for more than one year; 41 per cent of them had been unemployed for more than three years Many have ceased to search for work (among those who had previously been employed, 38 per cent had ceased searching for work; among those who had not previously been employed, this rose to 50 per cent) Among unemployed men and women, slightly over half are in urban areas (54 per cent in each case) Unemployed women outnumber men (2.6 million as opposed to 2.0 million, and this despite significantly lower economic activity rates among women) On aggregate, those who have previously been employed tend to be less well educated (fewer mean years of schooling; smaller proportion with Gr.12 education) than those who have not. With the exception of the strictly unemployed urban men, women tend to be slightly better educated (higher mean years of education and larger proportions with a Grade 12 education) Discouraged unemployed tend to be less well educated than the strictly unemployed, and urban unemployed tend be better educated than the non-urban unemployed



What these characteristics confirm is that ‘unemployment’ of the sort experienced in South Africa is not a ‘shock’ in the sense in which that concept is used in some of the development literature. The term would, of course, apply to someone who lost their job as a result of retrenchment, a restructuring exercise, or any of the other processes that given rise to unanticipated unemployment. On the face of it, some large proportion of South Africa’s unemployed cannot, however, entertain any reasonable hope of obtaining employment—most of them must be aware that if they are to earn their wherewithal, they will be doing so in the informal economy. Increasing the 78



This focus on the African population group raises important ethical questions. Meager and Evans note that experiments in the US aimed at identifying the vulnerable, explicitly excluded characteristics such as age, sex or ethnic origin (1999, p.15). 79 Almond and Kendall (2001) use a technique that has some similarities with the approach suggested here. They construct ‘probability trees’ to identify the low-paid in the UK. 80 Standing et al (1996, p.124) expressed surprise that this figure had reportedly reached 69 per cent for Africans in 1994.



51 supply of education to women (an intrinsically worthwhile activity) would not have the positive effects noted by the World Bank (2001, pp.118-119).81 Heroic assumptions must be made if there is to be any progress in identifying the ‘difficult to place’. What is required is a good proxy (which is probably a composite of several characteristics) for the quality of ‘difficult to place’. Several candidates from Table 10 suggest themselves—common sense needs to be enrolled to generate testable hypotheses about the probabilities of being hired in the event that a job opportunity did arise. The following characteristics are probably negative—either because they are perceived as such by employers, or because they act as structural constraints on the ability of the person concerned to find employment: • • • • •



Discouraged (non-searching) Located in a non-urban area Education level below, say, twelve years Unemployed for more than one year Female



Describing being female as a ‘negative’ characteristic obviously refers only to the fact that among men and women with apparently similar characteristics, women have a higher probability of being unemployed. Why this is so is currently the focus of scholarly attention.82 Criticism can also be made of the way that the education variable is specified above―it is particularly weak. It has been used in this way simply because that is how the data have been aggregated. A proper examination must treat this variable in a more sophisticated manner. There is clutch of variables related to age (used here as a proxy for duration of unemployment among those never previously employed). Pending more rigorous investigation of the data,83 the following characteristics (based mainly on reported unemployment rates) will be described as ‘negative’. • • • •



Previously employed and aged 25 years or less Previously employed and aged between 25 and 30 years Never previously employed and unemployed for more than 5 years (say, aged over 25 years Never previously employed and aged over 30 years



For the purposes of the exercise carried out here, this approach, though far from ideal, will have to suffice. By assigning probabilities to the various ‘negative’ characteristics, a vulnerability matrix can be constructed that gives an indication of 81



As may be seen in Table 10, not only are African female youth more numerous than male, they are better educated (more of them have completed Grade 12). This is true in almost every category, urban or non-urban; previously employed or not previously employed, strictly unemployed or discouraged. The difference is not accounted for by tertiary education. In 1999, there were 439 000 African women with tertiary qualifications, 314 000 with diplomas (mainly teachers), and 125 000 with degrees. Corresponding figures for men were 367 000 total, among which degrees numbered 145 000, and diplomas, 222 000. See SR P0317, 31 July 2000, Table 7.1, p.73. 82 See, for example, the work of Casale and Posel (2001). 83 The Labour Force Surveys collect information on the duration of job seeking period for unemployed persons who have never been employed before. This is presented in summary form in Table 4.6 of the LFS 2001:1 (the February 2001 survey). The information is not published in sufficient detail to be of much use here. It will be opened up when a more thorough analysis is attempted.



52 the numbers of ‘difficult to place’ among the unemployed. Assignment of probabilities in the exercise carried out here is necessarily arbitrary. It may be possible, however, by diligent empirical work (e.g., by examining the characteristics of those who succeed in finding employment) to reduce the degree of arbitrariness in the procedure. At any event, the results of the enterprise are shown below. Each characteristic above was (arbitrarily) allocated a value of 0.1. The education variable was weighted by the proportion in the group who had less than 12 year’s education. For those who had previously been employed, the duration of unemployment variable was weighted by the proportion of the group that had been unemployed for more than one year. The probability of becoming ‘difficult-to-place’ (DTP) is assumed to be a simple additive function of the relevant variables. The DTP probabilities and the numbers of people involved are given in Table 12. The number of people regarded as unemployable within any particular category, say, urban males, is obtained by multiplying the number of people in the category by the DTP probability for that category. As expected, strictly unemployed prime age males in urban areas have the lowest probability of being described as difficult to place. In general, the estimated probabilities look conservative—it seems unlikely, for example, that a poorlyeducated 47 year old male in a non-urban area who has given up searching for work, and who has never previously been employed, would have a 50 per cent chance of not being difficult to place. All told, the estimates yield a total of more 1.5 million people for whom the labour market possibly holds no prospects whatsoever. If the figures are as conservative as the example above suggests, there may be in the region of two million people in this predicament. If this likelihood can be factored into calculations about the desired distribution of budgetary allocations between ‘empowerment’ policies, more serious attention might be given to the problem of what to do about the ‘difficult to place’. Social grants suggest themselves as the obvious solution to the problem. Public work programmes have their attractions, not the least of them being their ability to target effectively in the areas in which they are undertaken. Coping with the problem of unemployment by means of such programmes, would, however commit the state to a task of truly monumental proportions, not the least of them being managerial in nature. Unless the structure of the economy undergoes radical change, such programmes, if they are not to be required to endure for the lives of these would-be workers (for that is was is implied by ‘difficult to place’), will require a significant development and empowerment component if they are to enable people to graduate from ‘difficult to place’ to ‘able to compete in the labour market’.



It is difficult to emphasise sufficiently, the need not to abuse the results obtained above. People are not statistics, and no crude and superficial measure such as that proposed here can ever hope to measure human potential. So much, if one did not know it before hand, would immediately have become obvious to anyone who sat through the often heartrending, sometimes heartwarming hearings that were part of the proceedings of the Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security. Listening to stories of how ordinary people cope with unemployment should be part of the training of every economist, lest they lose themselves in the casual obscenity of sophisticated technical analysis. People whom the measure suggested above would



53 consign to the status of ‘unemployable’, people with little formal education, no formal work experience, living far from sites of significant economic activity, displayed an ability to organise and to survive, to analyse and to articulate their predicament, which was truly impressive. Such skills go way beyond those required in many of the menial jobs done by those ‘fortunate’ enough to have formal-sector employment. Let this never be forgotten when one talks of ‘unemployable in the existing economic climate’. The thing that most requires changing is the ‘climate’.



Analysis of the sort commenced above needs to be refined to permit a more rigorous understanding of the problem of ‘difficult to place’ people. Information on durations of unemployment, of job search, and how long it is since the unemployed who have previously been employed last worked, has, as noted, the potential to make a valuable contribution to our understanding of this problem. Clearly, however, there are limits to what can be revealed by cross-sectional analysis. To grapple adequately with this problem, longitudinal data are essential. The potential of the cross-sectional data are, however, far from exhausted by the exercise carried out above (itself in need of refinement)the source of a possible corroboration of the tentative finding that there may be upwards of two million people in South Africa who are unqualified (or at least considered to be so) to tackle any of the available jobs, has already been suggested above. Let us turn, without further ado, to that source. Does the lack qualifications and skills equal unemployability? For convenience sake (the files have been worked to a greater state of malleability) we revert to the 1999 OHS, instead of the Labour Force Surveys, to address the issue. In that year, 3.985 million Africans aged between 15 and 65 years reported that they lacked the skills or qualifications that would enable them to perform (or apply for?) the available jobs.84 The approach calls, in the first instance, for this group to be sorted, category by category, until all of the relevant variables have been taken into account. The proposed method of tracking the ‘unemployables’ or the ‘difficult to place’ using the 1999 OHS data is illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 presents the results of the first phase of the operation. The relevant group is isolated in the dataset, and then divided into searching and non-searching (discouraged) unemployed (cells S and D). In each of these groups, in turn, the women and men are separated (cells SW, SM, DW and DM). These sub-groups are further divided along regional (geographic) lines into urban and non-urban categories (cells SWU, SWR, SMU, SMR and DWU, DWR, DMU and DMR), to yield a total of eight sub-groups. The numbers below the variable names (absolute cell densities) tell us how many people there are in each cell. Give or take the error of the odd thousand or so (caused by weighting factor imprecision), the column totals should be roughly equal.



84



Whether or not jobs existed in the requisite numbers is, of course, a different question altogether and one into which we will not enter here, save to observe that probing people’s perceptions of what job markets offer is an interesting and under-researched area.



54 Pausing for a moment to reflect on interpretation of the results, and assuming away problems of statistical significance, it is clear that both the absolute and relative dimensions of the results need to be explored. Looking at the figures level by level, we observe that discouraged ‘unqualifieds’ outnumber the searching ‘unqualifieds’, and this despite the fact that the number of officially unemployed Africans in 1999 (2 571 000) was greater than the number of discouraged unemployed (2 484 000). A result of this nature is intuitively plausibleif one believes that one lacks the qualifications or skills required for any of the jobs available, a cessation of search activities is a rational response. At the next division, women are shown to outnumber men. Once again, since women outnumber the men among both the officially unemployed (by about 200 000) and among the discouraged (by almost 500 000), the outcome is hardly unexpected. Moving to the next level, where there are eight cells, two suggest themselves for further examination here, cell SWU, urban women among the searching unemployed (573 000 of them), and cell DWR, discouraged women in non-urban areas (some 686 000 strong). That there should be so many women in the latter cell can evoke no surprisethere were more than 800 000 discouraged women in non-urban as opposed to 685 000 in urban areas.85 Similarly, the preponderance of urban ‘unqualifieds’ over non-urban among the searching unemployed women is also unsurprisingthere were 883 000 of them in urban, and 594 000 in non-urban areas.86 The diagrams, and the discussion below give an indication of the way in which this analytical tool will (may?) be deployed when there is time to undertake the quite substantial task of making it operational. Figures 2 and 3 would show the results of tracking sub-groups within the two groups singled out above, urban women among the searching unemployed (cell SWU), discouraged women in non-urban areas (cell DWR) to levels of greater detail, if time permitted the extraction of the numbers involved. From among a choice of households containing some members who are employed in some gainful economic activity, and those containing no such persons (workerless households) Figure 2 selects the former. Among those households, it then chooses those where total monthly expenditure is less than R800 per month (cell SWU-HE). From amongst the unemployed in those households, those with some previous employment experience are chosen (cell SWU-HEP). Three age categories of such persons are identifiedFigure 2 picks those in the age group 15-24 years (SWU-HEP1). Within this group it is possible to narrow the choice still furtherby 85



My colleague Dori Posel suspects that this cell may contain fairly substantial numbers of women who were recorded in later surveys, and in particular, LFS 2000:1, as being engaged in subsistence agricultural production (pers. comm. May 2002). Given the extremely erratic behaviour of the series, I am not persuaded that there is any point in playing with ratios in an attempt to guess how large the number could have been. 86 Further avenues of investigation, along which, the leisure to travel is not immediately available, present themselves. We are interested, it was noted above, in both the absolute and the relative magnitudes of the numbersthe absolutes give an indication of the magnitude of the problem faced by the state, the relatives disclose inequalitiesracial, gender, region, agesome of these have already been hinted at. Choosing comparators (denominators) is thus of some importanceit means, in fact, that it is necessary to go beyond the variables listed here. One obvious example is that of a comparison between our ‘unqualifieds’ and those who offered response number 09 to question 3.37namely, “Cannot find suitable work (salary, location of work or conditions not satisfactory). If it were found, say, that there were a tendency for men to make this response proportionately more frequently, another (gender) spotlight on the unemployment tapestry may be switched on. Unfortunately, these and other fascinating questions will have to be pursued at some later stage.



55 duration of unemployment. The diagram shows all three possibilities (cells SWUHEP15, SWU-HEP16 and SWU-HEP17). For each group, an estimate will be made of mean years of education.87



Group lacking qualific ations 3 985 093



Figure 1



Searching (S) 1 835 972



Non-searching (D) 1 893 729



Women (SW) 1 005 624



Men (SM) 830 348



Women (DW) 1 176 974



Men (DM) 714 712



Urban (SWU) 573 339



Non-urban (SMU) 474 983



Urban (DWU) 490 841



Non-urban (DMU) 300 325



Non-urban (SWR) 432 285



Non-urban (SMR) 355 365



Non-urban (DWR) 686 132



Non-urban (DMR) 414 387



A quick calculation shows that for each group like the urban women among the searching unemployed in cell SWU, there are 72 sub-groups like SWU-HEP17. With eight groups at the SWU level of disaggregation, that yields a total 576 sub-groups requiring analysis, a task of hefty proportions. It will have to await the time when it is possible to write a programme that will extract and sort the results. What we will be looking for, of course, is cells containing large numbersin both relative and absolute terms. Some means of coping with the huge flow of information is going to have to be deviseda ranking of results from which the cells containing various, arbitrarily specified proportions may be selected is one possibility. So too, is a ranking of results in terms of household vulnerabilityclearly, the difficulties facing an ‘unqualified’ in a household containing one or more employed persons in which expenditure is, say, R4000 per month, are less than those of someone in a workerless household where total expenditure is a mere R400 per month. When the analysis gets going at full steam, it will probably be necessary to take advantage of the greater discrimination that the data allow as far as the expenditure variable is concerned.
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The diagram contains several ‘dead ends’branches not pursued to their last stage. This is done to make explicit the variable naming system adopted (a necessity when there are so many). The name consists of a prefix, e.g., SWU, followed by five suffixes, acquired as one navigates to the final cells.
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Searching urban women (SWU)



Figure 2



Households containing workers (SWU-H)



Workerless households (SWU-J)



Expenditure R800/month (SWU-HF)



Expenditure R800/month (SWU-JF)



Previously employed (SWU-HEP)



Not previously employed (SWU-HEN)



Previously employed (SWU-HFP)



Not previously employed (SWU-HFN)



Age 15-24 years (SWU-HEP1)



Age 25-39 years (SWU-HEP2)



Age 40+ years (SWU-HEP3)



Duration of unemployment 12 months (SWU-HEP17)



For the meanwhile, even the effort of extracting the results from just six cells, three from the SWU stream and three from the DWR stream,88 would swallow up too much of the precious time required to revise this manuscript to the point where it can (must) be placed in the public domain. But let us turn our attention now to the DWR stream (illustrated in Figure 3).



88



Incidentally, the particular groups chosen among the SWU and DWR streams were not selected because it was thought that this was necessarily where the largest concentration of searching ‘unqualifieds’ would be.
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Non-searching non-urban women (DWR)



Figure 3



Households containing workers (DWR-H)



Workerless households (DWR-J)



Expenditure R800/month (DWR-HF)



Expenditure R800/month (DWR-JF)



Previously employed (DWR-JEP)



Not previously employed (DWR-JEN)



Previously employed (DWR-JFP)



Not previously employed (DWR-JFN)



Age 15-24 years (DWR-JEN1)



Age 25-39 years (DWR-JEN2)



Age 40+ years (DWR-JEN3)



Duration of unemployment 12 months (SWU-JEN37)



The first selection picks households containing no workers (cell DWR-J). Households in which total monthly expenditure is less than R800 are then chosen (cell DWR-JE). Attention then focuses on the groups within these household with no previous work experience (cell DWR-JEN). The age group selected for scrutiny this time is the over-forties (cell DWR-JEN3). As in the previous, results for all three durations of unemployment could be provided (cells DWR-JEN35, DWR-JEN36, and DWR-JEN37). Although it may have been of some interest to have attempted to estimate the relevant numbers into the various cells in Figures 2 and 3, by themselves, they would not mean a great deal. To understand their significance, if any, it is necessary to view them against a backdrop of results from other comparable cells. Accordingly, the cells are left empty, pending a more in-depth examination. The only conclusions that can presently be drawn from the exercise are those coming from the numbers at the SWU level of aggregation. At that level, at least, we have seen enough to know that the figures are not out of line with what may be expected, appearing as they do, to support some of the a priori speculations that underpin the proposed index of unemployability. To provide stronger confirmation of the unemployability concept, we would have to find large concentrations of people in cells with strongly negative characteristics such as unemployed for more than 12 months, never previously employed, aged over 40 years and lower than average levels of education. Obviously,



58 such a measure, if we can develop it, can never hope to be preciseat best, it can provide an indication of the extent of the job creation challenge under existing conditions. Equally obviously, to have such an indicator to hand would help to start a debate where, at the moment, there is silence. Longitudinal data sets, chronic poverty and unemployability Another, somewhat different way of approaching the problem of unemployability in South Africa is via the work of May and his colleagues on the KwaZulu-Natal Income Data Set (KIDS) reference to which has been made above. Their latest offering (Carter and May, 2001), builds on a neo-classical literature that: “… explores the circumstances under which the rich and poor will accumulate assets differently such that initial wealth and income differences become accentuated over time.” (p.10) Calling the dynamic asset poverty line they develop the ‘Micawber’89 threshold, to “…evoke the idea that there may be depths of poverty from which [escape is not possible] even by a forward-looking willingness to sacrifice and save…” (p.11), they use it in an attempt to identify “… the number of dynamically poor households stuck in poverty traps.” (p.14) After showing how inequality worsened between 1993 and 1998 (larger numbers of households at lower real incomes―about 80 per cent of them), Carter and May turn their attention to the mobility issue. In doing so, they find (pp.26ff) a statistically significant class-based pattern of mobility (or immobility). They also attempt to distinguish stochastic from structural (im?)mobility (pp.31ff). The former would result from economic shocks such as entitlement failures or asset losses (p.31). All those households in which mobility or immobility is not explained by stochastic factors are candidates for categorisation as structurally poor, i.e., stuck in a poverty trap from which emergence is unlikely. Among the 18 per cent of surveyed households that were poor in 1993 and 1998 (the chronically poor), 92 per cent were ‘trapped’. About 25 per cent of households fell from the non-poor in 1993 into the poor category in 1998―about 85 per cent of them were structurally poor/trapped (51 per cent had suffered entitlement losses).90 As they observe (2001, p.14), policy for dealing with a situation in which people are trapped in poverty would differ from that required to cope with one in which successful asset accumulation and an escape from poverty was likely. The connection between their work and the line of inquiry on ‘employability’ opened in this sub-section of the study is, of course, the fact that ‘employability’ itself is an asset. Like all assets, its value is difficult to determine. In a society where economic welfare is largely determined by people’s ability to perform ‘work’―either in paid employment, formal or informal, or in self-employment in informal economic activity―the presence of ‘unemployable’ people in households is likely to be one of the major determinants of entrapment.



89



Mr Micawber, it may be recalled, is an “apostle of Victorian savings virtue”, in Charles Dicken’s novel David Copperfield. 90 See Table 3 in Carter and May, 2001, p.35.



59 In the search for measures of the severity of the problem of unemployment, the distribution of the ‘unemployables’ provides a good starting point. Once the Labour Force Surveys have settled down and matching becomes possible, tracking particular individual’s trajectories may allow the concepts outlined above to be developed and inserted into studies of the dynamics of poverty along the lines of the Carter and May work discussed above.91 Certainly, a close watch kept on the problem of ‘difficult to place’ people needs to be kept. On that note, we take leave of the unemployed in person, to look at poverty in households where there are no employed people, and at poverty in households where the only employed people work in the informal sector.
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.Some doubt was expressed above about the suitability of the LFS for the purpose of detecting and monitoring unemployability. For the forseeable future, however, it is the only national survey capable even of beginning to address the problem.
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3. The vulnerable: Workerless and informal worker households If a single set of statistics can disclose the extent of poverty in South Africa, it may be thisof the roughly 717 000 live births in 1999 that can be sorted by household expenditure category,92 about 176 000 took place in households containing between three and four people on average, in which total monthly expenditure was between R0 and R399. The stork brought a further 231 000 little bundles of joy to households where monthly total expenditure lay between R400 and R799. Average household size in this expenditure category was between four and five people. Into the next expenditure class, R800-1199 per month, some 119 000 babies were born.93 Accounting for 24.6; 32.2 and 16.7 per cent respectively of live births, or almost three-quarters of the total, no rocket scientist is required to predict what their short- to medium-term future will be, nor is one needed to divine that continued ‘economic growth’ along lines experienced in recent years will have dire consequences for the majority of the children of the nation. Thorough immersion in the statistics that cloak the ‘anatomy of South Africa’s misery’94 suggests that Bhorat’s (2001) modestly upbeat conclusion that the economy has not experienced jobless growth since 1995, rests on fragile grounds. The probably more realistic reading offered above of the messy data suggests a pervasive failure of the economy to create sufficient jobs in the formal sector, possibly offset by spurts of growth of ‘jobs’ in the informal sectormost of them of the survivalist variety. There is, by contrast, little doubt that unemployment has increased. The relationship between unemployment, poverty (especially chronic poverty) and (reportedly increasing) within-group inequality is complex. Up until fairly recently (1995), research was suggesting that since most households (72 per cent of all households and 64 per cent of African households) contained no unemployed: “… most household-level inequality [inequality between households] is driven by income dynamics within households with no unemployed members because most households do not have unemployed members and households with unemployed members tend to be crowded below the poverty line at the lower end of the household income distribution.” (Leibbrandt, Woolard and Bhorat, 2000, p.48) 92



The data on which these estimates are based was extracted from the 1999 OHS by Dr Michael Samson of the Economic Policy Research Institute in Cape Town, to whom thanks are due once more. Altogether, some 797 756 live births are reported in the data by income class. The expenditure data lost a few of these (the total fell to 787 918). The data have been cleaned to remove babies born to mothers under the age of ten years (some 8 793), and over the age of 57 (about 5 783). Also removed were those where expenditure was unknown (48 245), or who refused to answer the expenditure question (6105). A further 2103 ‘unspecifieds’ also fell by the wayside. See File LiveBirths.xls. It is high time that a comprehensive study of the socio-economic conditions in households into which babies were born was conducted. The October Household Surveys contain an abundance of information on the matteras far as I can tell, it is simply waiting to be harvested. A study of this sort would complement the Demographic and Health Survey conducted by the Medical Research Council for the Department of Health. 93 There is something peculiar about the 1999 OHS results for children. The figures given here are therefore, to be treated with some caution. Even so, the estimates are roughly in line with what we would expect. 94 De Kiewiet used this or something like it as title for a book.
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Since 1995, however, rising unemployment has resulted in a marked deterioration in the conditions of ‘work poor’ households. It is likely that the bulk of chronic poverty is to be found in the increasing number of households in which there are substantial numbers of unemployed and no workers at all. This phenomenon is probably contributing to a worsening of within-(race) group income inequality. The only figures available on the extent of chronic poverty (by one definition, those individuals and/or households earning less than half the ‘poverty income’ in two successive survey periods) come from the longitudinal survey figures for KwaZulu-Natal.95 If these are generalised to the country as a whole (not a legitimate methodological step, but nonetheless one that appears unlikely to do too much damage to the truth),96 then something like 20 per cent of the 9 000 000 or so households in the country would fall into this category. Rather obviously, these households are extremely vulnerable—the smallest shock can have catastrophic consequences for people living so close to the edge of survival.97 Some means of ranking households in terms of their vulnerability to the vicissitudes of everyday life is necessary if poverty is to be properly understood. There are doubtless several ways to do so. The extent to which basic needs are met (or not, as the case may be) suggests itself as one possible device for performing such a sorting operation. In the absence of reliable information in this field, the approach, appealing though it is, cannot be adopted. All, however, is not lost—the riches of South Africa’s social and economic statistics offer an acceptable substitute in the form of a ranking of households by expenditure category.98 By specifying additional fields into which to separate the various households, based on labour market status, one can create a plausible ranking of vulnerability.99 Using these variables, the ranking of vulnerability below is proposed:
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See Aliber, 2001. The figures come from May et al, 1999. According to Alderman et al (2000, p.27) the poverty headcount ratio for KwaZulu-Natal was 0.26. Gauteng and the Western Cape had the lowest ratios (0.12), and the Free State and Eastern Cape the highest (0.48). KwaZulu-Natal’s mixture of relatively prosperous urban centres and poverty-stricken non-urban areas makes it roughly representative of the country as a whole. 97 One of the most recent works on inequality in South Africa is that of Leibbrandt and Woolard (2001). They report that although wage income is the primary cause of inequality, “… at least half of this “wage inequality” is actually attributable to those households with no wage income.” (p.33, emphasis in original). Considerable evidence of “intertemporal income mobility” within the distribution does not incline them to downplay the likelihood that many households are caught in poverty traps (p.33). Complex changes in household formation need to be unravelled to see if increases in the numbers of workerless households is contributing to an increase of those stuck in poverty traps. 98 The concept of ‘household’ is used as though it had a (relatively) simple and agreed meaning. This is fairly far from the truth. Hosegood (pers. comm. October 2001), of the Africa Centre for Population Studies, has some trenchant things to say on this question―the result of monitoring household developments using a large-scale panel study. Equally problematic is the use of household expenditure as measure of welfare. The literature on what constitutes welfare is huge, and largely ignored here. For an excellent introduction to the issue see the collection of papers in Nussbaum and Sen (1995, [1993],). 99 Bhorat and Leibbrandt (2001a; 2001b) have made a significant contribution to our understanding of vulnerability in the labour market in South Africa. The two works referred to here identify the correlates of vulnerability then combine the covariates into an econometric model. The approach suggested above differs in that it starts from an a priori specification of vulnerable households. It then proposes a comparative analysis with less vulnerable households, as a way of understanding poverty. 96



62 1. ‘Workerless’ households containing persons of working age100 2. Households containing no persons of working age, but containing children (skipgeneration households) 3. Households containing informally employed workers 4. Households in which the only employed person(s) is a (are) domestic worker(s) 5. Households containing domestic and other (informal) workers 6. Households containing formally employed workers Labour market variables such as employment and earnings security could provide objective criteria for sorting households by degree of vulnerability. Lacking the relevant information, it is necessary to construct a ranking partly by appeal to intuition. That intuition is guided, roughly, by household income or expenditure, which obviously has to be taken into account when assessing vulnerabilitya household containing a domestic worker in secure employment being paid R2500 per month (there are a few) will not fall into the category of vulnerable as it is understood here. The higher one goes in the ranking, the more labour market status, particularly the nature of employment, determines the degree of vulnerability. There is some competition for position No. 3. If domestic worker wages are really as low as what they are reported to be, they could sneak into the position just ahead of households where the only people employed work in the informal economy.101 Well-known for the very low incomes earned by the many engaged in survivalist activities, the sector also boasts a few who have prospered. Income figures, however, are so unreliable (and difficult to interpret, because there is no reliable way of estimating mean incomes), that we have to look elsewhere for guidance. One way of settling the question of the rank order of households in which the only workers employed are in the informal economy, or in domestic service respectively, is by appeal to reports of the proportions of workers living in households experiencing hunger. In relative terms, informal workers are more likely to be hungry than domestic workers (25 vs. 22 per cent of households), and both are much likelier to be so than those in households containing formal economy workers (nine per cent of such households had workers experiencing hunger). In absolute terms, hunger among informal workers predominates, accounting for 44 per cent of households where it occurs, as opposed to 40 per cent among households employing formal workers, and 13 per cent in households employing domestic workers.102 The location of the remaining three per cent was unknown (Budlender, 2002a, Tables 36 and 37, p.38). The large numbers going hungry in households containing formal sector workers provides a salutary reminder of the need, expressed at the very outset, to focus not only on the deprivation of the unemployed, but also on that of the working poor. There is room for dispute about rankings in the upper reaches of the ranking proposed, but there can be little doubt that at the bottom of the heap are either the households containing working-age people, none of whom are employed, or the 100



The exploratory analysis conducted here did not take into account the questions in the OHS relating to migrant workers (see Section 5 of the 1999 OHS questionnaire). Question 5.1 defines a migrant worker as someone who is absent from the home for more than a month each year to work or seek work. This will be tackled in subsequent analyses. The low number of remittances reported below, and the very low levels of total monthly expenditures in the receiving households suggest that the absence of these contributions will not greatly affect the results presented here. 101 102



This is not out of line with the findings in the



63 pensioner households containing significant numbers of children. In such households, when the pensioner dies, the situation of the children is likely to become desperate, especially if none qualifies for the child support grant. Workerless households are likely to vary in prosperity (levels of destitution, actually) according to the presence of grant recipients (child support grants, social old-age pensions). The analysis in this part of the study concentrates on household types 1 and 3. Conditions in domestic worker households would have been analysed as well, but for the pressure of time. Basic data for the analyses are drawn from linked files from the 1999 October Household Survey.103 After sorting households by expenditure category, an hypothetical ‘average’ household is then created so that the proportional representation of its members, each with their different characteristics, can be examined. The variables captured are: • • • •



Age by sex Unemployment by age. Type of unemployment (strict, discouraged) by age, by sex Type of employment (full-time; part-time and casual) by sex.



Table 13 distributes people (of all races) over households according to the expenditure group into which they fall. The results for workerless households are presented in the first panel of the table. This is followed by the results for households in which the only employed person (persons) works in the informal sector. The last panel of the table sums the two sets of results. As may be seen, the presence of an informal sector worker in a household, be their earnings ever so low, serves to reduce, by about ten per cent, the proportion of the people living under the extreme poverty of a gross household expenditure of less than R1200 per month (in 1999). In both workerless and informal worker households, mean household size is smallest in the very poorest households (many of these ‘households’ will contain single individuals). Up to a certain point, as expenditure rises, so does household size. The presence of an informal sector worker in a household may reduce the proportion of the very poorest households in the total—but it does not do so by very much. Among workerless households, 38 per cent were in the income class R1-399. For households containing at least one informal sector worker, that fell to 33.9 per cent. The difference is a little larger in the next income class (35.6 vs. 30.5 per cent). Any work may be better than none at all, but it is not overwhelmingly so. The dominant impression the figures in Table 13 leave with us is the sheer mass of poverty—there are almost 16 million people in about 3.7 million households in which expenditure is less than R1200 per month. At very best, this would imply mean monthly expenditure per person in the better-off households of somewhere in the region of R280, whilst those in the worst-off households cannot have consumed much more, on average, than about R80 each. Even the most parsimonious poverty datum lines for the period do not get much below about R300 per month.104 Roughly two-thirds of the households that were dependent on informal sector earnings (plus whatever grant, 103



The information on which the results that appear below are based were extracted from the linked 1999 OHS database by Michael Samson of the Economic Policy Research Institute in Cape Town. Grateful (extremely) thanks are in order. 104 Bhorat and Leibbrandt used a per capita adult equivalent value of R293 per month in 1995, noting that this represented an “... extremely low labour market income …an adult earning such an income would be poverty-neutral in the sense that they pay their own way but make no additional contribution to lifting the household out of poverty.” (2001a, pp.98-99)



64 remittance and other income that might have come their way) spent below R800 per month. The almost three million people involved make a grim background against which to contrast the glowing language frequently used to describe the alleged ‘vibrancy’ of this sector’s entrepreneurial spirit. Of course, there are success stories aplenty—few of them, however, are told in the households with which we are concerned here. With that bleak introduction, let us switch our gaze to the workerless households.



Conditions in workerless households Poverty, it would appear, is on the increase in South Africa, the best efforts of government notwithstanding. This is one of the tentative findings to emerge from the preliminary study of socio-economic conditions in households containing no workers. With unemployment rising from about four million in 1995 to 5.9 million in 1999, it is to be expected that the number of workerless households would rise. In 1995, Statistics South Africa said that 32 per cent of African households (a tiny minority of which are pensioner households) were ‘workerless’ (contained no employed people). By 1999, that percentage had risen above 38. Translated into numbers of households, the data suggest that whereas there were about 1.9 million African workerless households in 1995, that number had risen to 3.1 million by 1999.105 Only a handful of these were ‘true’ pensioner households, i.e., households in which the pensioner did not have to share a pension with other household members. Of the roughly 210 000 African households in which there was no working age person present (many of them so-called ‘skip generation’ households), about 182 000 of them spent, on average, less than R800 per month. In them were to be found some 152 000 of the 176 000 children present in such households, and 188 000 of the 232 000 pensioners.106



105



These numbers were obtained by a somewhat roundabout method. The Stats SA publication Unemployment and Employment in South Africa (Orkin, 1998, p58) states that 32 per cent of African households contained no employed people. The total number of African households (5 950 992) comes from Leibbrandt, Woolard and Bhorat (2000, p.49). These authors used the 1995 OHS. The total number of households in the Leibbrandt et al piece (8 801 993) accords reasonably well with the 1996 population census number of 9 060 000 (Report No. 03-01-12 [1996], p.86. Note that this excludes institutions and hostels. A proposal for a research project to tackle the question of conditions in 1995 more thoroughly is one of the recommendations of the study. The number of workerless African households in 1999 comes from a file generated from data extracted from the OHS by Michael Samson of the Economic Policy Research Institute in Cape Town (file NoWorkerHhData.xls, worksheet A-NoOfHh). There were 3 069 897 such households, 2 859 167 of them containing working-age adults, 210 730 containing either pensioners only or pensioners and children (skip-generation households). The total number of African households in 1999 (7 985 000) is taken from the 1999 OHS (SR P0317, 31 July 2000, p.40). It appears that ‘institutions and hostels’ are excluded from this total as well. The listing of ‘Dwelling types’ contains no reference to either, and has only 29 000 households in the category ‘unspecified’. The publication does, however, note that the sample frame was extended to include workers in mining hostels. This issue will be pursued with Stats SA. 106 Although we can be reasonably sure that in the absence of increased social security, either formal and/or informal, a rise in the proportion of the population living in (non-pensioner) workerless households points to increasing poverty, we cannot say the same of a rise in the proportion of workerless households. Such a change may result from the decomposition and reconstitution of households into smaller units. It is necessary to unpack the relevant surveys in some detail in order to ascertain the causes of such changes as are observed.



65 The analysis (still in its early stages) identifies the numbers of unemployed present in the households concerned, but does not look in detail at their characteristics, as was done in Table 10. There is no reason, at this point, to assume that the characteristics of unemployed in the workerless households are more favourable—e.g., better educated, unemployed for shorter periods, have been previously employed, have not given up searching for work, etc.—indeed, it is not unreasonable to hypothesise that they are less favourable. This will be tested as the analysis develops. In 1999 there were roughly 2.6 million unemployed in households in which there was no worker present and in which monthly total household expenditure was less than R800 per month. Of them, 1.4 million were women. Amongst them, 800 000 had given up the search for work (probably in the belief that it did not exist), while the other 600 000 continued to search for jobs. Corresponding figures for the 1.2 million men suggested that there were 560 000 discouraged unemployed, while the remaining 590 000 sought work. Almost 96 per cent of these people belonged to the African population group, i.e., extreme or chronic poverty has a disproportionate effect on them. All told, there were some 10.8 people (of whom 10.2 million were African) living in workerless households where expenditure was less than R800 per month.107 In households in the expenditure class R0-799 per month that contained working age persons, some 3.5 million were aged between 15 and 34 years (there were a further 1.6 million people between 35 years and retirement age). A minority of the youngsters would still have been at school, but among the rest, many will have been unemployed, some for several years. The preliminary piece of research from which these numbers above are drawn did not look at the age distribution of the unemployed. It is likely, however, that the bulk of the unemployed would have been young. Nattrass (2001, p.8, Table 3) reports that among the strictly unemployed in households where expenditure was less than R800 per month, 32 per cent were aged between 15-25, while a further 36 per cent were aged between 26-35. Age distributions among the discouraged were similar. Recall that there were about 2.6 million unemployed in the workerless households1.2 million strictly unemployed and 1.4 million discouraged workseekers. There must have been a significant overlap between the set of households where gross expenditure was less than R800 per month and workerless households in the same expenditure class. Although the predicament of South Africa’s young unemployed is unlikely to be wholly due to the ‘phase shift’ to the extremely rigorous form of capitalism on which Byrne (1999) pins part of his explanation of the fate of many of the young in advanced capitalist economies, it is also unlikely that it is not a contributory cause. Like their counterparts in advanced economies, today’s youngsters will have a harder time of it in the labour market than did their parents, and a much harder one than their grandparents. At least as far as the probability of becoming employed is concerned, that is almost certainly true in South Africa today. For some of those fortunate enough to obtain formal employment, conditions will probably be better.108 They, however, constitute a tiny minority of the increase in the supply of labour. Although one cannot mechanically read off crime rates from unemployment rates, it is likely that the connection between sustained high unemployment rates (with the attendant 107 108



These totals include the ‘skip generation’ households. The results in Table 13 exclude them. For most others, formal employment will be increasingly insecure (Standing, 1999).



66 loss of hope of obtaining gainful employment), and the creation of a fertile breeding ground for criminal and other anti-social activity, is strong. It was suggested above that some significant proportion of South Africa’s unemployed could be considered to be so ‘difficult to place’ in the labour market as to be categorised (under the present economic conditions) as almost unemployable. Social protection, either in the form of social assistance grants, or of public work programmes, should be provided for them. Public work programmes, highly desirable for a number of reasons, are expensive, so much so as to be unaffordable on the required scale, a point argued at greater length below. That leaves social grants with the job of alleviating much of the poverty in the country. Detailed analysis of household compositions furnishes a potentially useful tool for the evaluation of the efficacy of various forms of social assistance grants. The household analysis carried out below, although still in its infancy, gives at least some indication of the way in which the different grants might work. Of course, to gain a proper understanding of these processes, it will be necessary to abandon the notion of the ‘average’ household, and to disaggregate the data into households of different types— e.g., households containing no children; single-adult (mainly women) households with children; single-person households and so on. Until such time as that task can be attempted, the information to hand gives at least some indication of the likely impact of different forms of grants on household expenditure.109 Among the 2.5 million households containing substantial populations of working age in which total monthly expenditure was less than R800 per month, and in which there were no workers—‘home’ to more than 10.3 million people—those households that depend mainly on the state old age pension are likely to be reduced to utter destitution in the event of the death of the pensioner. Not unsurprisingly, mean household size varied inversely with income at the bottom end of the income distribution. In the very poorest households (those spending less than R400 per month) of a total of 3.59 people per household (or 359 people in every 100 households if the concept of a part of a person sounds unpleasant), there were 1.43 children; 0.25 pensioners; 1.28 young people aged between 15 and 34 years. If the age distribution of the children in these households were roughly the same as that in the population as a whole, then about one-third of the children would have been eligible for the Child Support Grant (CSG). So, with full take-up of the CSG, mean household incomes would have risen by about R55 per month. Raising the age limit for the CSG to 18 years would possibly increase mean household incomes by a further R200 or so per month at existing benefit levels. There may be perverse incentives associated with the existing child support grants. If grant recipients are at all ‘rational’ (and it is not obvious that the concepts of rationality for the poor and not-poor, are, or should be, the same), the fact that the grant ends when the child for whom it is claimed turns seven, may function to mute the incentive to conceive children simply to claim the grant. Extending the period for which the child is eligible removes this restraint, offering the poor a simple way to earn a basic income. Raising the age limits for child support grants could, therefore, 109



It is important to bear in mind when reading the rough estimates of the costs of benefits yielded by the calculations below, that the figures are based on very small sub-samples raised to population totals. The standard errors on such figures are high—so too, must be the errors on estimated benefit costs.



67 create a set of perverse incentives. It is impossible even to guess at how large this effect would be. The question of whether or not the CSG may have perverse effects admits of some doubtthe probability of it giving rise to a welfare trap does not. For a household in receipt of one or more child grants, there is strong incentive not to raise income above the threshold level at which those grants would be lost. Either that, or to hide the additional income from the authorities. A universal grant, by virtue of the fact that it is extended to children and adults in the household alike, could still induce an increase in the numbers of children in some households, but the effect is not likely to be as large as that that could result from raising the CSG age-limit to 18 years, or even to 15 years.110 The probability of perverse incentive effects operating under a universal grant system is likely to be a function of household composition. Households containing relatively large numbers of adults would probably not seek to increase the number of childrenhouseholds with few, or only one adult, might well do so. Obviously, with a universal (nonmeans-tested) grant, there is no welfare trap. One problem with income or expenditure data grouped into classes is that means are not known. Suppose we are generous and we put mean expenditure (income) at R350 per month, the total income increase of about R250 would still leave the household in dire poverty. A grant of, say, R100 to the 1.02 women present in these households would raise household income still further, leaving only the 0.89 men to worry about. Clearly, even a universal grant of say, R100 to each member of the 1.3 million households in this category would not eradicate absolute poverty. It would, however, make a substantial difference to the members of the household. Obviously, as one ascends the income (expenditure) scale, the prospects improve. In the next expenditure class (R400-799 per month), mean household size increases to 4.71. The mean number of pensioners rises to 0.59, and that of children to 1.98. Here, targeting children produces more tangible benefits (the perverse incentive effect, if there is one, might operate with a little more vigour). Even if a universal grant of R100 per month were introduced, however, its receipt would still leave most of the households in this expenditure class in poverty. The problem of estimating mean expenditures has, of course, not disappeared, so estimating the impact of the grant is still difficult. Grouping the data for the bottom two expenditure classes, households in the category R0-800 per month contained, on average, 2.02 persons of working age (potentially economically active). In the next expenditure category (R800-1200), the figure was 110



The arguments offered above about the relative strength of perverse incentive effects of child support grants (CSG) and basic income grants (BIG) are speculations. No evidence (other than anecdotal) for or against either, can be adduced. Favouring, as I do, the BIG above the CSG, the conclusion drawn may smack of bias. The risk of being found in a conservative camp that attacks ‘welfare mothers’ as a result of the speculation offered, is not a comfortable prospect. To distance myself from such potential companions let me remind readers that the BIG would go to both parents and children. It is thus more generous (progressive?). The costs of maintaining the differential between the CSG and the BIG (estimated in Chapter 7) as advocated by some lobbyists, are not massive. The introduction of a BIG need not, therefore, prejudice recipients of the CSG. That both forms of grant will have some perverse effects is not to be doubtedwhat is at issue is their magnitude. My guess is that for both forms of grant it would be relatively small, but that of the two, that associated with the CSG would be somewhat larger.



68 2.11. Mean numbers of pensioners differed significantly though, a fact that probably accounts for some large part of the differences in household incomes between the two classes. There were almost twice as many pensioners per household in the R8001200 expenditure category than there were in the R0-800 class. In the latter, the figures were 0.41 (0.30 female and 0.11 male), as opposed to 0.80 (0.50 female and 0.30 male). An income grant to all except pensioners would thus benefit the very poorest households slightly more than it would the next expenditure class up. If one assumes full take-up of the CSG at the present age limit, the cost of providing a grant to those whose expenditure was less than R800 per month in 1999 (if they could be identified) would be about R9.5 billion annually. Giving it to those in the next expenditure class would add about R1.5 billion to the annual cost.



Employment in the informal economy A comprehensive account of South Africa’s informal economy111 exists, written by one who has not only done extensive research into the topic, but who was also intimately involved in the design of the surveys that tell us most of what we know at a national level (Budlender, 2002a). The intention here is to place before the reader, a sketch of employment in of the sector, in which some effort is devoted to a consideration of the difficulties of interpreting the official statistics. Thereafter, an attempt is made to examine conditions in households whose only employed members work in the informal economy. The approach used is similar to that adopted in the examination of conditions in workerless households in the previous section. Reliance has been placed, in constructing the sketch, in the information in the three Labour Force Surveys published up to December 2001. These surveys have made a vast amount of data on the informal sector (or economy) available. New data notwithstanding, there is still some way to travel before an account of conditions in the sector of the desired form can be constructed—the work of linking the various LFS files as has been done with the OHS files, and then playing with them, has only just commenced. In addition, some of the data that used to be collected in the OHS is no longer sought. There are the usual hurdles to be surmounted―changes in numbers employed, especially when viewed by industry, appear to be so erratic as to make one doubt their usefulness. An indication of the instability of the figures was given near the beginning of this work (in the sub-section headed ‘The big picture’). Some large swings have taken place. These may prove merely to have been teething problems as the surveys settled down―the results of the first and second LFSs were, after all, provisional, even though LFS 2000:2 (for September 2000) surveyed the full 30 000 households. If this does not turn out to be the case, analysts are in for an interesting time. The problem is illustrated in Table 14. The table gives total informal sector employment by industry from the three surveys conducted to date, as well as the changes from LFS 2000:1 to LFS 2000:2, and from LFS 2000:2 to LFS 2001:1. 111



The term ‘informal sector’ is frequently used in common parlance for what should more properly be described as the ‘informal economy’. The latter term is more comprehensive, referring to the “… characteristics of the worker as well as those of the enterprise in which they work.” ‘Informal sector’ is a narrower concept, “… defined by the nature of the enterprise.” (Budlender, 2002a, p.1). The terms are used interchangeably in the present study.



69 Driving employment totals in the sector are two sets of changes. The first of these, the massive decline in informal agricultural employment (mainly unpaid, as far as can be determined, certainly in the earlier LFSs), sees the number involved dropping by almost 850 000. The other big change, that in employment in wholesale and retail trade, sees an implausible 600 000 new workers joining the sector between September 2000 and February 2001. This behaviour is so odd, that judgement on the validity of the numbers will be reserved until there has been an opportunity to review them with Statistics South Africa. All of which poses an interesting question, namely, what figures should be used to arrive at an understanding of the informal sector? If sensible time series analysis is to be carried out, some strategic decision about informal agricultural employment will have to be made―all in all, it seems best to treat it separately from the other results. Other shocks, like the sudden appearance of 600 000 workers in six months, not to mention the fact that so few observations exist at present, make it certain that it will be a while before sense can be made of trends in the sector.112 For the purposes of the present exercise, a choice has to be made as to which figures will be used to sketch the approximate shape of the sector―those for September 2000, or the February 2001 results? Let us give ‘growth’ the benefit of the doubt, and perform the only analysis that can be done at short notice―a crude crosssectional glance at the figures for the LFS 2000:1 (February 2001). The tables in which the results are presented all have in them, figures from the more conservative LFS 2000:2 (September 2000) results, so that anyone wishing to compare may do so. Assuming that the LFS 2001:1 results are valid, there is now an abundance of material available with which to make a sketch of the outlines of the informal economy. Let us begin by locating it within the context of the economy as a whole. This has the advantage of enabling us to see (or rather, to confirm, since we already know) at a glance, where the poorly paid (and poorly-educated) workers are. Table 15 shows the proportional distribution of workers (of all races) by sector of employment by monthly income. Disbelief in the seemingly low official estimates of the numbers employed in the sector has frequently been expressed—the 1999 October Household Survey, for example, offered a figure of 1.9 million.113 Glancing at the numbers of workers in the three sectors identified (formal, informal and domestic worker), one may be tempted to celebrate the apparently large size of the informal sector (3.3 million workers)— after all, it was only with the easing of influx control and other restrictions that it began to grow. Celebration could only take place in the absence of a critical examination of the way in which informal agricultural employment figures behaved. Apparently because it probed more deeply, the first LFS managed to uncover almost one million more agricultural workers than the OHS, and nearly all of them are in the informal sector (LFS 2000:1 also ‘found’ an extra 200 000 domestic workers). The full story is recounted in Meth and Casale (2001)—reference to either survey suggested that at the end of 1999 there were a bit less than two million informal 112



If the 600 000 new wholesale and retail trade workers had appeared between LFS 2000:1 and LFS 2000:2, the difference (the error?) could possibly have been attributed to the fact that LFS 2000:1 was a pilot survey, covering ‘only’ 10 000 households, whereas LFS 2000:2 went into 30 000 households (the standard panel for the survey). The fact that the difference crops up between two surveys, each covering 30 000 households, reduces or maybe even removes this possibility. 113 See Statistical News Release P0317, 31 July 2000, p.vii. One recent attempt to explain why numbers are low is a paper by Kingdon and Knight (2001).



70 sector workers, excluding those engaged in subsistence agriculture. That view, of course, was (temporarily) overturned by the figures for February 2001―informal sector employment, excluding agriculture, had risen to about 2.6 million.114 A couple of features of the February 2001 results in Table 15 strike the eye. One is the fact that whereas a bit less than one quarter of formal sector workers earn R1000 per month or less, more than three quarters (76.3 per cent) of informal sector workers, and more than 90 per cent (91.3) of domestic workers are to be found in this income category. Another is the figure of 18 per cent for informal economy workers who receive no income (it was 30 per cent in September 2000). Their condition is relatively easily explained—they fall either into the category ‘helping without pay in a family business’, or that of subsistence agricultural workers. According to the February 2001 LFS, there were almost 150 000 in the former category (Table 3.11.2). In the sector ‘Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing’ 477 000 workers received zero incomes, while a further 139 000 earners of zero income were to be found in ‘Wholesale and retail trade’ (some of these workers would have been in the formal sector). Since we are also informed that there were some 653 000 informal agricultural (and fishing and forestry) workers (of whom only 22 000 were not African), we can deduce that about 150 000 of them were engaged in activities that generated income. Incidentally, of the 631 000 African informal agricultural workers, 293 000 were men, and the remaining 338 000, women—a slenderer margin in ‘favour’ of women than perhaps we would expect, well down from previous years.115 Returning to Table 15, we find 41.9 per cent of workers in the informal economy earning between R1-500 per month. The next income class, R501-1000, contains 16 per cent of the informal workers. Thus are almost 80 per cent of workers in the informal economy referred to above accounted for. Clearly, to make sense of their economic conditions, an analysis similar to that conducted for the workerless households is required. As noted above, I have not yet had time to create a set of linked LFS files that would make such analysis possible for all of those now reported to be in the informal sector.116 Once, however, one has removed the subsistence 114



An international comparison of the relative sizes of the urban informal sector in a wide range of developing countries appears in Easterly (2000a, Table 8). The table, which expresses the size of the urban informal sector as a percentage of urban employment, gives a figure for South Africa of 19 per cent in 1995. This compared with an average of about 65 per cent for West African countries, 55 per cent for other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, about 47 per cent for Latin America, and about 42 per cent for Central America. A crude guess at the 2001 level for South Africa, made by assuming that proportions of (non-agricultural) informal sector workers were similar in urban and non-urban settings, suggests that even with the (dubious?) addition of the several hundred thousand workers between September 2000 and February 2001, that proportion had only risen to about 22. This will be refined once digging into the database commences. International comparisons, as Debbie Budlender points out, are tricky. For many African countries, formal employment hardly exists outside of government, so the informal economy contribution to total employment is inevitably high. 115 Given the erratic nature of employment estimates in the sector, we should probably not pay too much attention to this result. If there is any substance in it, it might be the outcome, as Debbie Budlender suggests, of the collapse in mining employment. 116 The results of the first LFS were troubled by what could be a major problem, if it persists, namely that of missing responses. Most visible in the results for formal employment, although somewhat less significant in the informal than in the formal sector, the numbers involved were still large enough to be a matter of some concern. In the formal sector, 769 000 did not know, or refused to disclose their



71 agricultural producers from the LFS informal sector employment totals, it is possible to use the 1999 OHS data to point in the direction that an analysis of household economic conditions should head. That task is attempted below.117 As perhaps one would expect (once more), if one ignores those working in subsistence agriculture, mean earnings of domestic workers appear to be even lower than those of informal economy workers—almost a third of them (64.3 per cent) were paid R500 per month or less.118 With a further 27 per cent being paid between R5011000, that left a scant 7 per cent earning something near a living wage.119 Table 16 presents information on education by sector of employment for all race groups combined. Human capital theorists will no doubt be gratified by the correspondence between earnings and education levels (mean education levels fall, as one moves from the formal to the informal to sector, and from there to the domestic workers, as do mean incomes.120 If (arbitrarily), we treat anyone with less than a Grade 4 education as functionally illiterate, then about seven per cent of formal workers would fall into this category; they would be joined by about 19 per cent of informal sector workers, and 23 per cent of the domestic workers. The proportion of the workforce with between four and eight years of education rises more markedly. Grades 9 to 11 are relatively under-represented in the formal sector, presumably because of the larger proportion of those who have completed Grade 12. Among informal sector workers there is a sprinkling of people with Diploma-level education (most of them of the post-Standard 10 variety), and an even smaller number with a degree. Nobody with these qualifications is to be found among the domestic workers.



incomes (the former being more likely). The corresponding figure in the informal sector was 135 000, more than seven per cent of those who reported an income. In the formal sector, a further 155 000 had ‘unspecified’ incomes. Some 37 000 in the informal sector were similarly classified. The LFS 2000:2 results are much better—in the formal sector the number reported under ‘Don’t know/Refused’ fell to 149 000, while that for the informal sector fell 29 000. ‘Unspecifieds’ were below 10 000 for the formals, and zero for the informals. See LFS 2000:1 and 2000:2, Table 3.5 in each case. In LFS 2001:1, the numbers creep up again―there were 539 000 ‘don’t knows/refuseds’, and 78 000 unspecifieds in the formal sector, while the informal sector contained 60 000 of the former, and 58 000 of the latter. This high rate of non-response may be a problem. 117 One part that cannot be done is that of attempting to estimate, as is done below for the workerless households, however crudely, the magnitudes of remittances. This is because the noise generated by the estimates of worker earnings drowns out income from other sources―a key ingredient in the workerless household exercise. 118 The problem of non-response among domestic workers loomed quite large in LFS 2000:1, but disappeared from LFS 2000:2. It reappeared, but with less severity, in LFS 2001:1. 119 Possibly important omissions from domestic worker incomes are payments in kind. Though their value is the subject of some contention, such payments ought not to be ignored. Estimating domestic worker wage levels is difficult. Background research work for the recent investigation by the Employment Conditions Commission leading to minimum wage determinations for domestic workers (ECC, 2002), used 1996 Census figures inflated by the CPI (DoL, 2001, Table 9, p.58). These figures were refashioned by the Task Team (of which I was a member) responsible for finding ways to incorporate domestic workers into the UIF. Simulations conducted as part of that exercise suggest that the results in the February 2001 LFS are not outrageous. 120 Obviously, a proper attempt to estimate the relationship between the two would need to be a lot more sophisticated than the crude (back-of-envelope) correlation attempted above.



72 Next, in Table 17, we examine the distribution of African121 informal sector workers by industry.122 The results are presented in two different ways. In the first two columns, the distributions of workers including the subsistence agricultural workers are presented. The second pair of columns removes these producers, concentrating on those who either work for an income or those (relatively few) who work as unpaid family assistants.123 Starting with the results that include the unpaid subsistence agricultural producers, we find about 21 per cent of the women in agriculture (41 per cent in LFS 2000:2). The other large concentration is in the wholesale and retail trade. There is a fair proportion in manufacturing (mainly craft items and burglar guards?), and a somewhat smaller percentage in community, social and personal services. For the men, the pattern is similar—in earlier surveys, the proportion engaged in agriculture was smaller―it is now roughly the same. Men’s representation in wholesale and retail trade was and remains significantly lower than women’s. A fairly substantial number are to be found in construction, a smaller number in the transport sector, and even fewer in manufacturing. The proportion in private households (mainly as gardeners and security guards) is relatively high. It will be interesting to open up the data set and check for signs of crowding of women into the lower-paid jobs—patterns of employment by sex certainly differ enough to make this a distinct possibility. Relative numbers (obscured because the table gives percentages) suggest that this avenue of investigation is worth pursuing—we have already noted that that women outnumber men in agriculture (338 000 as opposed to 293 000). Wholesale and retail trade now reportedly employ more than twice as many women and they do men— 934 000 and 445 000 respectively. When the (zero-earning) subsistence producers are removed, the picture alters quite dramatically. The method used to generate the results in the last two columns of Table 17 is necessarily crude—consisting as it does of the assumption that we can obtain the number of ‘paid’ informal agricultural workers by subtracting from the number of informal sector workers in ‘Agriculture, forestry and fishing’ (631 000 in Table 3.4.3 of the LFS), the number of workers in that ‘industry’ reported as receiving no income (477 000 in Table 3.9 of the LFS, all assumed to be Africans). There are hazards involved in making these assumptions, but they should not be excessive—the numbers involved in forestry and fishing are small, as is the likelihood that there are formal sector workers who are unpaid. More hazardous is the process of allocating them to the category male or female. Experiments with a variety of divisions were tried—the end result, while moderately sensitive, was not overly so. The result presented in Table 17 divides the 154 000 agricultural paid informal agricultural workers equally between the sexes. 121



Since Africans doing informal work account for almost 88 per cent of all those in the sector (some 2 548 000 among 2 898 000), little is lost by continuing to focus, as we have done for most of this chapter, mainly on them (LFS 2000:2, Table 3.4.3). 122 Data on occupations are also available. They do not add greatly to our understanding of the sector, so will not be examined here. Suffice it to say that they are not out of line with what one would expect from the industry data. 123 The split has the effect of showing that the 1999 October Household Survey estimate of the number of informal sector workers (1 907 000) does not differ all that much from the LFS 2000:2 figure (1 746 000). The 1999 OHS results reported 296 000 informal agricultural workers, some of whom would have been unpaid. Naturally, the choice of one, as opposed to the other total makes a substantial difference to one’s understanding of the composition of the sector.
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The impact of removing the zero-earners, as we noted above, is significant. As an employer, agriculture (6.8 per cent), though still important, is considerably less so for men than Construction (15.0 per cent); Employment in private households (11.6 per cent); Transport (9.4 per cent) or Manufacturing (7.6 per cent). Trade moves to the number one spot, employing more than one third of the men in the informal sector. For the women, this characteristic is even more notable—the proportion in trade exceeds two-thirds (71.2 per cent). Often fiercely competitive, the sector is crowded with vendors engaged in survivalist activities. Manufacturing activities (probably craft production, and metal fabrication, as suggested above) looms larger, as do various forms of community, social and personal services. Further insight into the nature of the work activities in the informal sector may be gained by considering employment status. A comparison of the ways in which this differs between the formal and informal sectors is instructive. Confining our attention still to African workers, the relevant results are presented in Table 18.124 To permit quick navigation around the zero-earning agricultural workers, the lower panel of the table (which contains the results for informal sector workers) is split in a similar way to Table 17. Virtually all Africans working in the formal sector are paid employees (working for someone else). Among whites, by contrast, about 15-16 per cent are working on their own or with a partner—the figure for Indians is roughly half of this, and that for Africans, roughly half again of that.125 Given apartheid’s restrictions, a pattern of this sort is what one would expect (the proportion of formally self-employed Coloureds is also very low). And so to the informal sector. The first feature of note is the number of ‘employees’—anecdotal evidence has it that many vendors in market areas and central business districts of the major towns and cities are employed by firms who let their business to spill out into the street, as it were. Many more men than women are thus engaged. The occupations, ‘gardener’ and ‘security guard’ are a mainly male preserve. As was argued above, removing the 477 000 unpaid subsistence agricultural workers leaves only a small group “working on his/her own or on a small family farm/plot or collecting natural products from the forest or sea”. By including ‘commercial farms’ in the category of “Working on his/her own or with a partner in any type of business” the classification used by Statistics South Africa (possibly) locates some of the 650 000 informal agricultural workers within the category of (genuinely) self-employed people, reducing somewhat the numbers engaged in economic activities other than farming. When employees and subsistence agricultural workers are removed, we were left in September 2000 with the still surprising, albeit frequently commented upon conclusion, that among the African population, there were only some 800 000 or so self-employed informal sector workers, of whom somewhere in the region of three hundred and fifty odd thousand were men. The February 2001 figures push that up to about 1.6 million, more than a million of them women.126 Estimates of the fruit of their efforts will have to await a more thorough examination of the data set. Since, 124



Table 18 does not contain figures for September 2000. These can be obtained from the relevant files. 125 These results (based on small numbers of responses), are highly unstable. 126 See Tables 3.11.2 in LFS 2000:2 and LFS 2001:1. These figures exclude domestic workers.



74 however, we know that the earnings of almost 80 per cent of those in informal sector workers were below R1000 per month, the outcome is awaited with interest—the numbers of self-employed informal workers earning more than R1000 per month rise by about 150 000 between September 2000 and February 2001—if this were real, rather than a statistical artifact, it would be the only bright spot in an otherwise thoroughly gloomy outlook. Another interesting piece of information published in the LFS is the table giving the location of the enterprise. The raw figures are given in Table 19. Of the 3.3 million workers in the sector, 1.8 million conducted their activities from home. To make the point that interpreting survey results can be something of trial for all concerned, the locations in which agricultural activities were reportedly carried out have been included in the table. If we subtract the 420 000 home-based agricultural producers from the total of people working at home (including 180 000 in separate rooms, and a further 20 000 in family rooms in the households), we are left with about 1.4 million workers. Of these, a substantial majority (about 950 000) carried out trading activities from home (probably many in more retail than in wholesale activities). Next largest were manufacturing activities (some 261 000), once again, home-based activities being dominant (147 000 workers). Businesses with no fixed location (employing some 504 000, with trade dominating) were the next most frequently occurring (non) location. They were followed by businesses on a footpath, street, street corner or open space of a field (265 000 workers). Agriculture occupied about 88 000 of these workers, with most of the rest in trade. Almost 140 000 worked in someone else’s home. There some 276 000 workers in formal premises, and a mere 31 000 at markets.127 Location has important implications for policy design, long recognised by the more progressive local authorities—the prominence of businesses in owner’s homes providing a pointer to the way in which steps to assist small business need to be focussed. It is necessary, however, to be aware of the limitations of national household surveys for policy evaluation. A comparison between the LFS 2000:2 and LFS 2001:1 results reveals considerable variation in reported totals for the different categories―there are serious limitations to what can usefully be extracted from information such as that examined above. A blurred snapshot can be taken from time to time, but trying to track changes by comparing snapshots is not recommended. For detailed development planning, there is no substitute, as everybody knows, for local knowledge. Unfortunately, at present, local knowledge is quite scarce, and where it exists, does so is rudimentary form. National policy may only be able to be of a facilitating natureamongst the things it can facilitate is the creation of such knowledge. But enough now of the attempt to describe the informal economy—let us turn to a brief examination of the conditions of households containing only informal sector workers.



A profile of informal worker households



127



There is a tension between these findings and the estimates above of the numbers of self-employed informal workers. If the figures are correct, then numbered amongst those ‘working from home’ must be a large number of employees.



75 As was done in the case of the workerless households, the 1999 OHS figures were asked to spit out a picture of households in which the only employed person(s) were those in the informal sector. Once again, it was asked to group them into household expenditure classes. Our interest remains with those in the bottom three expenditure categories. Tables 20; 21 and 22 present detailed pictures of conditions in households in these three categories. As pointed out above, work on linked recent LFS files has only just commenced.128 It is not possible, therefore, in the time available, to attempt the kind of analysis that, ideally, one would want to carry out. October 1999 will have to do. The analysis below is carried out, as before, for African households only. As argued above, little is lost by focusing on these households, because that is where the vast bulk of poor informal sector workers are to be found—of 872 000 households in which monthly expenditure was less than R1200 (among a total of 1.13 million households containing informal sector workers) 813 000 were African households. Recall that the OHSs were picking up far fewer subsistence agricultural producers than the LFSs. This means that the information in these tables refers to informal sector workers as more generally understood. Congregated in about 367 000 households where monthly expenditure was less than R400 per month were some 1.37 million people, roughly 400 000 of whom were informal sector workers.129 A further 220 000 people met the criteria for being classified as unemployed. As was the case in the workerless households, an important part of the explanation of why these households were so poor was the absence of potential state grant recipients. There were a mere 0.07 pensioners per household (compared with 0.17 pensioners in those households containing no workers). Mean household sizes were similar, as were the relative numbers of children, but there were proportionately many more unemployed in the workerless households. Is this providing, one is tempted to ask, confirmation of the proposition that even at very low household incomes, the presence of a pensioner can either reduce participation levels, or alternatively can support more unemployed? The data would presumably not be robust enough to permit this question to be answered, but that does not detract from its interest. Looking in a little detail at the unemployed, almost two-thirds of them are more than 25 years of age. Depending on how one defines ‘youth’, the problem is not therefore one of ‘youth’ unemployment per se, although the large number in the next age category may be telling us that those who left school five or so years previously have not managed to find employment. Looking into the figures for duration of unemployment and for the previously employed/never previously employed questions would give us more information on that head, something that will be tackled at a later date. Strictly unemployed and non-searching unemployed are roughly evenly represented. There are more women unemployed than there are men. As to the workers, there were more men than women, but smaller proportions of those men engaged in full-time work—they are outnumbered by the part-timers and 128



As late as February 2002, the LFS 2001: (the February 2001) CD ROMs were not yet available. The figures in the table for workers are for all races. At the time of writing, it had not been possible to extract figures for African workers only. Because of the sheer numerical preponderance of Africans, the errors involved in using the figures for all races rather than for Africans only will be trivial at this level of household expenditure. It becomes somewhat less so as expenditure rises, but not to a degree that need concern us here.
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76 casuals. Moving to the next expenditure classes, the figures give some comfort by conforming with the common sense notion that the proportion of workers engaged in full-time informal sector work is an important determinant of household well-being. In the expenditure class R1-399, 46.3 per cent of workers are full-timers. This rises to 54.7 per cent in the R400-799 bracket, and to 58.8 per cent in the R800-1199 category. Going up through those expenditure categories, we see mean household size rise, and along with it, the numbers of unemployed, as well as employed. The numbers of children per household rise, as do the numbers of old-age pensioners. In the case of the latter, the numbers are much smaller than those in the workerless households. In the typical R400-799 workerless household, there were 0.57 pensioners on average— the informal worker household contains only 0.20 pensioners. Corresponding figures for the R800-1199 households were 0.75 and 0.22. Once again, this raises the question of whether the presence of a grant recipient makes it possible for at least some household members to avoid the extreme rigours of survivalist activities in the informal sector. There may be a tendency for better off households to collect younger unemployed, but the effect is slight. There is a sharp drop-off in the numbers of households as expenditure levels rise—the R800-1199 category contained fewer than half as many households as the R400-799 class, which was roughly the same size as the lowest expenditure class (324 000 households vs. 367 000 households). All things considered, the picture is not a happy one. It looks as though, in the absence of any alternative sources of income, people are driven into survivalist activities, many of them working long hours for very little gain. Of course, one would want to support policies that improve people’s income generating capacity. To an important extent, their ability to earn income depends on their assets. Probing further into the OHS dataset would allow for some analysis of this aspect of the conditions of informal sector households as well. There is a wealth of information on household type; education level; literacy; health status; proximity of amenities, etc., not yet, as far as is known, extracted as it applies specifically to the groups with which we are concerned in this paper. There is also information on catastrophic events, many of which are capable of plunging a household into poverty. The existence of these data, apparently untouched so far as regards the informal sector and the workerless households, would allow for the beginnings of an analysis that tried to understand poverty as an outcome of a process of social exclusion. Also untapped, as far as can be judged, is the information that can be extracted from responses to the questions in the OHS about sources of income other than from work. Although there is reason to believe that the information on these transfers may not be very good (studies at a macro-level have been unable to match administrative statistics on certain grant recipients to the numbers in the OHS), at the moment it is virtually all that is available. It needs to be subjected to critical scrutiny. There is also information on migrant remittances that could be linked back to households. Doing so would take us to a discussion that has so far been avoided, i.e., to the difficult question of what constitutes a household, and what forms an inter- as opposed to an intra-household transfer—a suitable point at which to bring to a close this aspect of the journey through the depressing landscape populated by the poor. Now that the conditions of those in workerless households, and those in households where the only working person or persons are employed in the informal sector, have



77 been exposed, however cursorily, we are in a position to begin spelling out some of the dimensions or properties of a device that could be used to gauge the severity of the unemployment problem.



Measuring the severity of unemployment One attraction of a single index that measures some important aspect of economic activity is the ease with which it allows comparisons, within and between countries, to be made. Weighted measures, constructed from a clutch of indices, are possibly less satisfactory, because the process of weighting is fraught with difficulty.130 Thus GDP per capita seems to escape the travails of constructing a measure like the Human Development Index (HDI). In reality, of course, GDP per capita is not innocentinter- and intra-country comparisons that ignore income inequalities, are somewhat less than neutral.131 Unemployment rates are a bit like per capita GDPby themselves, they do not disclose a great deal. By itself, South Africa’s ‘official’ unemployment rate, adopted to bring our national statistics into line with those of most other countries, in a step that attracted critical attention, means very little. Because it furnishes a measure of the extent of ‘discouragement, the ‘expanded’ rate helps a little. Citing both official and expanded rates and the numbers involved is an improvement over the bald statement of a single ‘official’ rate, but even that does not allow an accurate assessment of economic welfare to be made. Harbouring the belief that a single, composite index can be made to take account of all the concerns raised in previous sections of this study is clearly unreasonable. In summary form, those concerns (not necessarily in the order in which they appeared in the study) cover the following areas: • • • • • • • • • •



The duration of unemployment and the ‘depreciation’ of human capital The many problems of ‘youth’ unemployment The ‘difficult to place’ or ‘unemployable’ The unemployed with some choice vs. the structurally unemployed (many of whom may be ‘unemployable’ as we have defined it above) Conditions in workerless households Conditions in households where the only employment is of an informal nature Conditions in households where the only employed person is a domestic worker The growth of informal as opposed to formal employment The relationship between changes in the level and rate of unemployment and changes in economic activity rates (and the reasons for changes in the latter rates) The impact of rural/urban migration on unemployment132



130 131 As is reported in the section of the study on redistribution, it is increasingly being acknowledged in the international arena that redistribution matters. Thus we find Ravallion saying of the growth rates that are conventionally estimated from GDP figures, that: “It is not the rate of growth that matters, but the distribution-corrected rate of growth.” (2000, p.19) 132 The October Household Surveys steered clear of the question of migration, a serious drawback. The Labour Force Surveys do likewise. There is no reason why migration questions should not be
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What suggests itself is an annual report, looking in detail at each of these areas. The list is not exhaustivethere are doubtless other aspects of the problem that have been overlooked here. The choice of institution to carry out such an analysis presents something of a challenge. Statistics South Africa is well placed to tackle the job.133 The detailed analysis required, some of which inevitably enters contentious political terrain, might, however, make it too uncomfortable for an organisation whose neutrality must at all times be maintained, to tackle. The Human Sciences Research Council, currently being revitalised, is possibly a better candidate. The sensitive debate about employment creation in South Africa has seen an aggressive union movement hounding the state over ‘jobless growth’, and a defensive state scavenging among the informal sector statistics (and querying formal sector employment figures) to ‘prove’ that things are not as bad as its critics portray them (the possibility that they are worse cannot be excluded).134 The debate is not uniquea recent paper on employment and unemployment in Mexico (Martin, 2000)135 has addressed the question of why official unemployment figures in that country are so low. The answers furnished provide some useful pointers as to the way in which this question may be addressed in South Africa. Lacking any “program of unemployment compensation” (Martin, 2000, p.8), the Mexican economy relies heavily on informal sector activity to provide a buffer during economic downturns. One effect of this is that evidence of economic crises is to be found not in the unemployment statistics, but rather “in other indicators, such as those for the composition of output and the trend in real wages.” (p.3, emphasis in original) To address the inability of conventional measures of unemployment to reflect the economy’s ability to “provide suitable jobs”, the Mexican National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics developed a set of (nine) alternative or complementary measures. With one exception, these measures “simply incorporate other measures of presumed hardship into the open unemployment rate.” (p.7) Evaluating their effectiveness, essentially by looking to see whether they were generally more sensitive to downturns than the open (official) unemployment rate, Martin concludes they add little to what could be discovered using that rate alone (2000, p.7). The fact that they did not perform well should not, however, be the end introduced into the surveys. If the questions ‘work’, they will provide a very useful piece of information. 133 There are quite difficult issues to be addressed in arriving at a division of labour between the official producers of statistics, in our case, Statistics South Africa, and social research institutes, in answering questions about changing welfare levels. On the nature of the required character of the institution responsible for social reporting, i.e., for informing political decision makers about ‘actual conditions’, Eriksen (1995 [1993], pp.81-82), for example, feels that this is a job for “statistical offices rather than social research institutes.”. A constant refrain from the analysis conducted above is that even with their greater analytical content and abundant explanatory notes, official statistics in South Africa are difficult to interpret. The publication by Statistics South Africa of special reports on their own statistics is a step in the right direction, but at rates levels of production, cannot satisfy the information needs of a government facing acute poverty and inequality problems. 134 Debbie Budlender suggests that part of the reason why South Africa’s unemployment figures are so high, relative to other developing countries, is because Statistics South Africa is honestly trying to measure it as defined by the ILO. In particular, she says, “… other countries ask the questions in a way that won’t pick up as much as we do.” 135 I am grateful to Ms Joyce Lestrade-Jefferis of Statistics South Africa for bringing this article to my attention.



79 of the matter. Critical scrutiny of what was attempted and how, might point the way to the development of one or more indicators for use in South Africa. To augment the open unemployment measure, the Mexican authorities called on the usual list of suspectsthe hidden unemployed, those earning less than the minimum wage, those working fewer hours than they wish (involuntary part-timers), would-be moonlighters and so on. Some of this information is collected in South Africa’s household surveys and could easily be examined (some of it undoubtedly, has been worked on already). At least some of the data for the two measures that seem to offer the most promise in the South African setting are collected. These are: “R-9 Insufficient income and unemployment rate: Open unemployment and employed who earn less than the minimum wage, as percent of the labor force. R-10 Critical conditions of the employed rate: Employed working less than 35 hours a week for economic reasons, working more than 35 hours a week while earning less than the minimum wage, or working more than 48 hours a week while earning less than 2 times the minimum wage, as a percent of the labor force.” (Martin, 2000, p.6) Although these attempts to “incorporate poverty” into the unemployment measures were “flawed”, they were not fatally sothe downward bias imparted to R-9 that rendered it unreliable is simply explained (Martin, 2000, p.8). The attractiveness of R-9 for South Africa’s conditions is that it has the potential to expose the poverty of a growth strategy that relies (too) heavily on informal sector job creation. The absence of a national minimum wage in South Africa poses a problem. Since, however, there are always arbitrary decisions to made in establishing national minimum wages, there would be little lost in selecting from many available candidates in South Africa, one or more of the established minima (e.g., the recently established minimum wages for domestic workers), as a guide. At very least, the topic requires investigation. Returning to Martin, the sub-text of the article is one of critical concern over conditions in an economy that relies heavily, especially in “hard times” on an “ “… informal sector” made up primarily of small establishments providing marginal, insecure, and low-paying jobs …” (Martin, 2000, p.3) As must be the case in many developing countries, some large percentage of businesses in Mexico’s informal economy “have no fixed address outside the home” (60 per cent), have little access to finance (“80 percent borrowed no money to finance their operations”), their lives “tend to be quite short, particularly for the smallest businesses”, and the incomes they generate are low (Martin, 2000, p.9). Any measure that can successfully debunk the myth that economic salvation of the poor in South Africa is possible via the informal economy will be performing an important service. Some of the more ardent proponents of informal sector activity (all spared the pain of having to earn their keep in soul-destroying drudgery or penny-pinching misery) do South Africa’s poor little good with their ceaseless advocacy. Let us, by all means, celebrate, support and encourage the flowering of entrepreneurship, and the achievements of the many who have succeeded, often in the face of stupendous odds. In doing so, however, let sight not be lost of the fact that a ‘good’ job must rank highly in the preference schedules of the host and multitude that grovels each day for a living.136 If the country’s 136



Anecdotal evidence that many of the self-employed regard themselves as unemployed, i.e., that the ‘work’ they perform is not a ‘job’, but rather a survival strategy, abounds.



80 economic indicators can be made to throw light on this matter, politicians, liberals and self-satisfied businesspersons alike may all have to be more circumspect.137



137



Some of the pessimistic conclusions flowing from the World Bank study of SMMEs in the Johannesburg area in 1999 (reported in Poswell, 2002, pp.18-19), apply with equal, and possibly greater force to informal sector enterprisesjob creation in survivalist as well as more substantial SMMEs is disappointingly, but not surprisingly, slow.
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4. Social protection of the unemployed and the poorly-paid The very first paragraph of this study (see the Preface) affirmed the claims of the unemployed and their dependants to social assistance. It also insisted, however, that those in poverty because of their ‘low-wage, precarious employment’ status also had a claim on society’s resources. That stance has governed all that has been written thus far. Moving now to the point where the foundations for a discussion of the desired form of the social security system are to be laid, that emphasis will be maintained. Since the majority of those in need of social protection are presently excluded from the official social security system, it seems appropriate to begin with a consideration of the informal arrangements that people make to provide collective protection against risk. Where this is extensive, describing it as informal social security would not be inappropriate. From there, we move to an estimate of the extent to which those in workerless households are supported by such informal arrangements. An undertaking of this nature is necessary if the well-developed ideology that deprecates the ‘negative effects’ of the ‘displacement’ of ‘private’ social security arrangements by state provision, is to be successfully challenged. Once navigation past the informal social security system has been completedand there is a great deal more work to be done, for much of the navigation is not so much dead-reckoning as it is sheer guessworkthe formal social protection provided against unemployment in South Africa can be considered. This consists of the presentation of a brief history of the Unemployment Insurance Fund, followed by a glance at the distributions of UIF benefits and beneficiaries, a matter on which little or nothing has been published. Some of the results of a study undertaken in 1998/99 (Meth, 2000) are reproduced to give a flavour of the way in which the UIF operates.



From ‘traditional’ to ‘modern’ society Superficial commentary on South Africa insists on a duality―the presence within a single geographical space, and on a scale possibly more marked than anywhere else, of so-called 1st and 3rd World ‘economies’. Up until fairly recently, the spatial separation of these two ‘economies’ encouraged the delusion that the poverty and the affluence respectively, of the 3rd-World and 1st-World components had little to do with each other. In part, this was because apartheid, and before it, segregation, saw to it that for most of the dominant group, many of the more gross manifestations of inequalities of income, wealth and access were but infrequently glimpsed. From the mid-1980s onwards, as urban influx control measures slackened, the ‘visibility’ (and voice) of the (Black) African population increased enormously. Despite this, and the rapid deracialisation that has taken place since the advent of democracy in the 1990s, the privileged part of South Africa looks much as it did before.138 Seemingly innocent, 1st/3rd World-type arguments suggest an interpretation which seals off the fate of ‘3rd-Worlders’ from that of ‘1st-Worlders’, inviting the conclusion that the former are the authors of their own backwardness. Acknowledgement of the dangers of such thinking should not, however, be allowed to obscure the fact that South Africa 138



Rapidly increasing numbers of Black entrants to this élite demand, not unsurprisingly, the same privileges as the whites whose ranks they join.



82 does indeed display many of the features of both the most-, and the least-developed economies. This dualism, then, both signals the need for a complex and nuanced conceptualisation of labour markets, one that recognises the variety of segmentations that characterise it, as well as a sensitivity to the likelihood that different strategies are required to deal with the problems in the different segments of the market.139 Although apartheid has given capital accumulation in South Africa a number of unusual twists, the country shares with many other developing lands the characteristic of having some large fraction of the (potential and actual) economically active population outside of the ambit of the ‘modern’ or ‘formal’ sector, and hence beyond the comfort of institutions such as the UIF. The employment status of a large proportion of this multitude of outsiders ranges from unemployed in the strictest sense of the concept, to chronically under-employed. For want of a better term, we may describe as ‘structural’, the unemployment problem of which many of them constitute the increasingly visible evidence. There is widespread agreement that unemployment insurance schemes are incapable of coping with structural unemployment. Policy debates in South Africa over strategies to deal with the unemployed must therefore consider both the UIF, which protects those in ‘formal’ employment, as well as schemes to protect those, more numerous by far, who do not fall within its ambit.140 In so-called ‘traditional societies’, a variety of mechanisms for dealing with the rigours of life emerge. These ‘rigours’ range from natural catastrophes that threaten whole societies, to individual loss of one sort or another, such as a death in the family. Without romanticising such societies, it is safe to say that many of them would be characterised by a strong sense of community. Present in many of these societies are traditions of hospitality (for example, feeding passers-by), as well as traditions of redistribution, often formal. When societies like this commence the disruptive process of proletarianisation, along with the urbanisation this invariably entails, many of the structures, institutions and practices of the traditional mode of production begin to collapse under the strain. Vestiges of them remainmore so in the countryside than in the towns. Under conditions of incomplete proletarianisation, these remnants constitute part of the basis for modified forms of social protection. The transition from a co-operative mode of production to a competitive mode (capitalism), introduces contradictions that ultimately overwhelm these informal arrangements. It appears, though, that the ways in which these contradictions are played out vary considerably between industries. Given the often violent competition in the taxi industry, one would expect to find highly fragmented forms (if any). Collectives to provide protection against certain contingencies are quite common among street traders. Institutions of this sort are, one would have thought, inherently unstable, because the struggle for survival would force their members into cutthroat competition that would induce severe strains. It appears, though, that despite the absence of product or service differentiation, that 139 Formal modelling of this dualism (discrimination) goes back a long way in labour market studies in South Africa - see, for example, Knight and McGrath (1977). 140 The presence of so many outside of the UIF net may give rise to a belief that the UIF is of little consequence. This would be a mistake. Although UIF could not cope with mass unemployment among workers who fall under its cover, let alone protect all those millions outside of its ambit, it does provide a measure of protection for the less unfortunate few against the vagaries of the business cycle.



83 this is often not the case.141 Even if internal dissension does not damage or destroy informal social security arrangements, it is almost certainly the case that the precarious nature of survivalist activities poses a continuous threat to them. The anonymity of the town brings with it the free-rider problemcommunity-based social protection cannot long survive in the urban setting at any but the most meagre level of provision. Aspects of it can, and do, but the pure public good nature of much of social protection necessitates a shift to formal institutions if proper protection against major risks such as unemployment, is to be provided. With the exception of small-town or neighbourhood associations organised around non-competitive goals, communal protection has given way in advanced societies to formal institutions. These are located either in the state or in large-scale private sector institutions. Typical of the contingencies against which informal social security cannot protect a community adequately for any lengthy period is that of unemployment. Virtually unknown in traditional societies, this contingency can stretch community safety nets well beyond their elastic limitthose who are not well connected drop through in droves, into destitution or crime. Epidemics, not unknown in traditional societies, also overwhelm traditional social protection arrangements. Epidemics in the past were frequently self-extinguishingthey would decimate a community, then move on, possibly leaving the survivors to rebuild. The modern scourge of AIDS, that looks set to become endemic in our society at some high prevalence rate, simply overwhelms traditional or informal protection arrangements, say, burial societies. Subject to the same risk as large-scale insurers, but much smaller (and hence less able to spread that risk), and subject as well to adverse selection, these informal institutions must collapse. In that sense, AIDS and unemployment are similar‘insurance’ against them is not feasible, except through state-regulated institutions. In many developing countries, small-scale agriculture (peasant production, often of a subsistence nature), can provide support when urban (so-called modern-sector production) systems fail. In South Africa that possibility barely exists. Its history of dispossession (proletarianisation of a special kind) has led to a situation in which a country with a population of some 43 million, had, in the year 2000, a mere 1.6 million engaged in agriculture.142 Of them, almost 800 000 reported zero earnings, while a further 500 000 posted earnings in the range of R1-500 per month. Nearly all of the zero-earners, and many of the very low-income earners, were engaged in subsistence and small-scale farming―probably each supporting several dependantstheir ability to absorb increasing numbers must be severely limited. Land redistribution may help, but the process of recreating a class of agricultural producers will be lengthy and difficult. Neither rural (peasant-based) nor the urban institutions of informal social protection in South Africa appear to be in good condition. There are self-help initiatives aplenty, and numerous NGOs staffed by people of good willnot to mention assorted scoundrels, opportunists and rentseekersbut the task faced by the honest among them is simply too large for such institutions. At the margin, they can and do alleviate some of the worst suffering. They also serve as important nucleii of social cohesion. In the face of the twin 141 142



pers. comm.. Debbie Budlender, January 2002. Recall from Table 2 that this had reportedly fallen to just over one million in September 2001.



84 calamities of mass unemployment and AIDS, it were folly, however, not to recognise their limits.



Informal social security & social security in the informal sector To grasp the nature of the problem in South Africa, conceptual clarity, or at least, a consideration of the extent to which clarity is attainable, is necessary. Having spelled out the necessary concepts, however fuzzily, some attempt to measure the relevant magnitudes is necessary. When measurement is possible, evaluation of the efficacy or otherwise of existing arrangements can be contemplated. The primary concepts are: • •



Informal social security The informal sector or economy



Informal social security Invoking a concept of ‘informal’ social security implies the existence of ‘formal’ social security. A social scientist (if one can imagine such a thing) in a traditional society would probably not use such a terminstead, there could be reference to reciprocal obligation, or community responsibility, or some such. Whatever the description used, the invitation to compare formal and informal arrangementsto discover in what respects they are analogous and in what, different, is irresistible. The nature of the standard forms of ‘formal’ social protectionsocial insurance, social assistance and preventive social security measuresis well enough known so as not to require extensive discussion here. It would, however, be useful to spell out briefly the understanding of the concept of social security as the term is used in this study. Figure 4 below presents one way of looking at the elements of a social security system. There are numerous ways of defining social security systems, i.e., of specifying the elements that go to make up the system, and the relationship between them. There are also different ways of depicting these relationships. The elements focused on below constitute what is sometimes referred to as conventional social security. A focus of this sort ignores the preventive aspect of the more inclusive notion of social protection.143 Conventionally, social security provides protection against a variety of contingencies. This takes the form of social grants (transfer payments made to individuals) and social insurance (entitlements created by contribution). One way in which the relationship between the two may be viewed is illustrated in Figure 4 below. This has as primary distinction, a division of benefits into exclusive (means testing being one way in which exclusion is achieved) and inclusive (e.g., non-means tested).144



143



This aspect of social security is discussed at some length in Chapter 5 below. This approach was suggested by Prof Mike Noble of the Department of Social Policy and Social Work in the University of Oxford. It differs from that used in the Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security in South Africa (the Taylor Report), which sees as primary division, a split between contributory and non-contributory (2002, p.) 144
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Figure 4 Social security
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The advantage of conceptualising social security in the manner depicted above is that it is capable of illustrating, in a simple way, the divergence between conservatives and progressives over the question of social security. To be blunt, conservatives would want to restrict benefits only to the deserving poor, hence the use of the term ‘residual’ social security to describe the systems they favour. To achieve this, rigorous exclusion processes are used to keep out the ‘undeserving’, of which means tests (usually of income) are the most well-known device. Progressives, by contrast, would want to move in the direction of inclusiveness, hence the preference for nonmeans tested benefits, e.g., a basic income grant, or a grant to all children, regardless of socio-economic status. For the most part, the diagram is self-explanatory. Its one apparently unusual feature, namely, the inclusion of a special group of social insurances under the heading of



86 exclusive is readily understood by a comparison between South Africa’s Unemployment Insurance Fund and the National Health System in the UK. Some 12 per cent of the funding of the NHS comes from social insurance premiums, about three per cent from user charges, and the remainder from general tax revenues (Barr, 1998, p.299). Citizenship entitles everyone to most of the facilities of the latter at zero, or minimal cost. During its long life, the UIF, by contrast, has used a host of mechanisms to exclude various groups of workers. These range from a ceiling to keep out the well paid (on the grounds that their propensity to become unemployed was negligible), to a floor, used to keep low-paid workers out on the grounds that their high propensity to claim made unreasonable demands on the Fund. Whole occupational or industry groups have been excluded, e.g., agricultural, mining, domestic and public sector workers. With the exception of public sector employees, most of these exclusions have now been eliminated. This, however, was not achieved without considerable pressure from organised labour. For the rest, the diagram contains no surprises. Under the exclusive social grants, one finds the means-tested state old-age pensions (SOAP) and the Child Support Grant (CSG). Eligibility for disability grants (DG) and the Care Giver’s Grant (CGG) has to be established by passing the appropriate medical tests. Informal sector social protection has some similarities with formal social protection, the major difference being the fact that the source of the ‘benefit’ is not the state or some formal sector (financial) institution. Informal social insurance, which sees benefits coming from a variety of collective arrangements whose primary purpose, risk-pooling, is similar to that in the formal sector. By its very nature, informal social protection must be mostly exclusive, consisting as it does, of inter- and intrahousehold transfers, instead of the tax-financed social grants characteristic of formal sector social assistance. As is the case in the formal social security system, a variety of services are performed in the informal social security system. These may be rendered free of charge, or they may give rise to a reciprocal obligation, often discharged by the performance of a service of another kind. Fee for service, as in a formal social security system, may also apply. Members of a particular sector or trade, such as street vendors, paying a daily fee into a fund, out of which ‘health’ benefits are paid when members or their families become ill, would be a typical ‘informal’ (collective) social insurance measure. Many other forms of benefit existassistance with funeral expenses being a common example. This particular form of benefit provides a useful illustration of the likely non-durability over time of informal social security arrangementsthe AIDS pandemic in South Africa is likely to overwhelm, if it has not done so already, many, if not most informal funeral benefit schemes. As far as social assistance is concerned, two major sources of the transfers (in cash, or in kind) existthose between members of households, kinship groups or friends, and those from charitable institutions, of which the faith-based organisations are probably the most important. As in the case of social grants (transfers) made by the state, these benefits redistribute from the relatively more prosperous (who might still be desperately poor) to those who are (or at least are deemed to be) even worse off. Intra-household transfers are a bit difficult to conceptualise, because doing so involves applying notions developed in a particular context (advanced industrial societies) to societies in which significant remnants of different social forms may still



87 exist. The typical ‘household unit’ around which the post-World War II welfare states were constructed was that of the nuclear family where the only (or primary) breadwinner was supposedly a male. Decades of rising economic activity rates among women has seen the decay of this form and the emergence of a variety of ‘family’ arrangements, female-headed households being one of the more common. In such circumstances, the notion of intra-household transfers as a form of social security, except insofar as they refer to non-custodial parents (usually fathers) meeting maintenance obligations, is of little relevance. The distribution of income among the different members of a household is a matter of considerable importance, but that is not what is at issue here. In South Africa, where the process of proletarianisation (with the migration to urban areas that usually implies) has been shaped by the peculiarities of capitalist growth under an apartheid regime, a complex set of household structures has emerged. An indication of the difficulties experienced in reducing this complexity to tractable social scientific categories, is provided by the problem of defining a household. In practice, pragmatic definitions such as ‘all those eating out of the same pot’ are often adopted. Under such circumstances, intra-household transfers take on a variety of meanings. Included within the household could be relatively distant relations (as understood by western social science) with valid claims to a share of household resources. Another form of intra-household transfer that would be relatively rare in the advanced economies is the sharing of grants intended to cover a particular contingency, for example, the state old age pension or the child support grant, between household members who are not the intended primary beneficiaries of such grants. Undesirable though this benefit dilution might be, it is a major means of ameliorating some of the worst effects of poverty. Inter-household transfers present fewer problems. They could originate when a male household head with two sets of dependants, one in an urban setting where he normally works, and another in the rural setting from which he originates, remits part of that income to the rural dependants. They could also take the possibly more common form of remittances, which could be from either a female or (more usually) a male migrant worker who does not set up a second household with additional dependants in the area to which he or she migrates. Other forms of inter-household transfer undoubtedly exist (e.g., from wealthier relations) but are probably less significant than the remittances referred to above.



Identifying the informal economy So much for the notion of informal social security or protection. Pinning down the informal sector is less simple. The approach adopted by the country’s official statistics producer Statistics South Africa in its household surveys (once again, pragmatism is necessary) is to include in the formal sector “all businesses which are registered for tax purposes.”: “The informal sector consists of those businesses that are not registered. They are generally small in nature, and are seldom run from business premises. Instead,



88 they are run from homes, street pavements or other informal arrangements.” (SR P0317, 31 July 2000, p.xviii)145 This is in line with a definition of the informal sector adopted at the Fifteenth International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ICLS) in 1993, which did so: “… in terms of characteristics of the enterprises (production units) in which the activities take place, rather than in terms of the characteristics of the persons involved or of their jobs. Accordingly, persons employed in the informal sector were defined as comprising all persons who, during a given reference period, are employed in at least one production unit of the informal sector, irrespective of their status in employment and whether it is their main or a secondary job.” “Production units of the informal sector were defined by the Fifteenth ICLS as a subset of unincorporated enterprises owned by households, that is, production units which are not constituted as separate legal entities independently of the household or household members that own them.” (ILO, 2000, p.194, Box 10.2) As a working definition, this is not without its advantages. Although less precise than a legal definition, this approach towards what is meant by the informal sector (or the informal economy) is capable of recognising the fact that it covers a large variety of groups (many or most of whose members are self-employed). For the purposes of social security system design, distinguishing between formal and informal employment is of significance only when certain forms of social insurance are at issue. The social assistance benefits that are available in South Africa are not affected by such nicetiesif the potential beneficiary qualifies, by meeting the relevant conditions (disabled; of pensionable age; child under seven years, and ‘passes’ the means test), they receive the benefit. For certain important types of social insurance, the nature of the potential beneficiary’s employment status is the determinant of access to the system in question. The law is not consistent in this regardinformally employed persons would have recourse to the Road Accident Fund (a social insurance), but not the Unemployment Insurance Fund (a social insurance), nor to compensation for injury at work, the COIDA, another social insurance (Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act). In effect, the informally employed are excluded from the employment-related social insurance components of the formal social security system. There is another large group of workers who, although they work in the formal economy, are also excluded from several of the social insurance components of the system. Our immediate concern is with the former (informal economy workers) rather than the latter (formal economy workers expressly excluded from social insurance schemes). Accordingly, we postpone discussion of exclusions from the formal social security system until we reach the section below dealing with the Unemployment Insurance Fund. 145 The Labour Force Surveys ask directly whether the person is employed in the formal or the informal sector (Question 4.19). The country case study on the informal economy by WIEGO (Budlender, 2002a) compares the results obtained using this definition with those that may be estimated using several other questions in the LFS (relating to social security contributions, registration, premises etc). These different definitions are used to examine the notions of informal ‘sector’ as opposed to informal ‘economy’.
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In advanced economies, comprehensive social assistance schemes (at least notionally) provide protection for those for whom no social insurance cover is available. In practice in some of them, the growing importance of the ethos of ‘workfare’ coerces the unemployed into low-paid employment on pain of complete loss of benefits. The absence in South Africa of a comprehensive social assistance scheme, or (low-paid) work for all who wanted it, would place the state in breach of its constitutional obligation to provide social security to all, were the ‘capacity’ escape clause not there. To begin a discussion of the forms that such protection could take, were it to be provided, we glance at the debate about the desirability, or otherwise, of attempts to transplant the welfare state into developing countries.



Welfare state or social safety net? Underlying the thinking that currently dominates approaches to the alleviation and reduction of poverty is what will be called here the ‘World Bank’ view. One intention of this study is to demonstrate that the mechanisms contemplated by the Bank for dealing with the poverty associated with unemployment in most developing countries are inappropriate for dealing with South Africa’s problem (whether they are appropriate elsewhere is an open question). The Bank’s view is spelled out in a number of publications. Most prominent among them is the World Development Report 2000/2001, sub-titled Attacking Poverty (referred to in this work as World Bank, 2001). Equally prominent, although not directly attributable to the Bank, is Deepak Lal’s and H. Myint’s The Political Economy of Poverty, Equity and Growth: A Comparative Study (referred to as Lal and Myint, 1996). The latter distinguish three main types of poverty: • • •



Structural mass poverty Destitution Conjunctural poverty



Lal and Myint use the work of Fields published in a work edited by Psacharopolous in 1991 to challenge the venerable Kuznetsian hypothesis that inequality is likely to rise in the early stages of development, before it declines. This view, according to Lal and Myint, “strengthened” the theoretical proposition that: “… a market-based growth process could lead to such a worsening of the income distribution that instead of the poor seeing a rise in their incomes as part of the growth process, they could be impoverished.” (1996, p.390) After working their way through the (then) available evidence, they conclude that: “The distributivist objections (based on the Kuznets curve) to the classical liberal presumption that growth would alleviate poverty thus seem to have little empirical support. On the existing evidence, mass poverty can be alleviated by rapid, efficient (labour-intensive) growth, and we need not worry about the distributional consequences.” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.44)



90 The story is repeated in Attacking Poverty, using more up-to-date data (World Bank, 2001, pp.46-49). With due acknowledgement to the difficulties of designing and implementing policies that will permit sustainable growth, both works see growth as the only viable solution to the problem of structural mass poverty. Lal and Myint are dismissive of the possibility of attacking poverty by the so-called ‘direct method’— namely, public income transfers, allegedly successful, in the opinion of their proponents, even under conditions of low growth. Possibly the most well known of these is the experience of Kerala state in India. Their conclusion on the Uruguayan and Costa Rican cases, another pair of ‘success’ stories used to make the case for transfers, is that: “… whilst there was undoubtedly some poverty redressal as a result of the expansion of their welfare states, over the long run the entitlements they created damaged the growth performance of the country, on which they were predicated, and hence eventually became unsustainable.” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p356) Conceding that conjunctural poverty (the poverty that results from the unemployment associated cyclical downturns (an economic determinant), and famines (caused by ‘politics’) and destitution “do require transfers” (p.357) their preference is a “strengthening of private channels and institutions” in countries where the “welfare state ethos has not become widespread.” (p.386). Their recipe for dealing with the destitute and conjuncturally poor in former socialist countries (which already have universalist welfare systems) or in countries where the “institutions for the privatesector option are not present”, suggests that a large proportion of the group requiring protection is likely to consist of: “… people who for identifiable reasons are incapable of earning a living (the handicapped, the mentally ill, the old and infirm without any family or savings).” Speaking of the ways in which they might be assisted from the public purse, Lal and Myint continue: “Their inability to finance their basic needs is genuinely involuntary, and hence the problem of perverse incentives which bedevil so many social-insurance-type programmes is not likely to arise. This category is of people labelled the ‘deserving poor’ by the Victorians. In the absence of private charity, public assistance to provide them some basic minimum income might be justifiable. But … this public assistance is probably best channeled through local voluntary associations.” (1996, p.386, emphasis added) This conclusion was arrived at after they had engaged with the debate in developing countries over the desired form of the social protection system to deal with the: “problems of destitution and conjunctural poverty, which are likely to exist even if growth takes account of mass poverty…” The debate pits the welfare state against a social safety net. The latter, informed by classical liberal thinking, advocates “targeted benefits to provide income and/or merit goods to the[se] ‘deserving poor’ ”. Advocates of the welfare state, in Lal and



91 Myint’s somewhat jaundiced view, by contrast, are motivated by a “socialist distributivist panacea”—one that seeks to: “… institute Western-style welfare states with the universalization of benefits to deal with problems like insufficient take-up and the costs of gathering information to identify beneficiaries (particularly acute in poor countries with weak administrative systems) which bedevil the targeting of benefits.” (1996, p.357) Delving into their discussion on social safety nets is instructive. Their recipe for dealing with the provision of such a net for: “those among the poor who are unlikely to benefit from economic growth or human resource development” was drawn from “a recent World Bank handbook.” For the authors of that work: “The safety net includes income transfers for those chronically unable to workand those temporarily affected by natural disasters or economic recession.” The central questions in the design of such nets include: “… identifying the groups in need of assistance, and the means of targeting assistance to those groups cost-effectively. Are these questions of public policy, or are they adequately addressed by the traditional family network?” (cited in Lal and Myint, 1996, p.358) Rejecting the moral imperatives and claims of market failure, the need for a net arises, according to Lal and Myint, from the: “… ubiquitousness of risk in men’s (sic) lives and the possibility of reducing its individual burden through some kind of mutual assistance.” This ‘social’ assistance, they insist, may be either public or private, and it could take the ‘social’ form of insurance (through markets), or through ‘social’ institutions such as the family. Plunging into the business of risk analysis, Lal and Myint then ask: “So what are the risks in labour markets against which mankind has sought some form of insurance through social co-operation, and how have these changed with different stages in economic growth?” (p.358) Their answer is an important pointer to the inappropriateness of uncritically transplanting a theoretical apparatus from one setting to another. In focussing on ‘developing countries’, a narrow conception of the problem of unemployment emerges. At the end of their answer to the question posed above, they state that: “… in most pre-industrial economies self-employment was and remains the dominant form of employment…. There cannot be any ‘involuntary’ unemployment … of the self-employed, and hence no question of unemployment insurance for them. Only the income transfers to alleviate conjunctural poverty,



92 and those that maybe deemed necessary to provide merit goods as part of the social safety net, will be relevant for them.” (pp.359-360) This is repeated a little further on, where they state that: “Unemployment insurance is of little relevance for the majority of developing countries, in which self-employment predominates over wage employment. Even in the so-called modern sectors of these economies where wage employment is the norm, measured open unemployment rates are relatively low, and the unemployed are typically highly educated, relatively wealthy urban youth. Their unemployment reflects, in part, the availability of ‘reserves’ (from their relatively better-off families) to finance job search in the high-wage modern-sector, and, in part, the over-expansion of higher and secondary education because of economically unjustifiable public subsidies.” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.383) Aspects of this generalisation may be true for South Africa, but the statement is far, very far from grappling with the reality of this country. The Bank is more circumspect—it links social safety net design to risk analysis (including the risk of public benefits driving out private), and thence to the broader policy setting within which all are located. The relevant passage is worth quoting at lengthhere it is: “In the end, decisions on safety nets need to weigh the negative effects of displacement [of self-insurance or group-based mechanisms] against the positive effects of long-term improvements in the welfare of poor households. Safety nets are not the only way to improve poor households’ ability to manage risk and engage in higher-risk, higher return activities. Stable macroeconomic policies may do more to reduce employment risk than public work programs. But sound economic policies may increase the risk for some categories of households. Trade liberalization may lower the cost of imported clothes and utensils, reducing demand for weaving and handicraftstwo activities with low entry costs frequently used by poor people to diversify income. So the decision about safety nets needs to be viewed in the full context of economic and social policies and of the impacts on household risk.” (World Bank, 2001, p.149) The typology of risks and shocks they deploy distinguishes the level at which such risks operate—macro, meso or micro—(World Bank, 2001, p.136). The first operate at national or even international levels; meso shocks or risks affect groups of households or entire communities or villages. Shocks at these two levels “are common (covariant) to all households in the group. Risks operating at the ‘micro’ level, described as ‘idiosyncratic’—affect individuals or households. Natural disasters are either at the meso or macro level. Health risks such as illness; injury; disability; old age, and death are at the micro levels. Epidemics they locate at the meso level—AIDS in the South African case, is almost certainly at the macro level. Social risks at the micro level according to their classification, include crime and domestic violence. Whether this is appropriate is also debatable (Bourguignon, 2000), especially in the South African case. Meso risks include terrorism and gang warfare; macro has in it, civil strife; war and social upheaval. Economic risks are all either meso (unemployment, resettlement or harvest failure) or macro. Macro shocks listed include changes in food prices; growth collapse; hyperinflation; balance of payments, financial or currency crisis; technology shock, and transition costs of



93 economic reforms. Political risks are meso (riots), or macro (political default on social programmes, coup d’etat). Environmental risks (pollution, deforestation, nuclear disaster), interestingly, are located by the Bank at the meso level. This contentious claim would be disputed by those who trace the origins of global warming to excess consumption in the North and deforestation in the South. The Bank notes that in practice: “…many shocks have both idiosyncratic and covariant parts, though most empirical studies find that the idiosyncratic part of income risk is large.” (p.136) Let us assume for the moment that the Lal and Myint critique of ‘universalist, distributivist’ welfare policies is correct. If this is accepted, then the World Bank’s ‘risk management’ presents itself as a coherent alternative. Applied to the crisis in South Africa, it offers a means of assessing the efficacy of the conventional tools. Mechanisms for managing risk are summarised in a single table in Attacking Poverty (World Bank, 2001, p.141). This is reproduced in the appendix as Table 23. A full evaluation of the risks facing those in the informal economy and of informal mechanisms developed for coping with risk (which obviously spread their coverage far wider than the informal economy) is an enormous task. For the purposes of the present exercise, we will confine our attention to one of the most important risks, that of unemployment. Reference is also made, in passing, to the other major riskAIDS. Before tackling this task, a word on ‘publicly provided … formal mechanisms’ for reducing risk. Three of the six policy fields identified in Table 23 have a direct impact on unemployment—macroeconomic policy; education and training policy, and active labour market policies—and one of them, public health policy, on AIDS. This is not the place to evaluate South Africa’s economic and social policies. It should be noted, however, that one of the background papers written for the report, that dealing with social exclusion (Meth, 2001a), argues that government has been unable to achieve the correct balance between policies for fostering labour market absorption and policies for alleviating poverty. Despite dozens of initiatives in each area, the predicament of the poor has worsened. Macroeconomic policy has been declared sound, but it has not delivered the investment which the mainly supply-side interventions in education and training (the former of limited success), and in labour markets require to consolidate their achievements. As we have already seen in the section of the study dealing with the ‘difficult to place’ or ‘unemployable, the unemployment problem in South Africa is not ‘conjunctural’—it is structural or systemic. As we noted at that point in the study, ‘unemployment’ of the sort experienced in South Africa is not a ‘shock’ in the sense in which that concept is used in some of the development literature. Examining the informal mechanisms for mitigating risks and coping with shocks in the lower lefthand corner of Table 23, it is clear that of the eleven ‘individual’ mechanisms listed, none is capable of dealing with unemployment on the scale experienced in South Africa. The same must be said of AIDS, a macro level risk against which individual coping mechanisms are relatively powerless (except for the wealthy). The three items listed under the group-based mitigating mechanisms may exert some short-term ameliorative effect, but prolonged unemployment will sooner or later



94 destroy the bases of these mechanisms. Among the ‘group’ mechanisms, that leaves ‘transfers’. It is so important that it forms the subject of the next section of the study. To formal market-based mechanisms, the unemployed poor would have precious little recourse in the first instance. The relatively more prosperous could use one or more of them in dealing with unemployment. Mechanisms listed under this head would be of little avail against AIDS even for an income-earning member of a relatively more prosperous household.146 Although this group is not our immediate concern, it is clear that AIDS will have a serious impact on them. It should also be noted that unemployment has high personal costs—even if a household has the ability to support one or more unemployed on a long-term basis, welfare losses in economic terms can be high. In South Africa, the ‘relatively wealthy youth’ to whom Lal and Myint refer, are a tiny minority. Of the two items listed under ‘Publicly provided’ mechanisms for mitigating risk, pensions play an important (and heavily researched) role in mitigating risk (and in poverty alleviation). Mandated unemployment insurance is irrelevant for the majority of the unemployed.



Table 23 Mechanisms for managing risk



Objective Reducing risk



Mitigating risk Diversification



Informal mechanisms Individual and Group household based Preventive health practices



Market based



Formal mechanisms Publicly provided



Collective action for infrastructure,



Sound macro economic policy



Migration



dikes, terraces



More secure income



Common property resource management



Crop and plot diversification Income source diversification Investment in human and physical capital



Occupational associations Rotating savings and credit associations



Savings accounts in financial institutions Microfinance



Agricultural extension Liberalised trade Protection of property rights



Marriage and extended family Sharecropper tenancy Buffer stocks



Investment in social capital (networks, associations, rituals reciprocal gift giving)



Old age annuities Accident, disability and other insurance



Pension systems Mandated insurance for unemployment, illness, disability and other risks



Sale of assets Loans from moneylenders Child labour Reduced food consumption Seasonal or temporary migration



Transfers from networks of mutual support



Sale of financial assets Loans from financial institutions



Social assistance Workfare Subsidies Social funds Cash transfers



Environmental policy Education and training policy Public health policy Infrastructure (dams roads)



Insurance



Coping with shocks



Source: World Bank, 2001, p.141, Table 8.3.
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Insurers will write (medium term) life policies for people in the early stages of this disease, but such cover is very expensive.



95 And so to publicly provided mechanisms for coping with shocks. Since the contingency to be dealt with is not a ‘shock’, any policy analyst attempting to deal with the problem has to reconceptualise the five mechanisms listed under this head. Unless the ‘benefits’ contemplated are capable of being delivered over fairly lengthy periods (in South Africa’s case, until economic growth ‘rescues’ poor, which may be quite a while), they cannot be considered to be adequate for the job. Of the five mechanisms listed, four are important in the South African context—social assistance; ‘workfare’; subsidies, and cash transfers.



Unemployment, risk-bearing capacity and displacement Having asserted that the South African predicament is not like that in most of the developing countries with which the World Bank and Lal and Myint are concerned,147 it will be useful to spend a little time looking at what the Bank has to say on three topics—unemployment, the risk-bearing capacity of the poor, and the ‘displacement’ of informal social security by formal measures. We begin with the question of the capacity of the poor to respond to shocks or risks (i.e., we are concerned with their vulnerability). The Bank’s assessment is stark—on page 140 of Attacking Poverty they state that: “For poor people, dealing successfully with the range of risks they are exposed to is often a matter of life and death.” And on page 146 they observe that: “Extreme poverty deprives people of almost all means of managing risk by themselves. With few or no assets, self-insurance is impossible. With poor health and bad nutrition, working more or sending more household members to work is difficult. And with high default rates, group insurance mechanisms are often closed off.” They might have mentioned as well, that for the very poor, sending household members out to search for jobs (that probably do not exist) may further threaten survival (i.e., the opportunity cost of search could be very high). As far as unemployment is concerned, the Bank does not have a great deal to say. In one sense, this is a little surprising, given the nature of the unemployment problems that appear to be emerging in some of the developing (and former socialist) countries to which they refer. In another, it is perhaps not so surprising that an organisation with an ideology such as theirs would be a little reticent when it comes to acknowledging the possibility that long-term structural unemployment was rearing its ugly head—after all, such phenomena are not supposed to be able to persist for any length of time. At any event, under the heading ‘Unemployment and other labor market risks’ they offer the following:
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As Debbie Budlender points out (pers. comm.), it is questionable whether or not the Bank’s conceptualisation of unemployment in developing countries in this day and age is still appropriate.



96 “Labor market risks include unemployment, falling wages and having to take up precarious and low-quality jobs in the informal sector as a result of macroeconomic crises or policy reform. The first workers to be laid off during cutbacks in public sector jobs are usually those with low skills, who then join the ranks of the urban poor, a pattern observed in Africa and Latin America during the structural adjustment reforms of the 1980s and early 1990s. The East Asian crisis also had pronounced effects on labor markets, with real wages and nonagricultural employment falling in all affected countries. As state enterprises in Eastern Europe and the countries of the former Soviet Union were privatized, poverty increased among displaced workers with low education and obsolete skills, not qualified to work in emerging industries. Wage arrears in Russia intensified the problem. Fluctuations in demand for labor often disproportionately affect women and young workers. Most public sector retrenchments have affected women’s employment more than men’s, and women are more likely than men to work for small firms, which tend to be more sensitive to demand fluctuations. As incomes fall, poor households try to increase their labor market participation, especially for women and children. This response has been documented in many countries.” (p.137) The proposed mechanisms for dealing with this are detailed on pages 154-155 of Attacking Poverty. Labour market risk, we are informed: “… can be reduced significantly by improving the functioning of labor markets and by adopting sound macroeconomic policies.” They list the usual active labour market policies, then move to unemployment insurance, noting that this: “… traditional means of mitigating the risk of job loss, is not appropriate for most developing countries because of their low administrative capacity and large informal sectors. The irregular and unpredictable earnings typical of the informal sector make it hard for workers to participate in a contributory insurance program.” For them, that leaves just two alternatives: “Better options,” the Bank says, “for assisting the unemployed are means-tested social assistance and public work programs (workfare). Means testing”, they continue, “has proved difficult in most settings, but promising approaches that use easily identifiable indicators for targeting are being pilot tested.” The Bank’s appropriation of the term ‘workfare’ is discussed in Chapter 5—suffice it to note here the caution the Bank offers in its discussion of what the rest of us refer to merely as public work programs. They observe that: “Workfare programs are not necessarily an inexpensive way of delivering benefits to poor people. Their cost-effectiveness needs to be compared with that of alternative transfer programs.” (2001, p.155)
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The Bank’s view of social safety net design (as we saw above), is bracketed between a concern about the displacement of private social assistance (transfers from networks of mutual support) by public, and a need for a comprehensive risk assessment. The passage cited above starts with this statement: “In the end, decisions on safety nets need to weigh the negative effects of displacement [of self-insurance or group-based mechanisms] against the positive effects of long-term improvements in the welfare of poor households.” And ends with this one: “safety nets … be viewed in the full context of economic and social policies and of the impacts on household risk.” South Africa’s social pension scheme is reported (approvingly?) to displace “… only 20-40 percent of private transfers to the elderly …” as opposed to the estimated 91 percent of private transfers that “… government-provided unemployment insurance would displace …” in the urban Philippines (World Bank, 2001, p.149). Exactly why it is thought that ‘displacement’ should be held to be negative, requires that one delve into the Bank’s analysis of risk and the way in which poor people deal with it. Once again, the Bank creates the appearance of being balanced on the question of when it is and when it is not appropriate to intervenewhere individuals have made ‘satisfactory’ arrangements, the state (with its well-known propensity to fail?) should not. When, however, this has to be translated into a policy recommendation, it comes out smelling like the sentence in the passage cited above. Whether or not displacement is ‘negative’ can only be determined by empirical examination. If the Philippines is anything like South Africa, then there is a strong likelihood that many of the transfers would be from the poor to the destitute. According to the 1999 October Household Survey, about 75 per cent of support for the unemployed was supplied by ‘persons in the household’; a further 19-21 per cent came from ‘persons not in the household’ (Author’s analysis of answers to Question 3.38). This cannot readily be disaggregated by income class of donors and recipients. Nonetheless, it is a brave (foolish?) social scientist that asserts that ‘displacing’ this income flow by social assistance financed from general revenues of the state is automatically ‘negative’. Discovering the conditions under which ‘displacement’ may be held to be negative, requires, as we noted above, an analysis of risk and the way in which poor people deal with it. In addition, however, the origin of private transfers needs to be examined. Transfers from the poor to the destitute may earn reflexive applause from conservativesmore sensible analysis is likely to show that diverting resources in this manner reduces the capacity of the poor to better themselves (through, for example, additional investment in human capital, or engagement in entrepreneurial activity), without concomitant benefit for the destitute. The warning against the negative effects of displacement issued by the Bank, one would have thought, would have been based on empirical evidence that such displacement actually occurs and does have negative effects. The Philippines scare story above is, however, based on a simulation (the ‘would’ in the sentence gives the



98 game away). The study from which this result emerges is cited by Lal and Myint as well (1996, pp.369-370). When it comes to real-world evidence, the Bank has to be more modest. Attacking Poverty states that: “To determine the need for a formal safety net, researchers have tried to measure how well informal insurance works, but measurement has proved difficult. It is hard to distinguish between the effects of informal insurance and those of selfinsurance. And because measurement requires information about consumption and trends for all members (or a statistically valid sample of them), it is especially difficult when a network extends past the boundaries of a village or other geographical entity. Evidence from Côte d’Ivoire, India, Thailand and Uganda suggests that informal insurance exists, but is far from perfect. Evidence from China and India indicates that the poor and landless are much less protected from income fluctuations than the rich and the large landholders.” (World Bank, 2001, pp.144-145) Amazement is probably the appropriate response to the fact that the Bank should find it necessary to report the finding in the last statement in the passage above—it is difficult to imagine the circumstances in which one would discover that the rich are less protected against fluctuations than the poor. Be that as it may, the Bank’s position on the provision of safety nets is prudent—in partial answer to the question of when the ‘state should step in and how’, the Bank states that: “Of course, if the safety net protects everyone, the disappearance of informal insurance arrangements may not matter, at least not if the formal safety net is more cost-effective and sustainable.” (World Bank, 2001, p.149) As far as social security provision in the form of ‘transfers from networks of mutual support’ is concerned, evaluation of how well the system ‘works’ would seem to entail three steps: • • •



Measuring the extent to which provision (in cash and kind) moves the poor out of poverty (or at least towards whatever poverty datum line is applicable) Determining the impact of transfers on those who provide the wherewithal, and related to this, Discovering whether or not such transfers would dry up if state protection is introduced



The empirical examination conducted below for workerless households in South Africa suggests that private transfers are wholly inadequate for coping with the problem of destitution and chronic poverty. Since the origins of the fairly substantial private transfers to the poorest of the poor cannot be determined with certainty, the second part of the question posed abovethe impact of transfers on those who give the cash and goodscannot be answered. There are good grounds, however, for suspecting that these originate in the purses of those who are not much better off. Anecdotal evidence on the incidence of this ‘tax’ suggests that it imposes an onerous burden on poorly paid workersat a marginal rate much higher than that on the wellpaid (and well-heeled), whose complaints about the inequities of the tax system are so vociferous. Comments about the likelihood of the transfers drying up if state benefits were introduced, must, of necessity be speculative. It is possible, however, to



99 produce a series of scenarios based on different assumptions about ‘drying up’. As will be seen below, in the case of the workerless households, a full withdrawal of private ‘transfers’ in the wake of the introduction of a basic income grant would still leave most households better off. This is because transfers apparently go only to a minority of households. For households relying solely on such transfers, the impact is a function of many variables, most importantly, household composition (and hence eligibility for social grants), and the absolute size of household income. We engage in a little speculation on this matter towards the end of the next section of the study. To anticipate the conclusion of the empirical analysis, it will be argued that reliance in South Africa on informal institutions (community and family) for the provision of social protection is inappropriate. This would be true even if a minimalist ‘social safety net’ stance (a residual welfare system) were held to be preferable. To argue thus is not to suggest that informal institutions should not be supported and encouraged, they should—it is rather to insist that a belief that existing informal institutions are equipped to meet the challenges facing the most vulnerable sections of our society is a dangerous delusion.



The adequacy of existing measures There are two overlapping concerns need to be addressed, that of informal social security as defined above, and that of social security for informal economy workers. It is not possible to construct a simple picture that can illustrate the conditions of the vulnerable groups. That said, however, there is a wealth of information about areas of interest in the surveys conducted by Statistics South Africa, much of which appears to be unexploited. Using data from the last of the October Household Surveys (OHSs) conducted (in the year 1999) an attempt is made below to estimate the income flows from all sources in some of the households in which there are no workers present. Emerging from this is an estimate of the relative importance of private (informal) as opposed to formal (state) social security systems. There is no progress to report on the other part of the analysis, that dealing with informal social security in households whose only employed members work in the informal economy. With only existing data to hand, it is almost impossible to attempt the exercise carried out for estimating the value of transfers in workerless households. In those households, where the only income is from transfers of one sort or another, the estimation process is highly sensitive to the assumptions used—attempting a similar trick when an income earner is present in the household renders the results even more sensitive to the assumption set. The only sensible way to tackle this problem is to obtain information about income from all sources on a more systematic basisas we will see below, the only information available on incomes in workerless households is in the form of estimates of the numbers of transfers received. The sizes of the transfers have to be guesseda most unsatisfactory way of proceeding.



‘Informal’ social security in workerless households



100 The task before us is to attempt to assess the adequacy of informal social security measures, in particular, those described in Table 23 as ‘transfers from networks of mutual support’. The other intention, of course, is to try to assess, insofar as this is possible, the extent to which state transfers might displace private charitable and other transfers. Doing so requires the making of assumptions on an heroic scaleto go one further and attempt to assess the corrosive effect on individual behaviour and community cohesion that this might have, in creating, or reinforcing a culture of dependency, would be irresponsible.148 In any case, even the Bank recognises that informal social protection is not always optimal. Discussing transfers, the authors of Attacking Poverty observe that: “The occurrence of transfers is not always a sign of adequate protection against crises. The key feature of informal insurance is reciprocity, self-enforced by the group. In situations of high economic stress, norms and social pressure may not be enough to ensure that members of the group do in fact transfer resources to other members. Informal insurance works best where people value future protection highly (rates of time preference are low) and fear of future exclusion keeps compliance high. But this works against poor people, who tend to value current consumption highly relative to future consumption (usually out of necessity). For this reason, poor people, even though they need insurance most, are more likely to drop out of informal arrangements. Informal insurance also works better when the rate of transfers is high (because frequent interactions create trust in future compliance) and shocks are idiosyncratic (because covariant shocks can wipe out the entire network’s resources).” (World Bank, 2001, p.144) Even if we accepted that unemployment were a ‘shock’ (a notion that we have already rejected) insurance against it would be difficult. Where it is a structural feature of the economic system, ‘transfers from networks of mutual support’ are analogous to formal social assistance.149 Under conditions of high unemployment, many of those who work in precarious, poorly paid ‘jobs’ have little alternative but to support large numbers of relatives. Private transfers are probably from the poor to the very poor. This means, in effect, that effective marginal rates of income tax on lowpaid workers will frequently be 100 per cent—all income above that required to support the worker is redistributed to relatives and others. With some imagination, it is possible to squeeze the 1999 OHS data on income flows from all sources in some of the households in which there are no workers present, until they cough up an estimate of the relative importance of private (informal) as opposed to formal (state) social security systems. Table 24 lists the possible sources of income of those in workerless households, and gives estimated numbers of the individuals in receipt of income from the various sources. Households selected for examination here are from the bottom three expenditure classes. 148



This latter project would not be worth mentioning were it not for the assertions one so frequently hears about the effects that social grants have on their recipients. 149 Among informal economy workers, the ‘networks of mutual support’ could well take a form analogous to social insurance. As such, they might be able to cope with a group member being unable to work for a short while, say, because of illness (an idiosyncratic risk). Sustained inability to work for any significant period (the equivalent of the involuntary unemployment said by Lal and Myint (1996) not to occur in developing countries) of more than just a few of the group’s members would place the network under stress.
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Care needs to be taken when interpreting these figures. Although the sample size of the OHSs was large (30 000 households) the usual caution about characteristics shared by only a small proportion of the sample population hold. Even so, however, one can probably say with reasonable confidence that two income sourcesthe state old age pension and ‘remittances/financial support from persons not in the household’dwarf all others. A set of implied take-up rates are presented in the bottom panel of the table. For state old age pensions, the rate is obtained by dividing the number of reported number of individuals receiving a pension payout, by the number of pensionable age people. In the case of the child support grant, it is likely that take-up would have increased significantly after October 1999, when the survey was conducted. The rates given here were obtained by dividing the reported numbers of grants in Table 24 by the number of children assumed to be eligible for the grant. The latter was estimated by multiplying the number of children under 15 years of age (see Table 25, Row 40) by the assumed proportion among them of children under seven years of age (arbitrarily, some 33 per cent).150 For the disabled, the denominator was obtained using the assumption that seven per cent of the total population would be eligible for a disability grant if proper institutions for identifying the disabled and dispensing the grant could be created. Since only those over 18 years are eligible for the grant, this prevalence rate was divided by two, on the assumption that half of the disabled are children. Disability prevalence rates are also assumed not to vary by household expenditure level. This is possibly not correct. At any rate, it appears from these shaky figures that take-up rates among the poorest are lowest, a perhaps not implausible result. Even among the slightly less badly-off, less than half of those eligible may be collecting benefits. Take-up rates for the state old age pension, by contrast, were more credible.151 Those for the child support grant were trivially low in 1999, at least as measured by the OHS. Low take-up rates in real life pose a number of questions, some of which we consider further below. In addition to the information presented here, data on the manner in which the unemployed (of whom there are close to three million in the workerless households with which we are concerned here) support themselves are (were) also collected by the OHS. These are reproduced at the end of the study as Table 26. The major form of support is from persons in the household (roughly 75 per cent of all support), followed by support from persons not in the household (about 20 per cent). Charity, church and ‘welfare’ seem to account for roughly one per cent of total support. The results for the support derived from old age pensions and disability grants are surprisingly low. Since at least half of the unemployed are in households containing one or more employed persons, the results are not representative of support mechanisms in workerless households. Although more work on the data is required, 150 This crude procedure discovers about 1.6 million eligible children in the three lowest expenditure groups (see Row 116 in worksheet ‘Transfers’ in file NoWorkerHhData.xls). This is not too far off the figure of 2.2 million guessed at in worksheet ‘TargetA’ of file GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls, as being without the support of a worker. The estimate of the total number of under-sevens eligible for the child support grant in file GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls is 3.3 million. Clearly, the take-up rates in Table 24 are generous. 151 Administrative data were not used for the (admittedly crude) exercise carried out here, because these data do not group households into expenditure categories like those in the October Household Survey. The results, necessarily rough, are good enough for the purpose at hand.



102 a couple of important findings jump out of the table. The first is that of the overwhelming importance of personal sources of support for the unemployed. Since the unemployed tend to be concentrated in poorer households, the burden of caring for the unemployed falls largely on the poor. The second is that private charity plays only a minor role in supporting the unemployed (we need to be mindful here of the fact that the figures in Table 26 refer to numbers of people receiving support of a particular kind and not to the extent of that support). One may make of this what one’s ethical code dictates—the church’s position on this seems to be that while they will do everything they can to alleviate poverty (and the catalogue of such support is long), it is primarily government’s responsibility to solve this problem.152 Returning to the results in Table 24, one might perhaps expect that at very low household expenditure levels, the number of people that a household can support is correspondingly low. The results confirm this expectation. This may be seen by inspecting the estimates for the highly artificial concept of ‘mean household size’artificial because a wide variety of household types is compressed into a single, not very informative variable. It is however, good enough for our purposes here. A little manipulation of the figures in Table 24 suggests that 1 in every 5.3 households in the lowest expenditure group collects an old age pension. This rises to 1 in every 2.0 households in the next category, and to 1 in every 1.5 households in the R800-1199 expenditure group. This finding confirms the hypothesis that household structure (the absence or presence of potential welfare beneficiaries) is a determinant of poverty.153 Similar calculations performed on the disability grant figures in Table 24 yield ratios of 1:43.7; 1:13.2 and 1:11.3 as one rises through the expenditure categories. If this is not a statistical artifact (resulting from the high standard errors at this level of detail), it poses the question of whether or not one would expect to find such large differences in the distribution of the disabled. If the answer to this is negative, then what the figures might be telling us is that the disabled poor experience increasing difficulty in qualifying for disability benefits the poorer they are.154 As far as ‘remittances/financial support from persons not in the household’ are/is concerned, 1 in every 2.2 households in the R1-399 expenditure category has access to this form of income. This falls (implausibly?) to 1 in 3.8 in the R400-799 group and less strikingly, to 1 in 2.9 in the R800-1199 group.155 Standard errors are not 152



During the proceedings of the Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security, there were numerous opportunity to elicit the views of a wide variety of institutions of civil society. The opinion expressed here is the impression gained from talking to church leaders of various persuasions. 153 Another way of looking at the figures is to observe, as Debbie Budlender points out, that if a household receives a pension they simply move up the income distribution (a little). 154 This finding is not very sensitive to the arbitrarily assumed prevalence rates of disability in the population. There may be an income bias in the distribution of certain disabilities. Without examining the medical evidence on the causes of disabilities, we have no reason to assume anything other than that (a) disabilities are randomly distributed, and (b) where costly testing is required to detect disabilities, their prevalence among the poor may be under-estimated. Debbie Budlender notes that an explanation of this pattern might also lie in the fact that the disability grant is “…conceptually based on inability to work, which will sometimes be taken to mean that the person must previously have worked, or be a person who can be conceived of as working …” “Gender and other biases,” she notes, “come in.” 155 Maitra and Ray (1999, p.17) found that about 34 per cent of the population living in poverty in 1993 received private transfers. Of critical importance, of course, is the magnitude of the transfersone



103 available for these results, but even if they were as high as 20 or 30 per cent, the findings would appear to be significant. What they suggest is that this, that the most important form of informal social security is wholly inadequate for the task it has to perform. Without delving more deeply into household types (many children present; no children present etc.),156 one cannot say precisely what the implications are of there being so many households that receive no transfers of this sort. For all households not in receipt of such support (even, or especially households containing only young people of working age), they are unlikely not to be serious. In Table 25 the finding that households in the lowest expenditure category contain relatively smaller numbers of children and people of pensionable age is made more obvious (Rows 5 and 7). As noted above, this fact will presumably help to explain why such households constitute the poorest group in the first placethey contain fewer people currently (or potentially) in receipt of welfare grants. Present in the poorest households in similar proportions to those in the next two categories, by contrast, are large numbers of unemployed peoplewith the numbers of ‘officially’ and ‘discouraged’ (non-searching) unemployed being roughly the same (Rows 9 and 11).157 Although age distributions were not extracted for the piece of research on which this result is based, evidence from elsewhere suggests that more than 60 per cent of the unemployed would have been younger than 35 years of age. Table 25 makes uses the results in Table 24 as a guide in estimating the relative volumes of private (informal) and state (formal) social security flows in the 2.6 million workerless households (containing 11.4 million people). The primary purpose of these calculations is to estimate the size of ‘remittances/financial support from persons not in the household’. The magnitude of this, the most important form of informal social security, emerges as a residual after all the other significant payments and transfers have been subtracted from estimated total household income, assumed here to be equal to expenditure (i.e., it is assumed that consumption is from current income rather than from savings or borrowings). To estimate the magnitudes of the various income flows, a variety of assumptions (of varying degrees of heroism) have had to be made. Although the conclusions drawn are sensitive to the assumptions, they nonetheless offer what appear to be reasonably robust conclusions. Consideration of the relevant results in Table 24 suggests that little damage will be done to the results if we confine our attention to six income sources: CSG = the child support grant SOAP = the state old age pension DG = the disability grant way in which those in the lowest expenditure category could have come to have been located there would have been through the receipt of smaller transfers than those received higher up the distribution. 156 It is possible to do sothere simply has not been time to do all of the things that could be done. 157 Several researchers have argued that the presence of a pensioner in a household ‘causes’ some of the unemployed either to withdraw from the labour force, or to cease searching for employment (Case and Deaton, 1998; Klasen and Woolard, 2000, and Dinkelman and Pirouz, 2001). If this is true, it is a simple matter to demonstrate that it is not necessarily a bad thing. If those who are withdrawing or reducing search effort are amongst the group identified above as ‘difficult-to-place’ or ‘unemployable’, then the response is rational. The appropriate policy response is certainly not a slashing of the state old age pension, as one sometimes hears being suggested, but rather the payment of social grants to those concerned.



104 UIF = the Unemployment Insurance Fund benefits PP = private pension payments MP = private maintenance payments Call the sum of these payments TR, i.e.,: TR = CSG + SOAP + DG + UIF + PP + MP ……………….(1) We assumed above that total income is equal to total expenditure, i.e.,: TY = TE ……………….(2) If we give the variable ‘remittances/financial support from persons not in the household’ the label RF, then: RF = TY – TR …………..(3) By inspection of expression (3) one may see that RF is a minimum when TY is a minimum and TR is a maximum. Conversely, RF is a maximum when TY is a maximum and TR is a minimum. To establish the range in which TR is likely to lie, all that it is necessary is to make a plausible set of assumptions about the components of TR [Expression (1)], and about TE. We deal with them in that order. For the flat-rate benefits (CSG; SOAP, and DG), the low assumptions are produced by using the implied take-up rate estimated in Table 24, to yield the lower bound. The higher bound is obtained by assuming that the implied take-up rates understate actual rates. To compensate for this, an arbitrary percentage is added to each rate. For the benefits that are not flat-rate, a different approach is required. UIF has two determinants, the income replacement rate (IRR) and duration of benefit receipt. For the period in question, IRR was equal to 45 per cent. Mean incomes, of course, cannot be known. Mean benefit durations were in the region of three months, with a marked tendency for duration to fall with income. Assumptions about the levels of PP and MP must, perforce, be arbitrary. Fortunately, the numbers of beneficiaries involved are relatively smallso too, will be the errors involved in making incorrect assumptions. The relevant assumptions for low and high benefit scenarios appear in Rows 13-19 and 40-46 respectively. Settling on the appropriate mean158 expenditure (income) levels in the different expenditure (income) categories is a problem faced by all who play with income distribution figures. Numerous techniques (of varying degrees of sophistication) may be applied to this problem. The approach adopted here is crude but probably as reliable as any other. After estimating arithmetic and geometric means for the different expenditure classes, it was decided to use two hypothetical means, the arithmetic, and an arbitrarily higher (the arithmetic mean plus R100) figure. These means appear in Rows 21 and 48 of Table 25.159 158



Point estimates of income in the 1999 OHS were found to be often inconsistent with the income class information also sought. For this reason they are unusable. Information on household total expenditure is obtained by class only. 159 This was done to put the most generous gloss on the conditions in which the poor live. The use of the geometric mean (a lower figure) is by no means regarded as disreputable.
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Estimates of the magnitude of the ‘remittances/financial support from persons not in the household’ (TR) appear in Rows 35 (high total remittances), and 62 (low total remittances). The mean monthly values of remittances are given in Rows 36 and 63. The percentages of total income that these constitute appear in Rows 37 and 64. The proportions in each expenditure class, obviously, are determined by the distributions of benefits and beneficiaries. Let us spend a moment considering them. For the low benefit/high income scenario, total ‘remittances’ may be as large as R2.8 billion, and may constitute as much as 62.7 per cent of total income in the R1-399 per month expenditure category. For all three expenditure classes, ‘remittances’ as a percentage of total income hovers around the 60 per cent mark. Under this set of assumptions, the value of ‘remittances’ in all three expenditure categories would be roughly R10.4 billion. A first response to these results is to suggest that they seem rather high. For the high benefit/low income scenario, total ‘remittances’ in the R1-399 per month expenditure category falls to about R1.1 billion. Altogether, some R6.7 billion in remittances changes hands. ‘Remittances’ as a proportion of total income appear to increase steadily as we move through the expenditure classes. This is simply another way of saying that when ‘remittances’ are relatively low, transfers and other benefits account for an increasingly larger percentage of total income as expenditure levels (total income levels) fall. To check on the plausibility of the ‘remittance’ estimates, we multiply them by the number of households per ‘remittance’ payment. The results of this exercise appear in Rows 66 and 67. If the estimated numbers of ‘remittance’ payments on which these calculations are based were correct, then all of the households receiving the ‘high remittances’ would fall outside of their expenditure ranges. For the ‘low remittance’ estimates (Row 67) only the result for the expenditure category R0-399 is plausible. Two conclusions may be drawn from this. In the first place, ‘remittances’ are much likelier to assume the low values in Rows 62 and 63, than they are the ‘high’ values in Rows 35 and 36. In the second, the numbers of ‘remittances’ reported in expenditure groups R400-799, and R800-1199 are probably too low. An increase in the number of ‘remittances’ paid in these two expenditure categories would see mean ‘remittance’ levels falling to plausible levels. Clearly, remittances matter. To understand fully the extent of the contribution these informal social security payments (transfers) make to households down at the bottom end of the income distribution, more information than is presented here is required. If we accept the ‘low remittance’ estimates as being plausible, then several important conclusions follow. Those households fortunate enough to receive income support in this form are not rescued from destitution by these payments. ‘Informal’ social security, it would appear, hardly scratches the surface of the poverty problem caused by unemployment. With relatively small numbers of welfare beneficiaries (actual or potential), especially in the lowest income (expenditure) class, the situation in many households will have been dire. Conventional ways of attempting to address this, by, for example, attempting to tighten up on errant fathers so as to compel them to make regular maintenance payments, or to encourage greater charitable giving, will do little to improve the situation of the poor (this is not to suggest that these things should not be done). Even if ‘remittances’ were to rise by some substantial amount (say towards



106 the ‘high’ estimates in Rows 35 and 36) this would not be sufficient to lift many of the households concerned out of poverty. After as much information as possible has been extracted from the data, a number of questions remain unanswered. It is not known, for example, what the origin is of the ‘remittances’ or ‘outside support’ that is so vital to the survival of the poor. The most likely source is the earnings of migrant workers.160 The data also do not record transfers (informal social security) in kind. Anecdotal evidence of neighbours feeding the less fortunate abounds, as do reports of lengthening queues at soup kitchens. While the support and augmentation of such efforts, and of attempts to foster social cohesion in general, are of the utmost importance, the spirit of community thus engendered is no substitute for adequate state-provided, formal social security. Even formal social security at the levels currently contemplated would not have rescued the average household in the bottom three expenditure groups from poverty. This is illustrated in Table 27 (at the end of the study). In this table, the benefit packages available to the typical household (the social pension; the child support grant, and the disability grant) are augmented in various ways. The child support grant is extended to children up to the age of 15 years; take-up rates on the disability grant are raised significantly, and finally, a basic income grant is introduced. Assumed take-up rates and grant levels (R/month) are given in the table. For the lowest expenditure group, extending the child grant to all children would bring in a further R66 per month into a household surviving on R200 per month. Raising the take-up rate for the social pensions from about 80 to 95 per cent would yield a further R18 per month. A substantial increase in incomes would accrue to those households in which a disabled person is present if take-up rates could be improved. A rise in the low take-up rate of 18.0 per cent, to say, 50 per cent would result in an income increase of about R20 per month in the poorest households.161 Finally, a basic income grant of even a mere R80 per month (R20 lower than the popularly demanded figure of R100 per month) paid to all household members except those in receipt of a pension would see almost R260 per month coming into the average household. Assuming ‘remittances’ (at the low level) did not dry up, per capita household monthly income, and total monthly household income would reach the levels shown in the bottom two panels of the table. Not even the most generous combination of income (2 + 3 + 4 + 5) would serve to raise the consumption levels of the individuals in the highest of the three expenditure groups, above the poverty line of roughly R300-400 per month expenditure per individual.
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An admittedly cursory search of the literature found only one study looking specifically at conditions in remittance receiving households. Posel (2001b) uses the PSLSD dataset to examine conditions among households receiving remittances. At the time of the survey (1993), among 9000 households, 4000 were non-urban―about 35 per cent of these households ‘contained’ migrant workers (2001b, p.2). Leibbrandt, Woolard and Bhorat report that 23 per cent of households living below the poverty line receive remittances. Their figures include households containing the working poor―50 per cent of households receive wage income (2000, Table 6, p.44). The findings above on the relative significance of remittances are thus not out of line with what little can be gleaned from the OHS. 161 This is the average figure across all households. Obviously, with the disabled being relatively thinly distributed, the actual impact in those households receiving the benefit is much larger.



107 As to the question of the impact of ‘displacement’ of private transfers by public (i.e., the question of whether the description ‘negative’ as used by the World Bank is appropriate or not), the data suggest, as noted earlier, that for most households, there is no impact at all. This appears to be so because even though ‘remittances’ form a significant proportion of the income of the ‘average’ household, in reality, only a small proportion of households receive such transfers. The ‘worst’ case for households in the lowest expenditure category (R1-399 per month) would be a household containing a single individual not currently eligible for any state grant, and receiving private transfers to the value of R399 per month. If payment of a basic income grant of say, R80 per month had resulted in the ‘displacement’ of all private transfers to the individual, the extent of such displacement would provide a measure of the negative impact of the introduction of the state grant. We could carry on with this speculation, but the point is made—to understand the impact of the introduction or extension of state grants, a detailed study of household types is a necessary first step towards identifying the vulnerable.162 What happens in practice cannot be known a priori. With that, we turn to a consideration of South Africa’s Unemployment Insurance Fund.



The UIF: From inception to the recent past Access to unemployment benefits in South Africa mirrors, to some extent, the deprivation of the many, and the relative comfort of the few. The qualification ‘relative’ is important, because for most workers, unemployment benefits in this country are far from being the (generous) disincentive to work they are asserted by conservatives to be. Introduced first in selected industries and for a limited number of workers, in about 1935 (at about the same time as the USA), and then on a broader basis in 1946, the early history of the UIF is one of a complicated balancing act aimed at placating the vociferous and politically influential (mainly white) worker constituency, and the business community, whilst excluding the bulk of black workers.163 From the mid-1970s onwards, as apartheid entered its terminal crisis, the practice of excluding Black workers from the UIF scheme,164 pursued with
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Examining the ‘crowding out effect’ of state old age pensions on private transfers, Maitra and Ray (1999, pp.22-23) find some evidence that among poor households, pensions do act as substitutes for private transfers. They stop short, however, of concluding that this is ‘negative’. Whether a similar effect would be observed with a grant as small as the proposed basic income grant of R100 per person is moot, and must remain so. Presumably for some households, it would. One of their less plausible (counter-intuitive?) findings is that private transfers increase the share of consumption on food and clothing, whereas public transfers appear to have little effect on the composition of expenditure (p.25). 163 The brief history of the UIF offered here is drawn mainly from Meth and Piper (1984). 164 One of the early steps taken by the National Party government on its accession to power, was to ‘protect’ white workers by excluding poorly paid workers (mainly black) from the coverage of the UIF. Facilitating this step was the availability of published information, which made it easy for anyone to estimate the extent of ‘redistribution’. The Unemployment Insurance Amendment Act of 1949 excluded all ‘Native’ (African) workers earning less than £182 per annum. The impact on the African unemployed was immediate―the number of claims received dropped from 25 575 in 1949 to 1 429 in 1953 (see UG 50-1951, p.79 and UG 20-1955, p.58). The £182 per annum limit was raised in 1957 to £273. In 1956 the average wage earned by ‘bantu’ in private industry was £150.5 per annum (Estimated from Union Statistics for Fifty Years, pp.G-7 and G-20). During the development spurt from 1949 until about 1970, the South African economy was thus able to enjoy the luxury of being able to exclude the vast bulk of the working class from the coverage of the UIF Act.



108 malevolent vigour and ingenuity by the apartheid regime165―a pursuit not seriously opposed by business or conservative union forces, began to fall apart. Never wholly successful in its goals, the approach aimed at excluding the majority gave way to pressures to bring workers in industries previously excluded from cover, such as mining and agriculture, within the ambit of the scheme.166 Although contributions demanded from workers and employers grew as the scheme expanded (the state pegged its contribution at a miserly R7 000 000 in 1977), they did not increase sufficiently to prevent the Fund from falling into severe financial difficulties during the 1980s as the economic crisis deepened. Most of the new entrants to the scheme were poorly paid, low skilled and vulnerable to unemployment. As such, they are likely to have lodged proportionately more claims against the Fund than contributors in the higher income cohorts.167 So little is known about the claimants, however, that it is not possible to say with any certainty which income cohorts, if any, make disproportionate claims on the total benefit pool―it may well be that the very poorest group makes a smaller than proportional claim.168



The 1949 Amendment was probably instrumental in reversing the flow of benefits to unemployed Coloureds as well, through its novel definition of “suitable work”. “Suitable work” in the 1946 Act was defined as “similar work to that in which the contributor is ordinarily employed” for the first 13 weeks of unemployment and thereafter, it was any work deemed suitable by the appropriate committee. The 1949 Amendment altered this so that contributors in Groups I, II and III (the bottom three income classes) could be offered any work, including work in agriculture and domestic service, both sectors not covered by UIF. All other contributors had to be offered work of “similar class” for the first thirteen weeks, thereafter any work. The 1949 amendment permitted the continued payment of benefits to those who earned less than £182 per annum or 70/- per week who had previously been regarded as contributors. They were eligible for such benefits for a period of time equal to that for which they had been contributors. 165 For a while, apartheid strategists undoubtedly saw the UIF scheme as an element in an elaboration of the divide and rule strategy aimed at increasing divisions between ‘urban insiders’ and ‘rural (bantustan) outsiders’, especially those in the so-called ‘independent’ bantustans of Bophutatswana, the Ciskei, the Transkei and Venda. The basis for this was articulated in the Riekert Commission Report (RP 32/1979) and the accompanying White Paper. An analysis of the state’s intentions as they could be read off from these two documents appeared in a special edition of the South African Labour Bulletin (Vol. 5, No. 4), in November 1979, not long after they became available. 166 Mineworkers were allowed to participate in the UIF from 1981 onwards. Membership of the fund was, however, restricted to South African citizens. Agricultural workers only became eligible much later (in 1993). See Meth (1996) for a history of the exclusions from the UIF in South Africa. 167 In the period April 1995-January 1996, almost 40 per cent of those receiving unemployment benefits had earned less than R1000 per month before becoming unemployed. A further 38 per cent earned between R1000-1999 per month (unpublished information supplied by the UIF Commissioner’s office). The distribution of contributing workers in the different income classes cannot be ascertained with any ease. This is discussed in Meth (1996). 168 See the speculations on this in Meth (1996). The critical variable is the duration of unemployment of the recipients in the benefit pool, and, to a lesser extent, mean incomes within each income group. Using the distribution of claimants referred to in the footnote immediately above, and assuming that relatively highly-paid workers claim UIF benefits for only three months while those in the bottom two income groups claim for six, then the very lowest paid workers, who make up 40 per cent of the total number will receive about 20 per cent of the total payout. The next group, who constitute 38 per cent of the total receive about 46 per cent of the total payout. The unemployed in the third income group (R2000-2999) account for 11.3 per cent of the total number, and get 11.8 per cent of the payout. Those in the R3000-3999 group make up 5.9 per cent of the total and receive 8.9 per cent of the pool. The R4000-4999 group, 3.8 per cent of the claimants receive seven per cent of the pool, and the highest group, about 1.6 per cent of the beneficiaries, take 3.5 per cent of the pool. If all beneficiaries claim for six months then the bottom two groups each receive a much smaller proportion of the total pool. Clearly, some care needs to be exercised about assertions that the poorest workers are being subsidised by the better off.



109 Before uniform proportional contributions and benefits were introduced in 1977, workers were grouped into income classes and a flat rate contribution and benefit applied to each class. Under such rules, those at the lower limit of any income class pay a proportionately higher contribution and receive a proportionately larger benefit (the income replacement ratio is higher) than those at or near the upper limit of an income class. The benefit and contribution regime of the UIF would have been described as ‘degressive’, i.e., poorer paid workers made larger proportional contributions, and received proportionately larger benefits (substantially so) than workers in the higher income classes. Over the years, the benefit and contribution structures were gradually amended to make them less ‘unfavourable’ to the higher income earners. The 1946 Act extracted a weekly contribution of 8di.e., 2.2 per cent of the wage of the worker at the lower limit of Group II (£78-130 per annum). The benefit of 22/6 was equal to 83.3 per cent of the wage. By contrast, a worker at the upper limit of the highest income group, i.e., someone in Group VII earning £750 per annum, made a contribution equal to 0.7 per cent of the wage (2/-), but received only 17.3 per cent of the wage (50/-) in the event of becoming unemployed. Considering first the beneficiaries at the lower limit of each income group, the 1966 Act had an income replacement ratio (IRR) of 75 per cent for those in the second lowest income group. This declined to 40.6 per cent for those in the highest income group. Corresponding replacement ratios for those at the upper limits of the various income groups ranged from 54.4 per cent for those in the bottom group to 25.5 per cent for those in the top group. Workers and employers in Groups I to VIII each contributed equal amounts, but employer contributions declined thereafterin Group XII, workers contributed 12 cents per weekthe employer’s contribution at this level was eight cents. Higher replacement ratios at the lower end of the scale, coupled with the greater probability of those in these income classes becoming unemployed and drawing benefits, were a source of irritation to workers in the higher income groups. Fairly substantial revisions to both benefit and contribution structures were made in 1949, 1954, 1957 and 1966. Then in 1977, a major change in the benefit and contribution régimes was institutedthe system of uniform proportional contributions and benefits was introduced. The unemployment benefit (income replacement ratio) was standardised at 45 per cent of the worker’s previous income.169 When the changeover was made in 1977, it looks as though workers contributed (on average) a fraction more than 0.3 of weekly income to the Fund, and employers, a little less than this. For the first several years of the operation of the proportional system, worker contribution was set at 0.5 per cent of income, and employer contribution set at 0.3 of the worker’s income.170 In December 1985, contribution levels were raised, both employer and worker being required to contribute 0.7 per cent of the worker’s income. This was raised again in January 1987to 0.9 per cent, and to 1.0 per cent in October 1993. 169



This replacement rate has its origins in ILO Convention 102 of 1952, as does the ‘ceiling’ income level (the earnings of a skilled [artisan] manual worker) that has been part of South Africa’s UI Act up until the present. 170 It seems likely that one of the reasons why worker representatives on the UIF Board were prepared to accept this disparity in relative contributions and the lower income replacement ratios ushered in by the 1977 amendment, is the fact that the unions present on the Board did not represent workers right at the bottom of the income scale, i.e., those enjoying high income replacement ratios.
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At this point we pause to consider the question of exclusions from social insurance cover, a topic of considerable importance, and one that has exercised the minds of the legislature of late in the debate over the issue of inclusion of domestic workers under the cover of the Unemployment Insurance Act. Exclusions from the social security system In practice, the distinction made between formal and informal employment must always be somewhat arbitrary. This means that at least some exclusions from the protection of the social security system are arbitrary as well. This implies, in turn, that there will often be workers who sit awkwardly on either side of the boundary between the ‘in’ and the ‘out’ groups. Let us pause for a moment to attempt to understand the different bases for exclusion. Decades of near full employment in advanced economies of the North after World War II made it possible to base significant portions of social security systems on (contributory) social insurance. Several states, the most notable being Germany, where social limited social insurance had been introduced as long ago as the 1870s, did so. Certain groups of workers were excluded from coverage against some contingencies, particularly that of unemployment. The reasons for doing so varied according to the type of employmentgovernment workers were excluded on grounds of their security of tenure; highly-paid workers on grounds of the extreme unlikelihood of their becoming unemployed in the halcyon days of capitalism’s golden age; seasonal workers on grounds of the difficulty of establishing when they were ‘unemployed’, domestic workers for the sheer difficulty of devising, in precomputer record days, adequate administrative structures for incorporating them. Since social insurance schemes were generally backed up by social assistance systems, the possibility of anyone falling below the socially desirable minimum consumption level was held to be remote. From the mid-1970s, the steadily rising prosperity on which these systems were based came to an end. A period of turbulence ensued during which capitalism underwent what is sometimes described as a phase shift (Byrne, 1999)a switch to a much less ‘generous’ social security regime, coupled with increasing insecurity in the labour market. What was initially described as ‘atypical’ employment started to become increasingly common. For significant sections of the workforces in advanced economies, atypical employment is now typical. For some workers, this means casual or part-time employment, with few, if any employer-provided social security benefits. For others, it means their conversion from ‘employees’ into individual ‘contractors’, each responsible for their own social security. Although these workers are all involved in the formal sectors of their economies, their access to the social security systems is highly compromised (Standing, 1999). South Africa, which had a predominantly ‘whites only’ social insurance system similar to those in the advanced economies, has seen that system steadily transformed. Once the barrier used to exclude the majority of formally-employed workers was removed (a wage ‘floor’, raised at regular intervals), the system changed from one that dispensed benefits roughly evenly between the three major contingencies of unemployment, maternity and illness, to a scheme that deals



111 primarily with unemployment. The low wages of newly admitted contributors and their much higher risk of becoming unemployed, has meant (as detailed above) that since the early 1980s, contribution rates (pay-as-you-go rates) have increased steadily. This was sufficient to rescue the Fund from technical bankruptcy. Compounding the Fund’s difficulties has been the relaxation of certain of the exclusions. Present in the system since its inception, these exclusions, which were similar to those that applied in advanced economies, also extended to agricultural and mining workers. The argument used to justify the latter exclusions was the fact that significant proportions of the workers in these sectors were migrant labourers. They were, so the story went, either ‘target’ workers (workers who remained employed for as long as it took to accumulate a ‘target’ sum, after which time they would return to the ‘farm’), or foreign migrants (and hence, not entitled to benefits). At any event, the relaxation of the exclusion in two labour shedding sectors has added to the system’s woes. These have been further increased by growing casualisation of employment in South Africa. Occurring for reasons similar to those in advanced economiesa desire on the part of employers to reduce the non-wage costs of employmentthis trend weakens the social insurance scheme (primarily the UIF) by reducing the contributor base. Anecdotal evidence of the existence of the employment of ‘contractors’ in conditions identical to those of ordinary factory workers (but with no social protection) is abundant. Formal agriculture is reportedly resorting increasingly to the use of ‘contract’ labour, as much to escape social security legislation as to forestall land claims. Some workers, presently classed as ‘informally employed’, are excluded from participation in social insurance schemes, especially unemployment insurance, for somewhat different reasons than those considered above. If a state has the administrative capacity, it can attempt to compel every business to become part of the formal economy (in which case, of course, the informal economy is regulated out of existence). There are many motives for doing so. A concern with conditions of employment (including such considerations as worker safety) is one. Another could be to prevent tax evasion. Regulation is costly though, so governments often tradeoff the benefits of informal economy growth (chiefly employment creation) against the costs (loss of tax revenue, sub-optimal working conditions). The magnitude of the ‘grey’ economy in countries like Italy (and even the USA) could be evidence of the difficulty of forcing businesses into the regulated sector of the economy. It could also point to the willingness of the states in question to ‘tolerate’ business activity that reduces not only of the cost of regulation, but also relieves the state of the burden of providing welfare benefits for workers who might otherwise be unemployed. In South Africa, the ostensible motive for either exempting large swathes of ‘business’ from regulatory structures (including the UIF), or from not pursuing them with the full weight of the law when they contravene various aspects of it, is that referred to abovethe stimulation of growth in the small, medium and micro-enterprise sector, and the promotion of black business. It is also true, however, that attempting to regulate the sector would impose a significant burden on the state’s (limited) administrative capacity. The possibility of either of these constraints being relaxed in the near future is remotecertainly, the employment creation imperative is so strong that any ‘threat’ to it is likely to evoke strong resistance. The topic of exclusion was introduced with the observation that it had attained high visibility in the recent past because of the debate over the inclusion of domestic



112 workers under the coverage of the Unemployment Insurance Fund. That topic, although of obvious relevance to the issues being addressed in this paper, will not be pursued in any detail here. The new UI Act calls for domestic workers to be covered by the Fund. A Task Team has been appointed by the Minister of Labour to find ways of surmounting the substantial administrative obstacles to the inclusion of these workers. Distributions of benefits and beneficiaries Analysing the finances of the UIF is not made any easier by the absence of a contributor databasecontributions are collected by firms and submitted as regular lump sums to the Fund. Estimates made in 1999 for a model built to simulate a variety of benefit and contribution regimes put the number of contributors at about five million in 1998 and 4.8 million in 1999 (Meth, 2000, File UIF2000-7.xls, Worksheet G1). Apparent support for these figures comes from the September 2000 LFS, which reported 4.4 million workers contributing to the Fund.171 If these estimates are roughly correct, then with somewhere in the region of 900 000 beneficiaries in 1998, the ratio of beneficiaries to contributors in 1998 was an extremely high 1:5.5. Some unknown, but possibly large proportion of these claims was likely to have been fraudulent. A combination of the introduction of stringent measures to combat fraud, with the ‘weeding-out’ effect of prolonged years of rising unemployment,172 resulted in the numbers claiming benefits falling to about 650 000 by 2000. If the number of contributors in 2000 had fallen to 4.4 million, the claimant to contributor ratio would have been about 1:6.8, still high, but not as uncomfortably so as before. Mean duration of receipt of benefits paid to the 900 000 unemployed former contributors in 1998 was about 3.2 months, implying that at any given moment during the year, there were about 260 000 workers receiving benefits. A little arithmetic tells us that less than five per cent of the unemployed (using the expanded definition) were reached directly by the UIF. The ratio of uninsured to insured unemployed looks as though it rose substantially thereafter, despite the substantial drop in the number of claims approved in 2000 to about 650 000. If mean benefit durations remained unchanged, it would have implied that about 200 000 of the unemployed at any given moment in 2000 were receiving benefits. Given that the reported number of officially unemployed in 2000 would probably have been about 4.2 million (the February figure was 4.33 million, while that for September was 4.08 million), the ratio of benefit recipients to unemployed was about 1:20.7 (i.e., a shade less than five per cent of the officially unemployed were entitled to benefits). Using the expanded definition of unemployment drives the ratio of beneficiaries to unemployed up to 1:32, i.e., the percentage covered falls to about three.



171 The support may not be all that substantialuntil the creation of a contributor database has been completed, a task presently underway, the UIF has no way of discovering how many contributors to the scheme there are. 172 Seemingly paradoxical, the tendency of the number of social insurance claimants to fall as unemployment deepens, is a common phenomenon. It occurs because benefit entitlements of those with the highest propensity to become unemployed are exhausted.



113 Distributions of beneficiaries and benefits for the year 1998, the most recent for which disaggregated data of this type are available, are given in Table 28.173 The non-existence of a contributor database makes it impossible to estimate unemployment propensities by income class. Using a rough and ready technique, a variety of simulations were performed to create the 1998 and 1999 guesstimates of the total numbers of contributors (Meth, 2000). Only certain combinations of distributions and total numbers of contributors generate the contribution income received by the Fund in those years. The results from two of the most plausible of these were use to make a guess at claim propensities by income class. These estimates appear in the last two columns of the upper panel of Table 28. The greatest claim density, if the guesstimates are to be believed, lies in the income class R15012500. The claim density of the very poorest paid workers appears to be only about half as high. This notwithstanding, the number of claimants in the very bottom group is slightly higher than the number in the group R1501-2500. All told, those earning below R2500 per month lodge almost 80 per cent of the successful claims for benefits. Turning to the lower panel, we see, however, that this yields them (as one would expect) a considerably smaller proportion of total benefits paid (53.8 per cent). Once again, the very poorest group does worst of all (as one would expect), receiving a mere nine per cent of the total benefit payout. By every measure that one can devise, the poorest workers benefit least. Their mean benefit durations (based on entitlements built up by contributions made to the Fund) are the shortest. There is an inverse relationship between benefit duration and benefit exhaustion―one can see it in operation by comparing the worst paid with the best-paid workers. Among the latter, 22.4 per cent claimed benefits for less than two months, while a mere 9.2 per cent of all claimants in the income class exhausted their benefit entitlements. Among those in the lowest income class, by contrast, 41.2 received benefits for less than two months, while 42.7 per cent exhausted their entitlements. Considerations of this nature prompted the Task Team that investigated the UIF (Meth, Naidoo and Shipman, 1996) to recommend a return to something like the degressive benefit schedule that characterised the pre-1977 UI Act. Government accepted this recommendation, and a schedule of benefits with a maximum income replacement rate (IRR) of 60 per cent (at zero income), falling to 38 per cent at a threshold income level (corresponding to the former ‘ceiling’ income level in the UI Act) will be introduced. For someone previously earning R500 per month, the IRR rises from the existing the 45 per cent to 55.9 per cent. With the threshold income set at about R8100 per month (at which level the IRR is 38 per cent), this would imply a benefit increase of about R54 per month. The 45 per cent IRR is attained at an income of about R3 075 per month―thereafter, everyone’s IRR is below 45 per cent (it falls, as noted above, to 38 per cent at the threshold income level). Those earning incomes above the threshold―formerly a ceiling that excluded them―are to be admitted to the Fund in the future. Upon becoming unemployed they will qualify for a flat-rate benefit equal to that received by someone previously earning the threshold income. For a threshold income of R8 099 (the value obtaining when the estimates were made in March 2001), the replacement income would be R3 078. Under the 45 per cent IRR that has been in place since 1977, a beneficiary at the threshold would have received R3 645. The benefit sacrifice to be made by the better-paid workers to 173



The model that I built in 2000 for estimating the costs of providing unemployment insurance was based on data for 1998, the latest available at the time (see Meth, 2000).



114 enable benefits received by the poorest to be improved thus amounts to about R567 per month―a sizable loss. Even this, however, is not capable of staving off the destitution that is the likely fate of workers down at the bottom end of the distribution who lose their jobs. With some substantial minority of them exhausting their benefit entitlements, and with the probability of their finding gainful employment extremely low, it is clear that the protection provided by the UIF is pitifully thin. Nonetheless, it is worth retaining. The more extreme the dispersion of earnings, the greater the need for earnings-related benefit schemes if there is to be any hope of nurturing a spirit of social solidarity. The design of the new UIF benefit and contribution regime comes close to meeting the requirements for a good tax (and benefit). Vertical equity benefit considerations are met by the degressive schedule. Making the contribution system proportional up to the threshold, and mildly regressive thereafter, might reduce, to a certain degree, the extent to which those who contribute the bulk of the Fund’s income become disaffected. One other inequity of note in the existing legislation―the trade-off that women were required to make between maternity and unemployment benefits (if they took one, they could not take the other), has been abolished by the new legislation. Other than that, the new law is not capable of improving greatly the conditions of the unemployed―it is better than nothing, but not overwhelmingly so. In years to come, the strain on the Fund is going increase as casualisation gains momentum. It should not, for the reasons given above, be abolished―rather, consideration is going to have to be given to ways in which the state can bolster its revenues. Given a reluctance on the part of the Treasury to countenance increases in the contribution rate (the pay-asyou-go rate, currently set at one per cent of earnings174 each from employers and employees), the Fund is likely to experience perennial crises. Reflecting as it does, aspects of the South African tax system more broadly (most of the revenue is drawn from a relatively small group of contributors), the Fund deserves special treatment. With that, we turn to the notion of ‘workfare’, currently being promoted by the World Bank as an alternative to ‘social security’ in developing countries.
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Contributions for those earning above the threshold limit will be pegged, i.e., they will be flat rate.
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5. Workfare and the changing form of the welfare state Capitalism’s ‘golden age’ came to an end in the mid-1970s.175 The crisis of the welfare state that ensued, was in part a reflection; in part a contribution to the broader crisis in the advanced economies.176 Responses to the crisis differed significantly. Evolution of new forms of ‘social protection’ was (rather obviously), importantly influenced by institutional structures, a matter to which we shall give some attention below. Our main interest in this chapter is in the consequences of the evolution, over the past couple of decades, of the unemployment protection aspects of social security in countries with political systems of the liberal or Anglo-Saxon type, into systems variously described as ‘workfare’ (in the USA) or ‘welfare-to-work’ (in the UK). One aim of this chapter is (briefly) to trace the history of the concept. Given this model’s dominance of the discourse, if not of actual policy worldwide, an examination of its origins, its basic premises and its impact, is necessary. Of late, the World Bank has taken to recommending ‘workfare’ as the desired form of social protection against unemployment in developing countries. In that context, ‘workfare’ bears a somewhat different meaning, being little more than a synonym for public work programmes. The object of the exercise appears to be that of persuading policymakers that the latter (PWPs) are a more satisfactory way of alleviating the poverty associated with unemployment than social security as conventionally understood (social insurance and social grants) would be. The chapter begins with a brief comparison of the different types of social security systems in advanced Western economies, looking at some characteristics of the systems that influence the manner in which they are transformed under conditions of economic crisis, and ends with a consideration of the applicability of the concept of ‘workfare’ to South African conditions.



Social security systems in advanced Western economies Driven by indigenous (and global) social, political and economic forces, a variety of models of the welfare state have emerged. Loosely grouped by Esping-Andersen (2000 [1996]) into three broad types, each with many variants, all are being adapted to meet differing challenges. The three types of welfare state regime, the liberal, conservative and social-democratic, are distinguished one from the other by the following criteria: 175 Rhodes comments that in the UK, the period, “despite improvements in social and economic conditions” was “a far from sparkling ‘golden age’ ” (2000, p.31). 176 The use of the term ‘welfare state’ to describe advanced capitalist economies gives rise to more than a little discomfort. So, for example, one finds the author of a work with the title The Economics of the Welfare State, stating that: “The concept of the welfare state [like poverty and equality of opportunity] defies precise definition, and I make no serious attempt to offer one …” He goes on to note that: “Even Richard Titmuss (1958) ducked the problemthat book is called ‘The Welfare State’ (his quotes). As he later put it, I am no more enamoured of the indefinable abstraction, ‘The Welfare State’ than I was some twenty years ago … when the term acquired an international as well as a national popularity.’ ” (Barr, 1998, p.6) Barr lists three areas of ‘complication’: • The fact that welfare derives from many sources in addition to state activity, • that modes of delivery are diverse, and • that the boundaries of the welfare state are not well defined (1998, pp.6-7)
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“the extent to which social benefits were redistributive; the extent to which the state administered benefits; the extent to which benefits and services decommodified177 beneficiaries.” (Standing, 1999, p.251)



Sketching the broad characteristics of these regimes, Standing describes the ‘liberal’ as: “… being close to Titmuss’ residual welfare state,178 relying largely on selective targeting of state benefits, according to perceived needs. The conservative regime relies largely on social ‘insurance’, with benefits depending on contributions, which depend on income from employment.179 The social-democratic regime is the one most closely associated with the gradual extension of social’ rights’, which in turn is associated with the extension of universal social services.” (Standing, 1999, pp.251-253) Different commentators use slightly different terms to refer to the three broad categories distinguished in advanced Western countries. Erikson (1995 [1993]), for example, refers to ‘classical liberalism’, ‘social liberalism’ and ‘social democracy’. “I would suggest”, he argues, “that poverty is the main welfare problem for social liberalism, while inequality is the main problem for social democracy. According to classical liberalism”, he continues, “the market is the ‘natural’ mechanism for distributing economic resources. To social liberalism, this is still true, but we have to correct the outcome of the market mechanism in one respect – we must for humanitarian reasons take care of those who end up destitute, that is to say, we must take the poor out of poverty. This can be done through what Titmuss called the residual welfare model of social policy, the pursuit of which results in a marginal welfare state, in which through governmental activities, the deficiencies of the market are corrected by money transfers to people below the poverty line. According to social democracy state activities are not merely a supplementary mechanism, but one on a par with the market.” (p.80) These insights into the nature and aims of the welfare state in advanced economies (and there is general agreement that regardless of the enthusiasm for market-reliant solutions to economic and social problems, all advanced capitalist economies are 177



This presumably refers to the act of moving certain goods and services, e.g., medical care outside of market relations. 178 A residual welfare state is one in “which public policy has a role only when market and family fail” (O’Connor et al, 1999, p.43). 179 Social insurance against unemployment is acceptable in conservative regimes as long as it does not confer too much power on individuals as workers. One way of restricting such power is to disallow earnings-related schemes. Flat-rate benefits, pegged at or near the poverty line, are a preferred alternative. Better still, from the conservative point of view, is the conversion of unemployment benefits from social insurance entitlement, to a conditional benefit. This has been partly achieved in the UK through the amalgamation of the Contributory Unemployment Benefit and the means-tested Income Support into the Jobseekers Allowance (JSA). The unemployed qualify for flat-rate benefits on a contributory basis for six months, after which benefits are means-tested. Receipt of the JSA is subject to the condition that the unemployed must demonstrate that they are available for, and actively seeking work (Glennerster and Hills, 1998, pp.262-263; Campbell, 2000, p.29). The nature of the contractual agreement between the unemployed and the state is considered in greater detail below.



117 welfare states), have been significantly augmented by the major comparative study of welfare states (nine continental European countries plus the UK, Australia and New Zealand) whose results are reported in Scharpf and Schmidt (2000a and 2000b). The project concerned itself with “… the ability of advanced welfare states to adjust to changes arising from the external economic environment.” Success of adjustment was assessed by the “… dual criteria of economic viability and political legitimacy.” (Scharpf and Schmidt, 2000a, p.6) The characteristics and properties of the three major forms that welfare states have taken have been captured with admirable brevity in a single table by Scharpf and Schmidt (2000, p11). This is reproduced below as Table 29. Looking at it, one can see at a glance the differences in national politics (and ideology) that shape the benefit and contribution regimes. The socially desirable properties of the Scandinavian (social democratic) model, as well as the historical antecedents of the Continental model (which also has several desirable characteristics and properties), are readily visible. Table 29 Constellations of welfare states Characteristics and properties



Anglo-Saxon



Scandinavian



Continental



Rights Responsibility Claiming principles Beneficiaries Goal



Individual Individual Need Poor Poverty alleviation



Social security transfers Caring services



Flat-rate Family/Market



Individual Collective Citizenship All citizens Equality/income maintenance Flat rate / contribution related State



Type of financing



Taxation



Family Collective Work/family needs Male breadwinner Income maintenance Contribution related Family / intermediary groups Contribution



Source of financing State/market Gender and status Neutral effects Source: Scharpf and Schmidt, 2000, p.11.



Taxation / contribution State Pro-equality



State/earner Differentiated



Scharpf and Schmidt make the point that under ‘golden age’ conditions, some of the major differences between the different approaches did not matter very mucheach provided “… functionally equivalent solutions for the problems of income security …” (2000, p.9). In other words, more or less full employment could be relied upon to paper over the cracks of inter- and intra-class rivalry. When, however, the economic crisis of the 1970s saw unemployment rising rapidly:



118 “… Anglo-Saxon welfare states lost their capacity to assure income maintenance, whereas Continental and Scandinavian had to bear the fiscal burdens of their institutionalized promises.” (2000, p.9) Our interest below is in the manner in which the Anglo-Saxon (liberal) model was adapted to meet the challenges posed at end of the ‘golden age’. The echo of those adaptations (and a rejection of Scandinavian-style welfare), it will be argued, may be found in official pronouncements on social security in South Africa today. Of course, South Africa’s history of oppression dictates a great deal more state intervention than would be considered acceptable in the Anglo-Saxon states today. Even so, it is noteworthy that in the three features, ‘Claiming principles’, ‘Beneficiaries’, and ‘Goal’, the ‘philosophy’ of the current South African government is precisely that of the Anglo-Saxon states.180 There is much talk of equality or equity and redistribution, but other than for existing social grants such as the state old age pension, there is apparently no planned redistribution from the wealthy to the poor in one of the most unequal countries in the world. Such redistribution as will take place must do so through economic empowerment.181 But enough now of thislet us turn to a brief (and inevitably distorted) picture of the origins of workfare and its UK cousin, welfare-to-work.



The intellectual foundations of residual welfare systems This is not the place to attempt a history of the transformation of social security from the days when it flourished to its present, somewhat threatened182 status. The literature on this topic is as large as it is controversial. It is, however, rather fun to trace the origins of residual welfare systems back to their roots in the English Poor Law of 1834, the intention being to disclose the continuity of conservative beliefs about the likely impact of social welfare systems on their intended beneficiaries. To get there, we reach back even further than the 1830ssome 400 years or more (be not alarmed, we are will not long be mired in late medieval times) into English history. The Poor Relief Act of 1576, itself a response to legislation dating back to the Black Death (the great plague) of the mid-15th century, put in place a set of arrangements for dealing with the poor that worked “moderately well for nearly 200 years”. Locating primary responsibility for the poor at parish level, the law distinguished three categories of pauper, prescribing different treatment for each: •



“The ‘impotent poor’ (the old and the sick) were to be accommodated in almshouses; • the able-bodied were to be given work in a house of correction (not at first a residential workhouse); and • those who refused to work were to be punished in this ‘house of correction’.” (Barr, 1998, p.16)



180



To refer back to Figure 4, social security policy is headed in a conservative direction. This matter is discussed at greater length in Chapter 6, under the sub-heading ‘A different philosophy?” 182 Let us leaven our fears as to the extent of the threat by reference to Glennerster and Hills (1998). 181



119 The attitude towards the impotent and able-bodied was not punitivethe social stigma attached to relief was not to emerge until much later. These arrangements began to show signs of severe strain at the end of the 18th century (the dawn of the capitalist era) when a combination of rising prices, and rising unemployment and escalating relief costs sparked a crisis that was to culminate in the passage of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834. Three notables contributed to the creation of the intellectual climate in which this harsh law was passed. Poor relief was asserted: • • •



by Bentham to cause “moral degeneracy among recipients”; by Ricardo to “depress wages and thereby to [to] exacerbate poverty”,183 and by Malthus to “cause excessive population growth” (Barr, 1998, p.16)



The architects of the 1834 legislation maintained the principle of public provision for the ‘impotent’ poor. Relief for the able-bodied was retained, but was to be subject to the principle of ‘less eligibility’, i.e., its receipt had to leave beneficiaries worse off than the working poor. The mechanism for achieving this was to be the workhouse.184 Echoes of the concerns of each of our notables, it will be observed, continue to dominate the debate, a state of affairs we would do well to bear in mind as we consider the nature of workfare, of public work programmes, and the possible perverse incentive effects of social grants of one sort or another. But for now, let us return to the late 20th century. In the theoretical literature on social exclusion (Byrne, 1999), the operation of a set of predominantly economic forces is identified as having pushed capitalism through a phase shift.185 Among the more obvious effects of this ‘shift’ on social security, it is argued, are the attempts to ‘roll back’ the welfare state. Less obvious, but felt by many more people, is the growing insecurity of existence in a globalised world (Elliott and Atkinson, 1998: Standing, 1999). Let us turn our back on these ‘left’ critics, to consider the far more influential arguments presented in the work surveyed and synthesised in Lal and Myint (1996). It draws on a body of scholarship that is universally (and dogmatically) individualist,186 rejecting almost every single premise, and conclusion advanced by ‘progressives’. Their work informs the position of the World Bank, not to mention that of the US and its imitators. As becomes ‘academics’, Lal and Deepak are careful not to offer unqualified endorsement of arguments like Murray’s ‘underclass’ thesis, in terms of which, the decline of the family is: 183



The villain of the piece here is: “… the pauperizing ‘Speenhamland System’ (1795), a well-meant but mistaken attempt to guarantee the labourer a minimum wage by subsidizing wages out of poor rates. Its chief effect was to encourage farmers to lower wages, and to demoralize the labourers.” (Hobsbawm, 1999 [1962], p.202) 184 Commenting on the conditions under which the (typically male) benefit recipient was to be granted relief, Hobsbawm observes that: “The New Poor Law of 1834, a statute of quite uncommon callousness, gave him poor relief only within the new workhouses (where he had to separate from wife and child in order to discourage the sentimental and unmalthusian habit of thoughtless procreation). (1999 [1962], p.203) 185 The term ‘phase shift’ is used by Byrne (1999). He is at pains to draw a balance between structure and agency (in Marx’s words, people make their histories, but not in circumstances of their choosing). 186 The term ‘individualist’, when it is used in this work, is usually done so disapprovingly. It is recognised that the concept of ‘individualism’ is more than a mere synonym for a ‘me’ society, and in particular, a ‘me-first’ society (although, of course, it can mean just that). For an introduction to the topic see Giddens, 1998, pp.34-37)
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“… the unintended consequence of well-intentioned welfare policies which subsidize teenage mothers, promote single-parent families, and make the type of reciprocal exchange relationshipsoutlined in [their] discussion of private transfersmore and more redundant.” (1996, p.380) But the pallid way in which they advance the competing hypothesis (“is the decline of not only of extended but even of nuclear families in the West due to some inevitable process associated with economic growth?”) gives a pointer to their inability to look critically at capitalism as a mode of production. Instead, they leave readers with this question (obviously requiring ‘more research’): “If the family has been an institution which has to some extent been created and preserved as a form of mutual insurance against life’s risks, is the transfer of these insurance functions to the state not likely to undermine the very institution whose decline politicians in all the Western states are currently bemoaning?” (p.380) There is more in this vein: “ ‘rights chatter’the clamour for numerous and newly discovered individual rightsundermines the authority of those traditional civil institutions, family, church, school, neighbourhood, which in the past have promoted both private benevolence and the lower-order ‘vigorous virtues’ .” All of which leads them to conclude that: “It is these longer-run, unintended, social and fiscal consequence (sic) of the welfare state, which are now leading to its partial dismantlement in many OECD countriesof which the most dramatic is the virtual abandonment of the New Zealand welfare state by its chastened socialist party, and the most poignant is the growing reversal of that social democratic beacon of hope the Swedish ‘middle way’. It is then particularly ironical that, at a time when the welfare state is coming to be repudiated by its progenitors, international institutions such as UNDP, UNICEF, and WIDER are seeking their extension in the Third World.” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.381) That they should adopt such a stance (the gloating over New Zealand’s failed experiment is particularly inappropriatesee Schwartz, 2000, p.121,187 and the crowing over Sweden prematuresee Benner and Vad, 2000, p.456) is perhaps inevitable given the theory of the state they favour. Basing their views on a study of the origins of the Western state that they describe as “brilliant188 analysis’, they lean



187



See also Schmidt, 2000, p.288 for a discussion of the way in which the form of politics allowed deeply unpopular reforms to be pushed through, a policy for which the promoters were punished at the polls by the “resounding electoral success of the left-Liberal coalition in 1998.” 188 The task of those who wish to analyse a text for its ideological content is made much easier when it is replete with adjectives. Word processing packages should contain an adjectival search and destroy facility (Ctrl ADJ?) so that those with value-free, objective, neutral social scientific pretensions can avoid detection (at least for a while). I have attempted to remove some of my own more emotive adjectivesbut many remainmy bias is clear, and, I hope (don’t we all?), defensible.



121 towards a argument that traces the rise of the welfare state, from its origins in Elizabethan Poor Law, to the emergence of: “ ‘anti-individuals’, motivated by ‘envy, jealousy and resentment. And in these emotions a new disposition was generated: the impulse to escape from the predicament [of being a displaced labourer] by imposing it on all mankind. ”189 The first response of the anti-individual was: “… to look to the government to ‘protect him from the necessity of being an individual, to make choices on his behalf which he was unable to make himself.’ ” The second was to attempt to: “… escape his ‘feeling of guilt and inadequacy which his [sic] inability to embrace the morality of individuality provoked by calling forth a ‘morality of collectivism’, where ‘ “security” is preferred to “liberty”, “solidarity” to “enterprise” and “equality to “self-determination”: every man is recognized as a debtor who owes a debt to “society” which he can never repay and which is therefore the image of his obligation to the “collectivity” ” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.306) Of such ignoble sentiments (according to them) was the welfare state constructed. When ‘economic growth’ spread to the Third World, the “jealousy, envy, and resentment of the kind which bred the European anti-individualist” emerged once more, this time giving rise economic nationalism (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.307). As has been noted above, economic conditions hastened the end of the Keynesian world of the 1970sthe welfare state, contributing to the crisis by its very success. The discourse that for a while, filled the political space, the ideology of Thatcherism, is almost indistinguishable from the voices of Lal and Myint. It is within the context of views such as these that the welfare ‘reform’ of the 1980s and 90s is to be understood. Let us look therefore at its major initiativethe reduction of entitlements and their replacement by a system of ‘incentives’ backed by strong coercive measures.



Workfare in the good old US of A190 In economies relying as heavily as they all did on gainful labour market participation for the success of their social security systems, the mass unemployment that emerged in most of the advanced capitalist countries in the 1970s presented a serious challenge. Not surprisingly, labour market policy featured importantly in reform agendas. Countries adhering to the liberal or Anglo-Saxon model (the UK, USA, 189



Sexist language of this sort permeates the conservative literaturewe will refrain from writing sic after each occurrence. 190 I am indebted to Nicoli Nattrass for bringing to my attention the wondrous way in which the World Bank is using the term ‘workfare’ (pers. comm. March 2001). Needless to say, the views expressed below are minenot Prof. Nattrass’.



122 Australia, New Zealand) opted for (further) liberalisation of labour markets. In these countries, variations on the theme known as ‘workfare’ emerged. Originating in the USA,191 the philosophical/ideological underpinning of workfare is the ancient conservative distinction between the ‘deserving’ and the ‘undeserving’ poor. In general terms, the challenge faced in the US (as in many EU countries) as far as social security is concerned, is that of addressing: “… the new economic insecurities and risks faced by working age families because of a rapidly changing labour market, high divorce rates and single parenthood while simultaneously sustaining postwar social insurance schemes that now support a rapidly expanding elderly population.” (Myles, 2000 [1996], p.131)192 The US response to this has seen an attempt to keep unemployment to a minimum (to maximize employment) by allowing wages at the bottom end of the labour market to be set at market-clearing levels. These declined: “… in both real and relative terms.193 The upshot is that the American strategy of relying on economic expansion and employment growth to ensure economic wellbeing no longer suffices. Job growth constrains the expansion of the ‘welfare poor’ but only by expanding the ranks of the ‘working poor’. Low wage jobs also reinforce ‘welfare traps’ and work disincentives unless benefit levels follow the downward drift in wage levels, as they have in the US.” (Myles, 2000 [1996], pp.131-132)194 The focal point of activism in the US against ‘welfare as we know it’ appears to have been the piece of legislation called Aid to Dependent Children, and later, Aid to Families with Dependent Children (ADC/AFDC). Unemployment benefits appear to have been targeted as well, even the scope for savings is smaller because of the relatively small proportion of total expenditure on social protection accounted for by these benefits. In the USA, total public expenditures on social protection as a proportion of GDP rose from 14.1 per cent in 1980 to 14.58 per cent in 1990 (figures for the EC were 21.6 and 21.69 per cent respectively). Expenditure on the non-aged, however fell from 4.47 per cent of GDP to 3.54 per cent of GDP (comparable figures for the EC once again being 7.23 and 7.46 per cent). Public expenditure in the USA in 1990 on labour market programmes, divided between active measures and income maintenance, absorbed 0.76 per cent of GDP, with 0.27 per cent going to the former 191



Anthony Giddens, anxious to defend Blair’s ‘Third Way’ against the criticism that it follows Thatcher and Major in drawing inspiration from across the Atlantic, asserts that “Labour’s welfare to work programme [a subtle shift in name to distance it from the ugliness of ‘workfare’?], for instance, may have an American-style label, but arguably draws its inspiration more from Scandinavian active labour market programmes than from the US.” (1998, p.viii) 192 The relevance of the story about tensions in social security systems in advanced capitalist economies for the South African case, is the influence that solutions to these tensions have on the climate in which solutions to local problems are sought. 193 Household incomes for the bottom quintile fell from about $10 000 in 1977 to $8 800 in 1999. The percentage of people classified as poor in 1997 (11.8) was 1.2 percentage points higher than the 1973 figure. The ‘rich’, meanwhile (income seven times the poverty line) rose by 8.1 per cent to 14.3 per cent (Handler, 2000, p.120). 194 Cichon (1997) draws a similar conclusion. Comparing the welfare systems of the EU with that of the US, he describes the US success in creating jobs at the lower end of the wage ladder as a ‘social’ employment policy.



123 and 0.5 to the latter. Comparable figure for 18 OECD countries were 2.37 per cent altogether, with 0.81 per cent going to active, and the remainder, 1.52 per cent going to income maintenance programmes (Myles, 2000, [1996], pp.126-128). At the time, the unemployment problem in the USA was more severe than in the OECD as a wholethe US unemployment rate in 1980 was 5.8 per cent, the average rate in the OECD was 4.4 per cent. In 1990, the USA was slightly better off at 5.6 vs. 6.3 per cent, losing ground slightly, to return a results of 5.6 per cent vs. 6.3 per cent for the OECD as a whole (Scharpf and Schmidt, 2000a, Table A4, p.341). Unemployment benefits are state runbenefits and eligibility criteria vary widely. Estimates reported in Myles (2000, p.126) suggest however, that during the period 1975 to 1990, the proportion of the unemployed receiving unemployment benefits was trimmed from 52 per cent to 29 per cent. Income replacement rates were roughly constant at about 34-35 per cent, and the average duration of benefit receipt in 1989 was 13.2 weeks. As Handler observes, the focus on AFDC could not be explained by the magnitudes of benefit costsat their highest, they absorbed some $23 billion in Federal and state expenditures, as opposed to the $300 billion taken up by Social Security (pensions), and the $280 billion that went on Medicare (2000, p.117).195 The origins of the antagonism to which these benefits gave rise was: “… the conviction that welfare encourages dependency: recipients, instead of seeking to improve themselves and become self-sufficient, breed children to get onor stay onwelfare; which becomes a way of life from generation to generation. The result threatens both the nuclear family and the work ethic. Tough work requirements, enforced by time limits, were therefore not only supposed to reduce welfare costs, but to inculcate the values of independence and responsibility, offering positive socialization for children. Advocates of this approach argued that there were plenty of jobs for those who wanted to work, and that anyone who took a job (even an entry-level position) and stuck with it, would be bound to move up the employment ladder.” (Handler, 2000, p.118) Known popularly as ‘Mother’s Pensions”, the AFDC originated in the period 19111920 as a form of social protection “for ‘worthy’, Protestant, white widows” (Handler, 2000, p.116). Claimed with growing frequency by “…African-Americans and other minorities, the divorced, the separated, the deserted, and increasingly, the never-married …”, the numbers on welfare rolls rose between the late 1950s/early 1960s until the early 1980s from two million to about 13 million. Attempts by the Johnson administration (1967) to introduce mandatory work requirements failed to reduce numbers on the rolls (Handler, 2000, p.116). Despite steadily falling benefit levelsmean monthly family benefit in constant 1993 dollars decreased from $676 in 1970 to $373 in 1993the rising cost of the programme prompted conservatives to advocate a variety of measures such as its: 195 Myles (2000 [1996], p135), commenting on the Republican Party fixation with cutting social assistance for the ‘welfare poor’ as a way of achieving the goals of their ‘Contract with America’ (debt reduction and a smaller role for the Federal government), noted that there were few savings to had in that area of public spending. At the time Myles was writing, AFDC accounted for less than one per cent of the Federal budget. The more inviting, but politically more hazardous targets were (are) the “… large and virtually universal programmes for the elderly, social security and Medicare.”
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“… elimination for parents under 21 … an expansion of orphanages, work requirements for all able-bodied parents over age 21, and adoption for children whose parents are unable to provide support through work, family or private charity …” (Kingson and Schulz, 1997, p.46). Yet as has been pointed out above, savings in public expenditure to be had from cutting back on welfare were relatively smallthe real issue,196 Handler argues, is that: “Welfare has been a lightning rod because the term has operated as a code-word for tensions over race, gender and ethnicity, focused overwhelmingly on young African-American women, allegedly breeding a criminal ‘underclass’” (2000, p.117)197 Mounting pressure for reform of the US welfare system during the 1980s culminated in the Clinton administration’s abolition of AFDC. It was replaced by the ‘Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act’ (PRWORA). From being an entitlement, aid is now granted conditionally (recipients must work), and for limited periods of time (two years at a stretch, with a cumulative five-year limit). Responsibility for moving an increasing percentage of welfare recipients into the workforce has been shifted to individual states. Failure to meet targets will result in funding cuts (Handler, 2000, p.117). In the section of their four-country comparison dealing with child benefits, O’Connor et al note that: “Prior to the elimination of the AFDC in the United States and CAP [Canada Assistance Plan] in Canada, and perhaps, the implementation of the new British child support scheme, one could say that all four countries allowed more independence for mothers vis-à-vis the market. Social assistance provided an ‘exit option’ … with, we would argue, positive effects for women within gendered 196



Myles (2000 [1996], p.131) makes a similar claim. Several commentators have argued that the complementary policy to ‘workfare’ coin is one of mass incarceration, especially of the US’ black population. Ladipo (2001, pp109-110) reports that: “… between 1984 and 1997, the proportion of adult white men in prison rose from 0.5 per cent to 0.9 per cent, whereas the percentage of black men rose from 3.3 per cent to 7.2 per cent. By the end of this period there were 758,000 black men in prison, along with 274,000 on parole and a further 902,000 on probation. Altogether, more 18 per cent of all adult black men were under some form of correctional supervision in 1997. Almost a third (32 per cent) of black men between the ages of 20 and 29 are currently ‘under some type of correctional control’incarceration, probation or parolecompared to 1 in 15 whites, or 1 in 8 latinos.” Complementing this huge rise in prison populations is a boom in prison construction, a sort of penal Keynesianism, with significant positive multiplier effects. That peculiar abomination, the prison run for profit, has proliferated. Share prices of the Correctional Corporation of America, set up by two entrepreneurs with money from Kentucky Fried Chicken, rose from $1 in 1992 to $42 in 1996, considerably outperforming the Dow Jones Industrial Average (Ladipo, 2001, pp.116-119). O’Connor et al (1999, p.147) argue that: “… given America’s lower unemployment rate, there is less tolerance for non-work and, recently, more effort at forcing people into low-wage work, or simply off benefits, with little concern for how they support themselves … Indeed, some have argued that the very high imprisonment rates of men, particularly African-Americans and Latinos, function to ‘sop up’ some of the US unemployed … and to give public employment – as construction workers and guards in prisons – to white men.” 197



125 power relations. In Britain and Australia, a single woman can maintain a household without access to a male wage and without working herself for pay – there are as yet no work requirements. In Canada and the United States, this is no longer the case.” (1999, p.148) The way in which policy has changed in the four countries differs in important respects (with important implications for gender relations), but in all four there has been a shift from a position in which single mothers (white) “… could pursue the life pattern deemed appropriate for other white mothers … ” to one in which a combination of incentives to move into employment, and disincentives for remaining on welfare, now operate (O’Connor, et al, 1999, p.149). It ‘works’if declining welfare rolls are the measure by which the success of ‘workfare’ is to be determined, then the changes must be awarded high marks. AFDC caseloads fell: “… from a peak of 5 million families in March 1994 to 4.4 million in April 1996, when PRWORA was enacted, to 2.8 million in December 1998.” (Handler, 2000, p.118). Analysis of the low-wage labour market into which nearly all of the workers from these families would have been extruded is depressingthe usual story of ‘part-time, temporary, contract or contingent work’ with no benefits, and for which there is often quite stiff competition. Despite the rising prosperity brought about by sustained economic growth, the proportion of the population below the poverty line continued to risefrom 11.8 per cent in 1997 to 12.8 per cent in 1998. Of the 34 million poor, some 13.8 million survived on incomes less than one-half of the poverty line (Handler, 2000, p.121). Experience varies greatly from state to statewith very tough programmes, Wisconsin slashed its rolls by 90 per cent. Those removed from the rolls are not, however, abandoned to the mercy of the marketthose who cannot find jobs are placed in service tasks by the state (thousands of community service jobs are created this way), the family benefit has been raised to $673 per month; job placement services have been expanded; “… new counsellors have been hired; childcare is guaranteed …” (Handler, 2000, p.126). In most states, mothers have to enter the labour force when their babies are three months old.198 In 1998, “… New York City lacked childcare slots for 61 per cent of mothers who were supposed to participate in workfare.” (Handler, 2000, p.124) And so it goesthe Handler piece makes for unpleasant readingfrom the privatization of welfare with all of the attendant moral hazard of mixing profit maximisation with poverty alleviation; to a growing unwillingness to disclose information; to neglect and abandonment taking over from physical and sexual abuse as most common reasons for placing children in foster care (it is hard to say which is worse); to the culling of hundreds of thousands from rolls, many of whom have difficulty in understanding the more stringent requirements, it is 198



In South Africa, it used to be possible for women covered by the Unemployment Insurance Act to take up to six month’s maternity leave. The income replacement rate was 45 per cent. In practice, only about one third of beneficiaries took more than about three month’s, and they tended to be the better-paid (Meth, 2000). The new UI Act reduces the maternity leave period to 17 weeks, to bring it into line with the Basic Conditions of Employment Act.



126 a depressing tale. Although relieved in places by news such as that of the positive effect of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), not even that is unalloyed (Handler, 2000, pp.130-131).



Welfare-to-work in Britain In considering the British equivalent of workfare, it is useful to have before us a potted history of protection against unemployment in that country (even one that summarises elements of the system to the point of distortion). To provide it, we reach back some 70 years to 1934, to when the first tolerably adequate protection came into being after the tumult of more than a decade of major socio-economic upheavals.199 The Unemployment Act of that year separated unemployment insurance (previous experience of which had been disastrous) from measures to support the long-term unemployed. Extended to cover a large proportion of the workforce, compulsory insurance was financed by equal contributions from employers, employees and the state. For those with no cover or those whose benefits had expired, social assistance benefits, funded from general government revenues, on the basis of need, were paid by the Unemployment Assistance Board. Universal social assistance, was, however, still some distance away. It came into being when the Beveridge package was introduced during the period 1946-1948. Beveridge’s approach, as opposed to the earnings-related contribution creating entitlements associated with Bismarck, concentrated on poverty relief. National insurance paid a flat-rate benefit to cover seven of the major contingencies, including, of course, unemployment. Contributions (the cost of which varied by age, sex, marital and employment status) were by means of the purchase of a weekly stamp to which employers contributed as well. Meanstested social assistance, administered by the National Assistance Board, was paid to those who fell outside the National Insurance net. The system remained basically unchanged for about 20 years. Abolished in 1966, the National Assistance Board was replaced by a Supplementary Benefits Commission. The number of claims to this authority, which had wide discretionary powers, increased rapidly. Social assistance benefits in various forms proliferated, creating a complex system frequently at odds with the tax system. Earnings-related supplements to National Insurance payments, introduced in 1966, added a third tier to the existing two-tier system (flat-rate insurance benefits and income-tested assistance). Scope for the social insurance system to become redistributive (from rich to poor) came with the introduction of earnings-related contributions in 1975. Economic crisis from the early 1970s onwards, saw the beginnings of a shift from a concern with “coverage and adequacy of benefits” in a system whose contributory basis paid “benefits as of right”, to the fixations of the 1980s with “efficiency, labour market incentives and fiscal constraint.” The era of retrenchment begun under the Labour government, intensified in 1976 when an IMF standby loan had to be taken, and came to full flower with the accession to power of Thatcher in 1979. Incometested benefits began to assume increasing importance as the Conservative
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This summary draws heavily (sometimes literally) on Barr, 1998, pp.27-37.



127 government shifted the system away from insurance benefits for the unemployed.200 Reduced in 1981, the earnings-related supplements to National Insurance benefits introduced in 1966, were abolished in 1982 (Rhodes, 2000, p.47). From the time the Conservatives assumed power in 1979, a strategy of reducing the relative independence that social insurance (by creating entitlements) confers on workers, was pursued. Qualifying conditions for national insurance protection against unemployment, formerly, an adequate contribution record and proof of availability for work, were tightened in 1980 with the introduction of a six-monthly questionnaire-filling requirement (Howard, 1997, p.85). Monitoring of the unemployed increased significantly after 1979 (Atkinson, 1999, p.85). Unemployment benefits became liable to tax in July 1982 (Rhodes, 2000, p.47). The period of disqualification from benefit receipt for losing a job without just cause or for industrial misconduct went from six weeks to 13 weeks in 1986, and then to 26 weeks in 1988 (Atkinson, 1999, p.85).201 In 1989, an ‘actively seeking work’ condition was added. In addition, a condition of the ‘suitable work’ type became applicablethe period for which work of similar terms and conditions to a previous job could be sought was restricted to 13 weeks (Howard, 1997, pp.85-86). In October 1996, a flat-rate Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA) that “cuts across the traditional divide between contributory and non-contributory benefits” (Barr, 1998, p.185) united Unemployment Benefits and means-tested Income Support.202 The contributory basis operates for the first six months of unemployment, after which the benefit is meanstested.203 A lower benefit rate applies to those under 25 years of age. The JSA is a keystone in the welfare-to-work programme. As Glennerster and Hills point out, the contract “between the claimant and the benefit agency formalizes job-search and training criteria on top of establishing availability for work” (1998, p.263). Barr (1998, p.36), citing Glennerster and Hills (1998), observes that although ideology is part of the explanation of attempts at retrenchment of the welfare state, “external factorssuccessive oil shocks, increasing global pressures, and ageing populations were more potent driving forces.” As far as unemployment benefits are concerned, however, a strong imperative to eradicate “ ‘welfare dependency’ and disincentives to work” informed Conservative Party policy (Rhodes, 2000, p.47; Glennerster and Hills, 1998, p.287). This policy was pursued: “… despite the lack of evidence that high replacement ratios in Britain were the norm or that they made any significant contribution to rising unemployment from the 1970s …” (Rhodes, 2000, p.47)
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Rhodes (2000, p.47) points out that “… between 1978 and the mid-1990s, the proportion of meanstested benefits to total benefits doubled, with a major shift in this direction after 1988.” 201 Anyone disqualified for the maximum period under the rules for the JSA “loses all entitlement to social insurance.” (Atkinson, 1999, p.85, emphasis in original) 202 In April 1988, when the Social Security Act of 1986 came fully into force, the Supplementary Benefit was replaced by Income Support (both means-tested). Youngsters under 18 years of age were not eligible for income support: “creating a widespread phenomenon of young people sleeping roughwhile unemployed workers under 21 were presented with a choice of participating in youth training schemes or losing benefits” (Rhodes, 2000, p.48). 203 Prior to the introduction of the JSA, insurance-based unemployment benefits could be claimed for up to a year (Atkinson, 1999, p.85; Howard, 1997, p.87).



128 As Glennerster and Hills demonstrate, the policy of reducing replacement rates succeeded in reducing the numbers facing rates in excess of 70 per cent from 2.8 million in 1985 to just over 700 000 in 1995/6 (1998, p.290, Table 7.17). By this means, it is asserted, the unemployment trap (resulting from benefit rates close to or greater than in-work income) “is smaller in its effect.” (Glennerster and Hills, 1998, p.290, emphasis in original). The ‘carrot’ part of Conservative policy aimed at overcoming disincentives to work, namely, improved ‘in-work’ benefits, may have had the desired effect (Rhodes, 2000, p.48), but has substantially increased the “numbers in employment who face high marginal tax rates.” This seems not to have functioned a ‘poverty trap’research has failed to find much effect on labour supply, possibly because “few workers realize the actual nature of the disincentive effects” (Glennerster and Hills, 1998, pp.290-291, emphasis in original). Commenting on the rationale for promoting ‘in-work’ benefits, Rhodes observes that: “… they can reduce the extent of the unemployment trap by increasing incomes for those in work without reducing out-of-work incomes and at lower budgetary costs than general tax cuts, thereby reducing the effective replacement rates without major cuts in benefits which could exacerbate poverty.” (2000, pp47-48) These benefits are the equivalent of the EITC in the USa means of supplementing the incomes of the working poor. Income inequality and poverty in the UK (as in the US)204 both worsened during the Conservative erathe bottom decile were 13 per cent absolutely worse-off in 1993/94 than they were in 1979, while real incomes of the top decile rose by 60 per centreal incomes of the population as a whole having risen by 36 per cent in the period 1979-90 (Barr, 1998, p.37). The other side of the coin of ‘success’ in creating relatively large numbers of low-wage jobs is the increase in poverty that accompanies itas Rhodes notes: “In the mid- to late 1990s, nearly 10 million people in 5.7 million families (20% of the population) were dependent on means-tested Income Support, compared with 4.4 million in 2.9 million families receiving the equivalent Supplementary Benefit in 1979. Currently almost one-fifth of all working-age households are joblessa threefold increase since the late 1970swhile one-third of all children live in poor families, more than in any other EU country.” (2000, p.54)



Inclusion of the labour-market excluded in the UK It could be argued that welfare-to-work is a somewhat gentler beast than the ‘workfare’ found in the US. Whether it will succeed is another matter. The brief review of welfare-to-work offered below gives an indication of just how costly (and resource intensive) serious attempts to confront unemployment are.205 Welfare reform is fundamental to Blair’s ‘Third Way’. The Third Way, in turn, is the object of vociferous criticism on the left, and not a little envy on the right, for the skilful 204



Differences between changes in poverty and in the distribution of income in the USA and Britain are also examined by Byrnes (1999, pp.80-81). 205 Of course, allowing people to remain unemployed for lengthy periods is costly as well, both to the individual and the state.



129 way in which it has surpassed, in policy terms, what Thatcher and Major could only dream of as far as the reform of welfare policy is concerned. As Schmidt notes, Labour has introduced: “… workfare for social assistance recipients and tuition fees for students in tertiary education at the same time that it has continued means-testing in social assistance and gone further with the introduction of the market into pension schemes.” (2000, p.243) Unlike the US, where state autonomy, the unceasing lobbying of religious zealots, and an almost irresistible tide of privatisation, produces a patchwork of widely differing levels of ‘success’, the UK has embarked upon a national policy of “… reversing ‘social exclusion’ and fostering social mobility… ” The Labour Party government has: “… put its money where its mouth was, so to speak, by providing greater funding for education, training, and welfare-to-work programs.” (Schmidt, 2000, p.243) Whether or not one approves of the resulting package, one has to admit that it has a coherence and consistency about it, albeit one in keeping with the conservative spirit of the times. Once again, a summary of a complex array of initiatives cannot but do damage to that complexity. The modest aim here is to give a rough picture of a UK policy that now conforms to an integrated vision being implemented by EU member countries. To start with, there is an identification problemwho are the socially excluded as far as the labour market is concerned? One obvious, but not necessarily full answer is the ‘unemployed’. Like South Africa, which at one stage used to count as unemployed only those who were eligible for UIF, the traditional way of identifying the unemployed in the UK relied on benefit records. Although not as defective there as it was here, the use of administrative statistics in the UK included many who might not have been seeking work, and excluded many who were. For measurement purposes in the UK the relevant variable is now the ILO definition (adopted in 1998, and measured by Labour Force Survey). For social policy purposes, by contrast, the focus is on those in receipt of benefits (the Job Seekers’ Allowance, JSA)the current form taken by unemployment benefits. Surveys do an arguably better job of estimating ‘true’ rates of unemployment. The 1998 Labour Force Survey in the UK found 450 000 more unemployed than were registered on the claimant records. Even this understates the full extent of the problem. There is a large group of would-be workers (classed as currently economically inactive) who, for a variety of reasons ranging from current incapacity, to childcare/dependant problems or who wanted to work but had become discouraged (the non-searching unemployed). If the definition of unemployment were expanded to take account of them, Campbell (2000, p23) reports that in 1998, their numbers would have reached some 2.3 million, as opposed to the 1.8 million ‘ILO’ unemployed.206



206



These two estimates correspond to the ‘official’ and ‘expanded’ definitions used in South Africa.



130 Specifying which of the variables is going to receive attention, takes policymakers to the next hurdlesaying who, amongst them, is to be regarded as ‘excluded’. Clearly, duration of unemployment is of consequence herethe long-term unemployed having a prima facie claim to exclusion. Since 80 per cent of those who qualify for the JSA leave the register within six months (Campbell, 2000, p.23), ‘long-term’ unemployment must endure for longer than six months. The question ishow much longer? If reports of skill deterioration, loss of labour market attachment, diminishing self-confidence and motivation are true, then there is some urgency about early detection of those at risk of sliding into long-term unemployment. The problem is, as Meager and Evans point out, that there is “considerable scepticism” as to the likelihood of an early identification process being found (1998, p.15). Early intervention invoking special active labour market interventions for all unemployed would entail massive deadweight lossesoptimal policy timing is critical, but difficult to achieve, given the currently underdeveloped state of the art of evaluation (Meager and Evans, 1998). This uncertainty has it analogue in an unresolved debate within academic circles as to the nature of the process by which people become long-term unemployed.207 The competing models, heterogeneity and state-dependence, are both plausible. In the first of these, people are ‘filtered’ into long-term unemployment because employers see certain characteristics (skills, education levels and other personal attributes) as more or less desirable. As duration increases there is “… an increasing concentration among the unemployed, of people lacking favourable characteristics… ” Statedependence, by contrast makes unemployment duration a ‘characteristic’. Employers discriminate statistically by using previous employment history as a screen on the grounds that it is “… likely to be an indicator of the applicant’s skills, productivity, motivation etc… ” (Meager and Evans, 1998, p.15) The ‘characteristics’ approach is known to be a far from perfect predictor. Decades of research have produced ambiguous results (Meager and Evans, 1998, pp.15-16). In the absence of resolution, policymakers have been obliged to adopt and translate into policy, a somewhat arbitrary set of guidelines. Those guidelines are in accordance with the European Employment Strategy (EES) hammered out at an EU summit in 1997. Resting on four pillars: • • • •



Improving employability Developing entrepreneurship Encouraging adaptability Strengthening equal opportunities



member states agreed to a set of 22 policy guidelines to use as a framework for policy (National Action PlansNAPs). Ten of these bear directly on labour market exclusion. They are listed below in Table 30. Scanning the guidelines, one cannot but be struck by the applicability of all of them (in varying degrees) to the South African case. One might want to add to the list, but one would certainly not wish to subtract anything from it. The UK’s primary focus is on enhancing the employability of youth and long-term unemployed. The ‘active benefits’ regime begins as soon as an individual becomes unemployed. Given the relatively rapid return to employment 207



These concepts, it may be recalled, were examined briefly in the discussion on unemployability in Chapter 2.



131 of most claimants (assuming favourable economic conditions), initial interventions for most of the unemployed take the form of assistance with placement (formulating an Action Plan and checking availability for work). Those thought to be at risk of long-term unemploymentpeople with numeracy and literacy problems, people with disabilities, lone parents, the victims of large-scale redundancies) are singled out for “... more intensive employment measures … tailored to their individual needs… ” Table 30 EES guidelines (GL) relevant to labour market exclusion Tackling youth, and preventing long-term unemployment Transition from passive to active measures



Promoting a labour market open to all New opportunities for job creation Gender



GL 1. A new start for unemployed young people before reaching six months of unemployment GL 2. A fresh start for unemployed adults before reaching 12 months of unemployment GL 3. Increase the number of unemployed benefitting from active measures to at least 20% GL 4. Review the benefit and tax systems to provide incentives for the unemployed or inactive to seek and take up work or enhance their employability GL 9. Give special attention to the needs of the disabled, ethnic minorities and others who may be disadvantaged GL 12. Promote measures to exploit the possibilities offered for job creation at the local level, including in the social economy GL 19. Adopt a mainstreaming approach GL 20. Reduce the gap in unemployment rates between women and men GL 21. Develop family-friendly policies including care services for children and other dependants GL 22. Give specific attention to those seeking to return to paid work after an absence



Source: Campbell, 2000, p.28



The set of measures adopted by the UK government is captured in summary form in Table 31. This shows a graded set of interventions around the flagship programme for tackling exclusion, the so-called ‘New Deal’. Entry into the ‘New Deal’ Gateway varies by age, by duration of unemployment, and by special needs. In a move that may be of interest to South African policymakers, Campbell draws attention to the fact that New Deal options have been developed for the self-employed, as has one for musicians (2000, p.30). Interventions such as these are costly (as, of course, is unemployment, especially to those who are unemployed). The youth programme, aimed at assisting 250 000 young people (18-24 years) over the period 1998-2002 will cost estimated £2.65 billionroughly £10 600 each.208 208



Some indication of the relative seriousness of welfare-to-work programmes for youth in Europe (including Britain) as opposed to their paucity in the US, may be gained from the briefing paper
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At six months, youngsters and the over-50s enter New Deal programmes. Other adult unemployed become eligible, after a ‘Restart’ interview, for a wider range of employability measures including work trial, CV assistance and interview skills training, and work-based training. The youth New Deal contains four options: • • • •



A subsidised job with an employer (public or private-sector) for six months Work experience with a voluntary sector organization for six months Work experience with the Environmental Task Force for six months Full-time education/training for up to 12 months



Each of the first three offers one full day per week of education or training.209 Help with childcare is available. There is no fifth optionfailure to take up one of the four leads to loss of benefits. As Campbell notes of the New Deal: “It is therefore effectively compulsory.” (2000, p.31) Table 31 Active labour market policy and the active benefits regime in the UK Period of unemployment 0-6 months Young people Action Plan Job search Measures for those at special disadvantage Adults Action Plan Job search Measures for those at special disadvantage Source: Campbell (2000, p.30)



6-24 months New Deal



24 months and over New Deal



Additional measures Training New Deal for over 50s



New Deal



New Deal for the over-50s is similar to that for youths, while that for other adults (kicking in at 24 months plus) offers subsidised employment for six months or the prepared for the Committee of Inquiry by the by the Social Disadvantage Research Group, in the Department of Social Policy and Social Work at Oxford University (2001). 209 The history of vocational training in Britain is not a happy one. An important part of the reason why not is the role accorded the private sector. Under the Conservative regime, it was intensified (more privatisation). This included steps such as handing over responsibility for vocational training to employer-led Training and Enterprise Councils in 1988. The tripartite Manpower Services Commission, whose job it previously had been, was disbanded in the same year. The consequences were predictable. Reviewing assessments of the Youth Training Scheme (YTS) launched in 1983, Rhodes comments that: “Insufficient funding, employer resistance to a statutory framework with genuine training contracts, inadequate mechanisms for cost and risk sharing among employers and the narrowness of work experience provided have all limited the impact of [these] initiatives.” (2000, p.49) Conservative boasts that they had “… created a system superior to that of Germany” do not stand up to critical scrutiny. Whether Labour will be more successful remains to be seen.



133 opportunity to acquire basic skills for a period of up to one year while remaining on benefits. Lead responsibility for delivering the New Deal rests with the Employment Service (an agency of the former Department for Education and Employment, DfEE). A wide range of partners can be involved. Campbell lists: “Training and Enterprise Councils (in England and Wales), local enterprise companies (in Scotland), career service partnerships, local authorities, employers, chambers of commerce, colleges, training providers and voluntary organizations.” (2000, p.31) Putting flesh onto the skeleton sketched above (nothing has been said, for example, of those with special needs) would add to our grasp of the system, but what has been presented will suffice for our purposes here. The programme is coercive, but it also comprehensive and relatively coherent.



The (likely?) impact of welfare-to-work in the UK Because much of the welfare-to-work policy package is so new, it is probably too early to evaluate its effects.210 The piece cited above by Campbell (2000) gives some numbers of those who had passed through the programme up until the time he was writing.211 That, however, is not our immediate interest herethe concern is rather with an important (and pessimistic) aspect of his concluding remarks. It is worth reproducing in full: “… net new jobs are unlikely to be created by an active labour market policy regime. It is possible … but far more important are overall macroeconomic conditions and policy as well as international competitiveness and its impact on long-run sustainable growth. Without long-term aggregate employment growth, and except under conditions of excess demand for labour, the policies examined in this chapter are likely to ‘redistribute’ employment opportunities towards the excluded rather than increase the total number of opportunities available. In this sense such policies create considerable ‘substitution’ effects. Given that employment levels have a significant impact on the level of long-term unemployment, it will be crucial to combine an effective active labour market 210



Measures to counter unemployment are part and parcel of a broader policy thrust aimed at countering social exclusion. The agency responsible is Social Exclusion Unit (SEU) in the Cabinet Office, day-to-day responsibility for which has been assigned to the Deputy Prime Minister. Publication by the Social Exclusion Unit of a glossy new tabloid size journal Inclusion commenced in the spring of 2002. The first issue contains an article on economic evaluation of social welfare, clearly still in its infancy. It also refers to a report recently completed in the London School of Economics on the topic. Earlier this year, the Guardian carried a lengthy report on the SEU, pointing to some impressive successes, but concluding that the “the unit’s achievements are limited by the relatively few areas in which many of the programmes operate.” (Guardian Society, January 16 2002, p.2) Indications are that some success can be claimed in addressing youth unemployment problems (the New Deal for young people). As we note at the end of this short overview, however, a pessimistic view of the likelihood that the active labour market policies at the heart of the new approach can create net new jobs remains. It is also relatively easy to address unemployment during good timesthe true test of policy efficacy comes during economic downturns. 211 Campbell offers a review of relatively recent studies seeking to evaluate the six elements of which policies to tackle exclusion consist (2000, pp.35-39).



134 policy with policies which stimulate employment, especially those that stimulate employment-intensive growth in occupational and skill categories accessible to the long-term unemployed.” (Campbell, 2000, p.40)212 Pessimistic prognoses are not difficult to findhere is another, by an analyst of somewhat different persuasion. It is worth reproducing in some detail. Observing that the UK is attempting to emulate the US in providing jobs in the ‘formal and order generating economy’, Byrnes argues that: “There remains the problem of jobs being available. The UK is uniquely disadvantaged here. The centrality of internationally traded financial services situated in a specific geographical location, the City of London, to the economy, coupled with the control of macro-economic policy given to the representatives of that sector, means that exchange rates are being maintained at a level which is very damaging for the industrial sector in general. Exporting is harder and there is a considerable inflow of competing imports. The result is that this sector does not have jobs on offer, a marked contrast with the USA where manufacturing has maintained its employment volume. As the last of the Keynesians, if a fairly right wing variant of the breed, the former Tory Chancellor Kenneth Clarke remarked, while verbally knocking [Gordon] Brown all over the House of Commons, Welfare to Work is pretty pointless in those parts of the UK where deindustrialization means that no jobs were available. Welfare to Work, Clarke noted, was meaningless when there was no work. He might have gone on to add that the constraints placed on public service employment by his government and his public expenditure targets, being maintained religiously by Labour in office, were one of the main reasons why work could not be created. However, it seems entirely likely that Welfare to Work will have considerable success on the US model, although it will not work as well as in that rather more employment centred system where the Federal Reserve does pay attention to employment levels as well as interest rates. That it works will not be a good thing. The UK Low Pay Unit praised the measures, saying that Brown ‘By allowing them to keep what they earn and support their families through their own pay packets … has given them back their dignity and self-respect’ (Guardian 18 March 1998: 15). There is an element of truth in this, but the long term effect of these fiscal measures is that low pay will be even more institutionalized as an aspect of post-industrial capitalism, while the affluent who benefit as managers, 212



This pessimism about the capacity of active labour market policy to contribute to the solution of the unemployment problem by creating new jobs has its mirror image in a view that macroeconomic policy alone will not do the job either. As Hemerijck and Schludi (2000) argue: “High levels of employment and social security … can no longer be pursued by the limited arsenal of macroeconomic policy alone. Given the high degree of economic internationalization reached at the end of the twentieth century, the effective delivery of employment and social policy objectives is critically dependent on a consistent mix of policies across various areas of social and economic regulation. Above all, labor market and social policies have to be (re)designed so as to foster employment growth rather than subsidize non-employment. … [T]here is a broad range of viable policy options to reconstruct a new equilibrium of the welfare state.” (p.222) The lesson for South Africa, as our policymakers clearly recognise, is that both are necessary. The trick is to get the balance between macroeconomic policy and labour market policy, as well as the balance between both of these and social security policy, correct. Doing so is no mean feat, especially when the target is constantly in motion.



135 service class workers, and owners of capital will continue to enjoy the fruits of exploitation with paying much tax on them. Well, New Labour is definitely postsocialist.”213 (Byrne, 1999, p.107) Remaining in the realm of speculation, we end by considering the chances of survival of New Labour’s policy initiatives for tackling unemployment, were a Conservative Party government to be returned to power. Welfare to Work would probably surviveit is not so obvious that the Social Exclusion Unit, set up by Blair’s government in 1997, responsible for much of the ‘joining-up’ of policy that seeks to tackle ‘joined-up’ problems, of which unemployment is a good example, would as well. There is little that is sacrosanct about units set up by governments of the day to tackle particular problems. They can readily be swept aside by incoming governments, or even abolished by their own creators. So central, however, is the Social Exclusion Unit to what that government seeks to achieve, that it is hard to imagine its being abandoned by the party. That is not to say that a Conservative government would not dispense with it. Whether or not the SEU survived, and in what form, would seem to depend on whether the Conservatives had rid themselves of the head-in-the-sand attitude towards poverty they displayed while in power. Governments, being sensitive to accusations that their policies are impoverishing the populace, or parts thereof, are at pains to dismiss such allegations. The Conservatives went to extraordinary lengths to do so. The story is recounted in Oppenheim (1997). Committed as they were to the belief that ‘trickle-down’ growth would take care of poverty, at a certain point, Conservative Ministers simply denied that it existed any longer. Thus John Moore, Secretary of State in 1989 can be found making this assertion and claiming that “relative poverty was a misnomer for inequality”. A more recent case saw Peter Lilley, Secretary of State at the time Oppenheim was writing, attempt to “shoot the messenger” bearing bad news by calling into question their political neutrality. The UK refused to comply with the 1995 UN Summit on Social Development requirement to “set out a national strategy for dealing with poverty” on the grounds that “social conditions in the UK did not warrant such a strategy” (1997, p.18). Income distribution statistics are highly sensitive, and often quite fragilepoliticians in hot water can be relied upon to exploit the tiniest foothold this fragility furnishes to bluster their way out of trouble.214



213



Assessing Blair’s ‘Third Way’, Rhodes comments that: “New Labour has … made itself heir to the Thatcher legacy, while repudiating strongly its own traditions and forebearsfaut de mieux. Labour has not just inherited a completely different institutional structure from that [which] it left behind in the late 1970s, but a welfare system reconfigured to match a new economic trajectory. It is this new configuration, rather than any simplistic notions of ‘capitalist constraints on social democratic governments’ or ‘selling out to capitalist interests’ that explains the nature and orientation of New Labour.” (2000, p.56) Rhodes’ account of the transformation of the British welfare state is by far the best I have come across. 214 Which income distribution statistics are cited is often critical. Oppenheim (1997, p.23, Table 2.3) gives changes in real income before and after housing costs by decile. For the bottom decile, if the ‘before housing’ figure is used, real incomes rose by six per cent between 1979 and 1993/94. If ‘afterhousing’ numbers are cited, then they fell by 13 per cent! Corresponding figures for the top decile showed increases of 59 and 65 per cent respectively. A recent publication by the Social Exclusion Unit, giving real disposable weekly income of the tenth and ninetieth percentile from 1980 to 1996 shows a small rise in incomes at the bottom endthe commentary says that “This chart shows that while income rose in the 1980s and 1990s, the gap between the richest and the poorest grew substantially.” (SEU, 2001, p.15)
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Workfare and the World Bank So much for workfare as we know it. Now to the World Bank, and its appropriation of the term for use in developing countries. It is scarcely conspiratorial to argue that at the heart of the development debate lies an attempt to impose the Anglo-American (the countries, not our own friendly corporate giant) ideology of the free market on the entire world (Gray, 1998; Wade, 2001). Handmaidens of this political project are the two major Brettonwoods institutions, the World Bank and the IMF (Pieper and Taylor, 1998). Having to contend with “… noisy and nosy NGOs …” (Wade, 2001, p.132), the Bank cannot be too blatantly propagandistic. In its flagship annual publication, the World Development Report, a project on which resources on a chosen theme are lavished, the World Bank has, of late, has gone to some lengths to nurture an “image of independence”. The fragility of this ‘independence’ is illustrated by the saga of the drafting of the report for the year 2000/2001 (sub-titled, as we observed above, “Attacking Poverty”). A climate of increasing hostility to perceived domination of the South by the North, exemplified by the Seattle anti-WTO demonstrations, dictated that the matter be handled with sensitivity. The drafting of the report came at a time, however, when the Bank’s president, Wolfenhson, seeking a second term, found himself trapped between a rock and a hard place. His release from it saw him having to sever all association with Joseph Stiglitz, his progressive appointee to the influential post of chief economist at the Bank, and an increasingly vociferous critic of the US Treasury and the IMF.215 Explaining why he resigned, Stiglitz, who tried, apparently with more energy than political nous, to transform the Bank, said that: “… it became very clear to me that working from the inside was not leading to responses at the speed at which responses were needed. And when dealing with policies as misguided as I believe these policies were, you have either to speak out or resign … rather than muzzle myself, or be muzzled, I decided to leave.” (Wade, citing Stiglitz, 2001, p.129) All this by way of providing a background against which to understand the intellectual (ideological) struggles that changed the shape of the January 2000 ‘redcover’ draft report into the final published document. The ‘red-cover’ draft, although beginning with an acknowledgement of growth as the engine of poverty reduction, laid a stress on “empowerment and security” that highlighted these “ … two over the growth-oriented section on opportunity …” which proved to be highly controversial. The argument that:



215 Wolfensohn’s appointment of Stiglitz brought him into conflict with Lawrence Summers, the US Treasury’s then Deputy Secretary (and his allies like Stanley Fisher, deputy managing director of the IMF). Wade argues that Summers made his support for Wolfensohn’s bid conditional on the nonrenewal of Stiglitz’s contract (2001, p.129). Wolfensohn complied, downgraded Stiglitz to ‘special advisor’ in November 1999. When, however, Stiglitz (never his own best friend, especially as far as winning friends at the Bank was concerned) published his famous New Republic article laying an important part of the blame for East Asian crises on forced liberalization of capital and financial markets (April 2000) Wolfensohn was pushed into severing all association between the Bank and Stiglitz (Wade, 2001, pp.132-133).



137 “… effective safety nets should be created before free-market reforms are pushed through. Without safety nets, the reforms will create losers with nothing to fall back on.” attracted the response that: “… while social safety nets were needed they had to be built simultaneously with market reforms, not made a precondition for them.” (Wade, 2001, p.132) The published document, now presumably bearing the US Treasury imprimatur,216 has the appearance of even-handedness on the question that we saw when we considered the question of benefit displacement. The detour above was taken because of the insight that it offers into the way in which development agendas are set by the powerful (though clearly not without struggles over priorities). Let us move (finally) to a less well publicised appropriation, part of an attempt to shape social security in developing countriesthe Bank’s seemingly innocent use of the term ‘workfare’ to describe what almost everybody else used to call public work programmes. Once again, lest the Bank’s position be misrepresented, let us cite the relevant passage in full: “Workfare programs. Public work programs are a useful countercyclical217 instrument for reaching poor unemployed workers. They can easily be selftargeting by paying wages below market rates. A well-designed and well-funded workfare program is a mix of risk mitigation and coping. To mitigate risk, the program must inspire confidence that it will continue after a crisis. Only if government is perceived as credible will such programs induce households to give up costly self-insurance or group insurance, freeing resources for other productive purposes. The program functions as a coping mechanism by providing jobs when crisis strikes. Providing households with income following a crisis helps them avoid costly and damaging strategies (selling assets, reducing food intake).” (World Bank, 2001, p.155)
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Unlike the official license issued by the Roman Catholic Church to print an ecclesiastical work, the US Treasury seal of approval does not appear anywhere. As Wade notes: “… the US rarely resorts to proactive interventions, preferring to use negative powerto ensure, above all, that senior Bank people who do or say things contrary to Treasury wishes can be silenced or fired.” (2001, p.128). The US does, however, have a long and sleazy record of intervention on behalf of finance and multinational capital. The fate of the Tobin tax is instructive. Conservative hostility, reinforcing financial market resistance is invoked by Felix as the probable explanation of: “… why the Clinton administration, with its penchant for ingratiating with the powerful, brutally squelched a recent attempt by the U.N. Development Program to circulate a volume of papers by prominent economists assessing the Tobin tax’s potential.” (1998, p.191) In a footnote Felix informs readers that: “The appraisal is published as The Tobin Tax: Coping With Financial Volatility (Ul Haq et al. 1996). The suppression by Washington of the attempt to circulate the book widely and promote discussion is described in “Le projet du taxe Tobin, bete noire,” Le Monde Diplomatique, February 1997. 217 It is interesting that public work programs are put forward as useful countercyclical measures. The unemployment problem in many developing countries is likely to be structural. The problem of what to do about the long-term unemployment this invariably entails is discussed below.



138 As we saw above, the concept of ‘workfare’ arose in the context of a social security system that had a tendency to encourage welfare dependency. For our purposes here, the argument of consequence is the proposition that certain structural features of the benefit system in relation to the labour market can have the effect that once in receipts of benefits, beneficiaries have strong incentives not to accept low-paid work. They become stuck in a ‘welfare trap’.218 The justification for using the concept in the developing-country context is the apparent parallel implicit in the notion that poor people will only leave their welfare system (self- or group insurance) when the work offered (public work programs) is ‘credible’.219 A little further on, the report’s authors, seemingly unable to quantify the benefits of these homegrown insurance schemes, comment that: “Since poor people can rarely afford to be totally idle, they often give up some form of income to join a workfare scheme. Estimates suggest that forgone income could represent as much as 50 percent of the wages paid by workfare schemes. But because the employment is guaranteed, it provides major insurance benefits to people.” (World Bank, 2001, p.156) Precisely. Elsewhere, where they do not mislead by inappropriate generalization, they confuse by inadequate comparison. Their treatment of the relative merits of public work and social insurance is a case in point. Once again, let us not misrepresent them by quoting selectively. Here are the two key paragraphs from an examination of South Korea’s response to the crisis of the late 1990s: “Unemployment insurance. Korea expanded its nascent unemployment insurance programthe only such program among the East Asian countriesfrom firms with more than 30 employees to all firms. It also included temporary and daily workers, shortened the contribution period required for eligibility, and extended the duration of unemployment benefits. This expanded the eligible workforce from 5.7 million workers at the beginning of 1998 to 8.7 million at the end of the year. Beneficiaries increased tenfoldfrom around 18,000 in January 1998 to 174,000 in March 1999, still only 10 percent of the unemployed workforce. Public work. Since most of Korea’s jobless did not benefit from the expansion of unemployment insurance, the government introduced a temporary public work program in May 1998, enrolling 76,000 workers. By January 1999 the program was providing 437,000 jobs, though the number of applicants was higher still, at 650,000. By the first quarter of 1999 the public work program was benefiting around 2.5 times as many people as the unemployment insurance program.” (World Bank, 2001, p.167) Nothing more is said of the relative merits of the two measuresreaders are presumably free to draw their own conclusions. The language used here looks as 218



The logical response to this from the conservative camp is to reduce benefits to a level sufficiently far below the minimum wage paid in any sector of the economy, i.e., to apply the Poor Law principle of less eligibility. 219 The presumption is that being employed is preferable to having to draw on social security, be it home-grown or provided by the state. As long as Poor Law criteria do not apply to both the jobs (degrading conditions, slave wages), and the social security benefits (set by employment conditions), there clearly is merit in the view.



139 though it is intended to invite them to conclude that insurance is inferior (still only 10 percent, 2.5 times as many people). This kind of sophistry should not fool anyoneonly by detailed examination of the insurance program, its rapid expansion notwithstandingis it possible to say anything sensible about why its reach was so limited. The usual suspects suggest themselves as starting pointeligibility criteria may have been eased, but what about entitlements? It is unusual for a social insurance scheme not to link these to some period of contribution. Unless the state were literally giving away benefits (in which case the scheme cannot rightly be called ‘insurance’), the newly unemployed, most of whom: “… were low-paid workers: in December 1998 three-quarters were temporary, daily, self-employed, or unpaid family workers …” (World Bank, 2001, p.167) could hardly be expected to have accumulated more than some trivial claim against the scheme. Little wonder that they flocked to the public work programas the author of that particular piece must be aware, the groups of workers making up the bulk of the newly-unemployed are amongst the most difficult to incorporate into social insurance schemes.



On the question of workfare in South Africa? Let us ignore, for a moment, the nasty connotations that the concept of workfare has about it, and let us ignore, as well, the insensitivity and inappropriateness of the World Bank’s use of the term as a synonym for public work programmes. Having done that, we may pose the questionwhat areas of policy would come under the spotlight if the concept were applied to the social security system in South Africa? If it is accepted that both uses of the term are valid, then each of them suggests an area of concern: • Using the term in the advanced (Anglo-Saxon) economy sense, prompts an investigation of the extent to which certain aspects of active labour market policy could be tied to social security policy. The intention, of course, would be to make receipt of benefits conditional upon participation in programmes designed to facilitate gainful insertion into the labour market. • Using the term in the developing country sense would suggest an examination of the feasibility of solving the unemployment problem by providing opportunities for all who wished to do so, to take part in public work programmes. • Related to both would be the issue of the perverse incentives that might arise (and be exploited) if social security is provided (as an alternative to public work programmes) without ‘proper’ mechanisms to keep such abuse to an absolute minimum. There are fragmentary discussions on each of these topics scattered at various points in this work. The intention here is to provide a commentary that will either draw together the threads of arguments that have gone before, or provide a context for those that are still to come. With that, let us address each in turn.



140 Workfare and active labour market policy in South Africa. Linkages between social security policy and active labour market policies can and do take the oppressive forms described above. There is, however, a much more ‘cuddly’ view of the form that it can assume. In this view, active labour market policies integrated into conventional social security policy (social insurance plus social assistance) combine to yield a comprehensive system that attempts to ‘prevent’ with as much energy as it seeks to ‘cure’. In essence, the context in which ‘conventional’ welfare states were created (the halcyon years after World War II) was one of near-full employment. For countries like Britain that went the social insurance route, the numbers of unemployed that had to be ‘mopped up’ by a social assistance system were comfortingly smallaccording to Rhodes “… Beveridge’s benchmark measure for full employment was fixed unemployment at 3 percenta level exceeded as an annual average only in 1947 and 1971-72 …” (2000, p.23). In the crisis that overtook most of the advanced capitalist economies from the mid-1970s onwards, rising unemployment coupled with rampant inflation to produce the beast (stagflation) that vanquished Keynesianism. Britain’s unemployment rate peaked at about 12 per cent in 1985. It fell somewhat during the sporadic recoveries engineered by the Thatcher government, but by 1992 was still at 10 per cent (Rhodes, 2000, pp.42-43). Mass unemployment clearly required more than social insurance and social assistance. In the prevailing conservative climate, a combination of stick and carrot measures was developed, that are not social security measures per se. In essence, these consist of policy interventions intended to improve the employment possibilities of particular risk groups. The idea of assisting in the placement of particular groups of workers or would-be workers is by no means new. What was novel about the development was the recognition—in the face of the failure of market regulating structures, if not of markets themselves—that systematic attempts to ensure that the risk groups concerned did not fall back into the social protection system,220 could be costeffective. In short, prevention is better than cure. In the wake of the global economic slowdowns of the 1970s and 1980s (from about 1993 onwards), a set of interventions, travelling under the contentious name of ‘active’ labour market policies, started receiving the attention of the ILO. These policies, as was noted above, are intended, if possible, to be preventive rather than curative. Forms of ‘preventive’ activities in social security221 are grouped by Kalimo (1995) under the following headings: • 220



Primary prevention. This refers to all measures designed to inhibit the initial occurrence of unwanted conditions causing a need for benefits.



Or, that if they did fall back into it, that they did not come to rely on it in perpetuity. A moment’s reflection shows that the concept applies to some of the other contingencies as well, most obviously to health. The debate within health policy circles is an old one—Barr refers to the distinction between ‘health’ and ‘health care’—the latter being only one of the determinants of ‘health’. Allocative efficiency, he says: “… is concerned with producing the quantity, quality and mix of health interventions (including preventive care and health education) which brings about the greatest improvement in health.” (1998, p.279) To what extent the ‘correct’ balance between preventive and curative health is achieved, is, of course, hotly contested. Illich’s (1977) polemic provided an early indication of the scope for disagreement. The HIV/AIDS pandemic, of course, provides an excellent example of the need for prevention. 221
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Secondary prevention. This refers to all measures seeking to reduce the occurrence and to shorten duration of unwanted conditions causing a continuing need for protection. • Tertiary prevention. This refers to all measures seeking to reduce the occurrence of permanent dependence on social security among those who already have a long-term need for benefits. Aims at minimizing social exclusion. Focussing on the labour market, the ILO, politic as ever, points to the need for: “… tripartite action for improving efficiency, equity, growth and social justice by enriching the labour supply, enhancing labour demand and improving labour market processes …” (Kalimo, 1995, pp.127-128) (emphasis added) With the trade-union movement on the defensive in many countries, labour participation in many developments is likely to have been slight—business participation and control (e.g., in youth employment schemes) was likely to have been more significant. Whatever the case, systematic thinking about these labour market interventions has located them under the rubric of what is described as ‘preventive’ social protection. The concept of preventive social security within the context of the labour market is quite rich, encompassing a broad range of policy interventions. The ILO’s early foray into the field (referred to above) suggested that policies would include “… active employment services, self-employment and business schemes, activating unemployment compensation programmes and labour market information.” (cited in Kalimo, 1995, p.128). Given their importance, it will be useful to dwell for a few moments on the forms that these policies take. That will make it easier to see what will ‘work’, and what will not. ‘Active labour market policies’ use a variety of instruments to: “… improve the operation and results of labour markets so as to maximise quality employment and minimise unemployment and underemployment.” (Barker, 1999, p.27) Following the ILO, Barker discusses such policies under three headings: • • •



enriching the labour supply enhancing the demand for labour improving labour market processes (p.27)



Under the first of these, Barker lists training and retraining; assistance in keeping jobs by providing child care, or housing or transport; geographic and occupational mobility assistance and measures to influence the size of the workforce, e.g., encouraging early retirement. The second uses direct and indirect employment subsidies; the promotion of self-employment and small enterprise. He also lists public work programmes under this head. The third, improving labour market processes, includes improvements to placement services; to labour market information; the restructuring of unemployment benefit programmes; the creation of



142 agencies for placing the long-term unemployed in temporary employment and the promotion of labour market flexibility (Barker, 1999, pp.28-29).222 A more abstract way of looking at active labour market policies is suggested by Walker (1997). Noting that the reconceptualisation “… of poverty and [social] exclusion as processes rather than states …” results in a better understanding of the nature of the problems to be addressed, Walker (1997, p71) comments that it “… also opens the door to policies that are proactive and preventive rather than reactive and ameliorative.” Walker conceives of active labour market policies (as opposed to macroeconomic policies designed to stimulate supply, or more problematically, demand) as a set of measures designed to assist transitions in the labour market. Five transitions are identified. In more secure times (at least for some), individuals may have made only one or two of these transitions in a lifetime. The growing insecurity of existence makes it likely that the average individual will now experience many more. The first of these occurs among the employed within the labour market, marking a shift in the nature of employment. The primary policy interventions are those aimed at improving the quality of participation. The next, the transition from unemployment to employment, calls forth a range of policies tailored to meet the requirements of different groups of unemployed. Ubiquitous problems of youth (and graduate) unemployment have resulted in a focus on the transition from education to employment. Movement from ‘private domestic activities’ (the economic code for ‘caring’ work of some sort, often child care) into ‘employment’ requires a number of support measures. Policy measures here are intended to facilitate participation. The final transitions identified are those between retirement and employment/unemployment. Given high unemployment rates, however, policy designed to facilitate these has tended to encourage a flow out of the labour market and into early retirement. A wide range of active labour market policies is being, or has been tried in South Africa. In view of the steadily growing numbers of unemployed, a sober assessment of these endeavours must, at best, find them inadequate (the image of trying to empty the ocean with a bucket comes unbidden to mind). No systematic attempt will be made here to review, or even to list, the many initiatives taken by the state in this field.223 It is worth noting, however, that responsibility for the various activities that may be classed as falling under this head, are actually or potentially distributed between several departments of central government—Labour, Education, and Trade and Industry spring immediately to mind. There are probably many more in other 222



Having presented active labour market policies in summary form, Barker draws attention to the energetic criticisms by Standing et al (1996) of their attempted application in South Africa. The first criticism is at the level of semantics, being concerned with the ideological implications of using terms such as ‘active’, with their implicit invitation to ascribe the pejorative term ‘passive’ to, for example, income security grants (Standing et al, 1996, p.418). Their other objection is founded on doubts about the capacity of the South African state to pursue the strongly interventionist approach required when ‘active labour market policies’ are pursued. If there is substance in these doubts, they argue, policy should incline towards transfers that enhance income security and leave unemployed individuals and low-income communities free to make their own labour market decisions. This recommendation appears on the last page of the book, from which one may infer that the authors attach considerable importance to it (1996, p.482). 223 These include programmes targeted at particular risk-groups—at youth, at graduates with ‘inappropriate’ degrees, at women in rural areas—all of which could contribute to reducing the likelihood that such groups become (long-term?) unemployed.



143 spheres of government. The South African government can hardly be unique in this regard. It seems likely that greater inter-departmental co-ordination of the many instruments the state uses (or can use) to address the twin problems of unemployment and low income (often survivalist) economic activities in South Africa would improve the effectiveness of active labour market policy. By making preventive measures an integral part of social security, we move closer to the ideal of a truly comprehensive social protection system.224 The limits to such an enterprise, must, however, be recognised. The conditions for creating tight links like those that exist in some countries between employment and social security policy, do not exist in South Africa. Amongst these pre-conditions would appear to be the following: •



• •



The number of unemployed relative to the number of employed and the potentially economically active population should be relatively small (i.e., unemployment rates should not be ‘too’ high, nor economic activity rates ‘too’ low.225 Sufficient employment opportunities must exist to make the threat of withholding of benefits on failure to take up a ‘suitable’ job offer credible. Capacity to administer and manage the complex systems required must exist. This extends to the need to provide well-informed ‘advisors’ for dealing with cases on an individual basis.



Although devoting funds to job creation and employment growth stimulation policies, and policies for facilitating labour market transitions is unquestionably appropriate (how much funding is a more difficult questionit is touched on in the next chapter), there is little to be gained from attempting to link these policies formally, to the social security system. Workfare, thus understood, is simply not relevant in the South African case.



Workfare as public work programmes Other things being equal, employment is preferable to welfare. That cannot be taken to imply, however, that jobs in public work programmes should be created without regard to the cost of doing so. As a means of addressing the problem of unemployment, public work programmes are of such ancient vintage, that they have been examined (and implemented) on numerous occasions in South Africa. The intention here is not to review the history of these endeavoursrather, it is to perform a few back-of-envelope calculations that show how expensive it would be to attempt to address today’s unemployment by this means.



224



What impact the Human Resource Development Strategy released by the Departments of Labour and Education will have remains to be seen. 225 What constitutes ‘too’ high or low is not easy to specify. Advanced economies that have linked employment and welfare policies closely have done so under conditions in which unemployment rates ranged between roughly 5-15 per cent. Economic activity rates were generally in excess of 70 per cent. Corresponding figures for South Africa are unemployment rates in the upper 30s (approximately 36 per cent at present), and economic activity rates for the African population not much above 50 per cent in non-urban areas (depending on which figures one uses).



144 The only comparable experiences of governments in capitalist economies having to make sustained efforts to deal with hordes of jobless are those of the Great Depression of the 1930s. So remote are these, and so different the conditions, that there is probably not a great deal to learned from them. Let us, therefore, do as we must in the face of uncertaintyspeculate. Public work programmes have the widely-touted advantage of being selftargetingattracting only those so desperate for work (income) that any wage above the opportunity cost of coming out to work would be accepted.226 There is, however, evidence in South Africa (anecdotal, and probably hard evidence as well) of offers of low-paid ‘public work’ type jobs being rejected by those who were assumed to constitute the target population. The uncertainty of not knowing how many will come to the party is merely one among the many imponderables encountered in designing a policy to address mass structural unemployment. Working out what wage would bring them out in the ‘appropriate’ numbers (whatever one understands that to mean), is also tricky. We know from Table 15 that almost two-thirds of domestic workers, and slightly less than half of informal sector workers earned between R1-500 per month. What their mean earnings were is anybody’s guess. Suppose that some significant proportion of workers in this income class received only R200 per month (and there is evidence that such low wages are paid). A public work programme that offered R300 per month,227 especially if offered for the foreseeable future, should attract all of those being paid less than R300, give or take whatever differences there were in opportunity costs. The public work programme would therefore begin to address the poverty problem as well.228 Given this complication (the intention of the programme is to address the problem of unemployment), it really becomes impossible to say how many would accept the Government’s shilling. Identifying the truly desperate in the labour statistics, is, as we have shown above, is a tricky businessmany of those who said that they had not worked in the previous seven days because there were no suitable jobs available, would probably not accept the wage offered on a public work programme. It is, however, probably a safe bet that most of the 2.6 million jobless people we discovered in workerless households in 1999 where total household expenditure was less than R800 per month, would accept the low wages to be earned in public work programmes. It is not known how many 226



A recent World Bank paper (Rama, 2001) illustrates this in a table showing the distribution of benefits for different types of income support programmes. The bottom quintile received 4.7 per cent of total benefits of a severance pay programme in Peru, and 78.6 per cent of the benefits of a public work programme in Argentina (Table 9, p.38). Assessing the question of whether ‘labour market policies’ (understood chiefly as policies to protect those who are employed), can reduce inequality, Rama offers a qualified yes, arguing that those falling under the social protection head (as opposed to those designed to strengthen the hand of labour vis-à-vis capital) are associated with lower inequality, appearing to benefit the poor (p.24). 227 Setting the wage for public work programmes is a tricky businesstoo high, and the programmes will attract hordes of poorly-paid workers as well. Too low, and they will not benefit the group they are intended to reach. It is appropriate to recall at this point, the Poor Law wage determining mechanismthe principle of less eligibility. 228 It is a measure of the desperation of the situation that we can talk of R300 per month as addressing the poverty problemR300 will not buy a hairdo in the better class of salon in South Africa’s major cities.



145 such people there are in comparable households at presentsince the numbers of unemployed have risen, their number could well have risen. If R300 per month were offered to 2.6 million people, the wage cost of the public work programme would be R9.4 billion per annum. Raising the wage to R400 per month would push this to R12.5 billion. As everybody who has dabbled in this matter knows, such programmes are expensive to initiate and to run. Estimating the management and materials costs for a project as ambitious as that being discussed (it is one thing to design a scheme employing a few thousandit another matter altogether to do the same with a few million) takes us even further into the realm of speculationanybody’s guess, once again, is as good as anybody else’s. So far, government has apparently had some success in keeping overhead costs to about ten per cent of the total payout to those employed on these schemeswhat would happen when attempts are made, as is now being mooted, to rely, in part, on a massive public works programme,229 as a means of tackling South Africa’s poverty and unemployment problems, is anybody’s guess. If, as an outer limit we used a figure of 50 per cent of the wage cost (which some say is conservative), the total cost could lie between R14-19 billion annually.230 Although large, it could be argued that this is not an outrageous price to pay for a well-targeted scheme. To counter the charge that each ‘benefit’ is delivered at very high cost, one could claim that society benefits in two waysuseful work is done, and because of the nature of the interaction (an exchange of labour for income), welfare dependency is allegedly avoided. The qualifier ‘allegedly’ is of considerable importance. In voicing disquiet over the Committee of Inquiry’s proposals for a basic income grant, government has asserted that social grants create dependency. There is, as yet, no clear statement on the extent or anticipated duration of the mooted massive public works programme. It is recognized by government, as we shall see in the next chapter, that such programmes “… are useful short-term strategies but are not a by themselves a long-term solution… ” It may, however, not even be true that massive public works programmes ‘are useful short-term strategies’. It must surely be the case that if a public works programme is introduced into an area devoid of any other basis for economic activity (as so many, many blighted areas of South Africa are), that the withdrawal of an income source on which a community has come to depend, would be devastating. This, then is the strongest form of dependence of all, and it would take very little time to createrepeated in a many communities, the withdrawal of the security of steady employment is likely to give rise to great resentment, and reasonably so. This is probably the single most important problem to be faced in the proposal for a massive public works programmes. The (at least) 2.6 million people identified above as the potential target group231 will not diminish in number until such time as economic growth can rescue them. In other words, the public work programme will have to be sustained for many years. The sheer magnitude of such a task is 229



The news that this is the preferred way of tackling the problem is discussed in the following chapter under the sub-heading ‘A different philosophy?’ 230 Treasury apparently has laid down a guideline that management costs should not exceed ten per cent of the total budget in (some of?) the poverty alleviation projects. See Budlender, 2002b, p.22. 231 The other four or five million unemployed are assumed here to be able, one way or another, to take care of themselves.



146 dauntingsimply finding projects to tackle, let alone finding the necessary managers232 to run such an undertaking is literally mind-boggling. The question of the efficiency of such expenditure relative, say, to a universal grant whose net cost would be roughly the same,233 must be asked. Certainly, public work programmes are worth implementing. Although some of the projects that have been tackled have earned high praise, too little has been done to date.234 This, in itself, however, is probably an indication of how difficult it is to organise such things. Sober assessment of the potential of these programmes must find that while they can do quite a bit to relieve poverty, they cannot be introduced on a scale large enough to do much more than dent the surface of South Africa’s unemployment problem.



Perverse incentives Suppose that a concern were expressed that social protection policy in South Africa could generate the sorts of perverse incentives to which workfare was the response in the US. Three forms of social security suggest themselves as being most likely to attract attention. They are: • • •



The UIF system Child support grants The basic income grant (BIG),



In essence, we are posing the simple questionwhat perverse incentives exist within the scheme under consideration? As a corollary to this, one would also pose the standard questionwould the money involved be better spent in some other application? Clearly, these questions can readily be addressed without recourse to the tainted concept of ‘workfare’. Turning to the UIF, the first of the benefits open to the possibility of ‘abuse’ of the sort that gave rise to ‘workfare’, we note that the drafters of the new law attempted to exclude voluntary separators from those eligible for benefits. Although this provision was ultimately struck out of the bill as it went through its various draft forms, its presence in the initial drafts was an indication of the seriousness with which the possibility of abuse of the system was viewed. Since hard evidence of abuse of this sort is extremely difficult to obtain, the soundness of the arguments in favour of exclusion cannot be tested. Extremely slack labour market conditions such as those presently obtaining make it unlikely that anything more than a handful of workers would be confident enough of finding work when benefits were exhausted, to take the chance of having a holiday at the expense of the Fund. 232



This is not to say that people with the appropriate skills and experience do not existthey do (see, for example, McCutcheon, 2001). They are, however, not abundant, nor are they a free good. 233 A direct comparison of costs and benefits of grants as opposed to PWPs is not possible. The latter cost a lot more, but (ideally) in return, leave behind some or other infrastructural asset, not to mention the skills imparted during the life of the projects concerned. 234 See Ntsime, 2001. As we point out below, a mere R274 million per annum of the R1.5 billion the state sets asides for poverty alleviation, (itself an amount that is far from adequate to the job at hand) is devoted to ‘Community based public works’ (Budget Review 2001, p.135.
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It might be thought that the introduction of the degressive benefit schedule will lead to abuse. This seems unlikely. Those at the bottom of the income scale receiving relatively high replacement incomes almost certainly have the highest propensity to lose their jobs. They also are first to exhaust their benefit entitlements, and as the formal labour market becomes more skill intensive, the least likely to find new jobs. The new law, with its income replacement rate of 50-55 or so per cent at very low incomes might be thought to be a possible welfare trap. If it is, it will certainly not be one in which any beneficiary will be stuck for any substantial periodbenefits run out after six months, after which time the worker is forced back into the labour market, there to spend up to three years building up credits. At the upper end of the income scale, the benefits are such a small proportion of former income (38 per cent at the threshold, and a flat rate thereafter) as to make benefit abuse unlikely. Rumination on the relative merits of the basic income grant and a child grant whose age limited is raised over some period until all those under 18 years of age are covered, was attempted when we looked above at conditions in workerless households. The burden of the argument there was that the child support grants (alone) were more likely than the basic income grant to induce an increase in the number of children in very poor households. The other possibility that must be considered is that the grants could have perverse incentive effects on willingness-to-work. Let us take a hypothetical household containing eight individuals, three of them children under 18, one adult over 65 in receipt of the state pension, and four working-age adults. They are located in a nonurban area where the male unemployment rate is 50 per cent and the female rate is 60 per cent. Access to land is limited to a small vegetable patch. Suppose that there is a child grant payable of R100 per month up to age 18; a BIG of R100 per adult, and a state pension of R600. Total income of this household would be R1300. Many households in South Africa survive on less, so, clearly, no member of the household would be ‘forced’ to seek work. This situation could be perpetuated when the youngsters move off child benefit and onto the BIG. Clearly, we have a potential case here of the possibility of creating welfare dependency of the sort so deplored in the USA and UK. The extent to which dependency is created and perpetuated will depend importantly on the form that the proposed benefits take. If they are universal, the really dangerous dependency creating mechanism, the welfare trap, is automatically avoided. Receipt of the various grants may have the effect described above, i.e., allow some households to exist at some very low level of consumption without ‘working’. They will not, however, penalise anyone by cutting off their benefits as soon as they begin earning additional income. Attempts to target using means tests, by contrast, apart from the myriad opportunities they introduce for corruption, have built into them a welfare trap at whatever level is nominated as cut-off point. Under present conditions in South Africa, the capacity to administer a policy in terms of which a progressive surrender of benefits took place as income rose (to ease the ‘pain’), simply does not exist. Advanced capitalist economies with sophisticated civil services would struggle to run such a schemedoing so in South Africa would not be possible.



148 Leaving aside the question of the shape a grant system should take, one policy question would be thisif the intention is to lift everybody in South Africa above the poverty line, what combination of measures will achieve that goal for households like our hypothetical example above? Clearly, after receipt of the grants they are still well below the poverty line. They are also at risk in the short- to medium-term of falling even further below it because of the dependence for almost half of household income on the state pension. If the members of the household are credited with being able to make rational calculations, one would have thought that the incentive structure was one that impelled at least some members of the household in the direction of the labour marketpossibly the youngsters, who are likely to be better educated. Weighing up the alternatives against institutional capacity to deliver does not offer much hope in the immediate future. Public work programmes have a perfectly respectable place in the government’s armoury of tools to deploy against unemployment, even if the jobs they create are usually only short-term (Meager and Evans, 1998, p.11; McCord, 2002). They are an obvious short-term policy measure. The rough calculations performed above suggest that it is highly unlikely that such programmes could create jobs on a scale sufficient to absorb all of those willing to work. If that is so, then the question of what to do about the unemployed poor remains unanswered. If BIG is introduced and comes to be seen as an entitlement, will it be possible (or necessary) to remove in the future? Could BIG be used in combination with public works programmes, and be allowed to fall in value over time as a way of phasing it out? These questions need to be addressed, sensitively and honestlyinvoking the concept of workfare, with its oppressive, moralistic (and racist) overtones is not necessary.
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6. Policy to deal with poverty, inequality and unemployment As with all policy making, designing policy to deal with poverty, inequality and unemployment entails making choices between competing measures. This chapter seeks to show how government views some of these measures, and hence, how it sets about formulating policy to deal with these problems. The aim is not so much to look at specific programmes (although some of these are peeped at), but rather to consider the broad approach to them. Two approaches may be distinguished, one being described as poverty alleviation (by means of direct measures like social grants), the other as poverty reduction (by means of indirect methods such as the stimulation of income-generating activities). Official pronouncements give only an implicit indication of the relative weights accorded each of them. That choices have been made is obviousindeed, such choices are unavoidable. On what basis the choices are made is, however, far from obviousexplaining them satisfactorily is possible only if one has privileged access to those in the know. In a perfect world, these choices would represent the wishes of the ‘people’. The world being far from perfect, actual policies are an amalgam of these ‘wishes’, and an imposition of those of the elite. Although the ANC sets great store by democratic participation, the outcomes of attempts to secure it do not incline one to believe that their efforts are entirely successfulit is difficult to accept that the view on welfare policy emerging from the party’s September (2002) Policy Conference represents the informed choice of the poor. But more of that anonthis chapter is nothing else if not a lengthy argument in support of this claim. Given that policy design precedes policy implementation, the logical way of analysing policy would seem be to start with an examination of the design process, 235 and to move from there to implementation. Instead of following this route, we approach the subject in a more roundabout fashion. The approach has been shaped by the way in which the research into the topic proceededone important determinant of the shape of the chapter being the availability of information. When writing on it commenced (about July 2001), the sources of information on policy consulted, were a puddle of public statements; responses to reports prepared on various aspects of the topics; ministerial speeches, and the all-important annual Budget Review.236 In recent times, however (August 2002), the background papers for the ANC’s upcoming 51st national conference were published. These papers, and the conference draft resolutions make possible a more direct engagement with the form that policy, to be debated at the conference in December, may take. Apart from a short introduction, the chapter contains three sections. The first two of them attempt to distil out of the aforementioned puddle, the official view on poverty and inequality, on the one hand, and the dominant237 official position unemployment, on the other. Having done that, government’s interim response238 to the Taylor Committee Report, is used as a springboard into a more detailed analysis of the 235



Here, the primary sources would be the White Paper on Social Welfare (and its antecedent drafts), whatever proceedings of the ANC’s 50th National Conference, held in 1997, are available, and the documents and published records of discussion at the party’s September 2002 Policy Conference. 236 It did not occur to me, when I started work on this chapter to consult the proceedings of the 1997 Conference. 237 There could well be competing views in government. 238 At this stage, the ‘response’ consists mainly of remarks reported in the press.



150 ANC’s ‘philosophy’239 for dealing with the interlinked problems of poverty, inequality and unemployment. In performing this analysis, extensive use is made of the background papers referred to above. Two in particular stand out as being worthy of attentionthe paper on ‘Economic transformation’ and that on ‘Social transformation’. Before commencing our analysis of the South African welfare system, existing and proposed, we need to make two small digressions. These enable us to build (interrogate, rather) some of the concepts necessary to undertake the analysis. The first deals with the concept of ‘welfare dependence’, a notion that makes its appearance in strongly assertive terms in numerous government statements. Critical scrutiny of the nature of ‘dependence’ is vital if there is to be any hope of demonstrating that government is mistaken in invoking this ancient conservative defence against the need to address income poverty by direct means. The other digression presents a typology of the stances taken by participants in the debate over the form of social security systems. This was developed by Ravi Kanbur (2001) in an effort to discover how real the differences were between the opposing sides in the debate. It has several uses, not least of them, that of reminding us that the problems faced by those struggling for greater ‘generosity’ in the social security system in South Africa are by no means unique to this country. While it may not make any easier, the job of persuading Treasury to loosen the purse strings, it is something of a relief to see the similarities between the power relations that characterise the South African state and those in other countries. Having completed these digressions, we commence the analysis by unpacking a lengthy paper presented in 1998 by the former Minister of Welfare.240 This lays out the way, inter alia, in which the ANC, both as designer, and as implementer of policy, views social grants. There is a continuity between the views expressed then, and those currently being debated, that might seem laudable to someamong the poor it is likely to be viewed less charitably. That task completed, we devote a few paragraphs to an overview of budgetary allocations to the tasks of poverty alleviation and poverty reduction, before turning to a discussion of what might be called the Treasury view of unemployment. Having seen how little concerned the Treasury appears to be with unemployment, we plunge into an examination of two sets of documentsthe preliminary responses of government to the report of the Taylor Committee; the papers produced for the ANC’s September 2002 Policy Conference, and the draft resolutions flowing from that conference.



Introduction As so many commentators have observed, alongside of the AIDS pandemic (and related to it), poverty, inequality and unemployment are the most daunting challenges facing the South African government. To begin dealing with the poverty part of that dreaded triad, the Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security in South 239



Switching attention from the ANC in government (the ‘implementing agency’) to the ANC in conference is necessary because it is the latter that functions as the ‘policy centre’. 240 The ministry is now known, of course, as that of Social Development. The change of name, as we shall see below, is more than merely cosmetic.



151 Africa (the Taylor Committee) recommended that a basic income grant (BIG) be introduced. The primary purpose of the BIG, as the Committee understood it, was to address the problem of destitution in South Africa, consequent largely upon mass unemployment. Although it was argued that it would have developmental effects, the BIG was not seen as being able to eradicate povertythe poverty gap is simply too large to make politically feasible, the redistribution through the fiscus required each year to do so. The BIG can eradicate most destitution, and lift as well, some substantial number out of poverty. As has been suggested at the beginning of this study, though (and as is confirmed in the next chapter), BIG is what one does until the doctor (rapid, job creating economic growth) arrives and rescues every poor person that it can from the clutches of poverty. The latter will not happen for a long time. Cabinet’s reception of the Taylor Committee’s recommendation has been lukewarm. As its chief spokesperson has pointed out, the Cabinet’s “philosophical approach is different” (Sunday Times (July 28 2002). One aim of this chapter is to try to understand why such a position should be taken. The exploration of government’s plans and policies for dealing with poverty, inequality and unemployment conducted in this chapter, makes it possible to speculate on the ways by which these plans and policies could have come to assume the forms that they do. Behind any government, of course, is a political party. Parties with democratic traditions and leanings usually construct a policy platform in some form of congress. In the case of the ANC, this happens at a national conference, in recent times, held quinquennially. The last such event was in 1997; another is due to take place in December this year. As we shall see when we examine some of the documents prepared for the recent policy conference (September 2002) held to formulate views to be taken forward to the national conference, the manner in which the wishes of the ‘people’ get translated into policy is as complex as texts on the matter proclaim it to be. The party itself (see below) refers to the dialectical relationships between, on the one hand, the “policy centre”the ANC in conference, and the “implementing agency, the ANC in government”, and the “relationship between the ANC in government, and the mass based liberation movement that we continue to lead” on the other. Assuming the wishes of the people to be clearly known and articulated, that leaves (at least) three areas in the translation of these wishes into policies in which ‘slippage’ may occur (crudely, from the people to the party in conference, and thence to the party in government, and then, since government is not monolithic, within government itself). The ‘wishes’ of the people, of course, are neither completely known, nor unanimousthe ANC prides itself on being ‘broad church’, a generous, but problematic stance, as the fractious relationships among the alliance partners repeatedly demonstrates. Doing justice to as difficult a question as that posed here (what are the ANC’s policies on poverty, unemployment and inequality, and how are they arrived at?) is a tall orderthe present chapter can do little more than scratch the surface. The irritation caused by others who have scratched at this surface, finding signs of a neoliberal core beneath, has caused the party to react strongly, accusing its accusers (perceived as an “unholy alliance” of “ultra-leftists” and “domestic and international forces reaction”) of seeking nothing less than the “defeat of our government”. The article (by the ANC’s Policy Education Unit) from which comes this extraordinary claim, ends with the ringing declaration that:
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“The ANC and the masses of our people, who are battle-hardened in the struggle to defend their movement, will defeat this unholy alliance. They will also defeat all attempts to impose a neo-liberal programme on our country.” (Mail&Guardian October 11 to 17 2002, pp.20-21) Dear me! Politicians often speak in such an overblown manner (this one has a dusty Muscovite air about it). The over-reaction in this case, however, is almost certainly a sign that the critics (gadflies?) have bitten into a highly sensitive spot. This chapter will show that despite a great deal of talk about ‘people-centred’ development, the ANC’s view (in ‘conference’ and in ‘government’) of welfare, is, if not wholly conservative (neo-liberal?), then at least highly so in some of its essentials. Far from seeking the “defeat of our government” in consequence, this chapter makes the mild recommendation that the party ease up on silly talk such as that above, and apply its mind more diligently to the policy mix for addressing poverty, inequality and unemployment. As is argued below in Chapter 7, the economy cannot grow fast enough to solve the problem of destitution (let alone poverty) in an acceptable period of time. That being the case, the arguments of those suggesting policy alternatives that will address destitution, and in a sustainable manner, deserve a more generous hearing. Attention was drawn above to three areas of the democratic process in which slippage may occur. One of them, that between the “the ANC in government, and the mass based liberation movement” is so difficult to penetrate that we will (reluctantly) not devote too much of our time to it here. Instead of an analysis of that process, all that is offered is a reference to catalogue given in a speech by the Deputy President, of the meetings and consultations that preceded the September Policy Conference. From its attempts to do so, it is clear that the ANC would like to move politics among the masses from mere representation, to active participation. Without, however, having privileged access to details of the way in which agendas were set, debates conducted, mandates were given, at the many meetings and consultations prior to the September Policy Conference, one is reduced to speculation about the likelihood that the outcomes do represent the wishes of the people. Such speculations, if critical of the public position taken by the Policy Conference, will undoubtedly prove offensive to the party. They will, therefore, be kept to an absolute minimum. Political science practitioners will, no doubt, have delved into these matterseconomists do not normally venture into it. Several questions present themselves as being of immediate interestthe nature, and activities of the ANC’s Policy Education Unit being a case in point.241 There has not been time to consult the literature, so, as far as the dialectical relationships referred to above are concerned, we will confine ourselves to those between the ‘party in conference’ (policy design), and the ‘party in government’ (policy implementation). Here, we are on slightly surer groundthe proceedings of the ANC’s national conferences are accessible. Government policy statements and the records of attainments and failures are a matter of public record. It is primarily on these resources that we will rely.
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The tenor alone of pronouncement of the Policy Education Unit referred to above is so interesting that the Unit must surely have attracted the attention of the research community.



153 Some energy was devoted, in Chapters 4 and 5, to the question of the ideology of social security, and to the different and changing forms social security systems take in different countries at different times. Although attempting to pigeonhole a country’s system by attachment of a neat label is problematic, it is usually possible to discern enough of the outline of the system to fit it into one or other of the broad categories outlined in Chapters 4 and 5. There will be regional peculiarities, but they are unlikely to be so great as to make rough classification impossible. In summary form, the view of the South African system that emerges from the analysis below is one of almost Victorian parsimony in the provision of cash benefits to the ‘able-bodied poor’, coupled with a sincere desire to create for them an enabling environment in which they can gain or regain their dignity by honest toil. There are similarities between this kind of thinking and that of the proponents of ‘workfare’ or ‘welfare-towork’ in some of the advanced economies. Given the impossibility of emulating these models in South Africa, our government, it would appear, must rest content with second best, namely, minimal social grants coupled with public work programmes (PWPs), until such time as the myriad supply-side measures begin to bear fruit. Although desirable for a variety of reasons, not least of them, the provision of vital social infrastructure, PWPs are the latter-day equivalent of the workhouse. Of course, PWPs are now much more civilized and humane, but their central organising principle, that of ‘less eligibility’, must remain, as must the element of compulsion implicit in a choice between starvation and PWPs. The morbid fear that social grants will ‘create dependency’ removes from the policy-making sphere, the only instrument that could soften this compulsion. Clearly, ‘dependency’ cries out for critical scrutinyso let us go to it.



Digression (i): On the nature of dependency As we shall see below, the South African government takes the view that social grants should be made only to those who are unable to take care of themselves. In earlier times, this distinction would have been described as that between the ‘deserving’ and the ‘undeserving’ poor. Nowadays, it is not usually articulated in such crass termsbut rather as Thatcher put it, as one between: “… ‘those who had genuinely fallen into difficulties and needed some support till they could get out of them’ and ‘those who had simply lost the will or the habit for work and self-improvement’ ” (Cited in Schmidt, 2000, pp.239-240) This way of conceptualizing the problem provides a recipe for dealing with the ablebodied poor (who rapidly become the undeserving poor when they fail to accept what the system provides), and simultaneously, a justification for cutting back on state ‘generosity’. One of the more influential disseminators of such views is the Institute of Economic Affairs in London. Here is a passage from one of their pamphlets, purporting to explain social exclusion. The dependency that social grants allegedly creates, plays (for conservatives), a central role in the process: “… if too many people look to the government for the means of life, then this dependency has harmful effects which accumulate over time. The initial harm results from people organising their affairs so that they qualify for benefit. Having crossed the boundary between independent self-support and reliance on



154 the work of others, individuals neglect friendships or relationships with people who could provide a helping hand in a spirit of mutual respect. Because their selfrespect diminishes, they often become more shameless in their determination to live at the expense of others. They also fail to join organisations like churches or voluntary associations, where they would meet people who would gladly provide temporary restorative help. As a further consequence, they acquire fewer skills of co-operating with others, and face fewer challenges. In turn, they have fewer opportunities to strengthen their characters by overcoming adversity. As a result, they are prone to manipulation by politicians, some of whom are only too willing to ‘buy’ their votes with promises of ‘more’. Politicians whose model of society is one of leaders and led are very happy to preserve in being a section of the population that will trade its votes for cash rewards.” (Cited in Byrne, 1999, p.27)242 To challenge this uncritical notion of dependency, we need to return to first principles, to the broad concept of economic welfare. In modern economies, this originates mainly from five sources: • • • • •



Income from employment, either self-employment or employment by others Past savings or accumulated wealth Private transfers Social assistance and social insurance Relief work on government projects (public work programmes)



Income from jobs, preferably good ones, is the most important source of welfare. Savings or accumulated wealth are of interest here only insofar as those of conservative disposition discover the rationale for social insurance in people’s ‘myopia’, i.e., in their lack of savings to tide them over periods of zero income (Hamermesh, 1992, p.3). In the South African context, the notion is grotesquely inappropriate. Private transfers vary greatly in importance from country to country. Their magnitude is related to the extent and ‘generosity’ of the country’s official social security system, although other factors, such as religious affiliation are also important. Although much applauded by institutions like the World Bank as evidence of self-reliance and social cohesion, private transfers are problematic. Voluntary (charitable) giving is admirablebeing obliged to support those who, because of 242



Corresponding to this is a view of unemployment which sees it either as choice or a rational response to perverse incentives. The story goes like this: “Unemployment as choice places the emphasis on the individual. The unemployed can find a way into work by demonstrating a willingness to accept lower wages, less attractive working conditions, longer journeys to work or by transferring to other occupations, industries and locations. Insufficient flexibility results in unemployment ‘by choice’. The [neo-liberal] counter-revolution represents the relationship between employer and employee as remarkably shallow. The loss of security for an individual, the loss of a way of life for a community are depoliticised and described in a way that minimises their consequences. Unemployment is seen as a voluntary choice or as the result of government policies that provide incentives for workers to remain unemployed.” (Cited in Byrne, 1999, p.18) For conservatives, ‘carrots’ alone cannot begin to address problems of this sorta substantial ‘stick’ is also required. The policy reforms undertaken by the Reagan and Thatcher administrations, and ‘perfected’ by the two outstanding proponents of the ‘Third Way’, Clinton and Blair, were the answer.



155 conditions in the economy, and because of the absence of state provision, cannot support themselves, amounts to being taxed at a punitively high marginal rate. Official social welfare may take the form of social grants, unrequited transfers that enable the (deserving) poor to survive, or of social insurance. Generally speaking, as a means of maintaining income levels (say, to deal with the contingency of unemployment), the latter is intended to provide short-term cover. Finally, welfare also originates in income received from employment on ‘relief work’, public work programmes (PWPs). Recipients of transfers depend either wholly, or in part, on donors. In the absence of job-creating economic growth, those employed in PWPs depend on the state for continued employment. A hallmark of the last three forms of welfare is thus that they all create (or reinforce) dependency.243 For policy purposes, the critical question is thus, what will the dependency effects be? Private transfers and PWPs have certain advantages over social grants. Those making private transfers can monitor the conduct of the recipients, while wages in PWPs can be (are usually) pitched at such a level as will attract only the truly needy (the rule of less eligibility). Because PWPs involve an exchange (income for work) they are alleged (possibly with good cause) to be less demoralising than unrequited transfers, from whatever source. Social grants, by contrast, may easily end up in the (ungrateful) hands of those who do not ‘deserve’ them. To prevent this, unrequited public transfers need a mechanism for recurrent identification of the target population. Providing it is difficult. Since all sources of welfare except gainful employment have dependency effects, policy choice, if it is to be based on evidence rather than on prejudice (often masquerading as ‘values’), entails the empirical analysis of these effects. The debate on the displacement of private social security by public (and the World Bank’s view of this as negative) was considered at some length in Chapter 4. The difficulties of estimating the extent of ‘displacement’ are legion. In any case, as far as the poorest are concerned, the question is largely academicit is worth reproducing the general conclusion the Bank drew with regard to them: “Extreme poverty deprives people of almost all means of managing risk by themselves. With few or no assets, self-insurance is impossible. With poor health and bad nutrition, working more or sending more household members to work is difficult. And with high default rates, group insurance mechanisms are often closed off.” (World Bank, 2001, p.155) There can be no question but that the assurance of a regular income in the form of a social grant from the state, will reduce the private transfers to the poorest that probably come from the poor. If the expenditure levels disclosed in Chapter 3 are anything to go by, the poorest will still be better off afterwards (so too, of course, will be the poor, and other providers of personal charity). The nature of the dependency relation will have changed from one of chronic insecurity attendant upon personal 243



Workers ‘depend’ for their welfare on continuing employment, as do employers on their workers, and as do small business operators on the success of their enterprises, but this ‘inter-dependence’ is of a different, and quite acceptable kind.



156 obligation, to one of dependence upon an impersonal state for secure provision, albeit at a low level. Unrequited social grants not subject to a means test have the highly desirable feature of not giving rise to a welfare trap. The proposed value of the basic income grant of R100 per month is necessarily arbitrarytry as one might, the figure cannot be attached to any of the usual measures of poverty. That said, it has to be conceded, even by its most vigorous opponents, that a sum so small can hardly damage the incentive to search for workif anything, it will, as its proponents argue, form a basis of security upon which the risk-taking implicit in job search for those living at bare subsistence levels. To assert that a grant of R100 will give rise to widespread dependence is to fly in the face of all reason. Without doubt, there will be some households that will pool their grants and rest content with the low level of consumption that this will permit. Grants might permit (encourage) those in the worst employment conditions (e.g. domestic workers being paid R200 per month) to withdraw from the labour market. Whether or not this is to be regarded as negative or positive is a matter for debate. No-one, however, who has observed the efforts of the poor to scratch a living out of some enterprise that requires endless hours of toil will believe that R100 per month will put an end to the aspirations of most of them for self-improvement. What cannot be called into question is the welfare improvement in, for example, workerless households, among whom the slightest risk (e.g., job search requiring some expenditure) threatens an already precarious existence. Their menu of choices could be considerably expanded by the existence of a secure income source, be it ever so small.244 The likelihood that the ‘massive’ public work programmes (PWPs) currently mooted as an alternative to social grants would create even greater dependency than would social grants was canvassed at some length in Chapter 5 (under the heading ‘Workfare as public work programmes). There is no need to repeat the arguments. PWPs are desirable, in and of themselves. Their drawbacks must, however, be acknowledgednot will they create dependency, they also cannot solve the poverty problem. To sum up, dependency is an empirical matterchanging the mix of, or introducing different, welfare measures will change the degree and nature of dependency relationships. Decisions about social grants and social welfare provisions like public work programmes that fail to take this into account, are of dubious validity. It is necessary to be on guard against those who prejudge the issue.



Digression (ii): Dead in the short-run? In the paper by Ms Fraser-Moleketi referred to above, and to which we shall shortly turn, reference is made to the Malaysian experience to highlight “two vital issues”:
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There may well be other perverse incentivesgrants could, for example, it was argued in Chapter 3, constitute an incentive for poor households to have more children. This effect is likely to be slight.



157 “The first is that growth is a necessary condition for the redistribution and economic empowerment that is required for the reduction of poverty and inequality.” The second is that: “poverty eradication and inequality reduction takes time.” (Fraser-Moleketi, 1998, p.17) The first of these two statements is provocativehow much growth is required to make redistribution possible is a matter of dispute. If the calculations on which Chapter 7 is based are correct, it would seem that redistribution is possible with very modest growth. But more of that anon. As far as the second of these statements is concerned, we get a glimpse of just how much time poverty eradication might take when we look in Chapter 7 below at the McGrath and Whiteford ‘crossover period’ estimates. Of interest at this point in the argument, however, is the apparent resignation with which reference is made to the (long) time required to eradicate povertyit points to one of the major areas of disagreement between the two groups locked in combat over the shape of economic and social policy. These are loosely identified in a recent paper by Kanbur as: “One group, call them Group A, could be labeled “Finance Ministry”. In this group would obviously be some who worked in finance ministries in the North, and in the South. It would also include many economic analysts, economic policy managers and operational managers in the IFI’s [international financial institutions] and the Regional Multilateral Banks. A key constituent would be the financial press, particularly in the North, but also in the South. Finally, one would include many, though not all, academic economists trained in the Anglo-Saxon tradition. Another group, call them Group B, could be labeled “Civil Society”. This group would include analysts and advocates in the full range of advocacy and operational NGO’s. There would also be people who worked in some of the UN specialized agencies, in aid ministries in the North and social sector ministries in the South. Amongst academics, non-economists would tend to fall into this group.” (Kanbur, 2001, p.3) Warning against too easy an acceptance of the classification as a portrayal of a complex reality (the groups may possibly best be described as ‘tendencies’), Kanbur approaches the disagreements between them through an examination of their respective views on poverty reduction. The Group A types, he argues: “… are those who tend to believe that the cause of poverty reduction is best served by more rapid adjustment to fiscal imbalances, rapid adjustment to lower inflation and external deficits and the use of high interest rates to achieve these ends, internal and external financial sector liberalization, deregulation of capital controls, deep and rapid privatization of state owned enterprises and, perhaps the strongest unifying factor in this grouprapid and major opening up of an economy to trade and foreign direct investment. On each of these issues, group B types tend to lean the other way.” (Kanbur, 2001, pp.3-4)



158 Narrowing the major areas of disagreement between groups A and B to just three, Aggregation, Time Horizon and Market Structure, Kanbur is careful to point to the extensive agreement achieved over the past two decades or soboth groups having moved over time. One example from each category of disagreement will serve to illustrate why communication between the groups breaks down. Under the heading of Aggregation, if one uses one of the preferred Group A poverty reduction measures, the percentage of the population below some poverty line, then a decline is heralded as proof of policy success. But if, as Kanbur reports as having occurred in Ghana, the rate of poverty reduction is only half that of population growth, the observation by Group B types that there were more poor than ever before would not be inappropriate. Similarly, there is a tendency of Group A types to think of markets as reasonably competitive, whereas the Group B’s, closer to the ground, experience more directly the power of the big corporation, the local loan shark or rack rentier. On the question of time horizons, the issue that sparked this digression, Kanbur characterises the Group A “medium term” position as the instinctive time horizon applied when thinking about the results of policy. The Group B’s, he points out, have concerns that are: “… both more short term and more long term. Those who work with the daily reality of poor people’s lives, are extremely concerned, like the poor themselves, about short term consequences of economic policy which can drive a family into starvation, to sell its assets at fire sale prices, or pull its children out of school. For them it is no use to be told that over a five to ten year horizon things will pick up again. In fact, it is not even good enough to be told that in the medium term things will be better than they would have been without the shock of this policy change because without the policy change things were in decline anyway. All this is true, but short run survival trumps medium run benefits every time, if the family is actually on the edge of survival. As Keynes might have said, in the short run they could all be dead.” (Kanbur, 2001, pp.9-10). Not giving sufficient weight to the Group B perspective in South Africa, it is contended, has imparted a bias towards policies designed to reduce povertypolicies whose results are mostly felt in the medium term, as opposed to policies designed to alleviate the worst effects of poverty in the short term.245 The 51st National Conference of the ANC to be held in December will reveal whether this bias is to be sustained or not. Despite the failure of the ANC’s September Policy Conference to debate the merits or otherwise of a basic income grant, the draft resolution formulated for dealing with unemployment and at the conference suggests that public support for the BIG, in the face of government’s failure to make significant inroads into the poverty, may have loosened, ever so slightly, the tight-fisted control of the Treasury over the resources required to alleviate poverty’s worst ravages. There is, however, no promise of a BIG, instead, the talk instead (without specifying what is meant by it) is of a ‘comprehensive social security system’.246 It may thus be wise not to read too 245 This claim is defended at below in a brief review of government’s expenditure on poverty alleviation measures. 246 The relevant resolutions read as follows: “To ensure that government at all levels embarks on a programme combining short term measures aimed at providing a degree of immediate relief with longer term interventions aimed at sustainable job creation and alternative income earning opportunities;



159 much into thisit is noteworthy that while the Conference saw fit to specify a target for a reduction in unemploymentthe rate is to be brought down to 20 per cent by 2014 (the end year of the second decade of freedom)no goal was set for poverty reduction (Resolutions, 2002, p.41). Time will tell.



Former Minister Fraser-Moleketi & the Poverty and Inequality Report One of the more explicit statements on poverty and inequality is to be found in a paper by former Minister of Welfare and Population Development, Ms Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, giving Government’s response to a report called Poverty and Inequality in South Africa [PIR] (May et al, 1998). The report was prepared for the Office of the Executive Deputy President and the Inter-Ministerial Committee for Poverty and Inequality in 1998. Government’s response (let us refer to it henceforth as the ‘Response’) to the paper is both warmly commendatory and critical. The areas in which it is most critical are precisely those with which this study is concerned. In the first instance, the Response notes that the PIR is weak on inequality, but strong on poverty, albeit with the quite dated information used (pp.1-2). In this regard, the Response notes that: “… much work still needs to be done to develop the appropriate poverty measurement tools by Government.” (Fraser-Moleketi, 1998, p.2) More will be said below on this matter. The Response was critical of the PIR’s failure (this was said not to be a criticism of the PIR’s authors) to reflect Government’s many achievements. Since the argument in this study is even more critical of Government than the PIR was, let it be placed on record that the criticisms made are done so in full awareness of the tremendous range of initiatives undertaken by Government. That should not, however, be allowed to distract attention from the fact that Government has not taken adequate account of the impact of a structural adjustment programme like GEAR on the poorest of the poor (the bottom two or three deciles in the income distribution). The Response’s third criticism was of the PIR’s failure to provide a strategic vision. This was said to be: “… particularly evident in what is probably the most pressing challenge facing us, namely employment creation.” (p.2) A little further on the Response observes that: “It is conceded in the concluding paragraphs of the chapter [in the PIR] that an employment strategy is indeed not developed. In the view of government this is a serious omission – at the very least the PIR should have provided a framework for developing the most viable strategy for the country at this point in time.



To support the phased implementation of a comprehensive social security system; which will be implemented alongside job creation initiatives;” (Draft Resolutions, 2002, p.23)



160 In summary, the report is not strong on how to tackle the unemployment crisis. This may be the responsibility of specific departments, and particularly the Department of Labour in the run-up to the Job Summit, but a concise set of pointers should have emerged from the report itself.” (pp.4-5) A similar criticism could be made of this study. The position taken here (and argued at greater length in Chapter 5 above) is that although social security policy and employment policy have for many years been linked in the advanced industrialised economies, the preconditions for such a linkage are not met in South Africa. That being so, it is appropriate to treat separately, the problems of income support for the unemployed (and the poor), on the one hand, and job creation policies, on the other. Although the focus in this study is primarily on the former, the importance of job creation is hard to overstate; every initiative to further this objective (as long as it gets somewhere near to being cost effective) is worthy of support. This, however, is not the place to solve the employment creation problem. Clearly, ‘getting the macroeconomic fundamentals right’ is necessary, but not sufficient. Solving the problem requires (inter alia) arriving at a set of compromises between labour and capital that persuades the capitalist class to undertake investment that leads to job creation. Precisely how a fractious and fickle power grouping is to be mollified in an age of increasing global mobility without giving grave offence to an important political ally, the organised working class, is far from obvious. The Response gives an outline of “The Government’s Anti-Poverty Programme”. It has five elements: a) b) c) d) e)



macroeconomic stability; meeting basic needs; providing social safety nets; human resource development; and job creation. (p.12)



Under heading a), a defence of GEAR is offered. This bolsters the Response’s earlier rejection (p.3) of the PIR’s criticisms of GEAR (although the Response does concede on that page that “employment creation remains a problem”). In b) the Response highlights government’s achievements and plans under four sub-headings; Basic Education and Health; Water and Sanitation; Housing, and Basic Services for Municipalities (pp.13-14). While these forms of indirect social security are of great importance, and while Government’s achievements (and plans) in this regard are commendable, it is appropriate to ask what success these measures have enjoyed in reaching out to the poorest of the poor? Sub-heading c) rightly celebrates Government’s achievements in this field, ending the short commentary with the following observation: “Government is emphasising the social and economic programmes, together with the provision of social security as a safety net. Government believes that such a policy would contribute in a more effective way to social and economic stability and also express the government’s constitutional commitment to social and human development. To limit welfare provision to social security safety nets is not a sustainable option.” (p.15)
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As everybody knows, the existing ‘social safety net’ has huge gaps in it—the burden of the analysis offered in this study is that patching those holes has assumed an even greater importance than it had at the time the Minister penned the Response. Sub-section d) dealing with human resource development is important, but has few short-term implications for unemployment. It is sub-section e) that demands our close attention. Worth reproducing in full, it goes like this: “As stated earlier, job creation is the most urgent challenge facing government, business, labour and other civil society formations. The government has noted with great concern that the employment targets contained in the GEAR document have not been reached and are unlikely to be reached unless a proactive employment strategy is developed by government and its social partners, namely business and labour. It is with this objective in mind that the Government has announced the Presidential Job Summit to be held later this year. The government, on its part, is approaching the summit with the singular (sic) purpose of ensuring that feasible goals are set to substantially increase employment in the short- and medium terms. It is generally accepted that government will not be and should not be the major source of employment – this is surely the role of the business sector. However, government has been making an important contribution to creating an enabling environment for the creation of jobs. Foremost among these policies is that [of] ensuring macroeconomic stability and thus providing a stimulus for increased investment. Also, the government has committed itself to restructuring the public service – this may help to reduce its overall consumption expenditure, generate savings and reduce its overall borrowing requirement on an annual basis, thus helping to “crowd in” private investment.” (pp.15-16) In today’s economic climate (the end of history?), it is difficult to take issue with the sentiment expressed in the first sentence of the second paragraph above. But the shy interrogative lurking in the phrase that follows the claim about its not being government’s job to create jobs (“this is surely the role of the business sector”) points directly at one of the central problems of capitalist economies. The answer to the question is that, yes, it is the ‘role’ of the business sector to create jobs. The primary purpose of business, however, as their more forthcoming spokespersons frequently remind us, is to make profits. As far as business is concerned, if human labour is required for this purpose, so be it. If a machine can be found to do the work at a competitive rate, so be it. If competition dictates that downsizing is necessary for survival, so be it. If a higher return on capital is to be had in some other part of the world, so be that as well. In crisis situations, the representative organs of the business community can be induced to sit around a table to dream up ways of creating jobsthis is part of what happened at the Job Summit later that year.247 As is well known, until such time as a climate exists in which business thinks it can make sufficient profit, it will not undertake the investment that generates new jobs. Government itself has recognised and acted upon the knowledge that the focus of 247



Ms Fraser-Moleketi’s paper was delivered at a conference on 12 June 1998; the Job Summit Declaration is dated 30th October 1998.



162 policy analysis must be on the conditions required to stimulate investment.248 If the pre-conditions laid down by business for that investment are not met (and government has the unenviable task of securing the compromises or accommodations between the various social actors affected one way or another by these demands), investment in the desired quantities will simply not be forthcoming. Getting back to the Response, it moves after the discussion above on job creation to a laudatory evaluation of South Africa’s Community Based Public Works Programmes. It then spends a little time on policy development and implementation, explaining lags in the former, and ending with this statement: “Now that policy development has reached a relatively high level, the government commits itself to ensuring that such policies can be implemented as speedily and as effectively as is possible.” (p.17) The Response ends with a joust between redistribution and empowerment. It too, is worth reproducing in full. It consists of three paragraphsthey are presented below, interspersed with commentary: “An important component of the government’s anti-poverty programme has involved the redistribution of resources towards the poor.249 However, the notion of redistribution implies that the poor are passive recipients of financial and other aid. This government wishes to go beyond such redistribution. In the final analysis the goal of government is not only to reduce poverty and inequality but to do so in a way that economically empowers250 the historically disadvantaged – women, the disabled, the unemployed and the poor – so that they can take charge of their lives and function as productive South Africans.”251 (p.17) Even if the sentiments informing government’s goal were impeccable—the implicit estimation of its (or any government’s) ability to achieve its proclaimed end is not. While the goal of enabling people to generate sustainable (and sustaining) incomes is laudable, the same cannot be said of the narrow interpretation in the passage above of ‘the notion of redistribution’. The use of the word ‘passive’ implies a fear of ‘welfare dependency’ (as an unintended outcome of an extensive grant system). Dependency is a real phenomenon, especially in countries wealthy enough to be able to afford to 248



The study of the determinants of (and obstacles to) investment in South Africa directed by Stephen Gelb for government is one of the major initiatives in this field. 249 This sentence is interestingredistribution is said to be ‘towards’ the poor, not ‘to’ the poor. This probably reflects the reality quite accuratelyfor a variety of reasons, the poorest of the poor, it seems, may often not be able to obtain their rightful share of these redistributed resources. 250 Some significant part of the task of providing institutional backup to the attempts to ‘empower’ rests with civil society organisations (CSOs), non-profit organisations (NPOs), and non-governmental organisations (NGOs)terms used interchangeably by Motala and Husy to denote what is sometimes referred to as the ‘voluntary sector’ (2001, p.72). Opinions on the efficacy of these institutions are dividedabout some of them, Motala and Husy (2001) are decidedly upbeat (after, all, the title of their paper is “NGOs do it better”). Kraak (2001) and von Broembsen (2001a), by contrast, are much more pessimistic, the latter especially so about NPOs operating in the general field of labour market empowerment. 251 This aspiration echoes the vision of ‘National Developmental Social Welfare’ spelled out at the head of Chapter 2 of the Social Welfare White Paper, namely that of “A welfare system which facilitates the development of human capacity and self-reliance within a caring and enabling socioeconomic environment.” (1997, p.15)



163 provide benefits at a level high enough to induce such dependency, so it is certainly not inappropriate to express concern about the possibility that it may arise. It is, however, possible to take the fear of dependency to such extremes as to rule out the possibility that transfers themselves may be empowering. In the digression above on dependency, it was argued that the likelihood of social grants (redistribution to ‘passive recipients) causing ‘dependency’ in South Africa to increase in ways that are socially disadvantageous, is slight. Fraser-Moleketi’s eloquent plea for empowerment of the historically disadvantaged et al gives no reason to revise this judgement. The analysis in this study suggests precisely the giving of grants to the poor, which, in the former minister’s words, would make them ‘passive recipients of financial … aid’. The grounds for proposing such grants are that are no sensible alternative ways of closing the gap in South Africa’s social security system through which so many of the unemployed fall. By now, it should be obvious to all that apartheid’s devastation is so severe that ‘empowering the historically disadvantaged’ is going to take decades, not years. The income poverty that many of them suffer cannot be addressed by indirect methods aimed at addressing asset poverty. The analysis in Chapter 2 suggests that there may be at least two million among the intended beneficiaries of the programme of empowerment who are likely to prove extremely difficult to insert gainfully into the labour market, the major site of empowerment. In the meanwhile, they and their dependants languish in poverty so deep that it threatens the social fabric. There are limits to what ‘informal’ employment can do to rescue them. Although the matter may not have enjoyed the extensive debate in South Africa that is its due, even the most cursory reading of the public finance literature would make it clear that striking the correct balance between direct measures to relieve poverty (social assistance grants), as opposed to indirect (measures to empower), is difficult. If the statistics on unemployment (and poorly-paid work) can teach us anything, it is that for the foreseeable future, much greater attention will have to be paid to direct measures. Apart from enabling the chronically poor to consume at something better than starvation level, the redistribution this entails will buy the time required to arrive at a better understanding of the problems of employment creation. At present, however, it does not seem unreasonable to conclude that while reducing inequality may be a priority of the South African government―reducing it by (social security) transfers, is apparently much less so. Returning to Fraser-Moleketi’s Response, the next paragraph with which we are concerned reads thus: “The Poverty and Inequality Report signals the end of a phase in which government and the broader South African public is usefully informed about the nature and extent of the poverty and inequality challenge. This challenge is clearly before us and the government acknowledges its responsibility to lead the attack to eradicate poverty and inequality. However, this is not a challenge for government alone. It is also the challenge for civil society, in particular the business sector, the trade union movement and other non-governmental organisations. The question they need to be asking themselves is: “What can we



164 do to address poverty and inequality in South Africa?” ” (Fraser-Moleketi, 1998, p.17) Reading between the lines of the first sentence of this paragraph, one picks up a sense of impatience with talka pressing need to act. That, however, cannot be taken to mean that the claim about having arrived at the ‘end of a phase’ is justified. Since the statement was uttered, more millions have joined the ranks of the unemployed, for reasons that are as yet by no means obvious, and with effects on poverty and inequality of unknown magnitude. Both have probably worsened. We must say ‘probably’, because we do not know for certain. If we did, if government were properly informed about these matters, would it persist with a policy that emphasised ‘empowerment’ at the cost of the social transfers that would tackle destitution? Compounding the error of making policy on poverty in the absence of adequate evidence, is the belief that business (or for that matter, any members of the economic elite) will pause to ask themselves what they can do about poverty and inequality. If conditions of accumulation are threatened, business may act; if not, (parts of the) business community will listen politely to appeals of this sort, make approving noises (and maybe a donation or two), and go about the business of making profits. Enlightened self-interest operates, but only under certain conditions. It is far from clear that the conditions necessary to impel significant action on the lines hoped for (wished for) exist in South Africa. The refrain is repeated in the last paragraph of the Response: “The government pledges itself to work in active participation with all willing stakeholders in civil society to rid our society of the scourge of poverty and inequality. As a first step in addressing this challenge the government has proposed the Presidential Job Summit. The government has given this initiative the highest priority in the search for solutions to the problem of unemployment. Moreover, Deputy President Mbeki reiterated the government’s desire that this be a joint venture between government and the rest of civil society. In his recent Budget Speech he stated: “…the government, the private sector, the unions and the rest of the non-governmental sector must combine to ensure that the Presidential Job Summit leads to a serious programme of action which will result in increasing the number of newly created jobs.” (pp.17-18) As we know, and not only with the benefit of hindsight, any hope that ‘newly created jobs’ would materialise in abundance as a consequence of the Job Summit, was bound to be dashednet increases in employment remain disappointingly small. Of course, government has not restricted its attack on poverty and inequality to the hope of job creationby developing country standards, the ‘redistribution of resources towards the poor’ is impressive. The point, however, is that under conditions of rising unemployment, these measures, their major scale notwithstanding, are simply not enough. Empowerment will take years, possibly decades. In the meanwhile the structural adjustment programme that is GEAR takes it toll on the poor. The Job Summit lists an impressive collection of initiatives to be undertaken, work on many of which has commenced. The results of these efforts have yet to make themselves felt in the employment statistics. Let us take a brief look at a few of the



165 passages from the Job Summit Declaration (JSD) that are relevant to our purpose here. The start is (moderately) promisingthe second paragraph goes like this: “The outcome of the hearings on poverty earlier this year provided a detailed insight into the current plight of the poor and unemployed, and the release of the 1996 Census once again highlighted the severity of income inequalities and the extent and depth of poverty. These inequalities still coincide, in the main, with the race and gender of our citizens.” (JSD, p.1) To address this, the ‘social partners’ start with ‘Macroeconomic Policy and Employment Creation’: “The primary object of economic policy,” the JSD asserts, “is to promote growth and development in order to create jobs, sustain employment, alleviate poverty and reduce inequality.” (p.1) Recognising that the rigour of the macroeconomic policy ‘necessary’ to rescue South Africa from the mess left behind by the apartheid regime, was going to have differential impacts, the JSD states that: “The credibility of macroeconomic policy is enhanced if it is sustainable, stable and successful and enjoys a broad support in society. No group in society can be allowed to perceive, or in fact experience, that they carry the full burden of the costs and enjoy none of the benefits of this reform.” (p.2) While it is not easy to demonstrate that there are significant numbers who enjoyed ‘none of the benefits of this reform’, it is almost certainly true that those at the bottom have borne a disproportionate share of the burden. The social security safety net that Ms Fraser-Moleketi insisted could not constitute the ‘limit of welfare provision’ has such large holes in it that many poor people simply fell straight through, into destitution. We take leave of the Job Summit Declaration at the point at which the social partners reached this agreement about social security: “Parties to the Jobs (sic) Summit commit themselves to implementing a comprehensive social security system, aimed especially at those living in poverty and the unemployed. A basic income grant may be considered as part of such a system. The process to reach agreement on the elements of such a system should begin with an investigation.” (p.6) Some three years later, a Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security charged with making recommendations on the nature of such a system set about the task of doing so. In the meanwhile, ‘economic policy’ has seen the jobless roll swell to about seven or eight million. Those with long memories may recall the debate in the early 1990s between the ‘growth through redistribution’; the ‘redistribution through growth’, and the ‘redistribution with growth’ schools (a war of preposition, those of us who read Gramsci, used to call it). Effectively, the ‘trickle-downers’ won the debate, with the result that income deciles 1; 2 and 3 are probably worse-off; deciles 4 to 8 are



166 probably better off; decile 9 may have stood still, and the top decile of incomeearners is probably better off. Nobody knows for certain, but this is the way it looks. The philosophy that poor people should be empowered in a manner that enables them to generate their own livelihoods, and in a sustainable fashion, is eminently sensible. So too is a policy of transferring to the poor the assets (physical and social) and services that would make this possible. The other side of the coin of capacity building, however, is a failure to take adequate account of the impact of growing (structural) unemployment. The best efforts of government to tackle poverty and inequality have meant increasing distress for an increasingly impoverished mass. At least one of the major policy tools that should have triggered measures to avert this has failed. It did so because the ‘much work … by Government’ that the development of ‘appropriate poverty measurement tools’ entailed (Response, p.2), did not take place. The PIR’s conclusion in the section on the strategy for the reduction of poverty and inequality, that the: “Collection of social, economic and demographic information to monitor the extent and nature of change is a priority in managing the reduction of poverty and inequality.” (see PIR, Section 10.8) was not treated with the urgency that it deserved.252 The consequence, it is argued, is that the increasing immiserisation of the poor escaped attention. Because of the longoverdue transformation undergone by Statistics South Africa (not to mention the additional burdens imposed by the 1996 Population Census), during part of the critical period 1996-2000,253 statistics on unemployment seem not have enjoyed the credibility they deserved. Without extensive research into the matter it is difficult to know why policymakers chose to ignore the clear message that begun to emerge from the October Household Survey results published from August 1998 onwards.254 The OHS that appeared in that month showed the number of unemployed (according to the expanded definition) rising from 3.3 million in 1995, 4.2 million in 1996, and to 4.6 million in 1997. When the 1996 population census results became available, the OHS figures were reweighted. As we observed in Chapter 2 (Table 1), this saw the 1996 unemployed total rise to 4.6 million, and that for 1997 to 5.2 million. In other words, if we believe the point estimates, Statistics South Africa was picking up trends reasonably well, but under-estimated absolute levels because the population base figures were incorrect. It is possible that a ‘shoot the messenger’ attitude evolved in the face of the reported finding that formal employment was falling. According to the 1997 OHS, it stood at 8.7 million in 1995, fell to 8.2 million in 1996, and to 8.1 million in 1997. A belief (well-founded) that the figures reported by what used to be called the Survey of total 252



There is nothing particularly startling in such a stipulationany policy researcher who did not make a recommendation like this in a country with a long history of being poorly served by its official statistics organisations would be neglecting their duty. 253 Although it has some way to go, the transformation of the primary official statistics gathering institution, Statistics South Africa, which commenced in 1995, is starting to bear fruit. Unfortunately, the policy re-evaluation that could have commenced as early as 1998, when reasonably reliable data started becoming available, has barely started. 254 A version of the OHS containing results for the period 1994-97, and an extensive analysis of OHS results to date Employment and unemployment in South Africa (Orkin, 1998) were published by Statistics South Africa in time for the Job Summit.



167 employment and earnings (the STEE, an employer survey) were not revealing the true picture, may have spilled over into a general distrust of official statistics. Anyone hoping, however, that improvements in Statistics South Africa’s capacity to produce reliable statistics would result in an adjustment downwards of the numbers of unemployed, will have been disappointed. Exacerbating the failure to heed the warning signal generated by the OHSs, is the failure on the part of the state to develop proper tools for evaluating the impact of the many poverty-alleviating programmes. This ‘evaluation failure’ is explained in part by the relative paucity of analysis of official statistics on unemployment as these became available. Steps towards the creation of a framework for monitoring and evaluating policy and programme outcomes that should have been taken, were not (or if they were, in only the most desultory fashion). The non-existence of the information (and structures) necessary for monitoring poverty (and the success or otherwise) of policies designed to deal with the problem, relevant has, it is argued, allowed/caused the state to pursue a seriously flawed policy towards the poor.



Poverty reduction and poverty alleviation in South Africa At the end of the Kanbur digression above (Dead in the short run?) it was asserted that in the competition for resources, poverty alleviation measures had drawn the short straw. To make this assertion is one thingto demonstrate its validity is another matter altogether. Clearly, trying to evaluate the effectiveness of policy by examining inputs would not take us very far (and for obvious reasons). Sensible measures of the success or otherwise of policy must take into account both outputs and inputspurchasing ‘success’ at too high a cost is not a sustainable option. Thus far, rising unemployment, and the increase in the number of workerless households, have been used as crude surrogates measures of the results of both poverty alleviation and poverty reduction policy endeavours. There is not much more that can be done here to improve on this. A little attention devoted to the input side of the equation, mainly to show how difficult it is to allocate expenditures into neat conceptual categories, will, however, not be inappropriate. This is not the place to attempt a critical evaluation of public expenditure in South Africasuch a task lies well beyond the scope of this work. What is offered is a brief overview that shows how difficult it is to disentangle expenditures devoted to addressing the problem of poverty from other, more general aims of government. Budget Review 2001 lists the basic objectives of public expenditure in South Africa as: • • • •



Economic growth Job creation Equity and social development Strengthening the safety and justice sector



Under the first two heads, the programmes, tools or policies listed are sound macroeconomic policy; institution building; investment in infrastructure and in human capital. Equity and social development is to be fostered by income support



168 and redistribution; income generation projects; land reform; subsidies on basic services; human capital (once more) and poverty relief (2001, pp.118-119). To achieve these ends, revenues are distributed via the budget among the various departments responsible. The consolidated national and provincial expenditure by function in South Africa for the year 2001-02 is shown below in Table 32. Social services, (primarily health, education and welfare) account for almost half of all government expenditure. Removing interest from the picture sees this proportion rise above 57 per cent. Within the social services budget, ‘welfare’ (with the state old age pension, the child support grant and disability grants swallowing up most of the vote), receives about 25 per cent of the social service allocation, or about 11 per cent of total expenditure. Education takes the lion’s share (almost half) of the social services budget allocation. The portion devoted to health is not much smaller than that going to welfare. Table 32 Consolidated national and provincial expenditure by function, 2001/02



R millions



Social services Protection services Economic services General government services Interest Sub-total: Votes & statutory amounts Contingency reserves Consolidated expenditure Social services Education Health Welfare Housing & community development Other social services Sub-total: Social services



126 242 45 778 22 646 25 046 48 138 267 850 2 523 270 373



Average growth (%) 2000/01 to 2002/03



% of Total



46.7 16.9 8.4 9.3 17.8 99.1 0.9 100.0



7.3 8.3 9.3 8.9 3.4 7.1 8.1 % of social Services



58 509 29 649 31 627 5 304 1 153 126 242



21.6 11.0 11.7 2.0 0.4 46.7



46.3 23.5 25.1 4.2 0.9 100.0



7.9 7.3 5.7 9.5 12.7 7.3



Source: Budget Review 2001, Table 6.6, p.130. File ‘Budget.xls’.



With this information as a background, let us ponder for a moment on the conceptual nature of expenditure intended to address the problem of poverty. State expenditures on policies designed to tackle this problem can be divided (loosely) into expenditures on those policies and programmes intended to reduce the incidence of poverty, and those intended to alleviate, or provide relief from its worst effects. The former are part of the expenditures devoted to the broad policy objective of stimulating or facilitating job-creating growth, while the latter refer mainly to expenditure targeted at the poor, much of which takes the form of transfers. Another way of viewing these expenditures is that made use of above in terms of which poverty alleviation measures are characterised as ‘direct’, and poverty reduction measures as ‘indirect’. Direct measures are concerned mainly with attempts to address income poverty.



169 Consumption levels among the poor may be raised either by making income (in the form of grants) available to them, or by providing certain essential items at no charge, or at a price lower than that paid by the non-poor. Examples of the latter in South Africa include water and electricity. Also possible to list the under the heading of direct poverty alleviation measures are public work programmes. They combat income poverty in work-poor households by providing state-sponsored employment. When public work programmes, which are usually of finite (not usually long) duration, set out to impart marketable skills, they begin to shade into the second, ‘indirect’, type of poverty measure. These are usually designed to address asset poverty. Several categories of intervention may be distinguished (not listed here in order of significance). The first of these seeks to improve the access of the poor to credit. A long history of failure of subsidised loan schemes internationally has been challenged in recent times by the emergence of new ways of delivering microfinance that eschew “heavy government involvement”. Although some notable successes have been notched up, the rush of funds to “new, untested institutions…” and the reallocation of existing resources “… from traditional poverty alleviation programs poverty to microfinance …” is not without its problems. As Morduch points out, “With donor funds pouring in, practitioners have limited incentives to step back and question exactly how and where monies will be best spent.” (1999, p.1571) Not expressly billed as a poverty reduction measure (because it is so much more), education (as distinct from training), is nonetheless so widely recognised as being necessary for development as hardly to occasion debate. What is at issue is, of course, how much education should be supplied. Given the widespread danger of credentialism, great care has to be exercised in the design of education policy, especially at the tertiary level. Another major group of ‘indirect’ policies travels under the catchall title of ‘active labour market policies’. The forms that these policies take have been discussed at some length in the previous chapter, where it was concluded that attempts to link them to social security policy were unlikely to enjoy any success. Be that as it may, that does not and should not mean that the numerous policy measures in South Africa that, for want of a better description, may be called active labour market policies, should not continue to receive support. In the absence of comprehensive social security, poverty-reducing characteristics may be detected in, or made part of, several of the interventions intended to facilitate labour market transitions. What is not known about them (and what a thorough monitoring and evaluation programme might disclose), is the extent to which they succeed in reaching the poorest of the poor. One suspects, without being able to adduce any solid evidence for the suspicion, that the truly destitute are unlikely to be much affected by most of these indirect measures. It appears that many of the policy measures that would fall under the heading of active labour market policies are directed at those who are relatively well off. A full evaluation of the impact of economic policy in South Africa on the lives of the poor is, as was noted above, a massive task. That does not mean, however, that nothing can be said on the matter. Quantifying indirect measures for tackling poverty



170 may not be possible, but measuring the flow of resources given over to direct measures is less difficult, consisting as it does of the three major social grants and the subsidies on basic services (with which are to be included some education and health provision). For the rest, expenditure on the destitute is trivialan analysis of the miserly R1.5 billion devoted to ‘Poverty relief and Job Summit allocations’ (R274 million of it to ‘Community based public works) discloses that much of it goes to indirect measures, some of them of dubious effectiveness (Ntenga, 2001).255 Demands for social grants to be increased in magnitude are invariably greeted (by Group A) with the response that doing so will mean sacrificing expenditure on other programmes (the indirect measures described above). Unlike the Bergson-Samuelson model, real life offers no omniscient planner to discover the optimal resource allocation, and so settle the question ‘scientifically’. Whilst one is tempted to criticise the state for the miserliness of the resources it allocates to poverty alleviation programmes, the absorptive capacity of the various administrations would seem to be so low (as the Gauteng debacle confirms), that much of the relatively modest sum set aside for this purpose lands up in the wrong hands. The policy implication is clearincome poverty should be addressed in ways that do not allow for interlopers to steal scarce resources destined for the poor. To date, the state has not attempted to undertake social impact assessment of its economic policies in any other than the most cursory fashion. It is not clear that even if rigorous assessment had taken place, that its results would cause a political leadership bent on implementing a particular growth strategy, to change course. Yet every bit of the (admittedly) fragmentary evidence at our disposal urges a change in the direction of immediate and direct assistance to the poor. Rising unemployment, increasing numbers of destitute, sluggish employment growthall point to a major time horizon disagreement between Groups A and B in South Africa. If disagreements were settled on purely rational grounds, the fact, demonstrated below, that a little redistribution coupled with slow growth will do much more for the poor than the fast growth that was supposed to have been achieved, should clinch the argument in Group B’s favour. Before examining the logic that leads to that conclusion, let us consider the way in which the unemployment problem is treated by the state. We look in particular to the Budget Review, arguably one of the more important repositories of information about South Africa’s economic policies.



Unemployment and the state Statements in the Budget Review explicitly linking unemployment and poverty are, however, not easy to find. Nor is it a simple matter to discover what the state thinks has caused unemployment to reach the level that it has. Apart from a few throwaway remarks about globalisation and government rightsizing, it is difficult to find an agreed position on what it is that caused that level to rise over such a long period. Private discussions with officials in the National Treasury and the Department of 255



News that widespread corruption has led to the suspension of nearly all poverty alleviation programmes in Gauteng (most with an alleged developmental component) points to the extreme difficulty of managing such projects when institutional capacity is weak. See Mail&Guardian October 25 to 31 2002, p.3, and November 1 to 7 2002, p.2)



171 Labour and others suggest that this probably reflects an unresolved tension within the state. Broadly speaking, the former, while enthusiastic about active labour market policies such as skills upgrading etc., is perceived as being supportive of the view articulated by business (excessive regulation and inappropriately high reservation wages are stifling employment growth). The latter, by contrast, is protective of its impressively progressive edifice of labour market legislation. Although the Department of Labour has accepted that a ‘relaxation’ of certain aspects of this legislation is ‘necessary’,256 it does not take kindly to suggestions that its policies are a major part of the cause of rising unemployment. The balance of forces within the ruling party probably prevents this disagreement from breaking into open warfare. In the uneasy atmosphere of this truce, however, economic policy is partially paralysed. Welfare policy (in the form of an inadequate safety net) has hitherto been required (and has failed) to pick up the pieces. The question of the impact of the regulatory framework on employment has attracted considerable attention, possibly the most prominent of it from the World Bankthe work of Fallon and his associates (Fallon, 1992) tending to confirm the hypothesis that the effect was negative. Supporters of the conservative position presumably were suitably pleasedcritics responded with a resounding rejection of his work (Standing et al, 1996, pp.196ff). Of late, there has been a return to the issue (Hofmeyr, 2001; Michaud and Vencatachellum, 2001; Nattrass, 2000a, 2000b; ). It is unlikely that labour market regulation would not have affected employment growth negatively. The extent, however, is disputed, and is likely to remain so. On reservation wages, little work has been doneit is an interesting hypothesis, one that ought to be tested rigorously at a national level, but at the moment, that is all it isan hypothesis. The failure to resolve the debate on the causes of South Africa’s massive unemployment problem has not robbed policy makers of all capacity to intervene. The impressive-looking array of poverty alleviation packages, or special schemes like the National Youth Service, skills training programmes, SMME support257 and development measures,258 was initiated by government to address poverty and unemployment. Some of these measures are too new to have had an opportunity to take effect. Some of those that have been in operation for quite a while have had little impact on the larger problem. This is not to claim that participants have not benefited, rather it is to demand recognition of the fact that there are now more unemployed than ever beforeclamouring for relief. Until such time as government faces the fact that current policy measures can absorb but a tiny fraction of the unemployed, the prospects of the poor remain bleak. Urgently required though most of the steps taken to date undoubtedly are, providing relief to those in poverty as a result of unemployment is more urgent still. If the protagonists cannot agree on the causes and the steps necessary to address the problem in the long term, they should declare a moratorium while government (the Department of Social Development) gets on with the relatively simple task of poverty alleviation. In the meanwhile, whatever research can do to clarify the position it 256



The recent compromise reached between business and labour, guided delicately by the Minister of Labour, provides some hope of a reduction in tensions over the ‘offending’ provisions of this progressive legislative package. 257 These have been critically analysed by van Broembsen, 2001a and 2001b. 258 These are reviewed in Ntenga (2001, pp.48-52).



172 should be harnessed to do. The position is so serious now that only a social assistance grant can furnish the means whereby the significant proportion of the South African population presently languishing in destitution can be rescued from its clutches. Institutional obstacles to the introduction of such a grant are significant. Probably the most important of these arises from the form into which policy to address the twin problems of unemployment and poverty has solidified. Persuading those who support the current policy framework that although it is important to press ahead with efforts to make sustainable income-generating activities a possibility for all South Africans, that those initiatives are of less than secondary importance to the millions who are destitute, will be difficult. The most prominent of the institutions supporting this policy approach (though by no means the only one), is the National Treasury. An examination of the major policy documents from the National Treasury (undertaken below) reveals clearly the extent to which the ‘job creation’ fixation discussed referred to above continues to dominate policy in an environment in which it is manifestly inadequate (it is based more on wishful thinking than it is on the realities of South Africa’s labour markets). A startling feature of the Treasury documents is the absence of any reference, except in the most oblique fashion, to the severity of the problem of unemployment.



The Treasury view of unemployment A combination of textual analysis and the scrutiny of budgetary allocations of a policy-making institution like the National Treasury can disclose a great deal about the way in which the competing claims of the different groups in society are viewed. An attempt is made below to discover how high up the policy priority ladder are the claims of the unemployed poor. This is done by examination of three recent Treasury policy documents. In the opening paragraphs of his speech to Parliament during the debate on the vote of the National Treasury, the Minister of Finance observed that: “The theme of this year’s budget is the sharing of the fruits of the tough decisions, hard work, consolidation and reprioritization of fiscal spending.” Elaborating a little further on in the speech on what this would entail, he said that: “The healthy state of the nation’s finances is a critical foundation for growth, but it does not guarantee economic success. And so now our efforts must turn to the details of industrial policy, the provision of infrastructure, investment in skills, the structure of our labour markets and the evolution of transport, communication and other services on which dynamic growth and employment creation depend. These are themes that extend well beyond our mandate in the Finance Ministry, but we have a modest role to play, which is the subject of this debate.” (14 June 2001) The only reference to the poor in his speech occurred in a statement celebrating the fundamental reform of the economy. Noting that “The significant restructuring of our



173 public finances will continue to bear fruit for many generations to come,” the Minister said that: “Because our public finances are in such a healthy state we are better positioned to continue to spend more on education, health, social services and infrastructure, all of which contribute significantly to the eradication of poverty and the creation of a better life for all.” (14 June 2001) Since the debate concerned the activities of the three institutions under his control, rather than expenditure and taxation more broadly, it is perhaps unfair to expect much more than that on the poor. Let us see, therefore, if we can glean from the document in which the state makes the most important, the most concrete statement about its priorities, the Budget, an inkling of the way in which the Treasury views the relationship between unemployment and the poor. Textual analysis has been greatly simplified by advances in word processing technology. Even a crude word search, however, can yield interesting results. Such was certainly the case after a trawl through Budget Review 2001 (a beautifully produced 290-page document) looking for the words ‘unemployed and ‘unemployment’.259 ‘Unemployed’ occurs once in the Budget Reviewin a reference on page 50 to the 20 per cent of the National Skills Fund that will be used “to support special training needs and opportunities for the unemployed.”260 A tidy sum is involvedsome R600 million by 2003/04. It is, however, as a drop in the ocean when viewed against the needs of the mass of humanity that is unemployed. The cautions about the efficacy of ‘training’ for the unemployed (Nattrass, 2001) need, as well, to be kept in mind. 259



Analysis of the Budget Review 2001 was facilitated by the provision by Treasury of a copy of the document in Microsoft Word format. Treasury officials to whom the textual analysis of the 2001 Review was shown seemed unabashed by the cursory treatment accorded the unemployment problem. A request for a similar copy of the 2002 Review was refused on the somewhat odd grounds that this would allow ‘unauthorised’ alterations to be made to the text. The person dispensing this piece of information did, however, point out that .pdf files could be examined in the same way. With this useful bit of information under the belt, the 2002 Review was subjected to a similar test. The results are instructive. As before, the word ‘unemployment’ features many times in connection with the UIF, but only twice does it refer to the ‘real’ unemployment problem. The first time is in Chapter 2 (p.35), where, under the heading “Employment trends”, the Review makes the following statements: “The Survey of Employment and Earnings shows a slower rate of job loss in the older, formal sector of the economy, suggesting that a turning point in employment trends may have been reached. Nonetheless, unemployment and labour absorption among South Africa’s youth remains a serious problem. A report by Statistics South Africa using 1996 Census data shows disturbingly low employment levels for youth, linked to low participation rates.” The other reference to unemployment occurs in the context of a discussion of incentives payable under the rubric of the Strategic Investment programme. The comment reads thus: “Given the significance of this programme, the Department of Trade and Industry, the National Treasury and SARS devoted considerable time to developing criteria to ensure that these public resources are allocated to projects that significantly raise the competitiveness of the economy and reduce unemployment.” (Budget Review 2002, p.76) That is all. In the first of the statements, we find an interesting example of straw-grabbing. Treasury knows full well that the SEE is unreliable, senior officials of the Department having taken part in several discussions where its weaknesses were aired. That being so, hoping that evidence of the longawaited turnaround may be found in this survey, does seem a little perverse. 260 Thanks to Andrew Donaldson of the National Treasury for pointing out to me that I ought to scan the document for the word ‘unemployed’ as well.



174 The most frequent occurrence of the word ‘unemployment’ is in connection with the travails of the UIF. This happens on pages 44; 52; 53, 66 and 129. It appears in connection with the country’s unemployment problem only twice—on pages 31 and 50. The relevant passages are reproduced below. The first appearance is difficult to decode, because no specific policy recommendation accompanies it. It reads as follows: “Studies on informal sectors in Latin American economies show that the combination of costly regulation and weak enforcement induce (sic) businesses to move from the formal to the informal sector. This has a number of negative consequences for the economy, particularly a reduction in the tax base in the formal sector. Policies to induce firms and individuals to move back into the formal sector would facilitate a progression for individuals from unemployment, to work in the informal sector, to employment in an expanding formal sector.” This could be related to the disposal of the R600 million set aside as a “wage incentive”. To disburse it—as part of an attempt by Government to expand “its efforts to address poverty through job creation and economic growth” (p.76)—the Treasury and SARS set themselves the task of “investigating economically and administratively efficient tax measures that will: • •



Encourage job creation by reducing the cost of hiring new workers and of offering learnerships. Encourage the formalisation of employment that is currently in the informal sector. This will have positive effects on other government programmes – for example, the UIF – and ensure their benefits are more widely available.” (p.77)



The only other reference to unemployment in the Review is in respect of the Umsobomvu Fund. It goes like this: “The Umsobomvu Fund was created by Government to contribute towards the solution of the unemployment problem by investing in the country’s young people, developing their skills and invigorating job creation.” (p.50) Referred to earlier (in the discussion on youth unemployment in Section 2 above), it is still too early to evaluate the results of its efforts. If, however, experience elsewhere is any guide, the prognosis is not an altogether happy one. The results of preliminary investigations done for the Committee of Inquiry point to numerous weaknesses in programmes whose primary focus is skills training (Nattrass, 2001; van Broembsen, 2001a, 2001b). The extent of the problem of unemployment has been revealed in earlier sections of the study. On the face of it, there seems to be little appreciation or understanding of the magnitude of the problem that the country faces. States with far greater resources at their disposal have tried (and failed) to solve problems of a smaller scale than that in South Africa. Ambitious though the programmes devised to address it may be; tireless though workers on behalf of the unemployed may be, the sheer magnitude of the task has so far swamped the efforts of government to tackle it.



175 The absence of systematic treatment by the Treasury of what must rank along with AIDS as South Africa’s most pressing problems—unemployment and the poverty associated with it—is complemented by a superficial examination of employment trends. Doing its best to put a brave face on a depressing set of results, the Review states that: “The employment trends in several formal sectors of the economy have been disappointing in recent years. However, informal economic participation has expanded and there is evidence of considerable mobility and rising incomes outside of the informal economy.” (Budget Review 2001, p.4) This story receives a little elaboration in Chapter 2 of the Review (Economic policy and outlook). The section on employment trends reads as follows: “Formal sector employment continued to decline in 2000, indicating continued adjustment by firms to the new global environment, streamlined production processes and rationalisation of government employment. The changing employment structure of the economy, as measured by the annual October Household Survey, is shown in figure 2.7. The data suggest that informal employment has grown strongly. Since the decline in apartheid-era restrictions, informal economic activity and flexible short-term contract labour have increased and incomes in this sector have grown more rapidly than in the formal business sectors.” (Budget Review 2001, p.29) Consolation extracted from informal economy survey results may have some basis in reality, but the October Household Surveys are not the place to find it. As has been argued above in Chapter 2, the rapid employment growth figures are probably more of a statistical artifice than a portrayal of economic reality. Not only that, the Labour Force Surveys repeatedly find that the earnings of most of those who find their way into the sector are low. To the extent that one can trust the income figures (probably not very far) most of the jobs allegedly created will therefore have been of the survivalist variety. This does not preclude the possibility that a few individuals did well in the sector, but everyone who has dabbled in official statistics on informal employment knows that these things need to be handled with extreme caution. For the rest, the Treasury’s intentions towards the poor may be understood from Chapter 3 of the Review (Fiscal policy and the budget framework); Chapter 4 (Revenue issues and tax proposals), and Chapter 6 (Medium term expenditure estimates). From Chapter 3 we discover that the underlying goals of fiscal policy are “[E]conomic growth and employment creation, improved public services and an equitable distribution of income.” The budget framework that allows the pursuit of these aims “seeks to balance several broad objectives”: • •



Providing for social and development expenditure to overcome poverty and provide safety and security. Raising investment in infrastructure and maintenance of government’s capital stock.



176 • •



Reducing the overall burden of tax, so as to lower costs of investment and job creation while releasing household spending power. Stabilising the level of debt and reducing the budget deficit to contribute to lower interest rates and fiscal sustainability.” (Budget Review 2001, p.42)



Getting down to the detail of how the state can contribute to “expanding the economy and broadening opportunities” we find “several notable elements” of the budget. Given increasing unemployment and declining probabilities of obtaining formalsector jobs, the most significant of the ‘elements’ for the poverty associated with joblessness would be: •



“Refocusing of health and welfare spending in response to HIV/Aids and poverty related needs”



Of less significance are: • •



“A further increase in funding for skills development”, and “A progressive tax structure, which contributes to the redistribution of income and wealth” (Budget Review 2001, p.43)



Since the truly poor neither pay taxes (except for VAT), nor benefit much from skills training, all hope in the current year must lie in the ‘refocusing of welfare spending’. Certainly, the tax proposals in Chapter 4 offer but little. Of possible (limited?) relevance to the poor are the contentious R600 million set aside for “Promoting employment creation through a wage incentive”, and the reduction in “energy costs for the poor by zero-rating VAT on illuminating paraffin”. (Budget Review 2001, p.63) The most recent medium term expenditure estimates (Chapter 6 of the Review) offer some, but not much, comfort. To see why, it is perhaps worth reproducing in full, the section on “Reducing inequality and promoting social development”. It goes like this: The largest single redistributive programme in Government is the system of social grants delivered by provincial welfare departments. These grants, including the old age, disability and child support grants, provide income support to more than 3 million South Africans every month. These significantly reduce the impact of poverty among people living in rural areas. In addition to these programmes, Government provides R1,5 billion per year for a range of policy [sic] relief programmes. [These are described in the margin as ‘Income generation projects] Government’s land redistribution and agricultural policies are also designed to ensure that rural poverty is reduced by providing access to land, investing in rural infrastructure and broadening access to markets. Poverty reduction priorities are also evident in the provision of resources to subsidise basic services. The provision of funds for low cost housing and the subsidisation of public transformation [sic, is this meant to be transportation?]



177 reduce the cost of these important components of household expenditure. Government is designing and implementing appropriate pricing policies for basic services which will see poor households receiving some municipal services free of charge. Spending on public education and health services is strongly redistributive. Over the next three years investments in schools, clinics and hospitals will be strengthened and early childhood learning programmes will be prioritised.” (Budget Review 2001, p.119) That is all—no mention is made of rising unemployment levels, or worsening poverty at the bottom end of the income distribution. There is no mention of any programmes to evaluate the effects on the poor of the ‘tough decisions’ that have had to be made— no mention of evaluation of the attempts to stimulate job creation by supply-side intervention—in short, there is little evidence that the sheer enormity of the challenge is understood. Ancient and venerable though the pedigree of the ‘World Bank-onemodel-fits-all’ approach to macroeconomic policy might be, it is time to reject the more unrealistic aspects of it. South Africa, although not as unique as some thrillseekers would like to believe, is ‘different’ enough to justify significant departures from the conventional wisdom in these matters. Policy aim in South Africa should be to emulate Kerala’s successful achievement of ‘1st World’ socioeconomic indicators on our somewhat better than 3rd World GDP platform. If doctrinaire approaches to growth and development are dropped, the chances of doing so are fairly good.



A ‘different’ philosophy? Having glanced at some of what the ANC in government has to say, and some of the things that government is trying to do about the problems of poverty, inequality and unemployment, let us direct our gaze at the interim government response to the Taylor Committee Report. That leads us into a consideration of what the ‘policy centre’ (the ANC conference), has to say about these issues. After Cabinet had had a couple of months to study the Report of the Taylor Committee, it made an announcement to the effect that, amongst other things, it had postponed until January 2003, a decision on the Basic Income Grant (BIG), proposed by the Committee. Reporting the government spokesperson as claiming that the postponement “did not matter” because if government did decide to introduce the grant, it would only be implemented during the 2004/2005 tax year, the announcement appeared thus in the Sunday Times (July 28 2002): “… while a decision has not yet been taken, the Cabinet’s “philosophical approach is different” from that of the Taylor committee. [The spokesperson] said the thinking was that “able-bodied” South Africans should “enjoy the opportunity, the dignity and rewards of work” and only people who were disabled or ill should get handouts.



178 “It is a kind of approach that motivates (sic) against an income grant. We would rather create work opportunities,” he said. Job creation proposals to be considered include a “massive expanded public works programme”, which would include partnerships with the private sector. The Cabinet noted increased employment opportunities in the transport and financial service sectors, as well as manufacturing. The meeting also undertook to increase assistance to small enterprises, which employ 26% of the labour force. Measures would include training, technological support, the formation of a Small Business Advisory Board and the setting up of a micro-finance institution. The Cabinet is to hold further talks on a comprehensive employment strategy. [President] Mbeki said the government would flesh out these proposals in preparation for the Growth and Development Summit planned for next year.” If these remarks truly reflect Government’s ‘philosophy’ on the virtues (or otherwise), of social grants, then it is quite correct to say that it differs from the majority view among the members of the Taylor Committee. What is emphatically not true, is any suggestion that members of the Committee differ from government as regards the virtues of job creation. Every member of the Committee was persuaded that ‘the opportunity, dignity and rewards of work’ should be enjoyed by all South Africans. No member of the Committee dissented from the view that all sensible attempts by government to stimulate job creation were deserving of support. Government differs from (certain members of?) the Committee (your author included) in its assessment of its capability to tackle the problem of poverty and destitution by the means proposed. It differs also in its apparent preparedness to use offensive labels such as ‘handouts’ to describe the social grants that alone are capable of addressing the urgent needs of those who, at present, can find no work, or can only find work of such menial nature and low return to effort, as to keep its executors in a constant state of poverty and insecurity. Although there is a possibility that some of the unemployed are ‘choosey’ about jobs (because they can afford to be?), the truly poor and the destitute (most of whom are not qualified for whatever jobs are available) want work , and they say so, in survey after survey. Unfortunately, the investment that would create the job opportunities they so desperately desire is simply not happening fast enough, and, as far as can be determined, will not do so in the foreseeable future. Undoing one of the more enduring of apartheid’s bequests to the nationstructural unemployment and the poverty and inequality associated with itis a task of monumentally difficult proportions. Curbing the deficit, bringing monetary policy to heel and changing the colour of the civil service, were as nothing beside it. To demean the rightful (constitutional) claims of those who are excluded from participating in the economy, to a share of the country’s wealth during the decades it will take to solve this structural problem, by describing as ‘handouts, the grants that could begin to meet those claims, is to compound the grievous injustice done the poor.



179 Taking the suggestions above in turn (and how many times have those of us who have attended conference after conference on unemployment not heard each one recited, ad nauseam), we see nothing other than a tired rehash of proposals that cannot hope to solve the problem. Merely to deal with the most desperate poverty and unemployment via a ‘massive expanded public works programme’261 will require, as we have seen above, that millions of job opportunities (not one or two hundred thousand) be created. Apart from being costly to run (government’s admirable intention of holding management costs to about ten per cent of total will become increasingly difficult to sustain once the ‘private sector’ becomes extensively involved), such programmes will almost certainly have to be designed to run into an indefinite future.262 What is more, as is argued above, they are likely to have an even greater dependency creating effect than social grants. Unlike the GEAR job-creation pipedream, no plausible estimates of labour absorption rates see the economy being able to mop up the existing unemployed, let alone cope with the new entrants to the labour market each year. The Taylor Committee wholeheartedly endorsed the expansion of public works programmesit also recognized, as must any reasonable analyst, the limits of applicability of such an approach. There is an element of pathos in the reference to Cabinet noting the ‘increased employment opportunities …’ As has been demonstrated in Chapter 2 above, if formal sector employment has risen, it is probably not by very much. We have no clear idea what is happening to informal sector employment, and we suspect that the reported increase in unemployment is genuine, although we do not, as yet, have a convincing explanation of why the numbers (and, at times, rates) are on the rise. Torture the data as much as we will, they do not confess . To bypass the only sensible interpretation that an economist can make of the official statistics is to betray a straw-grabbing desperation to score points in the debate over economic performance. Small businesses are frail plants, the majority of which will die within their first couple of years of existence. Some survivalist enterprises will survive because their proprietors will starve if they do not go out, day after never-ending day, to scratch for a pittance in the detritus of the haves. Of course, steps to improve their chances, by whatever methods can be devised, are important, and must be taken. Under conditions such as those obtaining in South Africa, hasty attempts to expand microfinance institutions will probably lead to the creation of a machine for giving away government money. When reaction sets in, as it inevitably will, these institutions will 261



The idea of a ‘massive public works programme’ may loom large in the calculations of those who see it as a way tackling unemployment. The limitations of this tool for tackling a long term problem are only too well understood, not least by those proposing it. 262 An excellent study by McCord (2002) shows how difficult it is to create sustainable public work programmes in non-urban areas. In addition, her work suggests that the discussion in Chapter 5 above of the attraction that PWPs will have for those in ‘inferior’ jobs, almost certainly understates the attractiveness of PWPs relative to survivalist activities in the informal economy or to poorly-paid domestic labour. In earlier discussions of PWPs, it was noted that even if the principle of less eligibility were used to set the wage paid (i.e., the wage should be lower than that earned almost anywhere else in the economy), PWPs would still attract many of those in less secure employment (possibly earning even less than some officially measured minimum). In the project to which she devotes most attention (the Zibambele road contractor scheme in KwaZulu-Natal), this has been interpreted in such a way as to allow that wage (about R334 per month) to be earned in eight working days (2002, p.57). Those slaving away for two or three times as long to bring home an equal (or lesser) amount would be irrational not to demand employment on PWPs as well.



180 be compelled to behave more like the much-reviled private banking system than they would probably wish. Training and technological support on the scale required cannot be provided. For those fortunate enough to receive these benefits, there is no guarantee that the investment in human capital will produce positive returns. To hope for rescue, in an acceptably short period, from a combination of public work programmes, training and small business expansion is vainthere are too many people in need. The Taylor Committee supported each and every one of the measures proposed by governmentit was also clear to most members of the Committee that there are millions of people whose lives would be little touched by them. To reduce their dependence on the ‘handouts’ of relatives and neighbours, the Committee made the only policy suggestion possible under the circumstances. The basic income grant is proposed so that the state can meet obligations that it is unable to meet in any other way. Government does not have, and cannot create, the capacity to restrict grants to the deserving poor (i.e., it cannot target adequately). In South Africa, the deserving poor are not only the disabled and ill, but also those who, through no fault of their own, cannot find work. Even if the state could identify them, it could not prevent a grant to these worthies becoming a welfare trap. As an unpleasant British prime minister was fond of saying (in a very different context)there is no alternative. So much for the initial government response to the Taylor Committee’s proposal of a basic income grant. It was followed, a few weeks later, by the release of discussion papers for the 51st national conference of the African National Congress (ANC). Similar remarks to those reported above were made by the head of the party’s social transformation department, Minister of Agriculture and Land Affairs, Thoko Didiza. Under the headline “Didiza cautious about basic income grant”, the Business Day article in which the release of the papers was reported reads as follows: “A basic income grant to the poor should be carefully considered, said Agriculture and Land Affairs Minister Thoko Didiza yesterday. The possibility of such a grant creating dependency should be taken into account, she said. “This discussion at the moment is about the values underpinning such a grant.” Didiza was speaking at the release of discussion papers for the 51st national conference of the African National Congress (ANC). She heads the party's social transformation department. Didiza said discussions about a basic grant as part of a social safety net should not be conducted in isolation. “It must be looked at within the context of other interventions by government to help the poor.” This included free health care for pregnant women and children under the age of six. A basic income grant could be linked with public works projects that provided the jobless with temporary employment. This would help prevent the grant from being a mere hand-out, Didiza said. The discussion paper said the ANC believed the state’s role should be to enable people to help themselves. For those unable to do so because of old age or health problems, there should be a social security system. The paper said the ANC should concern itself with two strategic objectives making sure that existing social grants reached their target and improving the provision of services. “We must make sure that all departments who have antipoverty programmes, deliver them timeously and efficiently,” the paper said.” (Business Day, Wednesday 14 August 2002, p.2) Even after they have been mangled by the press, the same old worries come throughgrants as handouts, grants inducing dependency. Similar solutions are



181 proposed (public works programmes), bolstered by references to what government is already doing to help the poor. Other than to take issue with the comment about the ‘values underpinning’ a basic income grant, there is little point in attempting to engage with the reportfar better to turn to the discussion documents referred to in the release above, where one can obtain a clear sense of the ANC’s (as distinct from government’s) approach to the problem of poverty. Before doing so, let us clear the air about ‘values’ and the shape of social security systems. Barr (1998, p.4) makes a useful distinction between: • •



The aims of policy, and The methods by which those aims are best achieved.



Answers to the question of what the aims of policy should be, he notes, are “explicitly normative and largely ideological.” The answers to the question of what methods these aims are best achieved are, by contrast, technical, i.e., they are positive. How people come to hold the different values (normative stances) that they do is a vast subject. One comment about the process by which these views come to dominate people’s thinking is, however, in order. Beliefs about likely human behaviour under particular circumstances are extrapolations, empirically based, of previous behaviours under similar (how similar, is an important issue) circumstances. These extrapolations solidify very easily into prejudices, resting upon the slenderest of basesthe less evidence there is to support any assertion, the closer it approximates pure prejudice. Take the statement ‘social grants create dependency’. As argued above, to attempt to deny that this is true would be pointlessall welfare transfers create dependency. The question is thus not ‘do grants create dependency’? but rather, ‘how much dependency will this particular grant create’? Will it create more or less dependency than the welfare policies with which it is in competition? Will it reduce dependency on existing transfers? Deciding grants as a means of alleviating poverty on the grounds that they create dependency allows prejudice rather than evidence to be the final arbiter in the matter. It is easy to conflate the aims of policy with methods of achieving those aimsas this example from Lal and Myint (1996) shows. Having extolled the virtues of economic growth for addressing mass poverty, they make this statement: “This still leaves problems of destitution and conjunctural poverty, which are likely to persist even if growth takes account of the alleviation of mass poverty. Unlike the classical liberals who advocate … targeted benefits and/or merit goods to ‘these deserving poor’, the socialist distributivist panacea is to institute Western-style welfare states with the universalization of benefits, to deal with problems like insufficient take-up and the costs of gathering information to identify beneficiaries (particularly acute in poor countries with weak administrative systems) which bedevil the targeting of benefits …” (Lal and Myint, 1996, p.357) That one of the aims (values) of socialists is equality, is not in dispute. Universal benefits are intended to help achieve this aim. The ‘deserving poor’ are a subset of



182 the people in whose favour socialist would want to redistribute. Universal benefits are proposed as a means of reaching them because the means by which classical liberals hope to address destitution and conjunctural poverty (targeted assistance and/or merit goods) fail to do what they are supposed to do, by ‘succeeding’ (at high cost) in excluding many who should be included. The primary reason for proposing the basic income grant in South Africa is the fact that the state is unable to identify all of those in dire need of social assistanceit does not have the capacity to do so and cannot create that capacity except at inordinate cost. In South Africa, at least two of the aims of policy are not in disputeall want poverty and unemployment to be eradicated (in addition, many of us would like inequality to be reduced). If we limit ourselves to the eradication of poverty and unemployment, we probably get as close to unanimity as is possible. These aims are enshrined in the Constitutionit enjoins government to provide social security for those unable to support themselves and their dependants (from welfare created through economic activity). In the case of basic income grant, values do not enter into the decision on whether or not it should be madethat is something that must be decided on the facts of the matter. Values are of consequence only at the point at which a decision is made on whether or not to take steps to alleviate poverty. That decision has already been takengovernment’s job is to find the most effective way of meeting its obligation to uphold the constitution. To do so, it is necessary to specify the nature of the problem, then to sift through the proposed solutions, selecting from among them, the combination of policies that will do most to aid the poor in both the short- and long term. Choice of policy is an empirical matterthe ‘facts’ may be difficult to discover, but it is in the nature of social reality that this should be so. The point of the present work is to attempt to uncover as many of these facts as is possible.



The party proposes; government disposes So much for ‘values’let us turn now to the discussion papers for the ANC’s 51st national conference. Two of them are of particular importance here, the paper on ‘Economic transformation’ and that on ‘Social transformation’ (sub-titled ‘attacking poverty and building a better life’). Let us call these ET and ST respectively. They are reproduced on the ANC’s website at (http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/pubs/umrabulo16/economy.html and social.html respectively, and published in a special edition of the journal Umrabulo (No. 16, August 2002). By selecting from among them, it is possible to assemble the set of policy options to which government, guided as it is by the party’s most fulsome deliberations, is most likely to adhere. We begin with the statement in Paragraph 1 of ST. The relevant part of it, which cites “The Strategy and Tactics” (1997), states that: “… the central aim of transformation is to improve the conditions of the people, especially the poor …” ET takes a little longer to arrive at the central aim of economic transformationthe preamble takes a detour through the party’s historical legacy which sees the Freedom Charter and globalisation both accommodated under the handy rubric of ‘Continuity and Change’ (paragraph 3). Also important are the dialectical relationships between,



183 on the one hand, the “policy centre”the ANC conference, and the “implementing agency, the ANC in government”, and the “relationship between the ANC in government, and the mass based liberation movement that we continue to lead” (paragraph 4). For our purposes here, the first significant statement in ET is a claim made in paragraph 25. It reads thus: 25. Poverty and inequality levels are being reduced through a range of instruments including the rollout of basic household infrastructure and services mentioned above, as well as specific projects such as community based public works programmes and the redistributive character of the Budget. More is required before significant improvements in the overall distribution of wealth and income will be achieved. No evidence is adduced in support of the claim that poverty and inequality are being reduced. It is true that government has made significant progress in spreading child support grants more widely, making free medical care available, and providing basic utilities such as water and electricity. It is not obvious, however, that these benefits have, or even can, reach many among the poorest of the poor. If it is true that it is their condition that most merits ‘transformation’, then one would have expected a major evidence-gathering exercise to be conducted to show that the desired targets were being met. That, to the best of my knowledge, has not yet been done. It is argued in Chapter 7 below that the information required to make any definitive statement about income distribution in South Africa in the period 1996-2001 either does not exist, or, like the long-awaited Income and Expenditure Survey results for the year 2000, has not yet been released by Statistics South Africa.263 The evidence in Chapter 3 above on the increasing proportion of households containing no workers, slender though it may be, does not encourage the belief that things have improved much down at the bottom end of the distribution (see the section headed ‘Conditions in workerless households’). No matterthe last sentence in paragraph 25 shows that the party is aware of just how difficult it is to change the distribution of income (let alone wealth). The trade-off (if there is one) between direct measures to alleviate poverty (e.g. social grants) and indirect measures to reduce poverty (e.g. measures to foster job-creating economic growth) is resolved in favour of the latter. The party’s view on the matter reads thus: 40. Impact on poverty: A critical challenge is to define how best to ensure that the benefits of our economic reforms reach the poor. In the long run, we can only end poverty through a process of shared economic growth, in which the growth path is reshaped to benefit all our people by creating economic opportunities on a mass scale. 41. In governing for the future, as opposed to the immediate short term, growth sits at the center of everything that can make a country better. With growth poverty decreases, with productive sector growth job creation occurs, when people have 263



According to Berk Özler of the World Bank, who has analsyed the 200o Income and Expenditure Survey data produced by Statistics South Africa, poverty as measured by headcount has not worsened but inequality has increased. The report that he has compiled is due for release some time in November 2002. pers. comm..October 2002.



184 jobs they can pay for schooling, pay rates and taxes etc. It is the non-negotiable starting point for a better country and a sustainable future. We must move away from the belief that the country can be made better via direct fiscal transfer. It is more sustainable for every person to benefit from shared growth: an individual can benefit directly through getting a job, a pay rise, better profits, or an individual can benefit indirectly through better services and improved social security paid for by the increase in government revenues resulting from economic growth. (Emphasis added) As has been acknowledged repeatedly in this studyjobs, particularly ‘good jobs’, are far and away the best cure for povertynobody doubts that. That, however, is not the issue. The question is, as the title of this work insists, what is to be done until the jobs can be created? Until such time as a satisfactory answer to that question is provided, a statement to the effect that ‘We must move away from the belief that the country can be made better via direct fiscal transfer’ should not be made. As will be demonstrated in Chapter 8, it is highly likely that ‘the country can be made better’ if, by ‘better’ a (Rawlsian) commitment to the welfare of the poorest is intended. This would call for a policy based on a changing mix of direct and indirect measuresdirect measures, it is argued, simply cannot be dismissed in the cavalier manner suggested by paragraph 41. A recognition of the fact that the unemployment problem is not going to solved in the forseeable future comes in the section of ET headed ‘Challenges and issues for discussions and resolutions’ (paragraphs 118 onwards). Unemployment makes it way to centre stage from paragraph 125. For our purposes, the key statement is contained in that paragraph. Here it is: 125. Debates and Challenges: It is clear that the fight against unemployment is our central challenge. The need for sustainable jobs is glaring, but we should have no illusions. There are no magic solutions or quick fixes. Unemployment in South Africa is a deep, structural problem, reflecting the large inequalities we inherited in ownership and skills. New jobs will not be generated overnight, at least not in the numbers we need. Fighting unemployment will be a long haul. The review of policy and achievements to date that precedes this statement shows no sign of any new thinking on an old (and steadily worsening) problem. Indeed, there is no sign anywhere in the ET document of fresh ideas on the matter. The only contribution that the draft resolutions appear to make is the aforementioned commitment to bringing the rate of unemployment down to 20 per cent by the year 2014. There is, however, no reason to expect that there should have been any fresh ideasunemployment, as has been noted above, has defeated the best brains everywhere, and not just for decades, but for centuries. The ET document contributes but little to the debate by restricting the policy options it is prepared to consider. It acknowledges the presence of holes in the ‘social safety net’, yet talks vaguely of ways of patching them, as the last paragraph in the section on ‘Employment strategy’ makes clear: 131. The high unemployment rate in South Africa must also be viewed in the context of a limited social safety net. If government does not strengthen welfare



185 and involve the unemployed in community development projects we will continue to have unacceptable levels of poverty and social isolation. Sloppy use of concepts exacerbates the problem. Consider this statement: 126. We must be careful to separate out issues about poverty eradication and issues about the creation of sustainable jobs when considering the employment question. While these two objectives are linked they require different approaches. Comprehensive public works programmes as part of a community development programme are useful short-term strategies but are not by themselves a long-term solution. Community development programmes will also create jobs through improved social services. The linkages with other strategies for small business development and black economic empowerment must be made explicit for these also need to be part of the total package of strategies to address unemployment. As ET so correctly points out, only job creating growth can ‘eradicate’ (end) poverty. The paragraph cited above seems to suggest that ‘public work programmes’ could be part of a strategy aimed at ‘poverty eradication’. Unless it is intended that the jobs such programmes offer become permanent, ‘poverty eradication’ cannot be achieved. Public work programmes can alleviate poverty; they cannot generally eradicate it. So much for economic transformationwhat does social transformation have to offer? The burden of the analysis in this work is that for the very large number of people who live in households in which there are no workers, income poverty is the primary obstacle they face. Of course, they are asset poor as well, but trying to address income poverty in the short term by the roundabout method of increasing assets cannot generally succeed. Asset poverty must ultimately be tackled if there is to be any lasting solution to the problem of poverty, but the immediate need is for income.264 Under the heading ‘Fighting poverty’, ST lists what it describes as ‘programmatic areas’, of which income poverty is one. Paragraph 11 lists the programmes for dealing with it: •



Income poverty: these include programmes aim to establish, maintain or boost the income earnings of the poor, such as employment creation, self employment and participation in the SMME sector, social security that provide income during periods of contingencies and access to micro credit and finance by the poor.



Since structural unemployment is a, probably, the major cause of poverty, the reference to ‘periods of contingencies’ serves merely to complete the air of unreality that pervades this list. Of course, these are the ‘right’ programmes for the long term (which could be very long)they do little, if anything to help in the short- to medium term (the present, and the period stretching say, five to ten years into the future). By the party’s own admission, implementation of the programmes designed to tackle income poverty have made little impact on the problem. Here are the relevant paragraphs from ST:



264



The list of programmes designed to address asset poverty is not long“Asset poverty programmes are those aimed to provide productive assets, the chief example is land…” (paragraph 11).



186 65. INCOME POVERTY: The biggest challenge in attacking poverty has been in the areas of employment, SMME development and related areas. Our social and economic programmes have as yet to result in significant positive gains in employment. Unfortunately, income poverty makes it difficult for the poor to access services provided by the state. 66. The Department of Social Development has shifted from a welfare approach towards a more developmental approach, initiating poverty relief projects through which beneficiaries could engage in various income generating programmes. The programmes started with serious teething problems particularly under spending, which were later corrected. It is however unclear what the actual impact of these programmes is.265 67. The Public Works Programme has been hailed as amongst the best in the world. Initial problems of implementation included coordination and capacity across the three spheres of government, inequitable spread of benefits, imbalances of project type, lack of proper monitoring and evaluation systems, under-spending and limited integration between departments. Changes were introduced on the basis of evaluation done. Concerns raised about the NPWP include the cost and sustainability of jobs, the complicated nature of such projects, and the need to link skills learned on these projects with skills in demand in the labour market. The Cabinet Lekgotla in July 2002 agreed on work towards a comprehensive employment strategy, which should amongst others include massively expanding the Public works programme. 68. An (sic) part of the debate about measurers (sic) to alleviate poverty by addressing incomes of important the poor, is access to micro finance and credit. Poor people, particular women and those living in the rural area fall outside of the mainstream financial and banking sectors. Although there are a number of institutions that the democratic state has put in place to address this and we have also sought to regulate the micro lending sector to protect poor people, it has been largely inadequate. Given the huge success enjoyed by the state old age pension system in tackling poverty among the aged, it is truly remarkable that so obvious a policy tool as making social grants to the poor should be so studiously avoided. The reason for this, as argued above in connection with the statements attributed to the Minister of Agriculture and Land Affairs, is the party’s mistaken notion of ‘values’ and social security. Here is what ST has to say about the matter: 52. Values underpinning our approach to comprehensive social security: Our evolving policy approach (RDP, Conference resolutions) to social security is located within our objectives of a people centred and a people driven process of development. We believe that people themselves have the creative capacity to improve their own circumstances and to contribute to the development of the country. The role of the state is to harness and build on these capacities by creating the enabling conditions. It is this understanding that saw us launching the year of the volunteer, the Letsema programme, under the slogan, “Vuk'uzenzele”. 53. We are also guided by the belief that the state must take all reasonable measures with the means at its disposal to provide support to those who, through inevitable circumstances, are not in a position to do so. At the same time, our programmes 265



The ease with which the corrupt lay hold of the funds set aside for this purpose has been referred to above. Creating non-corruptible development institutions is a task of awesome difficulty.



187 should also strengthen the social institutions of the family, and community networks to provide care and support for the most vulnerable groups in our society, especially children, the chronically sick, the severely disabled and the older persons. Looming above all is the notion that if the state can create the enabling structures, most of the poor will be able to help themselves out of povertysocial grants really are anathema, as this statement clearly shows: 63. This conference should therefore discuss this issue of poverty eradication and locate it within our perspective of the South African state as a developmental state, with the ANC and its allies leading that development, and mobilising people at large to lend a hand for a better life for all. Any discussion of social security that does not bear this in mind is likely to reduce our people to victims that must wait for handouts from the state in order to live. The fear of ‘social grants reducing people to victims, waiting for handouts’ is a persistent theme in ANC policy documentsfrequent appearances of the offensive term ‘handout’ in the press are not distortions of the utterances of politicians. Of course, social grants could reduce people to victims, waiting for handouts. To assert that social grants are ‘likely’ to do so is to make a strong prediction without much evidence to back it up. Such a claim, as we have seen above, is a recurrent theme in Anglo-Saxon countries where the attempted rollback of the welfare state deploys the same language of fostering self-reliance to impose a coercive, minimalist welfare regime. Fortunately, South Africa has not yet reached the point where, as in the USA: “Failure of the ‘able-bodied’ to support themselves and their families is treated as a moral faultwhich, in turn, runs deeper than failure to earn since it implies other forms of ‘deviant’ status or conduct.” (Handler, 2000, p.115, emphasis in original) Memories of the way in which apartheid blighted the lives of the subordinate (and in a different way, the dominant) population groups, are still too fresh for that. Even so, alarm bells should ring at the way in which the ‘developmental’ aspects overwhelm the ‘social assistance’ aspects of South Africa’s in discussions about the shape of the social security system in the future.266 While it is possible to understand a desire to move away from a system that, at the moment, devotes most of its budget to social grants, it would be difficult to be sympathetic to such a move if it did not maximize the welfare of the poorest in our society. And so we return to the proposition hinted at aboveas long as the ANC in conference or in government clings to a view of social security that sounds (when stripped of its flowery language about development) remarkably Anglo-Saxon in character, the danger exists that prejudice will be allowed



266 One possible explanation of this stance could be that neither the ANC in government nor in conference has considered carefully enough the evidence on the depth of South Africa’s poverty, inequality and unemployment problem. This may seem a strange thing to say of a party that has led South Africa to freedom on the basis of the need to right the historic wrongs suffered by those who bear the burden of these scourges, but how else can one understand the apparent failure to consider, more carefully, the relevant trade-offs?



188 to act as a substitute for the empirical evaluation of the full array of policies that could be used to address poverty, inequality and unemployment.267 As part of the buildup to the ANC’s 51st National Conference to be held in December, a National Policy Conference, attended by almost 700 delegates representing the people, was held at the end of September. The closing statement, delivered by ANC Deputy President Jacob Zuma, starts with a description of the manner in which participation of party members and alliance partners was sought and obtained during the buildup to the conference. Draft resolutions made at this conference point the way to the policy of the future. The initial statement on social policy was not detailed enough to gauge the party’s position on the desired form of the social security system in general, and the basic income grant in particular. Here it is: “This Policy Conference has adopted an important draft resolution calling on government to continue, with a sense of great urgency, with plans towards a comprehensive social security system. This should include the consolidation of all existing social measures such as the Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) and all social grants. The strengthening and progressive expansion of the social wage, including removing obstacles to the delivery of free basic services to all in the shortest possible time, was also identified as a priority. Conference also resolved to expand the reach of existing programmes, such as the child support grant and the school nutrition programme. Specifically, we are proposing that the age eligibility for the child support grant be raised,268 and that the school nutrition programme be extended beyond children in grade R, as well as to secondary schools where possible.” On the economy, there was little of interest in the summary statement, other than a more explicit concern with unemployment than is evident in a document such as the Treasury’s Budget Review. The statement reads as follows: “Conference noted the progress that has been made in restructuring the South African economy, expanding its manufacturing base, diversifying our exports, skills development and black economic empowerment. However, conference noted the high unemployment rate in our country, underpinning continued poverty and many other social problems. We are calling on our government at all levels to embark on programmes that combine short-term measures for immediate relief with longer term interventions for sustainable job creation, skills training and alternative income generating opportunities. We are also supporting a major extension of community based public works programmes using labour intensive methods.”
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The manner in which the White Paper on Social Welfare outlines the long-term objectives of the desired comprehensive social security system lends itself to a narrow reading of the limits of social grants. Where, it argues, the broad goals of achieving economic self-reliance and work for all cannot be met, “… social assistance should be a reliable and accessible provider of last resort.” (White Paper, p.53, paragraph 45).The possibility that during the period of transition and transformation, social assistance might be provider of first resort, is not considered. 268 A statement by the Minister of Social Development indicates that it will go to all eligible children under the age of 15 years. (Business Day, September 30 20002, p.14)



189 The omens are not good. Comments made by prominent ANC spokespersons after the conference prompted the following speculation in the Business Day: “The ANC”, it argued, “seems to be closing a door on all those who hoped for a basic income grant, saying conference delegates felt this would create dependency on the state when people should be partners in their own development. The focus would rather be on a comprehensive public works programme with focus on labour intensive projects. (sic) “We should assist the indigents in reclaiming their dignity rather than depending on a dole system,” said ANC secretary-general Kgalema Motlanthe.” (September 30 2002, p.14) The statement made by the deputy president in closing the conference ends with a warning against actions that would undermine ‘the collective decisions’, taken after consensus had been reached. It reads thus: “Most heartening is that in commissions as well as in plenary, all ideas were aired and consensus was reached, even on the most difficult issues. This applies even to the resolution on the economy on which public perceptions do not accord with the character of our debates, within the ANC and within the Alliance. Therefore, given the level and openness of the debate that has taken place, what emerges from this conference is a collective view that must bind us all. This does not mean that we wish to enforce an unnatural unity on our diverse movement. But at the same time none of us should act in a manner that undermines the decisions we have collectively taken here.” Having read the draft resolutions, it is still difficult to be sure of the direction in which policy is heading. If a convincing critique of the two critical discussion documents that look set to seal the shape of social security policy, those on social and economic transformation was mounted, the most likely quarter from which it would have emerged would have been from Cosatu and the SACP. The reference to the resolution on the economy presumably refers to the privatisation debate. It would be surprising, given Cosatu’s leading role in the BIG Coalition, if that organisation would endorse a position on social security like the one outlined above. Equally unlikely, however, is the likelihood of the party’s position on the topic drifting too far away from the line spelled out in ST above. Consensus appears to have been reached by avoiding the central questionwhat to do about the basic income grant as a means of alleviating poverty. Here is the full text of the draft resolution on the matter, labeled, somewhat ambiguously “Attacking poverty and Comprehensive Social Security”. 1. Call on the government to continue with plans towards a comprehensive social security system, through the consolidation of all existing social security measures such as the UIF and all social grants, the introduction of a national health insurance, and through strengthening and progressively expanding the social wage, including removing all obstacles to the delivery of free basic services to all in the shortest possible time, particularly in municipalities that serve the rural poor.



190 2. Urge government to explore possibilities of expanding the reach of existing programmes such as the child support grant and the school nutrition programme to more children, by raising the age of eligibility to the child grant and expanding the school nutrition programme to children beyond grade R and in public secondary schools where possible. 3. Continue the campaign to ensure that all children eligible for grants do access them, and to remove obstacles such as non-registration and lack of proper documentation 4. Explore possibilities of equalizing the pension age for pension benefits, linking it to the retirement age. 5. Deal with the effects of unemployment through a comprehensive public works programme linked to urban renewal and the integrated rural development strategy, and to move faster towards the implementation of a National Youth Service Programme. 6. Expedite the separation of social security from social development and to ensure state capacity to deal with its responsibility for social development. 7. Ensure adequate funding to meet the social security, poverty alleviation and social development challenges in the country. 8. Implement the integrated food security strategy as adopted by Cabinet in July 2002 and further develop a sustainable food policy strategy in order to ensure food security at all times especially during the times of vulnerability as a consequence of natural disaster, price hikes, etc, that directly impacts on food prices for the poor. 9. Investigate the possibility of introducing an integrated public sector pension system. 10. Prioritise the equitable distribution of the National Lottery Funds to identified vulnerable groupings, e.g. women, children, youth, the aged, and so forth and continually monitor the impact of gambling and the lottery on the poor. (Draft Resolutions, 2002, p.15) What is meant by ‘comprehensive social security’ is only marginally less obscure than what it was before. The social wage (free basic services?) looms large, as does the child support grant. The ‘effects’ of unemployment (20 million poor people?) are to be dealt with by PWPs, the youth programme (which has had limited impact up until this point), and ‘the integrated sustainable rural development strategy’ (ISRDS). If paragraph 76 of the Economic Transformation document is anything to go by, the scale of implementation to date, of the ISRDS is modestin the couple of years that it has taken to set up the necessary institutions, it has advanced to the point where the 13 nodes identified have completed their Integrated Development Plans. Budgeted expenditure for the 2002/2003 financial year is R584 million. Given that there were estimated to be about eight million people in the 13 nodes, this allocation translates to a per capita figure of about R73, on average, in each node. While this may lead to significant improvements in the lives and livelihoods of those participating in the strategy, the sums involved are a trickle where a torrent is required.269 Presumably the flow of resources will speed up in the future, but government is correct to proceed cautiously with this initiativethrowing resources at such an undertaking without 269



By every measure that can be devised, the people in these areas are worse off than their fellow citizens. Page after page, the baseline statistics for the ISRDS disclose their predicamentmore dependants, higher illiteracy, higher unemployment rates, lower participation rates, fewer facilities of every kind (see Stats SA, 2002a).



191 having created the institutions to absorb them would simply replicate the waste seen in so many of the poverty alleviation projects.270 What this means in practice is that for some time to come, the strategy’s impact will be limited. This makes Kanbur’s paraphrasing of Keynes (Dead in the short run), a distinct possibility (at least in the medium term) for those rural poor who cannot be reached by the strategy. The sincerity of the ANC’s desire for all those South Africans excluded from the benefits of development by the combined workings of apartheid and capitalism,271 is not to be doubted. That this should produce a strong sense of revulsion at the thought that these unfortunates should be content with crumbs off the table of the well-to-do is all too easily understood. Having granted all this, however, it is more than merely coincidental that those parts of the policy proposals dealing with social grants come out smelling a little of the English Poor law. There is not all that much difference between Bentham’s suggestion, cited in the previous chapter, that ‘relief’ for the poor will cause moral degeneracy among the recipients’, and the suggestions above about the ‘victims dependent on handouts’. Nor can the proposal to bring relief to the poor by means of a ‘massive public works programme’ avoid the awkward question of setting a wage according to the principle of ‘less eligibility’. The ANC is heir, with the World Bank (and its organic intellectuals like Deepak Lal), to a particular tradition. Whether its followers have had the privilege of delving into the history of that tradition, and, more importantly, of alternatives to it, is not known. Whether discussion of these alternatives outside of the conference, would undermine the ‘unity’ referred to by Deputy President Zuma, is also not known. A call by outsiders for a referendum on the topic, as was suggested in the introduction to this study, would probably fall on deaf earsthe catalogue of participation with which the conference closing statement begins, suggests not only a sensitivity to the question of wide consultation, but also a certain satisfaction that this has actually been achieved. Yet it is at least debatable whether the majority of the people, duly informed of the facts of the matter, would go along with the direction in which policy seems to be heading. This being so, the BIG coalition should add to its list of demands a call for a referendum to test the will of the people in this vital matter. It would be hard to find anyone who could advance a sensible argument against the proposition that people should be empowered to the point of economic self-reliance (than which nothing is better at fostering self-esteem). Achievement of this worthy goal for all is, however, decades, not years away. Would that it were not so difficult, in the meanwhile, to persuade policymakers (and conference delegates) that the current policy mix leans too strongly in the direction of economic empowerment (indirect poverty reduction).
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Calls from within the ANC for a ‘loosening’ of the budget deficit target of 2.1 per cent of GDP, on the grounds that the “solid state of government finances created room for a relaxation of fiscal policy for poverty alleviation and job creation”, met with the response that “Government’s limited capacity to spend would not allow for a further expansion of … the 6.7% real increase in expenditure provided for in the 2003/04 budget …” Finance Minister Trevor Manuel said “I can’t see the public sector absorbing substantially more than that” (Business Day, Wednesday, November 13 2002, p.1). 271 It is interesting that the ANC sees the broad objective of the struggle as “resolving the basic contradictions arising from the system of apartheid colonialism” (Draft Resolutions, 2002, p.7) Capitalism’s role in creating the present mess does not merit a mention.
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7. Grants for (some of) the unemployed: Is there an alternative? GEAR’s concern “Present trends in the economy lead to employment growth of 100 000 to 130 000 per year, with unemployment rising to 37 percent by the year 2000 and an increased casualisation of the workforce. On this trajectory poorly rewarded employment in survival activities grows nearly twice as fast as formal sector job opportunities. Weakening employment opportunities for the poor imply that income distribution is likely to worsen, impacting particularly severely on the rural poor, young work-seekers and those without education or skills.” (GEAR, 1997, p.17) GEAR’s promise “In this integrated macroeconomic strategy, employment growth accelerates, reaching 409 000 jobs annually in the year 2000 and reversing the upward tendency in the unemployment rate. Over the next five years [1998-2003?] some 833 000 more jobs are created in the higher growth strategy than would otherwise be possible” (GEAR, 1997, p.17)



Mass unemployment in South Africa, it has been argued, has contributed significantly to increases in poverty and inequality. The seemingly inexorable increase in the numbers of unemployed, the outcome of the inability of current economic policies to solve the problem (for whatever reason), pushes to the foreground, the question of what can be done to ease the suffering associated with the phenomenon. In short, we must ask what is to be done about poverty and inequality while we wait for economic policy to find the key to rapid, job-creating economic growth? ‘What to do about the poor’ has been debated for thousands of years. For many centuries it seems to have been agreed that those among them who have come to be described as the ‘deserving poor’ are entitled to relief.272 Agreement about who, among the poor is ‘deserving’, and who ‘able-bodied’ (and hence, undeserving), is much more difficult to secure. The argument over who is ‘deserving’ of relief, and who is not, never far from the surface, must be faced anew whenever social security systems come under strain, particularly of a financial nature. Responsibility for the provision of relief has fallen and continues to do so, in one way or another, on the community at large. It being generally accepted that the deserving poor are entitled to relief, one finds little dissent over the need for government policies aimed at poverty reduction and alleviation. The same cannot be said about the nature of these policies. As far as inequality (of income and wealth) is concerned, if poverty is eradicated, it is not self-evident that a reduction in inequality is necessary, and this despite the bitter struggles between egalitarians and defenders of the status quo, dating back to antiquity. This is reflected in the long-standing disagreement among economists on the effects of inequality. A recent survey of the literature examining the association, if any, between inequality, economic inefficiency and slow economic development, concludes that:
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Clearly, the view that someone is deserving of relief, is an ethical or normative stance.



193 “… empirical evidence … is weak, and the policy implications of this burgeoning literature remain ambiguous.” (Bourguignon, 2000, p.199) Bourguignon himself advances a fairly persuasive account of the connection between crime, violence and inequitable development. Be that as it may, the interest of this chapter, however, lies elsewhere, namely, in an investigation of the possibility that the South African economy, by common agreement, one in which income and wealth are grossly unequally distributed, and possibly becoming more so, cannot grow fast enough to eradicate poverty within some acceptable period. It follows from this, that if the concern over poverty so frequently expressed by the country’s leaders is real, that more energetic consideration is going to have to be given to the direct redistribution of income through social grants. Like it or not, direct redistribution requires that income be taken away from one group and given to other. Carried out successfully, this will have the effect of reducing inequality. If the analysis in this and the previous chapter is correct, then a change of heart on the part of government is required. Genuine though its concern with the maldistribution of income undoubtedly is, the likelihood of changing it at an acceptable rate down at the poorer end of the distribution through the redistribution of assets favoured by the state is so slight as to be of little consequence to the poor. This is not to suggest that efforts to achieve such redistribution must be curtailedon the contrary, they should be redoubled where they are shown to be effective. If this entails an increase in tax levels, so be it. Such a policy stance is precisely the opposite of what GEAR’s drafters seem to have had in mind. Several years of GEAR’s rigour have, however, seen many of the more nightmarish worries of its drafters (referred to in the epigraph), come to pass. Nothing hindered, the debate has now moved on (as we observed at the beginning of the study) to the latest fad in development circles, pro-poor growth. Of course, it were a good thing if growth were pro-poor. Little attention, however, seems to have been devoted to the task of determining just how much pro-poor growth is required before an ‘acceptable’ level of poverty is achieved. The existing level of destitution, let alone poverty, is most emphatically not acceptable. Eliminating destitution in South Africa is probably the most important policy priority. Even when destitution is no more, however, inequality will probably still be too high to allow poverty reduction to be secured (in some reasonable period) by economic alone, unless by some miracle, someone really does discover the key to pro-poor growth. A remarkable feature of the current South African intellectual landscape, given the extremes of inequality almost everyone experiences in one form or another in their daily lives, is the relative absence of debate about transfers (taking more from the rich than is presently taken, and giving it to the genuinely poor) as a means of addressing the problem of the gross maldistribution income. Can it be that the long co-existence of destitution with fabulous, ostentatious wealth (or even with mere comfort) has caused extreme inequality to take on a semblance of immutability that renders vain all attempts (including the emergence of democracy) to change it? A perception of gross inequality as part of the natural order would certainly help to sustain the self-serving contempt with which arguments in favour of redistribution of income are dismissed. Things were not ever thusin the run-up to democracy, there was a flurry of intellectual activity, reflecting popular concerns, with the question of redistribution. Two books published at the time (Moll, 1990; Moll, Nattrass and Loots, 1991) dealt



194 explicitly with the scope and limits of redistribution. The former of these two, Peter Moll’s 1990 work, contains a comparison of the conditions of the poor under various assumptions about growth and redistribution for a period of 20 years. He called his four scenarios Unrealistic Growth, Realistic Growth, Unrealistic Redistribution and Realistic Distribution. The details do not concern us herethe point is that there was a vigorous debate. Now is the time for that debate to be revivedit is a simple matter to demonstrate that under economic conditions such as those that have marked what is approaching a decade of democracy in South Africa, modest redistribution could do more for the very poorest than a concentration on ‘economic empowerment’. So unlikely is it that many of the unemployed will, in the foreseeable future, be absorbed gainfully into the labour market, that the considerable resources devoted by the state to measures intended to reduce and to alleviate poverty barely scratch the surface of the problem. Analyses of income inequality based on (or linked to) the 1996 Population Census and the 1995 Income and Expenditure Survey (IES) have, it would seem, reached the end of the road―further developments await the publication of the IES results for the year 2000.273 Taking the analyses as far as they will go, however, most commentators seem to agree that between-(race)-group inequalities have fallen, while within-group inequalities have risen. For example, an examination of South Africa’s changing income distribution in the period 1991-96 by Whiteford and van Seventer (2000) concludes that: “… the rise in inequality within population groups and within society as a whole is driven, on the one hand, by rising employment of well-paid, highly-skilled persons and, on the other hand, declining employment of lower-paid, less-skilled persons who are forced into poorly remunerated informal sector employment or into unemployment.” (p.28) Posing the question of whether the trends they have detected “… which occurred in all population groups” (p.25) are likely to continue into the future, the answer, they insist, has to be in the affirmative. Their analysis of labour market processes, and projections that one of the authors made in another study, lead them to predict that: “… the employment of highly skilled persons will continue to rise while the employment of less skilled persons will decline, resulting in rising unemployment. Unless there is a fundamental shift in the path along which the economy is moving, there is little hope for a reduction in inequality and income poverty.” (Whiteford and van Seventer, 2000, p.28) Rising unemployment in the period since the last definitive work was done suggests that these tendencies have continued unabated. Not only has the required fundamental shift not taken placethe numbers of unemployed have climbed to record levels. As was argued at the start of Chapter 3 of the work, the increase that this has occasioned in the number of workerless households has exacerbated the poverty problem. Substantial numbers of the unemployed, it has been argued above, 273



If Census 2001 goes well, using the resulting population distributions to weight the 2000 IES results should yield authoritative results on this question.



195 are unlikely to find employment now and in the foreseeable future in the economic conditions obtaining in South Africa. Couple this with the fact that ceteris paribus, the rates of growth required to achieve a given level of poverty reduction vary directly with the degree of income inequality, and the stage is set for a re-evaluation of the possible role of social grants, both for the direct relief of the poverty associated with unemployment and poorly-paid work, and for the reduction of inequality as a good, in and of itself. In the face of the unfortunate trends identified above, before which government’s attempts to alleviate poverty (which lean heavily in the direction of gainful insertion of the unemployed into the labour market) have but scant hope of success, the question of whether, under present economic conditions, there is a more direct way of addressing poverty, must be posed. The exploration in this section of the study attempts to address this matter by comparing the relative merits of poverty-reducing strategies based on rapid, distribution neutral (trickle-down) growth, and those based on policies of modest redistribution through income transfers to the poor (accompanied by slower growth).274 The model on which the results reported below are based is but a youthbeing in the early stages of its development. Nonetheless, it churns out what appears to be a robust conclusionunder conditions of extreme inequality, modest redistribution coupled with moderate economic growth does considerably more for the poor than does fast trickle-down growth. We approach the model and its results by a somewhat roundabout routevia a brief look at the international literature on inequality and poverty reduction. The simulation model and its results then follow.



The international debate: Revisiting the growth/inequality nexus A recent piece by Aghion et al (1999) begins with the observation that: “The question of how inequality is generated and how it reproduces over time has been a major concern of social scientists for over a century. Yet the relationship between inequality and the process of economic development is far from being well understood.” (p.1615) Drawing on new growth theories (all the while acknowledging the need for more research), they offer a series of insights into this complex relationship. The two major questions they pose: • •



is inequality always good for growth, and does growth increase earnings inequality?



are of obvious relevance in South Africa. Clearly, one cannot simply transplant the conclusions of research conducted elsewhere into the local setting. Several of their findings, however, resonate so strongly with local conditions as to suggest that the policy implications they draw are likely to be appropriate in this country as well. As 274



The question of whether fast growth is possible in South Africa under any conditions is not consideredthe economy’s track record to date does not encourage the belief that it is.



196 regards the first of the questions with which they are concerned, one conclusion they reach is that: “… when agents are heterogeneous and capital markets are imperfect, greater inequality may have a negative impact on growth. Moreover, the traditional argument that redistribution is detrimental to incentives and growth is strongly challenged.” (1999, p.1630) In other words, as they point out further on, “there is not necessarily a trade-off between equity and efficiency.” (p.1655) As regards the second of the questions they address, their research points to (possibly) contradictory outcomes in which: “… technological change appears both as the major source of economic growth and as the main vector through which the growth process is likely to affect the distribution of earnings. It is therefore at the core of the relationship from growth to inequality. However, the extent to which the growth process actually induces rising inequality depends on the institutional characteristics of each country. In particular, labor market institutions are crucial.” (p.1654, emphasis in original) Enough is known about the latter in South Africa, to make it clear that technical change has a strong tendency to enhance the wages of skilled workers relative to unskilled. Enough is also known about differential access to the credit necessary for sustained investment in human capital, to make it clear that without massive subsidies to the poor, ‘catch-up’ with highly educated and highly skilled workers (a daunting challenge under most circumstances) is simply not possible. From the first part of their study, Aghion et al conclude that: “When capital markets are imperfect, there is scope for redistributive policies which are also growth enhancing. How to redistribute hence becomes a crucial issue. Given that capital markets are at the root of the relationship between inequality and growth, transfers or subsidies to borrowers are an important policy tool. This is particularly relevant in the case of investments in human capital.” (p.1656) The complexities of labour market interactions, with some forces tending to increase, and others to decrease inequality, make it impossible to say, a priori, what the outcome will be of increased investment in human capital. As the authors have shown, though, the nature of technical change may mean that rising education levels exacerbate inequality. There is thus a case to be made, depending on the institutional setting, for “sustained redistribution.”. Their concluding remarks are that: “… a one-time reduction in after-tax inequality that would foster investment incentives and growth in the short run would result in a (maybe temporary) upsurge in inequality as a consequence of the accelerated technical progress it induces. In other words, the absence of a durable virtuous circle a la Kuznets calls for permanent redistribution in order both to control the level of inequality and to foster social mobility and growth. The details of how such policies should be designed and implemented constitute a whole research area still to be explored.” (Aghion et al, 1999, pp.1656-1657)



197 There is a cautionary tale here for those who subscribe to the view that empowering the previously excluded (and still highly disadvantaged) will somehow have positive implications for equity. But let us descend from the stratosphere of an aspiration in which all South Africans can meet and compete on an equal footing in the labour market (the level playing field so beloved of politicians and the popular press), to a world that aspires, more modestly, to ensure that all in South Africa have shelter and enough to eatin short, let us talk about chronic poverty. A reluctant world, led ideologically by international institutions such as the World Bank and the IMF, may finally be ready to do more than merely flirt with the notion that the rates of poverty reduction that can be achieved under conditions of extreme income inequality may be too low. Although this unfortunate truth may not be aired too often in public, officials of the World Bank became aware of it long time ago. As Arrighi (2002) has observed: “Already in 1970, the President of the World Bank, Robert McNamara, had acknowledged that the attainment of high rates of GNP growth in low-income countries left infant mortality’ high’, life expectancy ‘low’, illiteracy ‘widespread, unemployment ‘endemic and growing’ and the distribution of income and wealth ‘severely skewed’. ” (2002, p20)275 The debate has resurfaced in an interesting way. By virtue of the arm’s-length relationship that the Bank and the Fund can maintain with intellectual output of the experts they employ, they can float ideas from which they can readily distance themselves if too much controversy arises. This is done by allowing experts (consultants and/or staff) to publish papers, often with suitable disclaimers, in the institution’s respective journals and paper series. Ravi Kanbur’s seminal (1987) paper, published in the IMF Staff Papers, is a case in point.276 The World Bank has also let William Easterly loose on the question of the effect of lending on the poor, with not very complimentary results for that institution. He finds that: “… the poor benefit less from expansions during a structural adjustment program than in expansions without an adjustment program, while they are at the same time less hurt by contractions. [in other words, the elasticity of poverty falls]…. [I]t is disappointing that the poor do not share fully in growth in those cases where there are recoveries that accompany adjustment lending. Since the Bank and the Fund ultimately wish to restore growth in the economies to which they make adjustment loans, it is worrisome that positive growth has less of a povertyreducing impact with high Bank-Fund involvement.” (2000a, pp.8-9) Part of the explanation of why poverty does not fall with recovery, for at least some of the countries that Easterly examined, almost certainly lies in the fact that, as Ravallion has pointed out:
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The origin of this comment, cited in a footnote, is an article by McNamara, “The True Dimensions of the Task”, International Development Review, vol. 1, 1970, pp.5-6. 276 Witness his comments on pp.69-70 on ‘trickle down’ growth and deliberate interventions by government to redistribute income. We consider these at greater length below.



198 “Inequality … matters to the pace of poverty reduction that is achieved at any given rate of growth.” (2000, p.17) This relationship, of course, is precisely that used by McGrath and Whiteford to estimate the ‘crossover times’ at which we will glance below.277 Stated in simple terms, the higher the level of inequality, the higher the growth rate, ceteris paribus, required to address the task of poverty alleviation.278 There are several ways in which use may be made of this proposition (the relationships among inequality, growth and poverty reduction) to test the efficacy of anti-poverty policy. They are most interesting when they make use of actual performance data, but even a set of hypothetical figures, if they approximate the conditions found in real economies, can be revealing. We look at three such exercises below. The first of them takes a simple model developed by Ravallion in the paper referred to above, and plugs into it, some guesstimates of what the relevant South African figures might have been. By varying the level of inequality, the rate of poverty reduction may be seen to change. The second merely reports on the findings of a simulation exercise (based on actual performance data for a large number of countries) by Dagdeviran et al (2000). South Africa is included among them. The third builds on the latter approach to perform a series of simulations of some plausible ‘might-have-beens’ for post-apartheid South Africa.



The growth elasticity of poverty In simple technical terms, the finding of the Easterly (2000a) piece referred to above, is that the growth elasticity of poverty in those countries he examined fell in countries with high Bank and Fund involvement. His analysis takes into account the levels of inequality in the countries concerned. If an optimist is one who can find consolation no matter what the circumstance, then Easterly must surely qualify. Discussing the relationship among poverty, inequality and growth, he observes that: “Ten percentage points higher Gini will lower the growth elasticity of poverty by 0.6 percentage points. A not-often-noticed implication of this result is that the poor will be hurt less by output contraction in a highly unequal economy than in a relatively equal one, simply because the poor have a low share of output to begin with.” (2000a, p.8) It seems not to have occurred to him that the capacity of the very poor (some of them hidden away in the statistics) to absorb even a tiny negative shock may be so limited that any contraction of income would have catastrophic consequences. Ravallion’s (2000) work is more palatable. He observes that:
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These authors note that the approach in Kanbur’s (1987) article (and a synthesis of it by van Seventer)―comparing the efficacy of poverty alleviation through growth, or poverty alleviation through redistribution, are “used to such an extent that they are quoted without specific acknowledgement.” (1994, p.26) 278 It is not clear whether this proposition is self-evident or not. If the latter, it could be a theorem, needing to be ‘proved’ by a chain of reasoning (a simple matter). If the former, we need trouble our minds no further about its validity.



199 “… an important determinant of the rate of poverty reduction is the distributioncorrected rate of growth in average income, given by a measure of initial inequality (100 minus the measure of inequality) times the rate of growth. Indeed, the distribution-corrected growth rate knocks out the simple rate of growth when both are used in a regression for the rate of poverty reduction between surveys across countries and time … It is not the rate of growth that matters, but the distribution-corrected rate of growth.” (2000, p.19) He represents this in a “simple model, which gives the proportionate rate of change in measured poverty (r) over time as:” r = ß(1 - I)g In this model, I is the index of inequality at the beginning of a period of time, and g, the rate at which average income grows. His estimates of ß, obtained from an analysis of the data of 124 periods of time from surveys in developing countries lie between –3.74 and –2.94 (p.19). If the value of this coefficient in South Africa is assumed to lie somewhere between these values (no claims are made for the validity of such a step―we are concerned here only with illustrative figures), then a table of possible outcomes like those in Table 33 below can be constructed. Table 33 Hypothetical rates of poverty reduction I = Index of inequality g = Growth rate of average (per capita) income ß = Coefficient r = Rate of change in measured poverty



1 0.68 0.50 -2.0 -0.32



2 0.50 0.50 -2.0 -0.50



3 0.68 0.50 -4.0 -0.64



4 0.60 0.50 -4.0 -0.80



Income growth in recent years (GDP growth minus population growth) was probably in the region of about half of one per cent per annum. The Gini coefficient, that oftcited index of maldistribution, was probably somewhere in the region of 0.68 (should we be using the after-tax Gini?). The lower the value of ß in absolute terms, the slower the rate of poverty reduction (the annual percentage change in the proportion of the population living below $US1 per day). Likewise, the higher the level of inequality, the lower the rate of poverty reduction. For our purposes here, the device played with above, although interesting, is little more than a curiosity―Ravallion’s forthright statement that it is only the distributioncorrected rate of growth that matters, is very important, but to get closer to policy, it is necessary to dig deeper. The strong likelihood is that the period since 1994 has seen increases (caused by rising mass unemployment), rather than declines in the proportion of the population in poverty. In other words, rising poverty can coexist with growing real incomes. To deal with that problem, it is necessary to go beyond simple models. The paper by Dagdeviran et al (2000) starts pointing in the appropriate direction. They have developed an “… analytical framework to assess which … strategy would be the most effective, given specific poverty targets …” (2000, p.2).
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Using this framework, they examine the consequences for the poor of the distributional impacts of three different growth paths. Simulation exercises carried out on data for fifty countries measured the head count poverty reductions of three distributional targets (strategies). The targets were: • • •



a one per cent distribution neutral increase in per capita GDP (referred to as DNG) a one per cent increase in per capita GDP, distributed equally across income percentiles (referred to as EDG), and a one per cent redistribution of income from the richest twenty per cent to the poorest twenty per cent (referred to as 1% redistribution).



Table 4 in their paper estimates gives the estimates of the effect of redistributing one per cent of national income from the top, to the bottom quintile―in South Africa in 1993, 23.2 per cent of the population in their dataset is below the one US dollar line. Redistribution lowers this by 5.4 percentage points to 17.8, a 23.1 per cent reduction. The cost is an additional tax of 1.5 per cent on the incomes of the top quintile. The other two strategies have a much less dramatic impact―their Table 2 shows that a one per cent distribution neutral growth episode lifts 0.30 per cent of the population out of poverty, while a one per cent growth in per capita GDP, equally distributed across income percentiles, does the same for 1.48 per cent out of them. They conclude that: “… the simulation exercises demonstrate that for the overwhelming majority of middle-income countries, poverty reduction is most effectively achieved by a redistribution of current income. For these same countries, redistribution with growth would be the second-best option, and distribution neutral or status quo growth, a poor third. Low income counties require a growth strategy, and for most redistribution with growth would be more effective than status quo growth.” (Dagdeviran et al, 2000, p.21) It is not the intention here to enter into detailed discussion of their analysis and policy recommendations. Challenging as they do, the dominant ideology, their results are sure to generate energetic debate. The authors seem well prepared for such an engagement―this is no mindless call to arms on behalf of the poor. Rather, it is an (apparently) careful weighing up of the circumstances in which it is feasible and appropriate to adopt one or another policy, as well as an examination of the tools with which to attempt to do so. Now let us start wending our way home, there to play with a model inspired by the Dagdeviran et al piece. The path is a little circuitous, it being necessary first, to take a position on various conceptual and methodological issues.



Conceptual and methodological issues There are five detours on the way to the simulation model. The first of these takes us on a tour of one of the possible benchmarks against which to assess the results of the simulationsthe set of estimates of ‘crossover periods’ made by McGrath and Whiteford in 1994. Then we attempt to clear the air around the term ‘trickle-down’ growth (sometimes referred to as distribution neutral growth), spending a short while



201 exploring the meaning of the concept, especially under conditions of severe structural unemployment. This is followed by a brief discussion of the difficulties of modeling in a far from equilibric world. Having explained the approach thought to be necessitated by this world, we move onto the terrain of value-driven non-linear transformations, a region which, its jargonistic smell notwithstanding, is argued to have hidden within it, one of more important determinants of whether or not significant policy change can succeed. The final digression takes us into a brief examination of the ways in which a ‘clash of models’ could be organised so as to facilitate the incorporation of their outcomes into policy.



Digression (i): Estimating ‘crossover periods’ for poverty reduction In 1994, the Stellenbosch Economic Project, located in the quaintly-named Centre for Contextual Hermeneutics, published a paper by McGrath and Whiteford that deserved more attention among policymakers than it apparently enjoyed. The work reported that the poverty gap in South Africa in 1991 was equal to 5.7 per cent of total household income (1994, p.24). Since the richest ten per cent of households in 1991 received 51.2 per cent of total (gross) income (1994, p.8), a repeated annual transfer of about 11 per cent of these gross incomes (about R2 332 to each poor household in 1991) would have served, ceteris paribus, to have eliminated poverty altogether.279 Of course, transfers on such a scale are politically infeasible―this notwithstanding the apartheid origins of the assets that permit high incomes to accrue to one group while another starves, or hovers on the border of destitution. This limit to redistribution serves as an icon for a widespread unwillingness among those who have, to consider measures for tackling the poverty of the have-nots directly, even (or especially) in the most unequal societies on earth. The facet of the McGrath and Whiteford piece of most concern here is the set of estimates it provides of what are referred to in the literature as ‘crossover periods’―the time it takes for any particular growth strategy to lift the average income of the poor above a poverty datum (however defined). Their approach subjects the “… commonly held view … that the most effective policy to alleviate poverty is merely to maximise growth …” (p.26) to critical scrutiny. The ‘view’ does not do very well. The ‘trickle down effect’ that operates, understood to mean the income growth resulting from a commitment to a growth path that does not alter “the relative income distributions among households” takes a long time to eliminate poverty under any realistic assumptions about sustainable growth. For the income distribution and poverty level obtaining in 1991, their estimates of the crossover time varied from 117 years at a one per cent economic growth rate, to 47 years at a 2.5 per cent rate, and to 24 years with a five per cent per annum rate (McGrath and Whiteford, 1994, pp.26-27). Casting about for an alternative to ‘trickle down’ as a poverty alleviation strategy, they examine two redistribution strategies. The first of these, which they describe as 279



The poverty gap of a poor household is equal to the difference between household income and the poverty income expressed as a percentage of the poverty income. The gap for all poor households is the average of the individual results.



202 an ‘additive’ approach, addresses poverty via an increase in social security expenditure. We referred above to such a strategy as ‘direct’ poverty alleviation. The other approach considered by McGrath and Whiteford, labelled ‘multiplicative’, tackles the problem by reducing the (indirect) tax on consumption, the VAT. Of the two, the latter, a tax expenditure, is far more costly to the treasury (roughly four times the cost to achieve the same reduction in poverty levels). This is because the instrument is blunt―amounting, in effect, to a subsidy to every household, with nonpoor households experiencing greater gains (in absolute terms) than poor. Their recommendation, not surprisingly, leans strongly towards the direct approach.280



Digression (ii): On the nature of ‘trickle down’ growth In the debate over growth and redistribution, two distinct groups may be identifiedthose who favour deliberate attempts by the state to redistribute through the fiscus and those who do not. The form of economic growth preferred by the latter is sometimes referred to as distribution neutral growth, or, more commonly, as ‘trickle down’. As a strategy, distribution neutral growth (DNG) requires some unpacking. The conventional wisdom is that developing countries can have no (or very little) open unemployment. Under-employment or disguised unemployment, synonyms for very low productivity economic activity, can and do exist. In the simplest, most stylised version of a distribution neutral strategy, the growth path calls for the under-employed either to improve productivity in existing occupations (e.g. in agriculture), and/or to move into higher productivity jobs in the burgeoning urban areas. Reductions in labour requirements in agriculture resulting from productivity improvements will add to the supply of underemployed, available to migrate (hopefully) to higher productivity activities in the towns. Presumably the ‘distribution neutral’ part of the story refers to a growth strategy that consciously avoids any attempt at redistributing income via the fiscus (on the grounds that Pareto optimality would be violated?). If there is no unemployment and all incomes grow at the same rate, then inequality levels will remain constant. This is one, possible distribution neutral growth outcome. Another possible outcome, much less desirable from an egalitarian point of a view, would be a worsening of inequality levels because of differential income growth. One assumes that most proponents of DNG would not be so averse to reductions in inequality as to oppose them if they arose from differential productivity growth that caused incomes at the bottom end of the distribution to increase more rapidly than those at the top (an unlikely, but conceivable outcome). South Africa, it need hardly be said, is not like the hypothetical developing countries in which DNG could occur as outlined above. From the work carried out in earlier parts of this study, we know that in households where monthly expenditure in 1999 was less than R800 per month, home to more than 13 million people, there were some 3.1 million unemployed―2.6 million in workerless households, and a further 570 000 in households containing informal, but no formal sector workers. A mean household size of somewhere in excess of four persons implies that their individual expenditure levels are so low that it is from their ranks that the bulk of the people in deciles 1, 2 280



The greater effectiveness of an additive, as opposed to multiplicative approach, is confirmed by Bhorat (2001, p.168).



203 and 3 of the size distribution of income must be drawn. In other words, most of the people of working age in these deciles are not under-employed in a rural setting―they are either unemployed or not economically active. Under such circumstances, levels of poverty and inequality are determined both by relative rates of income growth, and by changes in the numbers of newly employed and unemployedgiven sufficient employment creation in South Africa, levels of poverty would fall, and levels of inequality could fall. If, in this setting, the state made no attempt to redistribute through the fiscus, then, to be pedantic, it is probably most appropriate to refer to the fiscal stance as ‘distribution neutral’, and the form of growth that takes place as ‘trickle down’. At various points in this study, the rationale for the promotion of trickle down has been hinted atit is time to square up to that question. An excellent place to start is with the Kanbur (1987) piece referred to above. He writes: “Having discussed the measurement of poverty, we now turn to the question of alleviation. To some, however, this is a nonquestion. Or, at least, it is not a question separate from the question of achieving the fastest possible rate of growth. It is suggested that “trickle down” will solve the problem in due course and that redistributive measures that dampen growth will hurt the poor more than they benefit them in the long run. What is the basis for this view?” His answer to this question is but partial. Taking a hypothetical set of poverty and growth figures “…that do not seem to be far off the mark for many developing countries… ” he estimates the crossover period, noting that: “… it will take more than twenty years for the average poor person to be lifted out of poverty.” (his emphasis) Playing around with the figures, he manages to get the crossover period down to fifteen years, observing after doing so that: “It is in this context that the urgency of poverty alleviation measures has to be seen. Waiting for three or four five-year plan periods for poverty alleviation (which does not take into account the poorest of the poor) may be too long given the objectives of some governments. Explicit redistributive strategies may well be introduced in response to slowness in “trickle down”it is simply a matter of political arithmetic.” (Kanbur, 1987, pp.70) The question that he posed had two parts: he enquired what the basis was of the view that (a) trickle down will solve the problem in due course, and that (b) redistributive measures that dampen growth will hurt the poor more than they benefit them in the long run? Performing the crossover period calculations discloses the possible length of the period called ‘due course’. The observation that at the crossover period, the poorest of the poor may still be a long way away, adds a sobering note. None of this, however, can explain why, for trickle downers ‘alleviation is a nonquestion’. He flirts with the matter in the reference to political arithmetic, but that is as close as he gets. Although it may not be entirely clear what is meant by the term ‘political arithmetic’, it is clear that the question of what strategy (or strategies) will lift the largest number of poor out of poverty and keep them out of it, is an empirical matter



204 (albeit one with speculative overtones). As such, one should be able to answer it by appealing to the ‘facts’ or to probable outcomes. Since large-scale economic policy experiments cannot be conducted, the ‘facts’ to which appeal is made must, of necessity, be found in comparisons between the economic histories of different countries. If redistribution and trickle down are posited (by competing social groups) as alternative strategies, one could find the proponents of each either citing exemplars among countries similar in character to their own, or, more probably, citing generalisations based on research from a number of studies. For an example of the latter, we need look no further than our old friends, Lal and Myint (1996). The following passage condenses all the empirical evidence they have gathered on the question into a few powerful policy prescriptions: “… irrespective of the efficacy of public income transfers in addressing mass poverty, their growth and level are likely to depend endogenously upon the interaction of the polity (‘ability’) and economy (‘inequality’). Except for the Platonic state, irrespective of the social desirability of transfers targeted to the poor, such transfers are unlikely to take place in most other types of polity. Most redistribution is likely to be from the poor to the rich, as well as from the poor and rich to the middle. Instead therefore of setting one’s heartas so many wellmeaning economists have doneon the necessarily zero-sum games with uncertain outcomes involved in the redistributive ‘basic needs’-type programmes, it may be best to concentrate on the positive-sum game involved in rapid, efficient growthwhich raises the incomes of the poor. High growth, which raises the demand for their primary endowmenttheir labourstill remains … the single most important feasible method of raising the incomes of the poor.” (Lal and Myint, 1996, pp.376-377) Disagreement with the view that rapid growth is desirable is unlikely. What, though, of cases where the rate of growth required to eradicate the problem of mass poverty within some reasonable period of time is almost certainly so high as to be beyond reach (or, what amounts to the same thing, when crossover periods are socially and politically unacceptable?) What then of redistribution? Lal and Myint make no crude appeal for the preservation of the status quotheir objection is not to redistribution per seredistribution is foresworn because in their view, attempts to redistribute are foredoomed to failure. Note, however, that Lal’s and Myint’s verdict on growth as the most feasible method raising incomes is a conditional generalisation (‘… it may be best to concentrate on the positive-sum game …’), as well it ought to be, because the question of whether or not transfers take place, and have an immediate poverty alleviating effect, would appear to depend crucially on the form of the state, as their reference to Plato makes clear. Although the Platonic guardian state, a benevolent dictatorship, is necessarily undemocratic,281 those wielding the instruments of state power do “have citizen’s welfare in their own objective function…” (1996, p.261). Benevolent dictatorships are, however, few, and far between, so Lal’s and Myint’s assessment of the possibilities of redistribution in developing countries is, in many, maybe, most instances, justified—predatory states (in which citizen’s welfare is “an instrument rather than an objective”) abound. Looking beyond the pessimism of their conclusions, the important insight in Lal and Myint is the identification of the form of 281



It circumvents Arrow’s ‘general possibility theorem’ (the impossibility of devising a democratic social welfare function except under highly restrictive assumptions).



205 the state as the crucial determinant of whether or not redistribution of a socially desirable nature (Rawlsian?) takes place. Assuming that a state ‘passes’ that test, and assuming further that the fiscal capacity and political will (sufficient consensus) to tackle poverty by redistributive measures exist, then the next set of hurdles to be cleared would be those created by the need to decide the form that the measures should take. Gauging the likely impact on the behaviour of recipients of welfare payments, like estimating the competence of any particular state to implement redistributive policies, is an empirical matter. Here, though, in the absence of reliable information, prejudice, masquerading as ‘values’ or ‘philosophies’, is usually found usurping the place of evidence in the policy formation process. Cliché-ridden statements, with dire warnings about the dependence that grants will create, are the order of the day. It is in an atmosphere such as this that the debate on basic income grants in South Africa is taking place. There is, it could be argued, merit in trying to create some evidence in a manner transparent to all. One way of doing so, often, perhaps the only way, is by building models that allow the researcher to simulate outcomes under a variety of circumstances. Unfortunately, the world in which this must be done does not obey rules of simple linear causality. Our next digression therefore offers a glance (the very briefest) at some of the difficulties (and possibilities) of modelling in a nonlinear world.



Digression (iii): Modelling in a complex, far from equilibric world Forecasting the economic and social impact of policy changes is, as everybody knows who dabbles in such matters, an haphazard business. Even under ‘normal’ circumstances, success in the much simpler task of forecasting likely movements in major economic variables has proved elusive.282 When there is little by way of previous experience to point to the likely consequences of making a major change, such as the introduction of a basic income grant, the gentle art of forecasting, as conventionally practised, is probably not much more helpful than astrology. Compounding these difficulties is the fact that the economy has, in any event, undergone significant transformation since the early 1990sliberalisation has probably introduced several discontinuities. Yet if rational choices between competing policy options are to be made, attempts to quantify the likely effects of such policies are an absolute necessity. Conventional economic models, founded in linear relationships of one sort or another, have difficulty in coping with the fact that “… much, and probably most, of the world doesn’t work in this way.” (Byrne, 1998, p.19) Superimposing a further non-linearity (such as the BIG) upon an already nonlinear system, would rob a model without a valid claim to ‘isomorphism with the real world it seeks to represent’ (in Byrne’s terms), of predictive power. New developments in the application of the complexity/chaos approach to the social sciences (Byrne, 1998; 1999), point, however, to a class of models, which although they lack the (spurious) precision of conventional models, do seem capable not only 282



‘Success’ means different things to different users. For those attempting to make money out of the results spewed out by forecasting models, the range within which lie the predictions made by various predictors, is often too wide.



206 of demarcating a region within which possible outcomes should lie, but which also assist in identifying key parameters, small changes which may give rise to major changes in the system as a whole. It is not the intention here to provide anything other than the baldest of introductions to the concepts used—the point is not to repeat a lesson offered much more comprehensively (and entertainingly) by David Byrne (1998), but rather to show that the model used in this study obeys some of the methodological rules proposed by Byrne. We approach the matter by glancing at some of the weaknesses of conventional economics. If the discipline were to indulge in a spot of reflection, it could do worse than to ask itself the following questions, proper answers to which, Byrne suggests, in another context, might ‘put sociology right’. The questions read thus: 1. “How adequate is [the discipline] in relating the micro level of individual action to the macro level of society as a whole? 2. How adequate is it in conceptualising the relationship between the conscious agency of individual and/or collective social actors and the social conceived of in terms of social structure? 3. How adequate is it in terms of providing an explanation for discontinuous and fundamental changes in the character of the social system as whole?” (Byrne, 1998, p.46) On any honest assessment, the answer to each (for the economics discipline must be) must benot very.283 Poor performance of much of conventional economics and of the models it uses results not only from the fact that the data with which they have to work are not accurate enough for the demands placed on them. Exactly the same problem confronts those who use a chaos theoretic approach. Discussing the fairly well-known story of how Lorenz (not he of the inequality measures, but rather he of the discovery of the importance for weather prediction models of dropping a decimal point or two), Byrne points out that: “It has to be stressed that the existence of chaotic outcomes … does not involve an abandonment of causality in principle. If we could measure to the degree of accuracy we need we could model the system, albeit in non-linear terms, and then we could predict what the outcome of changes would be. In practice, we can’t.” (Byrne, 1998, p.19, emphasis in original) Systems, including social systems, may be thought of as operating along a continuum, at one end of which is a simple linear predictive world. At the other, is chaos, best understood not as anti-order but rather as a state “ containing and/or preceding order” 283



Byrne cheerfully dismisses economics and most of quantitative political science with its “… abstract formalising of models that are not isomorphic with the real world …” (1998, p.12). Addressing the matter in greater detail, he argues that: “The problem that rational choice (and any ‘market’-founded social theory) faces is that the best it can up with as an account of the foundation of social action is the aggregation of individuals in an additive/linear way. The technical foundations of modern economics lie exactly in the development of linear and integrable mathematical models which are asserted (not demonstrated, asserted) to be isomorphic with significant social reality. This provides no basis whatsoever for collective social actors whose character is not reducible to the sum of the entities constituting them. In statistics this is the general problem not just of hierarchically ordered data sets, but of a reality which is itself hierarchically ordered …” (Byrne, 1998, p.48)



207 (Byrne, 1998, p.16). A chaotic transformation sees a small change in some significant system parameter or variable transform a whole system in a non-linear way, with only one outcome (state) possibleone example Byrne uses is ‘the straw that breaks the camel’s back’. ‘Complexity’ is a domain between “deterministic order and randomness”, a sense of which is conveyed by the “popularly oxymoronic but scientifically accurate expression of ‘deterministic chaos’ ” (also referred to as ‘robust chaos’, p.16). It is the domain with chaos as one pole, and the region of complexity that adjoins it, in which we are interested here. Defining the domain of complexity, Byrne says that it: “… can be considered as the beginning part of a bifurcation cascade in which large changes in parameter values are required for a bifurcation, and the range of possible states, whilst greater than one, is still limited.” (Byrne, 1998, p.170) Translated for use in the matter at hand, this suggests that a major change, such as the introduction of a truly comprehensive social security system (a basic income grant would meet the criteria), is capable of shifting the economy onto an entirely different growth path. Precisely what that path will be cannot be known in advance, causation in the social world is complex. As Byrne observes: “Outcomes are determined not by single causes but by multiple causes, and these causes may, and usually do, interact in a non-additive fashion. In other words, the combined effect is not necessarily the sum of the separate effects. It may be greater or less because factors can reinforce or cancel out each other in non-linear ways.” (Byrne, 1998, p.20) That there is the fiscal capacity to make a modest basic income grant to all South African citizens (and those with rights of residence in the country?), is beyond doubt. What is uncertain is the response of those who are going to have to foot the bill. In the debate to come over the BIG in South Africa, the critical variable (key parameter) is thus going to be this set of responses. A climate of negativity may be sufficient to send the economy spiraling downwards into long-term stagnation. A positive response, by contrast, could help create the pre-conditions for a phase of growth of the kind that is so desperately required if the problems of poverty and inequality are to be addressed. There is an important sense in which policymakers (and the polity at large) stand at a turning point, or bifurcationa wrong turning now could have incalculably large consequences.



Digression (iv): Value-driven non-linear transformations When policy change of the magnitude suggested here is contemplated, it is idle to cling to the (false) security of linear models in the hope that they can reveal the shape of the future. That does not mean that we must abandon all attempts to see what that future might holdit means, rather, that we have to model that future in ways that admit variables that might not normally be part of the process. Accordingly, our next excursion into matters methodological delves into one of the key determinants (parameters) of redistributionindividual and collective agency. The excursion is conducted by way of analogy with Britain at the end of World War II. Operating in a complexity-theoretic framework, Byrne uses the “… the issue of the emergence of



208 ‘welfare states’ and the particular example of the British welfare state as it was put together in the period 1945-50” to illustrate the argument that “… perturbations of far-from-equilibrium conditions can originate in the values and actions of humans themselves …”. This is how he puts it: “If we look at the form of the social structures of welfare which were created in that period,” he writes, “we can see the considerable extent to which they reflected the character of pre-existing systems and the limits of the social and economic context. What had gone before mattered. The general economic and historical context mattered. However, there were crucial demarcating differences between the system created post-war and its precursors. There was a non-linear transformation of kind. This was essentially value-driven and the product of collective actions. Hennessey entitled his outstanding discussion of this period Never Again (1993). Never Again is a statement of historically contextualised values. In the period of reconstruction after a total war, the majority of the British electorate (Labour and Liberal voters both voted for this sort of programme) recognised that through an act, the way they cast their vote, they could determine the kind of post-war society that would be created. It was by no means inevitable that this would be the kind of welfare-oriented system which was actually established. Barnett’s Audit of War (1996) argues that the wrong choice was made and that the prioritising of economic development with a much more residual function would have led to a ‘stronger Britain’ in the post-war period. We may well regard this as elitist tripe but the Conservative programme was oriented in this direction.” (Byrne, 1998, p.50, emphasis added) The parallels with South Africa are interestingconservatives of the day prescribed ‘growth’ and a residual welfare state. The same recipe is offered for South Africa, some sixty years on, only this time, at least some of those making the prescription describe themselves as progressive. Another parallel is to be found in the social conditions, in particular, people’s health in a context of poverty and inequality. On this issue, Byrne observes that: “It is perfectly clear that seeing your loved ones dying of TB in the inter-war years was a radicalising process. It made people truly hate inequality. It played a part in developing the grass roots of the socialist project, particularly for women. It led to communal level action around housing provision and was plainly one of the factors in leading to a Labour victory in 1945” (Byrne, 1998, p.111) Poverty and inequality in South Africa need not necessarily channel energies in this positive wayapathy and alienation could further damage the already frayed social fabric. The basic income grant has the capacity to alleviate poverty and reduce inequality. It is shown below that over a broad range of plausible assumptions, the poorest of the poor do better from a BIG than from trickle-down growth.284 It is also shown that for them to do so, some sacrifice on the part of the better off is necessary. 284 It might be objected that the current growth path is not of the trickle down variety, that government is explicitly committed to redistribution, which it achieves through a host of basic goods and services delivered to the poor, most of them at zero cost. This objection is accommodated in the model by two assumptions to do with the ‘incomes’ of the non-waged at the bottom end of the distribution. In the distribution neutral model, incomes are allowed to rise when there is no obvious source of the largesse that would make this possible. In the redistributive models, they do not.



209 The way in which those required to make the necessary income sacrifices respond appears to be a critical determinant of the magnitude of that sacrifice. If the model’s results are roughly correct, then there is an onus on those who oppose the basic income grant (a policy that would redistribute to the poorest of the poor) to spell out the ethical basis for their doing so. In the face of the persistent failure of the economy to generate the jobs that are so urgently required, a dogged commitment to the hope that growth will rescue the poor (and thereby remove the need for the non-poor to make any sacrifices) needs more credible defence than the incantation of World Bank mantras.



Digression (v): Building a forum for testing (competing) growth models One hope that those who build models may entertain, is that the insights these things can furnish (if any) are absorbed into the policymaking process. It is useful, therefore, to look at the relationship between the ways in which a model (any model) is constructed, and the ways in which this absorption could take place. The problem policymakers face is one of deciding how to respond to the welfare crisis in South Africa. In the introductory chapter a brief exploration of the difficulties of wading through the quagmire of conflicting advice on how to do so was attempted. It may seem that adding yet another advisory device to the pile can only exacerbate these difficulties. This, it will be argued, need not necessarily be the case. Naturally, during the Committee of Inquiry’s proceedings, the question of the costs and benefits of the various forms of social grant were canvassed at length. Although several different costing exercises were carried out, the nature of the Committee’s proceedings precluded the kind of interaction that seems to be required to hammer out a consensus on the matter of monetary costs and benefits. It is not intended to enter into a detailed discussion here of what the problems weresuffice it to say that high on the list was the sheer difficulty of specifying, in the relatively short time available, exactly what it was that had to be modeled (a problem heightened by an absence of cohesion within the Committee). In broad outline the requirements were easy enough to discernat least one of the simulation models available, that being developed at the time by the National Institute for Economic Policy Research (NIEP) held out the promise of being able to chew through the data to produce tax burden and benefit incidence figures. That model’s link back to the macro-economy was giving some trouble, so testing of the ‘do-nothing’ option (distribution neutral growth) in relation to redistributive models using social grants was not possible. In retrospect, it would seem that there was too great a concentration on the red-herring of the numbers that would (could) be lifted out of ‘poverty’, a somewhat sterile debate that can easily run aground on the shoal of disagreements about poverty thresholds. This drew attention away from the central question, namely to what extent can existing and alternative combinations of macroeconomic policies, on the one hand, and active labour market policies, as opposed to social security policies, on the other, make significant contributions to poverty reduction and alleviation. With a little tweaking, the NIEP model, upon which the Committee probably did not draw sufficiently in arriving at its recommendations,285 could probably be made to deliver the goods.
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The work done by Mike Samson of EPRI was required to investigate the developmental impact of the various grants. In the end, the model he built it was pressed into use for costing and for showing
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Upon reflection, it is clear that while Byrne is correct in suggesting that in a complex, non-linear world: “… simulations may be a useful way of seeing whether we can move beyond retrospective histories to predictive accounts …” (Byre, 1998, p.81) the manner in which these simulations are conducted is of almost as much importance as the content of the models themselves. Roger Lewin’s survey of developments in complexity theory (1993 [2001]) shows time and again that isolated academics (or even agglomerations of academics such as those to be found in the Santa Fe Institute) experience extreme difficulty in gaining acceptance of the discoveries made possible by the simulation techniques they use. In that experience lies a valuable lesson for us. The reasons why much of the scholarship that Lewin discusses either falls on barren ground, or if it does not, lies fallow for many years, are many and varied, and, what is more, analogous to those likely to thwart acceptance of the insight offered by the simple model developed below, namely, that under conditions of extreme income inequality, the poor do better under a redistributive regime than under a fast-growth distribution neutral regime. Chief among the barriers is the conservatism, either of vested interest, or of fear that social grants on the large scale required might be unsustainable (a much less blameworthy objection). In the former instance, the objectors fail to apply their minds to the matter, allowing prejudice to function as a thought substitute. In the latter, the objectors could be persuaded to accept the model’s results as a robust and realistic assessment of the efficacy of the proposed grants (or, indeed, might succeed in persuading its promoters of the opposite). The trick is to create a social setting within which the necessary exchange of views can take place. Some simulation models may settle or converge on particular end-states, if only conditionally, others, by their very nature, are capable of generating a huge number of scenarios. Presenting information of this latter sort, in all its myriad variety, is enough to overwhelm most people. Yet to explore the possible implications of a policy change, it is necessary to decide which options can, and which cannot, be rejected. The direction in which this argument is leading us is one of designing a process that begins with technical experts, senior officials from the ministries that make up the Social Cluster in central government, and appropriate representatives from organs of civil society. At one or more preliminary workshops, a thorough investigation of the questions to be answered, and the different model’s ability to address them, would be undertaken. All participants would be required to learn to ‘drive’ the models, and all should put the models through their paces. The models can be placed on websites so that anyone with a connection to the internet can participate, should they wish to do so. When agreement has been reached on the basic questions and capabilities, informed debate (rather than the posturing seen in some quarters thus far) can take place. Ideally, the models would be based on longitudinal data. The data would be used, inter alia, to identify the clusters which signify entrapment in poverty.286 Since the



the distributional impact of various tax and grant dispensations. The model built by Pieter le Roux of UWC does a similar job. 286 In a complexity-theoretic context entrapment would be an attractor state. The trick is to identify the key parameters controlling ‘residence’ in that state.



211 relevant information does not exist, we must make do with what does.287 The simple simulation model presented below has a chance (which, because of time constraints, is not as precisely calibrated as it could potentially be) of discovering the range of possible outcomes consequent upon the introduction of social grants on a large scale. Its results need to be compared with those of other models looking at similar questions. The nature of this document dictates sub-optimal use of the modelif readers are not to become even more bogged in a mire of results, the number of scenarios that can realistically be explored must be limited. This static use of the device is unsatisfactoryit needs to hammered away at, as suggested above, by a group of users until such time as agreement is reached, if only on areas of disagreement. That, however, is for the futurein the meanwhile, let us see what can be uncovered using the admittedly crude device described below.



Simulating the destitute out of their destitution Simulation models have been used, as we have seen above, to investigate the impact on the poor of distribution neutral growth, as opposed to growth accompanied by deliberate attempts by the state to redistribute through the fiscus. Several different types of model can be devised. One of the features of the model developed below, is its explicit linking of the distribution of income to the labour market. This is done in order to allow potential social grant beneficiaries to be identified, and to allow tax burdens to be estimated. The resulting distribution, a peculiar hybrid that has some of the features of a pure size distribution model, and some of the features of a household distribution model, also allows for the estimation of the numbers of jobs required to produce different distributional effects.288 The time that it will take for the poor to escape their poverty (and the costs of helping them to do so) under differing growth conditions is also a matter of some interestattempts to estimate this, as we have seen above, are by no means new in South Africa. The simulation exercise conducted here, however, pays no heed to rates of poverty reduction (although it could possibly be made to do so), being based more on an intuitive view of what is politically feasible (in terms of tax rates), than on estimates of the magnitudes of transfers required to get the poor above some poverty datum. The model presented here contains two basic growth scenarios (distribution neutral and redistributive) from which a number of variants may be constructed simply by varying a few key parameters. In its present form the model runs for two periods, each period being of five years duration (using the population growth variable), although the periods could be of any length. The model is set to estimate the effects, by the year 2000, of changes introduced after 1995 (i.e., in the first period, it predicts retrospectively). In the second period (from 2000 to 2005), it projects forward into an unknown future. One set of scenarios allows for sustained high growth of the trickle287



One of the reasons why the KIDS dataset, limited though it may be, is so important is because it is currently the only longitudinal dataset of any consequence in South Africa that is capable of beginning to address some of the questions with which we are concerned. Unfortunately, for the exercise under consideration here, national data have to be used. 288 Gender aspects of poverty are ignored in the model. Although it is known that poverty affects women more seriously than it does men, data in the form required to incorporate this feature of poverty into it are not readily available. The assumptions required to build the model are already so numerous, that piling more assumptions on top of them would probably do more harm than good.



212 down (distribution neutral) variety during the two periods. In the other set of scenarios it is possible to choose between three approaches to redistribution by different combinations of grants and taxes. The first approach allows for the impact of Child Support Grants (CSGs) of varying reach (seven different target groups are identified) to be assessed. The second offers a ‘Deserving Poor’289 Grant (DPG) to either of two target groups. The third makes a Basic Income Grant (BIG) of modest proportion to all citizens and permanent residents. Financing of the first two (the CSG and the DPG) is by means of increased personal income taxes levied on formal sector income earners in the top four deciles.290. The third may be financed by any desired combination of VAT and personal income taxes.291 The model thus allows for comparison of the relative merits of different forms of social grants, as well as the comparison between two very different approaches to growth policythe first, a ‘trickle-down’ or distribution neutral strategy in which any redistribution that occurs does so as a result of the workings of labour markets; the second, an approach in which government deliberately intervenes in the economy to redistribute through the fiscus. In the model as it is currently set, the strict distribution neutral approach has been softened so that it yields outcomes something like those intended by the South African government, i.e., there is some redistribution through the fiscus to poor people. Described in somewhat greater detail below, this redistribution is achieved by granting to the non-waged in the lower income deciles, income increases that do not originate in labour market activities. Given the way in which the model is constructed, the range of possible outcomes is huge. Outcomes are affected in two ways. In the first place, they may be altered by changing the assumptions that have been pressed into service for missing data. In the second, they vary in response to changes in the behavioural responses of the economic actors involved. Control over the magnitude of a few of these responses is possible in the model. The analysis below is based on what are regarded as plausible assumptions about the latter, key parameters. An attempt to pin down the limits within which these key parameters (described below as ‘settings’) might lie, which depends on the identification of the socio-economic processes that could drive the system to these limits, has been made. The results of the analysis based on that exercise (discussed below) are given in the statistical appendix. Readers may ‘drive’ the model themselves to test the sensitivity of various growth paths to changes in key assumptions (including the assumptions made about missing data).



Structure of a calculating engine for poverty relief The model is contained in a modest spreadsheet named ‘GrowDistribute(1995-2005)R.xls). ‘Driving’ it would possibly be somewhat easier if a full description of its workings were furnished. It had been the intention to do so. On reflection, however, it began to feel that a full description would be so cumbersome that it could inhibit 289



The irony is intentionalany attempt to administer the necessary means tests would require a colossal (and presumably, corruptible) bureaucracy. 290 If introduced, such a tax and grant system would permit ‘sustained redistribution’ of the type referred to by Aghion et al. 291 The proposal that the basic income grant be financed by an increase in VAT was developed by Prof. Pieter le Roux of the University of the Western Cape. As he has so often stressed, and as is demonstrated below, a VAT financed BIG is well targeted.



213 rather than facilitate use of the model. In short, it was concluded that provided a brief overview of the structure of the thing is given, along with some indication of what it is designed to do, it is sufficiently accessible to permit its use by anyone desirous of doing so. The basic data, their sources and the first manipulations performed upon them, are perfectly transparent. Somewhat more opaque are the many assumptions (most of them highlighted in blue in the workbook) deployed, but only because their origins are not obvious. Some of them are made because what should be data is not readily available (or possibly not available at all). Where possible, assumed values have been made in such a way as to allow the disaggregated variables they represent to sum to some known control total. In other instances, the values merely ‘feel’ plausible or politically tolerable. In many places, readers are at liberty to substitute the fruits of their own intuitions, if desired. At some point in the future, better data will permit the conversion of many assumptions into data. Even after this is done, however, several assumptions will still have to be made, in particular, those that speculate on the future performance of the economy. That said, however, it must be acknowledged that because of time constraints, the full potential of existing data sets has not been utilised.292 For the rest, the workings of this calculating engine293 may easily (albeit laboriously) be understood by entering the worksheets in which the results are presented, and following the results and settings back to their original location in the file. The worksheets that go to make up the model, and a brief description of their functions, are listed below in Table 34. Results are placed near the front of the workbook, calculations in the middle. Worksheets containing the basic data, and the preliminary manipulations performed on them, are at the end of the workbook. Examination of the contents of the middle, and backend worksheets gives a rough indication of the structure of the model. To begin with, a few details of the base on which the model is constructed are in order. Its foundations are twofoldfor data on the income distribution, use is made of the World Bank’s CGE model for South Africa (for the year 1995).294 This model gives the distribution of income among household deciles. For the model to work, a size distribution is required. The first step was thus to convert the household distribution into a size distribution. The rough and ready manner in which this was done (in essence, shifting people up the distribution, and lowering decile mean incomes in the process) may be seen in the topmost rows of Worksheet ‘Distrib’. 292



This manuscript has been worked on since about August 2001. It has been the subject of almost continuous revision, having occupied most of my spare time between then and now (September 2002). As each advance has been made, an almost invariable need for further delving has been disclosed. 293 One of the worksheets, containing the bulk of the calculations, used to be called ‘Engine’. This was before the model became too big and unwieldy to permit all of the variants to be fitted with any ease into a single worksheet. Now the term ‘calculating engine’ applies to the whole device. 294 Income distribution data from the World Bank model were given to me by James Thurlow of the Division of Economics in the University of Natal, with whom I have had interesting and useful discussions. He and Dirk Ernst van Seventer of TIPS have constructed a CGE model for estimating the impact of the BIG on the economy. It is altogether a much more sophisticated device than the model that I have built, relying as it does, much more closely on actual data. That is both to its advantage and its disadvantage. A critical weakness of their model, flowing from this reliance on actual data, is its inability to distinguish between formal and informal sector workers. As a consequence, it is unable to perform incidence calculations for VAT and income tax.
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Table 34 Structure of the simulation model Worksheet name Function Front page Provides a summary & allows the Run number to be selected R-1 Table 36: Displays the settings selected to produce scenarios R-2 Table 37: Income outcomes R-3 Table 38: Labour market outcomes R-4 Table 39: Redistributive scenarios – burdens and benefits R-5 Table 40: Cost of BIG after CSG offsets Set Selects the settings required to produce scenarios of different types T1-T7 Templates to allow switching between Runs 1-7 using a single keystroke Ass Allows for those variables for which data are not readily available to assume differing values Engine Presents numbers of economically active and non-active in 1995, 2000 and 2005, and their respective pre-tax incomes TargetA Estimates numbers of potential grant recipients and the respective incomes (expenditure levels) in 2000 TargetB Does the same as the above for the year 2005 DNG Estimates post-tax distributions after 5 and 10 years of distribution neutral economic growth CSGA Estimates post-tax and benefit distributions in 2000 for child support grants of varying degrees of cover CSGB Does the same as the above for the year 2005 DPGA Estimates post-tax and benefit distributions in 2000 for deserving person grants of varying degrees of cover DPGB Does the same as the above for the year 2005 BIGA Estimates post-tax and benefit distributions in 2000 for basic income grants of varying degrees of cover BIGB Does the same as the above for the year 2005 Out Collects selected major results for transmission to R-2 and R-3 Extra Permits the chosen labour market outcomes to be overridden by increasing the number of informal sector jobs created Distrib Converts distribution of income by household into size distribution. Estimates tax burdens in base and subsequent years LM-Data Contains raw labour market data from OHSs and LFSs LM-95 Sorts labour market data for 1995 by decile LM-00-(99) Sorts labour market data for 2000 by decile. A variety of possible outcomes are presented LM-05-(99) Sorts labour market data for 2005 by decile. A variety of possible outcomes are presented Locating non-waged persons, informal-sector and formal-sector workers, each, obviously with quite different incomes, in each decile (as is done in the model), gives the distribution a hybrid character. Because it is sorting the total population into deciles containing equal numbers of individuals, it has one of the characteristics of a size distribution, which distributes individuals into percentiles according to their



215 income (or consumption) level. To fall into a particular percentile, an individual’s income must, however, lie within a given range. A household distribution, by contrast, sorts households into percentiles according to household mean incomesthe numbers of individuals in any decile being a function of mean household size. Such distributions allow for individuals of significantly differing income earning and consumption capacities to be grouped together.295 The distribution used here combines features of both. It may be thought of as a distribution of the population into percentiles each containing equal numbers of individuals from households sorted by mean household expenditure or income.296 Thus all income earners (informal and formal, low and relatively high) in particular households are associated with the non-waged (enjoying low consumption possibilities) in the same households. This gives rise to a problem, perhaps best illustrated by an example. Mean per capita pre-tax incomes (consumption) in decile 2 in 1995 were R1320 in 1995 constant rands (see cell C9 in worksheet ‘Engine’). To maintain this level of consumption, a worker supporting him- or herself and two others would have to earn R3960 per annum. One supporting four others would obviously have to earn R6600 per annum. Such examples are obviously realistic and will occur many times in the distribution. To make the model tractable, however, such features of reality have been assumed awayearned incomes have been constrained to rise monotonically from decile 1 at the bottom of the distribution to decile 10 at the top. The probable effect of this ‘smoothing’ of incomes is to reduce Gini coefficients below what they would otherwise have been.297 As long as this is without bias (something that is difficult to ascertain) it does not seem as though it is cause for anxiety, after all, it is changes in the Gini in which we are interested, not its absolute level.298
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Discovering what individual consumption and income levels are in such cases is the object of much scholarly activity, there being an important gender and generational dimension to inequities within households. 296 The concepts are used loosely or interchangeably herethis is because of the presence of earners and non-waged within households. This loose usage is continued, on the understanding that the nonwaged receive an ‘income’ from inter- or intra-household or state transfers that allows them to consume. 297 Talking of which, another bit of sleight of hand is involved hereGini coefficients are calculated on the basis of the assumption that everyone in a particular decile receives the same income. This should also work to reduce the estimates of income inequality. 298 The distribution used in the model generates a pre-tax Gini coefficient of about 0.63. This is a trifle on the low side, probably for several reasons. The first of them turns on the fact that the coefficient is not correctly estimated (see Barr, 1998, pp.151-152). Instead, a fairly crude approximation technique is used. The way in which this technique works may be seen in a number of places in the main workbook (see, for example, rows 56:60 in worksheet ‘Engine’ of file ‘GrowDistribute(1995-2005)R.xls). A problem of which to be aware is that caused by the implicit assumption that the incomes of workers are distributed evenly across the income decile in which they happen to be located. This alone, would cause within-decile income distributions to show greater inequality than the simple linear distributions that have been assumed. Not only that, even within those households fortunate enough to contain a worker, there is no guarantee that the fruits of paid employment would be equally distributed among household memberswe can, in fact, be reasonably sure that this will not be the case. A second possible reason for the difference may have to do with the way in which the distribution has been concocted. Assuming that within-decile distributions are linear (with decile means equal to arithmetic means) yields a lower estimate of inequality than the assumption, say, that decile mean income is geometric. As noted above, in a slightly different context, this is probably not of any great
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Labour market information comes from the October Household Surveys for 1995,299 1996 and 1999, and the Labour Force Survey for September 2000. To make the labour market part of the model ‘work’, data on a variety of key variables by income decile are required. In essence, labour market characteristics (participation rates, unemployment rates) in the top decile are obtained from the OHS results for whites, while corresponding characteristics down at the bottom end of the distribution are obtained from the results for non-urban Africans. Linear extrapolation is used to fill in the gaps in the other eight deciles. More juggling is required down at the bottom end of the distribution to get the assumed labour market conditions to generate something close to actual outcomes. Other variables such as the ratios of formal to informal employment and the proportions of formal to informal sector jobs created, have had to be guesstimated. The model has been calibrated to ensure that it returns (approximately) the correct base year figures (where these are readily ascertainable). For the fiscal aspects of the model to work correctly, the usual (arbitrary) division of the workforce into skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled is of no use. What is required is a separation of formal sector workers (some of whom pay income taxes, and all of whom pay VAT), from informal sector workers (who pay VAT only), and their distribution among the various deciles of the distribution of income. Since data of this type do not exist, they have had to be invented. Once the population has been divided into formal sector workers, informal sector workers and the non-waged, more juggling, this time with incomes, is required to ensure that incomes for the employed in the different deciles, as well as the ‘incomes’ of the non-waged display the aforementioned monotonic characteristic. Estimation of income tax and VAT burdens for 1995, by decile, is performed in worksheet ‘Distrib’. From this base, and from the income growth assumptions, taxes for 2000 and 2005 are estimated. Since total amounts of income tax and VAT gathered in the base year 1995 and in the year 2000, are known, the determinants of tax burdens in the different decile (propensities to consume, proportions of expenditure attracting VAT, average income tax rates) need to be manipulated until the results match the control totals. First step is to guesstimate average income tax rates in the various deciles.300 After the size of the top-slice required to pay income tax has been established, guesses are made of propensities to consume and



consequence because it is changes in the coefficient in which we are interested, not so much its absolute level. While on the topic of the level of the coefficient, it is probably worth drawing attention to an argument that can be made to the effect that after-tax Gini coefficients in South Africa overstate inequality. This turns on the fact that those in the upper deciles of the distribution are paying substantial sums for what are normally regarded as public goods, i.e., public security, education and health. It would be possible (but difficult) to correct the Gini coefficients for this. The claim made above that it is changes, rather than absolute levels in which we are interested, means that it is not necessary to undertake the substantial task of correcting the coefficients. 299 Labour market data for 1995 have been scaled (crudely) to bring them into line with the revised mid-year population estimates based on the 1996 Population Census. See worksheet ‘LM-Data’. 300 Average tax rates used in worksheet ‘Distrib’ are lower than those reported on taxable income (see, for example, Black et al, 1999, Table 10.1, p.159). This is (partly) because the decile mean incomes are gross cash incomes, i.e. incomes before exemptions and deductions.



217 proportions of income attracting VAT in the various deciles.301 Given these, VAT burdens can be estimated. As may be seen, the amount of guesswork involved at all stages is considerable. In principle, it may be possible to obtain much of the required data from existing sources. Doing so, is, however, going to be quite difficult. Until that job is tackleda task for the futurethe (moderately) heroic assumptions described have been made to fill the gaps.302 The two worksheets with the name ‘Target’ (TargetA and TargetB) manage, with remarkably few assumptions (none the less critical for being so), to distribute dependents and those without the support of a worker over the different deciles. Numbers of non-economically active have to agree with the labour market estimates and the numbers of children must agree with the population age distribution figures. A little juggling in worksheet TargetA with numbers of children, unemployed and non-economically active supported by formal and informal workers, and hey presto! out pops a distribution of those who do not enjoy the direct support of any worker. These are the people living in workerless households (see Table 13). The total number in the year 2000 is forced into rough agreement with the 1999 total (about 13 million people). The figure for the year 2005 is influenced by the selection of scenario and, of course, by assumed population growth rates. Under the worst-case assumptions, the number of people in this desperate plight rises as high as 18 milliona grim warning of what could happen if urgent steps are not taken to address poverty. Once the basic data have been entered and the assumptions required to fill in the gaps have been made (the work done mainly in worksheets ‘Distrib’, ‘Ass’, TargetA and TargetB ), driving the model is done by changing the settings in worksheet ‘Set’. The settings to which reference is made are of two types. One allows a selection between possible rates of income growth, and between possible labour market outcomes. The other controls the form of grant made and the target group of beneficiaries. Changing the settings has been simplified by the provision of seven templates, T1-T7. By entering the number of the template (the Run number) in cell B5 of worksheet ‘Front page’, one or other of the templates is selected. The templates may be edited as desired. It is in its handling of income growth and labour market outcomes that the approach adopted here differs from models relying on past performance of the economy as a source of guidance as to how it would (might) react to a shock such as that caused by the introduction of a major social grant system. In line with the thinking of complexity theorists like Byrne (1998; 1999) and Lewin (1993 [2001]), the position adopted in this work is that the impact on the economy of such shocks depends critically upon the response of investors and consumers, particularly well-to-do consumers. This, it is asserted, cannot be extrapolated from past experience. It follows that the only way to address this problem is to allow for the model to explore all plausible responses. The settings for income growth and labour market outcomes 301 Discussion with my colleague James Thurlow, who has used the 1995 Income and Expenditure Survey (IES) results as source for the values these variables take. I have been guided by him in this matter. 302 It is a simple matter to conduct sensitivity tests on the assumptions used to generate the VAT figures. An earlier version of the model, using quite different average propensities to consume in the different deciles, yielded different, but not vastly different results.



218 thus vary considerably in magnitude, depending on one’s intuition about the likely effects of the introduction of what, objectively, are quite radical changes. In the labour market, the settings allow a choice between actual (or actual conditions extrapolated into the future), optimistic and pessimistic outcomes. Income growth in the distribution neutral context may be either optimistic or highly optimistic. For the redistributive scenarios, where resistance to transfers may be expected to lower economic growth rates, the range of choice is the same as that for the labour market. What constitutes ‘optimistic’ must remain a matter for debateunder what seem to be special circumstances (sometimes referred to, in retrospect, as ‘golden ages’), some developing economies appear to be capable of growing at sustained rates of ten per cent per annum or more for quite lengthy periods. South Africa’s recent history and the current international climate do not encourage one to believe that such a growth miracle could be achieved here. Accordingly, ‘highly optimistic’ income (GDP) growth is assumed to take a value of about five per cent per annum.303 Labour market outcomes are, at least partially, a captive of population growth rates. The population growth rate used in Period 1 (1995-2000) is taken from Statistics South Africa’s mid-year population estimates for the period.304 For Period 2 (20002005), the highly contentious question of the impact of HIV/AIDS must be taken into account. As it stands at present, the model has the population growing by eight per cent over five years (for the previous period, it was 10.7 per cent).305 The slower population growth rate chops about half of a percentage point per annum off the economic growth rate. The assumptions made about population distributions in 2005 pay no heed to the predictions of the various AIDS models availablethe proportional structure observed in 1999 is simply carried forward to 2005. Although age-specific prevalence and mortality rates could make nonsense of the numbers guessed at here, if there is a tendency for larger proportions of the sexually-active (and, hence, potentially economically active population) to die of AIDS, this would not affect the case for the BIG adversely. Larger numbers of AIDS orphans and dependants would place the state under obligation to set aside larger sums to pay social assistance. The more money paid out as grants, the larger the offset against the cost of the basic income grant.
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Peter Moll’s 1990 work on redistribution argued that “A hard-headed examination of the data suggests a future growth rate of between 2% and 6%, depending on the international environment, political events within the country, and government policy. If the country avoids the growth-reducing convulsions that followed the Rubicon speech of 1985, we might be so fortunate as to have a long-term growth rate of 4%.” (p.76). He dismissed as “ridiculously high” the growth figures of 8-10% and 12% respectively, punted at the time by the likes of Clem Sunter and Don Caldwell (sometime associate editor of the Financial Mail). These two have been reincarnated in the form of the President’s ‘International Investment Council’. An august group of top international businessmen (and the odd businesswoman), they met recently in the luxurious Zimbali Lodge near Durban. One Niall Fitzgerald, ‘chairman’ of Unilever, opined that South Africa was well placed for growth and that there was no reason why the country could not sustain a growth rate of between 6% and 8%. (The Mercury, Wednesday, October 16, 2002, p.11). The basis for this assertion was not given. 304 According to these figures, the mid-year population in 1995 was 39 477 000. By 2000, it had risen to 43 686 000, an increase of about 10.7 per cent. These figures accord reasonably well with those in the OHS. The 1999 OHS population figure was 43 325 000the mid-year estimate was 43 054 000. 305 Developing the model further would entail tying it into a demographic model that takes AIDS in account.



219 The worksheet called ‘Extra’ allows for the creation of more informal sector employment than occurs with the options available in the ‘Set’ menu. This feature makes it possible to explore the possibility that the labour market outcomes offered as part of the model under-estimate employment growth in the sector. Extra informal sector workers may come either from the existing unemployed, or from those currently classed as not economically active, or from some combination of the two. The model allows all or nothing choices, not the combination. Choosing one source as opposed to the other affects the unemployment rate in different ways. Income growth (in real terms) is assumed to arise from productivity growth, which, in turn, is related to investment and aggregate demand levels. Growth in disposable income thus arises from population growth and from real productivity increases. As presently set up, the income growth assumptions for the distribution neutral scenario award equal percentage increases in each decile to each of the three groups identified,306 viz., the non-waged, the informal sector workers and the formal sector workers (although they may easily be made to do so, if desired, pensions do not increase in real terms). As noted at the start of this sub-section, ‘income’ growth among the non-waged at the bottom end of the distribution is used to accommodate the fact that South Africa’s growth path is not distribution neutral, but is explicitly redistributive, with the goal of reaching the poorest of the poor. Among them, ‘income’ increases for the non-waged in the distribution neutral setting may be assumed to originate from increased intra- and inter-family transfers, and from government provision of goods and services, for example, electricity, water, health care and so on. For the redistributive scenarios, the incomes of the non-waged in the bottom four deciles are assumed not to grow at all, except when a social grant of one sort or another is given them. The combination of positive income growth in the distribution neutral setting and zero income growth in the redistributive setting, gives the non-waged in the distribution neutral setting a net income increase of somewhere in excess of something in excess of R400 per annum (in current prices) to each nonwaged individual in each year of the model’s duration. This pair of assumptions places the distribution neutral scenarios in the best possible light. Implicitly, it is being assumed that there is full take-up of all benefits by the poorest of the poor, an unlikely outcome.307 There are, it must be acknowledged, problems with the income growth assumptions. These arise because despite their huge range, the income growth figures are assumed 306 This assumption is almost certainly more generous to the real world than it deserves. If the burden of financing the grant system is felt by high-income earners to be so onerous as to cause them to reduce the supply of skilled labour, this would cause their relative wages to rise, and inequality to increase. If formal sector job loss is biased towards lower- and middle-income groups, this would accentuate the tendency towards increasing inequality. A phenomenon akin to the hollowing out of the middle class is probably taking place in South Africa (but with a twist imparted to it by the peculiarities of our history). In South Africa’s case, retrenchment and job loss is hollowing out a working class that formerly enjoyed the good fortune of formal employment. The state of national statistics, commented on at length in earlier chapters, prevents us from taking the full measure of this process. The issue deserves attention of the sort accorded it in Aigbokhan’s work on the relationship between poverty and the “disappearing middle class” in Nigeria (2000). 307 Current trends in many countries are for income growth to be much less favourable down at the bottom end of the distribution (the least favourable outcome being jobless growth), i.e., rapid growth at the very top, static in the upper mid-range and stagnant or falling at the bottom. Something like this may be happening in South Africa. The extent to which existing redistribution policies can counter this, if it is happening, is not known.



220 to be some sort of response to the shock of the introduction of one or other form of grant. Clearly, an extension to the Child Support Grant system that costs a couple of billion rands more is not going to have the same effect on people’s perceptions (and work incentives) as would the introduction of a Basic Income Grant. As it is set up at present, the model cannot allow for the differential impact of large, as opposed to small shocks. The implications of this are explored at somewhat greater length below in the discussion on the development of measures for assessing the relative merits of different growth strategies. Given the uncertainty of the world in which it operates, this drawback is not fatalit remains the case that responses to the introduction of different grants are unpredictable. That being so, the assumed income growth patterns bracket what are probably best- and worst cases for all benefit types. Where the likely shock is small, the assumptions will overstate the worst- and understate the best-case outcomes. For the benefit that will have the largest impact, the BIG, the assumptions are probably not unreasonable. Rather obviously, income growth and labour market outcomes are linked, one to the other, albeit in very complex ways. Even if one could rely on the available data, it would be difficult to discover the nature of these relationships, and, even more difficult, as argued above, to predict the effect of policy changes of varying magnitudes on them. Not only, however, is the number of usable observations in the data set small (to say nothing of the incompleteness of the data), the policy changes contemplated here are so radical that the ability of a neatly specified equation or two to digest them is more than doubtful. Under conditions of such uncertainty, further advance is not possible unless resort be had to common sense. Given that there is but little on which to proceed, common sense dictates that we extract from the available data, whatever we can. From the brief description above of the way in which the model works, it would seem to be possible at least to draw some ‘rules’ of procedure. In the first place, in order to avoid being seduced by one’s ideological predispositions (of whatever hue) one must take care not to favour scenarios of the type one prefers, at the expense of the type one does not. Adhering to this rule should establish (if one has been sensible about defining ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’) defensible boundaries of a region in which actual outcomes will lie. In the second, in constructing scenarios, one would want to be sensible as well, about the combinations of labour market and income growth outcomes that one uses. One would, for example, have difficulty in justifying the combination of a ‘highly optimistic’ income choice in a distribution neutral setting, with the ‘pessimistic’ labour market outcomea choice that sees unemployment rates go skyrocketing.308 By the same token, it would seem to be unreasonable to combine an ‘optimistic’ labour market outcome in a redistributive context with a ‘pessimistic’ income growth outcome. These ‘rules’ suggest setting up the model so that it allows us to examine the results of two sets of conditions. The first of them presents the distribution neutral scenario in its most favourable form, and the redistributive scenarios in their least favourable 308



If one is going to try to examine the consequences of jobless growth in a distribution neutral setting (which the model is capable of doing), then, more realistic income growth assumptions are going to have to be created. Jobless growth, one would have imagined, is likely to give rise to income growth in the top deciles, possibly static income in the upper middle part of the distribution, and falling incomes at the bottom.



221 forms. The second set has the distribution neutral growth approach behaving a little more modestly, and the redistributive approach a little less pessimistically. In the redistributive scenarios below, the impact of making the following grants may be examined: 1.



2.



3.



A Child Support Grant valued at R130 per month in 2001 prices (Cells B183 and C183 in worksheet ‘Ass’) financed by increased income taxes. Seven different groups of children may be targeted for receipt of the grant. In two cases, the means test is scrapped. Grants equal in value to the BIG are paid to the ‘deserving poor’ (Cells B205 and C205 in worksheet ‘Ass’), who may be either all non-waged persons without access to the support of an income-generating individual, or all persons whose per capita consumption levels fall below some threshold level. The grants would be financed by increased income taxes. Universal basic income grant valued at R100 per month in 2001 prices (Cells B216 and C216 in worksheet ‘Ass’), financed by varying combinations of increased income taxes on (formal sector) workers in the top four deciles of the distribution and value added tax (VAT). The model allows for the CSG to be retained if desired, if a BIG is introduced. Two forms of retention are possiblethe BIG can be topped up by the difference between it and the CSG, or, more expensively, it can be granted in addition to CSG.



To be viable, child support grants and grants to the deserving poor must be properly targeted. The only way in which this can be done is by means (income) tests. The Department of Social Development may be able to cope with the flood of tests consequent upon raising the eligibility age for the child support grantit is highly unlikely that the same may be said of grants to the deserving poor (of whom there are many millions more). It could be asked why, if this is the case, it is considered appropriate to present the deserving poor grant and the grants to children under 18 years of age, as alternatives? There are two answers to thisin the first place, it is one thing to claim that such and such an activity is probably beyond the capacity of an institution, it is altogether something else to assert with finality (by foreclosing on options without further ado) that this is definitely the case. In the second place, it is important to understand what lies between, say, a basic income grant, and a meanstested child support grant paid to all children under the age of say, eighteen years. Only a full menu of options allows us to see what the different grant packages would cost, if they could be introduced. The question of the capacity of the Department of Social Development to deliver the benefits can be addressed by virtue of the model’s ability to vary the administrative costs associated with any benefit package. Even though immense difficulties may be encountered in the attempt to operationalise some of the options, their presence in the menu is not mere window dressing. The game (running the simulation) is worth the candle, because it shows just how much (or how little) redistribution can do for the poor. This is done by comparing the hypothetical outcomes of providing benefit packages of varying degrees of generosity.309 Take, for example, the grants to the ‘deserving poor’we have seen above that the prevailing ideology favours a residual welfare state, one in which 309



The use of this term is also ironic. See Standing (1999, p.260).



222 grants go only to them. Variant 2 is an example of this approach to social security. As such, it constitutes a benchmark against which to judge the efficiency and equity of the BIG proposals. The other use to which the model it may be put is as test bed for the child support grant. For it to fulfill this function, the assumptions about numbers of dependent children, referred to above in the discussion on worksheets ‘TargetA’ and ‘TargetB’, are critical. Given these, and the income distribution, the proportions of the child population eligible for the grants are simple to estimate. Finding the proper way to treat the child support grants (CSG) in the BIG scenarios requires careful consideration.310 The grants, in their present form, did not exist in 1995. By 1999, the OHS was only detecting a trivial number of beneficiaries. Takeup rates have improved substantially since then. Existing data, however, provide but little guidance as to future possibilities. The state has not made a final decision on the relative merits of the CSG (extended to all eligible children under the age 14 years), and the BIG. The public statements and the transformation documents reviewed in Chapter 6, encourage the belief that government would prefer to see the CSG extended, rather than the BIG introduced. Political pressure may change this, but for the meanwhile, the CSG, may be viewed as being in competition, in fiscal terms, with the basic income grant. Making a rational choice between the numerous options that exist, requires that the relative distributional impacts and tax implications be known. To estimate these for the BIG scenarios, the model has to be capable of dealing with CSGs of any magnitude (including zero). The model allows for the cost of the CSG to be offset, or not, as required, against the cost providing the BIG. Having the facility of being able to do both allows for a fuller exploration of the tax implications of introducing the latter and/or extending the former. There are arguments in favour of both allowing or not allowing the cost of the CSG to be offset against that of the BIG. If one assumes that the offset is permitted, one has to assume that the taxes to fund the CSG would originate elsewhere than in those required to fund the BIGthese are expenditures that the state would had to have financed in any event. The argument against allowing the offset is that doing so makes visible the full cost of social grants to the poor. If the offset is allowed, and if the state’s intention is to provide child support grants to all eligible children under the age of 14 years, then the net cost of the BIG is the additional expenditure required to give a grant to all those not in receipt of the CSG. Pressure groups lobbying for the introduction of the BIG have settled on a figure of R100 per monthanything less feels like an insult to the poor, anything more, a mortal blow to the rich. The CSG, by contrast, is quite a bit higher. Amongst the demands emerging from these groups is one that calls for the CSG to be granted to all eligible under-18s, and for the BIG to be granted to everyone else. There is also a demand in some quarters, for the BIG to be made available to everyone, and for the CSG to be paid to eligible children. The model is capable of dealing with both (fiscal reality is not capable of coping with the latter!). The number of children of eligible age can be estimated with some certainty. What is not known is what the eligibility criteria for the grant would be. In the Committee’s discussions on the matter, it was argued that the costs of administering means tests to 310



Such transfers are presumably ruled out of court altogether in the distribution neutral scenarios, so for them, they can safely be ignored.



223 establish eligibility would be prohibitively high, to say nothing of the drain on departmental resources that the need to conduct such tests would impose. On these grounds, there was strong support for a proposal to make the CSG universal, i.e., to do away with means tests. The model allows threshold incomes for receipt of the CSG to be set at any desired levelthe grant to the deserving poor, amongst whom would obviously be many children, can also be controlled in this way. It is also possible to set benefit delivery costs (mainly the costs of administering means tests) at any desired level. In the model, the CSG and deserving poor grant (DPG) are financed by increases in income tax. The BIG can be financed by any desired combination of income taxes and VAT. In the BIG scenarios, when the CSG (whatever its level) is assumed to have been financed out of existing tax revenues, it is tantamount to assuming that the great tax give-backs of 2000 and 2001, both of which reduced fiscal space, had not occurred. A similar effect (zero income tax increase to finance the CSG) may be achieved in the CSG scenarios (worksheets CSGA and CSGB) by setting the proportional distribution of the income tax burden (assumed to land on income earners in the top four deciles only) to zero in worksheet ‘Ass’, cells C191:C193 (or D191:D193 for the year 2005). If zero is typed into these three cells, the value in the fourth cell automatically goes to zero as well. The BIG is then wholly financed by VAT. The number of children eligible under existing rules is known. So too, is actual takeup. It would obviously be possible to concoct a distribution of actual numbers of recipients and to estimate from this, the impact of the grant in the year 2000 on income distribution. This has not been done. Instead, the contribution of these transfers to welfare at the bottom end of the distribution has been treated, counterfactually, as though there were full take-up. The model thus overstates mean incomes at the bottom end of the distribution and understates it at the upper end, from whence would have come the tax revenues to finance the grants. Presenting the results of the simulation exercise in paper form poses a serious challenge. As argued above, the way to deal with a simulation exercise of this sort is to allow all interested to drive the model in any direction they please. For a manuscript, the luxury of allowing competition between scenarios is limitedeven when we restrict ourselves to the two forms suggested by the rules of procedure spelled out above,311 the number of possible variants is still huge. The compromise adopted here sees the rules of procedure being followed, with the proviso that even after that has been done, several avenues remain to be explored. To prevent information overload, only the most important of the findings are reviewed below. The sheer drudgery of working through a detailed analysis of the results could see off a reader or two, so commentary will be kept to a minimum.312



311



The first of these, it may be recalled, puts forward the distribution neutral scenario in its most favourable form, and the redistributive scenarios in their least favourable forms. The other has the distribution neutral growth approach growing somewhat less exuberantly, and the redistributive approach a little more enthusiastically. 312 Having extracted the most important results for presentation in the body of the text, we leave behind a few other interesting aspects of the performance of the economy in worksheets DNG, CSGA, CSGB, DPGA, DPGB, BIGA and BIGB. Those desirous of delving more deeply into matters can amuse themselves by playing with the numbers.



224 The implications for the economy’s performance of growth under two very different sets of conditions are presented below. The first of them pits a best-case distribution neutral growth regime with one each, in turn, of the three redistributive scenarios described above. For the first set of comparisons, the introduction of the grant is assumed to have a strongly negative effect on growth. In the second set of comparisons, growth under the distribution neutral regime is slowed somewhat to bring it more into line with the apparent growth potential of the economy. The redistributive scenarios, by contrast, are assumed to have a slightly less devastating impact on economic growth. To present the results of each comparison in a reasonably informative manner, four tables, extracted from worksheets R1, R2, R3 and R4 in file GrowDistribute(19952005)-R.xls, are required. These are reproduced as Tables 36-39 in the appendix. Seven versions of each are presented below to give a feel of the way in which the model can be made to work. To identify the different versions of the Tables 36-39, each is allocated a run number. Table 35 below gives the basic settings applied in each of the seven runs. Runs 1-7 are selected by a single keystroke made in worksheet ‘Set’, cell C12. By entering any number between 1 and 7, the settings in templates T1-T7 are invoked. Table 36 gives the settings for each run, Table 37 the income outcomes, Table 38 the labour market outcomes and Table 39, the tax and benefit incidence for the redistributive scenarios. The paper version of this document thus has in it 28 tables containing values extracted using particular settings. In the electronic version anyone can create any scenario they wish, then simply print the results. One more table is required to complete the picture. Table 40 (worksheet R5 in the file), presents in summary form, the gross and net costs of the basic income grant under different assumptions relating it to the child support grant. Net cost is a critical variable in the BIG debate. Opponents of the proposed BIG invariably cite the gross cost, approximately R50 billion per annum, when criticising the proposal. The net cost of the BIG is the amount that remains in the hands of the beneficiaries after all taxes have been levied.313 Six versions of Table 40 are printed, two each for settings 3, 6 and 7, those for the basic income grant. One version allows the CSG to be offset against the cost of the BIG, the other does not. Table 35 Primary settings for comparing DNG with redistributive scenarios Compares DNG with: Run No.
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CSG DPG BIG CSG DPG BIG BIG



Income growth setting Redistributive DNG scenario



Highly optimistic Highly optimistic Highly optimistic Highly optimistic Highly optimistic Highly optimistic Highly optimistic



Pessimistic Pessimistic Pessimistic Actual Actual Actual Optimistic



Labour market outcomes Redistributive DNG scenario



Optimistic Optimistic Optimistic Optimistic Optimistic Optimistic Optimistic



Pessimistic Pessimistic Pessimistic Actual Actual Actual Optimistic



It is also the amount, after allowance has been made for transaction costs, parted with by those paying the bulk of the taxes required to finance the BIG.
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In the model as it is set for publication of this work, there is a difference between what ‘Optimistic’ is assumed to mean in the distribution neutral growth, and what it is taken to mean in the redistributive scenarios. In the former, the incomes of the nonwaged, the informal sector and the formal sector, are all assumed to grow by 16 per cent over both five-year periods 1995-2000, and 2000-2005. With population growth of just over ten per cent in the first period, this yields total growth of about 4.2 per cent per annum. Population growth is assumed to slow down in the second period because of HIV/AIDS, with the consequence that the growth rate falls to roughly 3.8 per cent per annum. Corresponding growth rates in the redistributive scenarios, by contrast, are 3.8 and 3.3 per cent. This is because ‘Optimistic’ in this context is set at 14 per cent over both five-year periods 1995-2000, and 2000-2005. This reflects a nod in the direction of those who insist, not always on very firm empirical grounds, that ‘excessive’ tax exerts a disincentive effect on the supply of labour, especially highly-skilled labour. Evaluating competing growth strategies Assessing the relative merits of different growth strategies requires the explicit adoption of a set of rules by which to do so. Mention of growth invokes an almost reflex reach for the rate of growth league tables. As we noted above, however, eminent practitioners in the field are moving away from such facile preoccupations. Martin Ravallion’s conclusion, cited above, captures the essence of the matter: “It is not the rate of growth that matters,” he wrote, “but the distribution-corrected rate of growth.” (2000, p.19) How to ‘correct’ for distributional inequalities is not a settled matter. The approach adopted here is Rawlsian in spirit. To assess the effects of any redistribution, it is necessary to be specificone must identify the groups of individuals to whom the redistributed income is to be directed (whose welfare is to be maximised). For purposes of the exercise carried out here, greatest weight is attached to the welfare of those in the bottom three deciles of the distribution (about 13 million people in the year 2000).314 If the figures in the hybrid distribution at the heart of the model are correct, then decile mean incomes in the bottom four deciles in 1995 were R1112, R1320, R1634 and R2311 per capita per annum.315 Selecting a cut-off point is, of necessity, an arbitrary businessthe selection made here is based on a rough attempt to identify the chronically poor. A per capita mean income of R1634 per annum is less than half of the R293 per month316 that Bhorat and Leibbrandt (2001a) used to identify those in poverty in 1995. If that is accepted as defining chronic poverty, then counting all those in deciles 1-3 among the ranks of the chronically poor would seem defensible. A growth strategy will be judged superior if it benefits the bottom 30 per cent of the population more than would a competing strategy, even if those in the 314



Note that these groups are not the same as the target groups identified in the model. There, although the welfare of the individuals concerned can be used as an eligibility criterion, it need not be so usedthe target group for the BIG, for example, is the whole population, and for some variants of the Child Support Grant (CSG), all children under certain age, regardless of socio-economic condition. 315 See GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls, worksheet ‘Distrib’. 316 The figure is for adult equivalents. Correction for the children in the bottom deciles would affect the number (arbitrarily) defined as chronically poor. It is in constant 1995 prices.



226 fourth decile would be better-off under the latter strategy. This may seem harsh, because even though they are more than twice as well-off as someone in the bottom decile, those in decile 4 are still very poor. Bearing in mind that the modest aim of the policy proposal promoted here is to address destitution, the welfare gain of the truly destitute is regarding as being of greater weight than the welfare loss of those still in poverty who are not destitute.317 While on this topic, it is important to observe that the assessment of growth strategies should not simply be based on a comparison of incomes at a point in time. Of obvious importance is the fact that once the few years that it takes to create the delivery systems for social grants have elapsed, the beneficiaries receive the full value of whatever grant is proposed. Increments to income from economic growth are generally much smaller at the bottom end of the distribution than are the proposed social grants. To compare properly, the welfare effects of economic growth and social grants, the relative value of income received over a period of time under the competing regimes has, therefore, to be taken into account.318 The model allows this to be done. As may be expected, over a decade (the life of the model), the time required to set up the administrative systems has an important influence on the attractiveness of one or the other strategy. The next task is that of finding a mechanism that will allow the magnitude of the equity/efficiency trade-off to be exposed. A good starting point, if it were possible to estimate its magnitude, would be with the Atkinson Index (the equally distributed equivalent measure ε). As Cullis and Jones note, this index: “… is fruitful in facilitating the comparison of the marginal social utility gain to, say, a poor person (P) from a rich person (R). The point effectively being made is that, if making a poor person better off by £1 via a redistributive transfer reduces the income of the rich person by more than £1 (because of, say, the necessary administrative costs of the transfer and/or the disincentive effects to earn in the marketplace), how much more than the £1 gain to the poor is an acceptable price?” (1992, p.264) The authors reproduce a table suggesting that for a rich person whose income is four times that of a poor person, when ε = 0.25, the net income loss that would be tolerated is 41p. The acceptable loss rises as ε increases—when ε = 1.0, it reaches £3. At ε = 2.0, it is £15, and when it reaches 4 (implying a society with a very high degree of aversion to income inequality), the acceptable loss is a whopping £255! (Cullis and Jones, 1992, p264). While it would, no doubt, be vastly entertaining to attempt to estimate the levels of income in South Africa, which, if equally distributed, would produce the same levels of social welfare as the existing maldistributed income, it seems more practical, given the data available, to perform a variant of the 317



Although the outcome here is not among them, the maximin criterion (maximising the utility of the person with the minimum utility), an object of considerable attention because of Rawl’s assertion of its “special claim to ethical validity” has, as Rosen (1995, pp.160-161) points out, some peculiar implications. 318 As is always the case where aggregate measures are used, the value of benefits to particular groups becomes diluted, or submerged in averages. This is most noticeable when target groups are relatively small, e.g., a child support grant to children aged less than seven years of age. The benefit to households containing eligible children is but poorly captured in a measure of decile mean income.



227 approach that Arthur Okun described as the ‘leaky bucket’ calculation. Cullis and Jones cite a 1975 paper by Okun that has a hypothetical redistribution from the top five per cent of US families (average income $45 000) to the bottom 20 per cent (average income $28 000). A $4000 annual tax on the rich would raise incomes of the poorer families by $1000. Posing the question of how much one would be prepared to lose beyond that $1000, Okun identifies the polar positions in the redistribution debate, locating a social democrat(?) somewhere between. At one pole is Milton Friedman, who, as an efficiency maximiser, would accept no loss at all. At the other is an extreme Rawlsian, someone who, as an equality maximiser, has their mind is so fixed on maximising the utility of the person with the minimum utility that they would tolerate a loss of 99.9 per cent. In this context, Okun is reported as being prepared to accept a 60 per cent loss. In other words, the cost of delivering $1000 worth of transfers would be $1600. Cullis and Jones report him as suggesting that: “… the chosen acceptable ‘leakage’ … should be the outcome of a collective ‘democratic’ choice …” (1992, pp.264-265, scare commas in original) If, in the South African case, we assume that the deviations from the high-growth income and labour market outcomes of the distribution neutral scenarios are the result of the disincentive effects of redistribution to the poor, then we can perform a calculation that measures something like the ‘leaky bucket’ effect described above.319 Performing the calculations, however, exposes a weakness of the model, one that has been hinted at above, namely the absence of a specified relationship between the benefit ‘shock’ and the resulting decrease in the rate of growth of income below what it would have been had the benefit not been introduced. Although it is true that the magnitude of this shock cannot be known in advance, it is plainly unsatisfactory to assume that the extension, say, of the Child Support Grant to all eligible children under the age of 15 years, a benefit that would have cost about R12 billion (in current prices), would have the same impact on growth as the introduction of the BIG, with a perceived gross cost in the region of about R50 billion. It would be possible to get around this by relating the benefit shock to the income growth rate. One’s intuition in this matter suggests that playing games of this sort is not going to add significantly to our knowledge of the way the economy works. For this reason, the use of the leaky bucket calculation is restricted to the Basic Income Grant estimates. Our assumptions of an optimistic, a pessimistic and a ‘business-as-usual’ response, generate plausible resultslet us not strain credulity by attempting to extend the use of this index to the other benefit types. There is another problem with the income growth assumptions, also clearly revealed by the leaky bucket calculations. This time, however, the model is capable of addressing it, at least in part. Keeping the estimate of income growth and labour market performance the same in both periods is tantamount to assuming that, over time, people do not change their views, be they ill- or well disposed to whatever grant is proposed. If, say the model is set with the income growth option at ‘actual’ in the first period, and ‘actual extrapolated’ in the second, then as long as growth is positive, 319



The leakage is assumed to be equal to the net value of the benefit provided, divided by the sum of the difference between the income level attained under the distribution neutral regime and that reached under the distributive regime, and the additional administrative costs incurred by the introduction of the benefit.



228 the leakage must rise. This is because it is assumed that the value of the grants does not increase in real terms. If people become less resentful over time of the tax required to fund the benefits, income growth could shift to ‘optimistic’. By the same token, it could also switch to ‘pessimistic’. Using one or the other makes a small difference to the leakage estimate. The point remains, however, that with benefits roughly constant, and the income differential between the DNG strategy and the chosen redistribution strategy growing, leakage must increase. This feature reduces somewhat, the usefulness of the measure. The model churns out a set of crude estimates of the Gini coefficient (pre- and posttax and benefit). The manner in which these are calculated will not stand up to serious scrutiny. In effect, everyone in a particular decile is treated as having the same mean income. This simplifies the calculation, but adds to the dangers of using the coefficient as a measure of inequality. As Atkinson showed many years ago, the various summary measures of inequality weight transfers at different income levels differently. The different measures thus produce conflicting rankings of distributions in terms of degree of inequality. This means that even ‘correctly’ estimated Gini coefficients are problematic (Atkinson, 1973 [1970], pp.53ff). Although we will not concern ourselves unduly with such esoterica, we will be mindful, in looking at the Ginis, that those presented are more frail than usual. The other measures of performance, are not, strictly speaking, measures of performance at all, but are rather the fruit of the assumptions made about income growth and labour market performance. They are reproduced for information. Only the barest information about the settings is offered. For details it is necessary to refer to the relevant copy of Table 36.



DNG vs Redistribution: Heavy odds against the underdog Weighing the odds most heavily against the underdog (tax-financed social grants), i.e., favouring the received wisdom in the poverty reduction business (rapid distribution neutral growth) is done (as we see in Table 35) by making the set of assumptions about income growth and labour market outcomes listed below. Distribution neutral scenarios: • Highly optimistic income growth outcomes in Periods 1 and 2 (1995-2000, and 2000-2005) • Optimistic labour market outcomes in both periods Redistributive scenarios: • Pessimistic labour market outcomes in both periods • Pessimistic income growth outcomes in both periods Under such circumstances, one would hardly expect redistribution to offer any competition at all to trickle-down growth. Let us see what the results are like.



229 Run 1: Distribution neutral growth vs. the child support grant Looking first at the broad indicators of economic performance (Tables 37 and 38) we observe that under the distribution neutral (DNG) regime, the economy grows at roughly five per cent per annum in the first period and about 4.6 per cent in the second. Corresponding figures for the redistributive regime are 2.2 and 1.8 per cent. After a small rise in the unemployment rate in the first period, the economy under DNG finally sees that rate start to fall. Under the redistributive regime, the rate increases sharply, adding almost five million to the count of the unemployed.320 Somewhat improbably, matters become so desperate that the informal sector begins shedding jobs.321 Ten year’s sustained economic growth of the distribution neutral variety, would increase the mean incomes of those in the bottom decile from R1320 to R2208 per annum.322 Propelled by faster income increases at the bottom end of the distribution, the after-tax Gini coefficient would fall from 0.608 to 0.580. The slowly falling unemployment rate, driven by fairly substantial increases in the numbers of informal sector workers, especially in the first period, also contributes to falling inequality.323 Setting the means test hurdle (cells B175 and C175 in worksheet ‘Ass’) at somewhere near the existing levelroughly R200 per capita (i.e., about R800 per ‘mean household’ down at the bottom end of the distribution), and giving the CSG to all eligible children under the age of 14 years, would result in their being about five million benefit recipients in the first period (1995-2000), and about seven million in the second (2000). Redistribution through the fiscus, even though it targets more than six million children in the first period, has a trivial impact on inequalitythe Gini coefficient of 0.580 in 2005 being the same as that attained under a DNG regime. If the hurdle were lowered by allowing a per capita income of about R300 per month as cut-off point, the number of beneficiaries in the first period would rise to about eight million, and to about nine million in the second.324 This would still have only a marginal impact on inequality, reducing the Gini coefficient to 0.574. 320 With a September 2001 unemployment rate of 41.5 per cent, and an extra 1.1 million reportedly added to the number of unemployed between September 2000 and September 2001, the country seems to be well on the way to achieving, or even surpassing the nightmarish figures in the simulation. Even though the rate fell slightly in February 2002 (to 40.9 per cent), the number unemployed kept on rising (by almost 200 000). 321 It was to address improbabilities such as this, that the worksheet ‘Extra’ was built into the model. It allows us to intervene to insert more plausible employment figures into the calculations. 322 These figures are in current pricesthe corresponding values in constant 1995 prices appear in worksheet ‘Out’ in file GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls. 323 The achievement may sound impressive, but the glacial pace, in absolute terms, at which incomes at the bottom end of the distribution grow, makes the McGrath and Whiteford crossover period estimates seem entirely plausible. The question that this raises is whether the political patience to wait a quarter of a century for a growth strategy delivering sustained growth of over four per cent per annum to lift the average income of the poor above the poverty datum, would be forthcoming. It is worth recalling at this point, their finding that a mere 5.7 per cent of total household income or 11 per cent of the income of top decile was required to close the poverty gap in 1991 (1994, p.24). At present there appear to be about 400-500 000 new entrants into a job market already saturated by the unemployed. In the light of the actual performance of the economy, creating jobs for this many new entrants each year, may be regarded as something of a tall order. Yet this is not only desirable if inequality is not to worsen―it is essential if the number of unemployed is not to rise still further. 324 Because the true distribution of incomes cannot be known, it is probably as difficult in real life as it is in the model (albeit for different reasons) to estimate the true number of eligible beneficiaries. In the model, and probably in real life as well, the number is sensitive to the hurdle level (in the model,
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As noted above, assessment of the merits of the proposed redistributive scheme relative to fast, job-creating distribution-neutral economic growth, on the basis of a comparison on decile mean incomes alone is inappropriateof equal importance during the early years is the sum of the increments received. The two measures, let us call them the income level, and incremental measures, respectively, may be found at the foot of Table 37. Income level status is estimated (obviously) by comparing decile mean incomes in the relevant periodsthis calculation is performed in the worksheet and a simple better off/worse off results is returned. Below this, the total welfare gain or loss is reported. This is obtained by subtracting from the sum of the increments received under the redistributive strategy, the sum of the value of increments received under the DNG strategy during the period in question.325 By both measures, the CSG performs poorly. In per capita income level terms, only those in the very bottom decile pull ahead, and then only in the first period.326 Assuming (unrealistically?) that it would take just two years to extend the benefits to the target group during the first period, i.e. two years to get to full take-up (worksheet ‘Ass’, cell B197), under the dismal economic conditions set out above, the sum of the increments received under a DNG strategy would exceed, in every decile, the additional income received in the form of social grants. In the second period, additional income received in this form by those in the bottom decile would exceed the sum of the increments accruing under a DNG regime, despite the fact that mean incomes were now lower. For everybody else, conditions would be worse. On the face of it, a CSG conferring net benefits327 of about R7 billion (in current prices) on its target group, does little for poverty, compared with what sustained economic growth could do. As was argued above, however, not only is this not the best way to assess the impact of such benefits on their recipients, it is also the case that an additional tax burden extremely so). To reduce this sensitivity, a ‘fuzzy’ factor is introduced around the hurdle level (see worksheet ‘Ass’, cell B178). This enables the model not to miss potential beneficiaries who might otherwise have been excluded because incomes in each decile are not always simple monotonic functions. The fuzzy factor cannot, however, solve the problem caused by assuming equal incomes for the various groups within each decile (a condition not encountered in real life). The model is poised to admit large numbers of beneficiaries at the point where hurdle levels equal the decile mean income of the group in question. To illustrate, if the hurdle level for benefits is R200 per capita, no children supported by informal sector workers pass the means test (Row 233 in worksheets ‘TargetA’ and ‘TargetB’). Lowering the hurdle in the model (raising allowable household income) from R200 per capita to R300 per capita (worksheet ‘Ass’, cells B175:C175) brings in 2.7 million children in the first period, and 1.7 million in the second. The explanation for the difference between numbers admitted in the two periods is the assumed growth in incomes, particularly those of informal sector workers. 325 The two measures can be consolidated into a single measure by expressing the total welfare gain (or loss) over the ten-year period as a percentage of decile mean income in 2005, preferably that reached under the DNG. A desirable outcome, in distributional terms, requires that this indicator be positive, and, the larger the better. In terms of this compound measure, in this first comparison, the CSG would leave the bottom decile nine cent worse off than would the Distribution Neutral Growth strategy. 326 This assumes full benefit take-up. Whether this would happen in practice is not certain. Waddell (2002) has shown that administrative structures in a ‘weak’ province (Eastern Cape) militate against this. 327 Net benefits were estimated by calculating after-tax decile mean incomes in the redistributive scenarios before any social grants were made available, and then subtracting the resulting income estimates from the post-benefit, post-tax figure for the scenario in question. See the ‘leaky bucket’ calculation in worksheet ‘CSGA’, Row 227 onwards, in file GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls.



231 amounting to about 1.6 per cent of pre-tax income of the top four deciles is unlikely to send the economy into the tailspin implied by the poor performance figures used in this simulation. To the extent that this is true, the pair of results compared here are not competitorsif the key to high-speed job-creating growth could be found, the likelihood is that the economy could take the implied sacrifice in its stride. There are probably significant threshold levels through which grant costs have to rise before negative responses become significant. These are likely to be triggered by a combination of complex psychological factors, and more straightforward economic calculations. As far as the former are concerned, few would object to feeding a starving child, but many would resist grants to parents whom they see as engaging in careless reproduction. As the proposed catchment area for social grants is extended, so resistance may be expected to rise. Our next pair, DNG and grants to the deserving poor, may, therefore, approach the point in some people’s minds, where they are seen as competing growth options.



Run 2: Distribution neutral growth vs. a grant to the deserving poor Grants to the deserving poor, the social security provision of choice (along with public work programmes), of conservatives, would, at least nominally, do much more for the poor, than would child support grants. With a hurdle level for benefits equal to that set for receipt of the child support grant above (about R200 per capita per month in a household containing four peoplesee cell B175 in worksheet ‘Ass’), the number of beneficiaries more than doubles to 12.8 million. With a total tax bill amounting to an extra 3.1 per cent of the income of the top four deciles of formal sector workers (raised by increasing personal income taxes), the R16 billion (per annum) price tag is probably starting to move it into the region of energetic debate about the merits of social grants.328 Costs increase significantly in the second period because of the disastrous growth performance of the economy, and the dramatic increase in the number of unemployed. This scenario gives a glimpse of the possible nightmare faced by the country if the key to employment creating growth is not found. Estimated costs of providing benefits given above are a little misleading. The true cost would be lower, because of the need to offset against the bill, the cost of providing child support grants. The problem for the simulation process lies in anticipating the level at which the state would be prepared to provide such benefits. In the basic income grant simulations, provision is made for setting the CSG at any of the seven levels that the model will accommodate. For the BIG simulations, it is also possible to pay CSG and BIG of different values. These facilities have not been built into the deserving poor grant simulations. To answer the question of the size of the offset, the necessary allowance can be made by back-of-envelope calculation. The result gives an order of magnitude estimate of the additional cost to the state of attempting to address the needs of all of those adults in dire poverty. Assuming that 328



Bhorat’s estimate of the cost to the state of eliminating household poverty in 1995 (by means of targeted grants), amounted to some R12.9 billion (in 1995 prices), about 8.3 per cent of the state’s total expenditure of R155 billion (2001, p.159). Expenditure of this amount would have done much more for the poor than the measure suggested hereR100 per month per capita (about R69 in 1995 prices) can do little more than address destitution.



232 the state were willing to provide the CSG to all eligible children under the age of 18 years, then a further R8 billion or so would provide a benefit of R100 per month to the 6.7 million adults eligible for the DPG. The impact of a DPG of R100 per month on poverty is shown in the Run 2 version of Table 37. At the end of the ten-year period, the Gini coefficient would have fallen to 0.562. By both the income level, and the incremental income measures, those in the bottom decile would be unambiguously better off at the end of the ten years. Income levels in the second and third deciles pull ahead in the first period. Income increments are larger in both periods, but by the end of the second period, the DNG income level in the second decile is higher. Those in the top deciles are likely to see redistribution as a disincentive to supply labour (their views bolstered by a conservative press that uncritically trumpets the virtues of growth). A glance at the incomes in the top decile under the two scenarios (DNG and the slow growth with redistribution) makes it obvious why such views may be held. Under DNG, the after-tax mean income in the top decile in 2005 of R69 579 per annum, makes the R53 235 of the other strategy(?) look decidedly unappetising. Selling a policy to redistribute income that has possible outcomes of this sort would require considerable skill. In the top decile, commitment to the belief that the economy could grow at the required rate if only government would withdraw as much as possible from it, is probably very strong. Couple this with the belief in government circles that social grants are a last resort, and the chances of seeing a policy introduced that would begin to address destitution, if it had this sort of impact, look fairly slender. If the level of economic activity is determined primarily by investment and consumption, then it seems unlikely that the relatively modest additional taxes required to fund the redistribution would lead to the evaporation of confidence, the unwillingness to invest, and possibly the tax revolt required to produce an economic crisis of this magnitude. Suppose, however, that the outcome reported above did eventuate. What weights should be given to welfare gains and losses to associated with it? After ten years of redistribution, those in the bottom two deciles would be better off, fairly considerably so, while everyone else would be worse off than what they would have been after ten years of sustained distribution neutral growth. For the 9.4 million people in the bottom two deciles, 7.8 million of whom are non-waged (about four-and-a-half million of them, children), the question would probably not be difficult to answer. Similar considerations would apply if those in the bottom decile were asked for their views on the most desirable growth path for the five years after 2005they look as though they would continue to do better under the grants approach than with a distribution neutral growth. Militating more strongly against the redistribution is the fact that in administrative terms, providing a grant of this sort would be a colossal undertaking. If the system is not to be defrauded on a substantial scale, all of the adult beneficiaries would have to submit to a means test on a regular basis. Coping with about 13 million people by the end of the first period would pose a serious challenge.329 When rising unemployment 329



A transaction cost of 15 per cent of the total additional revenue raised is assumed (worksheet ‘Ass’, cells B207 and C207). The level is high because of the difficulty of conducting the means tests required to identify bona fide beneficiaries.



233 and population growth push up the number of benefit recipients to 18.3 million in the second period, case loads would increase by almost 50 per cent. If adverse reaction on the part of the well-off does not strangle a proposal to provide a grant to the deserving poor, then the sheer difficulties of administering it would probably act as a significant dampener of enthusiasm. Let us leave the argument at that point, and proceed to the basic income grant.



Run 3: Distribution neutral vs. a basic income grant So much for Child Support Grants and Grants to the Deserving Poorwhat of a much more ambitious redistributionuniversal basic income grants? Even under the dismal conditions contemplated here, a basic income grant of only R100 per month in 2001 prices (about R69.50 in 1995 prices) would lower the Gini coefficient to 0.541 in 2000. Falling mean incomes at the bottom end of the distribution (the result of rising unemployment and falling formal and informal employment) coupled with rising incomes and, at worst, static employment at the top end, would see this creep back up to 0.547 by 2005. Using the measures proposed to evaluate the relative performance of the economy under the two strategies, income levels and income increments, Table 37 gives a mixed picture. The composite indicator created out of the income level and income increment measures shows a strong performance in the bottom two deciles, with those in the first decile likely to stay ahead for quite a while. Those in deciles 2 and 3 benefit substantially more from the BIG than they would do from DNG, despite the fact that the income level in decile 3 moves ahead by 2005. If the demand for the BIG to be given to adults only, while the CSG be continued for the children were met, the advantage to the bottom three deciles is substantial. There are, however, problems involved in doing so, the first of them being the maintenance of the army of bureaucrats required to administer the means tests on which access to the CSG is based. Apart from being degrading, means tests are morally hazardous to all concerned. They place officials in awkward situations. As mentioned earlier, the CSG creates a welfare trapthe incentive to lie about income is strong. If basic income grants push households above the threshold income for receipt of the benefit, the temptation to hide other income, or even to forego it if the opportunity cost of earning it becomes too high, will be strong. It would simplify matters greatly if the BIG replaced the CSG. The CSG is an expensive benefit to deliver. Its reduction to the level of the BIG would obviously entail a loss (about R1 billion per annum under the current rules). That saving could, however, be used to pump up the BIG. The savings in transactions costs, let alone anything else, would be significant. This is a matter about which further debate is necessary. The choice of numbers used in the debate over the BIG is of considerable importance. Given an outcome like that spelled out above, numerous questions have to be posed, some of which have already been raised in connection with the other, more limited grants. One of the most difficult to answer on the basis of the bald figures is that of who would favour a dispensation such as that yielded by the introduction of a BIG under conditions of slow growth?. With a net value to all those for whom the value of the grant is greater than the additional taxes that they would have to pay (all those



234 in deciles 1 to 8),330 of about R18.9 billion in the first period, and R19.1 billion in the second (Table 40), BIG could garner significant political support if people are not persuaded that growth at the rates mooted in the DNG approach is attainable. If, by contrast, the focus falls more determinedly on the gross cost of the BIG, a suitably negative climate can readily be created, especially among those who will be footing the bill. Everybody is capable of performing the simple calculation to show that providing a basic income grant of R100 per month to a population of about 44 million would cost about R53 billion. Remove the state old age pensioners from the equation, and the cost falls to about R50 billion, a tidy sum. Handled incorrectly, a price tag of this sort is capable of sinking any proposal to introduce a BIG even before debate is joined. Estimating the gross cost of the BIG is easythe difficulty is to work out net costs. The main obstacle has already been referred to above, namely, the problem of knowing how much it is appropriate to allow as offsets against the provision of child support grants. The assumption is made here that the state would have done the proper thingthat is, to have provided the CSG to all eligible children up to the age of 15 years. To have done so, the tax give-aways of the past years would not have taken placethe CSG could have been financed without increase in the tax bill. The BIG used in Run 3 is granted to all those who are eligible (South African citizens, permanent residents, including all children not receiving the CSG, but excluding pensioners). Children up to the age of 15 years eligible for the CSG receive that instead of the BIG. The additional cost of paying the CSG at R130 per month to those eligible would be about R1.9 billion per annum in the first period, and about R2.6 billion in the second.331 Assuming that the tax revenues that would have been used to finance the CSG are available without raising tax rates, the delicate question of the form the additional taxes should take must be addressed. Run 3 uses a combination of increased income tax and VAT. Using the assumptions in the version of the model dated 8th October 2002, after an increase in the income tax take of R15 billion, an extra R28.6 billion in VAT has to be found (Table 39). The offset of R8 billion against the CSG brings the total to the approximately R50 billion gross cost of the grant. Taking extra income tax from the top four deciles would require the average rate of income tax in the top decile to rise by about 3.8 percentage points, while the rate in the 7th decile would go up by 0.9 percentage points. The increase in the VAT rate required to bring in remaining revenue would be 6.8 per cent in the first period, and 6.3 per cent in the second. Details of what these tax increases would entail at each decile are given in Table 39. Estimating the additional VAT payable in each decile is complicated by the need to make an assumption about how much VAT would have been paid in the absence of the BIG. Because the addition of the BIG to incomes in the lower deciles has such a large impact on those incomes (in current prices, the total income received in the first decile would go from R7 billion to R12.2 billion), when it comes to estimating the incidence of the VAT, the lowest decile appears to bear a disproportionate burden. 330



See the ‘Leaky bucket’ calculation in worksheet ‘BIGA’ and ‘BIGB’ in file GrowDistribute(19952005)-R.xls, Rows 157 in each case. 331 See Table 39, Row 80. If income increments were evenly spread in the DNG scenario, the mean income level in the 3rd decile would only climb above that in the redistributive scenario in the final year (2005).
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While it remains true that only that portion of the BIG that attracts VAT would be liable to pay the additional six or so per cent VAT, the amount of additional VAT paid (at R20 per month in the first decile) looks high. Given that mean incomes in the top decile are more than 20 times higher than those in the bottom decile, the additional burden of R196 per month makes the burden of the bottom decile look even higher. The last two panels of Table 39 contain all of the information required to make the necessary incidence comparisons. In the last panel we see additional burden steadily falling as a proportion of income, as we would expect, given the declining contribution of the BIG to total income. The last panel also shows the additional income tax spreading the burden to the upper deciles to give a final burden distribution that it quite progressive. Burdens admittedly fall as we move from the bottom decile towards the middlethe decline being more than four percentage points. Unless income tax could be garnered lower down the distribution, this feature of the benefit and contribution regime is difficult to remove. This conclusion is, of course, sensitive to the assumptions made about expenditure patterns (estimates of the proportion of income attracting VAT) in the various deciles. The burden on the lower deciles would be much lower if their purchases out of the additional income were restricted to zero-rated items, such as the food of which many of them are in such desperate need. Among the more radical suggestions for financing a BIG is one that called for a ‘solidarity’ tax (an increase in income tax), augmented by increased taxes on business. A better way of alienating any hint of support from the more fortunate in the economy is difficult to imagine. ‘Solidarity’, defined in the dictionary as “unity or agreement of feeling or action, especially among individuals with a common interest”, arises but rarely in class-riven societies, and probably even less frequently in societies split along racial and class lines. It is a tender plant, easily destroyed. It is certainly not to be created by punitive taxation, a sport that governments play at their peril. Unless everyone who is able to, is seen to be contributing to the funding of a BIG, the solidarity so necessary to its continued existence will never be generated. The model is capable of estimating the increase in personal income taxes required to pay for a BIG if that were the sole means of doing so.332 In Table 39 we see that the average increase in monthly tax payments in the top decile would be R1580 per month after BIG has been offset against taxes payable. In this decile, the average tax rate on formal sector incomes would rise by more than eleven percentage points in the first period (i.e., by about 38 per cent of decile mean income). It need hardly be pointed out that a suggestion of this sort would arouse fierce resentment. Switching away from punitive taxation of this sort to a mixture of income tax and VAT financing would result in a significant reduction in the burden on the top income earners. Because the tax burden is distributed much more widely, income earners in the top deciles are likely to be less antagonistic. The increase in the VAT rate required to implement the BIG will undoubtedly be argued to be intolerably large. Viewed in isolation, it certainly is a hefty jump. When, however, this is weighed against the impact the grants will have both on destitution and on inequality, the price
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In the templates that feed worksheet ‘Set’ in file GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls under the option ‘Finance BIG entirely from income taxes (except for the CSG offset)’, select 2 for Yes.



236 (6.8 percentage points in the first period, and 6.5 in the second)333 seems a small one to pay. Reference was made above to the suggestion by Prof Pieter le Roux of the University of the Western Cape, that a VAT-financed basic income grant could target its intended beneficiaries with greater facility than any other combination of taxes and benefits. As far as the socially necessary task of spreading the burden is concerned, this claim is certainly true. It is also true, however, that indirect taxes like the VAT are regressive.334 Unless a substantial contribution to the cost of the BIG is obtained from income taxes (perforce on the incomes of those in the top three or four deciles), the additional taxes will, as shown above, become fiercely regressive. This is easily demonstrated by reducing the income tax contribution to total costs in cell B222 in worksheet ‘Ass’ in file GrowDistribute(1995-2005)-R.xls towards zero. Whatever tax system is designed, the tax remains regressive, and only increased expenditure on zero-rated items can prevent the very poorest from being unfairly burdened. The inequity is, however, significantly reduced when the income tax contribution is set at some significant fraction of the total tax required. This is shown in the last panel of Table 39. The DNG approach can be made to yield equal mean incomes in the tenth year by creating additional informal sector jobs. To compete with the BIG, the DNG approach would have to generate an extra 450 000 jobs for those in the bottom decile, and an additional 150 000 in the second decile, during the second period.335 Although DNG-type growth would then have the first and second deciles on roughly equal terms as measured by income level, by the incremental income measure, redistribution through grants would still be a long way ahead.336 Whether the prospect of informal sector employment would be more attractive to those most immediately concerned cannot easily be answered. A lot depends on the rate at which the jobs are created (and hence, the length of time for which the additional income is enjoyed). If most of the jobs came in the last year, then the welfare loss in the nine years preceding the build-up to equal decile incomes, coupled with what must be the huge disutility of working in the survivalist sector, coupled also with the fact that the benefits of the ‘new’ jobs are unevenly spread, must convince homo economicus (so beloved of conventional economics) that the grants are much to be preferred. If this is what is meant by welfare dependence, so be
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In practice, only one change would be made to the VAT level. Fluctuations in the volume of revenue required to fund the grant would be met from the general revenues of the state. 334 This finding is sensitive to the assumed proportions of income attracting VAT in the different deciles. It is not so sensitive, however, as to overturn the conclusion reached here. 335 These additional jobs would have scarcely any impact on the Gini coefficientbetween 2000 and 2005 it would fall from 0.586 to 0.577. The entries are made in row 248 of worksheet ‘Ass’. 336 The composite ‘Overall indicator’ in the last panel of Table 37 illustrates this point. It may be recalled that it was considered appropriate to suggest that the distribution neutral scenario could be made to look like fast growth with some redistribution in South Africa, by virtue of the fact that by comparison with what happens in the redistributive scenarios, the incomes of the non-waged grow rapidly. At this point, one would want to pause to enquire whether the differential income growth of the non-waged in the distribution neutral scenario is sufficient to compensate for the child support grant (not to mention all of the other redistributive mechanisms). This is something that requires further investigation.



237 itnobody should be required to suffer acute economic hardship for nine years on the strength of a promise that economic growth will ‘rescue’ them in the tenth. Responses to the evidence and argument above will be influenced by prior political stance. Diehard proponents of the Deepak Lal/Myint (World Bank) approach will presumably cling to trickle-down, no matter what. Liberals should be at least a little uneasythe compliance of the outcome above with Rawlsian dictates on redistribution, must give all who advocate growth, growth and more growth, pause. For left Rawlsians, there can be no doubt that in a contest of this sort between growth and redistribution, the latter wins, hands down. Whether those on the left a little further up the income scale would endorse the BIG equally wholeheartedly, is, one would hope, a question that would be answered in the affirmative. To make it easier for them to do so, let us turn to a somewhat less miserable set of predictions about the impact of redistribution on economic growth.



DNG vs Redistribution: Moving in the underdog’s favour A casual reading of the argument above could leave one with the impression that opting for growth meant foregoing redistribution, and vice-versa. This is clearly not the casethere is redistribution in the distribution neutral case, and growth in the redistributive scenarios. Other things being equal, growth is largely a function of the ‘animal spririts of the investors’. The burden of the argument in this work is that under the present conditions in South Africa (the macro-economic fundamentals, as the state keeps reminding us, are sound), the response of investors (and consumers, especially those in the top deciles) to a proposal to begin addressing the unemployment problem by means of social grants, would be a key determinant of the rate of growth. Assuming that the investing class can be persuaded of the virtues of such a policy, we can shift the odds in the model so that they weigh slightly less heavily against the underdog (redistribution). This is done by changing the set of assumptions about growth to the set listed in Table 35, namely: For the distribution neutral scenarios • Optimistic labour market outcomes in Periods 1 and 2 (1995-2000, and 20002005) • Highly optimistic income growth outcomes in both periods For the redistributive scenarios: • Actual labour market outcomes in the first period and actual outcome extrapolated in the second • Actual income growth outcomes in the first period and actual outcome extrapolated in the second Outcomes for the distribution neutral scenario, obviously, remain the same as in the previous scenarios. For the redistributive scenarios, labour market outcomes are anything but sanguinein the first period, informal employment grows by a miserly 750 000 or so, and formal employment by a mere 80 000 (Table 38). Unemployment, while not quite as bad as it was under the dismal assumptions of the previous subsection, is still a huge problem. Economic growth in the region of about three per



238 cent per annum (as opposed to the DNG’s five per cent) in the first period keeps per capita income growth positive (Table 37). Growth in the second period is a little slower. Let us examine the effect of slightly improved growth on the various benefit packages.



Run 4: Distribution neutral growth vs. the child support grant Keeping all settings the same as what they were in Run 1, we are driven to similar conclusions as in that runto the extent that we can believe measurements down to three decimal places, inequality falls by slightly less. This is because the incomes of the non-waged are assumed not to rise, while the incomes of those receiving a wage grow a little more than they did in Run 1. The small increase in numbers employed in the bottom deciles is not enough to offset this. Using the income levels measure, the bottom decile leads by a short head in period 1, only to slip behind by 2005. Considering the two periods as a whole, the amount by which decile 1 pulls ahead on the income increments measure between 2000-2005, is not enough to enable it to compete with the DNG strategy (hence the slippage in the Gini coefficient). Decile 2, of course, falls rapidly behind. In short, the picture is very similar to what obtained before. The same conclusions holda little faster growth reduces the sacrifice made higher up, but does not do much down at the bottom end of the distribution. Obviously, the same comments about judging the merits of the child support grant made above hold here as wellits virtues are not to be gauged solely by its impact on grand aggregates such as decile mean incomes, or the Gini coefficient.



Run 5: Distribution neutral growth vs. a grant to the deserving poor Conclusions reached about outcomes under this regime are similar to those aboveinequality falls, but not as much as in Run 2, and for similar reasons. Conditions for those in the bottom deciles improve slightly, but not enough to place them far ahead of the DNG scenario. Slightly faster economic growth means once more that the sacrifices demanded of those higher up the scale are somewhat reduced (illustrating the old adage that the schisms in capitalist economic become most visible when growth dries up). Mean income for the whole population, which reaches R16 231 per annum in 2005 under DNG, would rise to R14 768, as opposed to the R13 651 it would have attained in Run 2. A strict Rawlsian might still want to conclude that since the conditions of the worst-off (those in the very bottom decile) place them well ahead of where they would have been under a DNG regime, redistribution is preferable. If growth of the magnitude indicated here could be attained, the case would be starting to look persuasive.



Run 6: Distribution neutral vs. a basic income grant A basic income grant conferred under conditions in which growth of just three per cent per annum could be maintained would see deciles 1, 2 and 3 convincingly better off than they would be under DNG (Table 37).



239 Income growth for the population as a whole improvesmean incomes go to R13 872 in 2005, as opposed to R12 877 with the slower growth. Although this is a long way behind the R16 231 reached under DNG, the top decile would have much less cause for discontent. The DNG approach takes them from a mean income of R54 251 in 1995 to R69 769 in 2005, while redistribution under the dismal conditions of Run 3 sees their mean incomes fall to R51 723 by 2000, creeping up to R52 919 by 2005. Another percentage point of economic growth, means that after the initial fall (this time to R53 774 in 2000), mean incomes recover to R57 194 in 2005. As before, inequality falls, but not by as much as it does when economic growth is slower (shared misery?). Economic growth eases the financing constraintwith the income tax take held at the same level as it was in Run 3, the required VAT rate increase eases slightly from 6.8 to 6.6 in the first period, and from 6.5 to 6.3 per cent in the second period (Table 39). The relationships between growth and redistribution, and inequality and poverty are starting to become clearas long as one does not kill the golden-egg laying goose by attempting to redistribute too much, respectable income growth can probably be vouchsafed the upper deciles (after an adjustment period), while immediate relief is granted the poor. Let us end this exploration by piling on just a little more growth to the redistribution scenario.



Run 7: Distribution neutral vs. a basic income grant once more Keeping all assumptions except those relating to income growth and labour market outcomes the same, we now see how BIG fares against DNG. Let these two assumptions switch from ‘Actual’ (or ‘Actual extrapolated’) to ‘Optimistic’. Economic growth would go to 3.8 and 3.3 per cent respectively, in the two periods. Instead of inequality rising with slightly increased growth, it now falls, giving a Gini coefficient of 0.538 in 2005. The explanation for this is that it results from the significantly better labour market performance. Unemployment, instead of rising to 42.6 per cent by 2005, falls to 28.1 per cent (Table 38), thus demonstrating once more, if such demonstration were necessary, the benefits of fast employment growth. The bottom four deciles leave their DNG counterparts far behind (by both measures). Mean incomes of the top decile, instead of plummeting as they do when the BIG is first introduced, grow by about one per cent. After that, they grow to R59 153 by 2005, a long way from the R52 919 that 2.2 per cent per annum economic growth leaves them on. In this scenario, BIG leaves everyone in the bottom six deciles with a higher mean per capita income at the end of the first period. By the end of the second period, the faster growth in the DNG setting reduces this to everyone in the bottom five deciles, i.e., half of the population. To place those in the marginal deciles in roughly the same situation under the redistributive regime as they would be under DNG, usually requires the creation of a few hundred thousand more informal sector jobs among the folk in that decile. A welfare comparison that took into account the disutilities of work (survivalist activity must surely have a very high disutility?) must rank the redistributive strategy ahead of DNG. As before, if this is what conservative critics mean when they warn of the dangers of welfare dependence, all one can say is that



240 judgements of sort are arrived at from the comfort of an armchairthey have little or no connection with real world experience of poverty. To end this brief glimpse into the joys of growth and redistribution working in tandem (rather than as opponents), a small sortie into the relationship between VAT rate changes and the differing growth performances with which they are associated, is necessary. After seeing the required VAT rate increase fall from Run 3 to Run 6, it comes as something of a surprise to see it climb to 6.9 percentage points in Period 1, and 6.8 percentage points in Period 2 (Table 39). Surely, one asks, faster growth will reduce the required VAT rate increase?337 To understand why not, it is necessary to refer back to the discussion about the ‘correct’ amount to be offset against the provision of child support grants. In Run 3, BIG paid in a dismal growth scenario, the CSG is claimed by, or on behalf of 5 182 000 children. Faster economic growth in Run 7 reduces this to 3 351 000. The amount that can be offset thus drops from R8.1 billion to R5.2 billion.338 In partial compensation for the bigger than expected VAT rate increase, growth pushes the increase in personal income tax rates down. In the top decile, dismal growth called for an increase of 3.8 percentage points in the average rate of tax in Period 1the faster growth in Run 7 reduces this to 3.6 percentage points. Although this problem is something of a fiction (an artifact of the model design), something like it would be faced in real life if, after a BIG were introduced, it was felt necessary to obtain a true costing of the BIG. In practice, as remarked above, VAT rates would not be made to yo-yo in the way in which they do in the modelboth VAT and income tax rates are likely to be fixed by other criteriaany slack could be taken up by deficits. Unlike child support grants, the gross cost of the BIG is not related to the rate of growthbudgetting for it is thus a relatively simple matter. Not surprisingly, rejecting the BIG option makes less and less sense as one’s estimation of its impact on the labour market and on income growth softens. If consideration is to be given to the introduction of a basic income grant, careful attention will need to be given to the way in which its potential effects, both on the economy and on individual incomes are presented. For those at the top of the pile, the prospect of the sacrifices entailed in financing a BIG would undoubtedly give rise to dismay, or worse. Indeed, the focus of articles in the conservative financial press has been such as to rally the troops around the banner of resistance to these
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Demand must be elastic, so increased VAT will choke off some consumer expenditure. By how much it will be reduced, it is difficult to say, the estimation of demand elasticities being a highly imprecise business. Some attempt is made to accommodate the dampening effect of additional VAT in the model by allowing the distribution neutral approach a ‘highly optimistic’ income growth option, while restraining the redistributive approach to, at best, a merely ‘optimistic’ result. If reliable estimates of elasticities could be made, they could be incorporated into the model by allowing propensities to consume to vary. 338 The drop in Period 2 is even more substantialfrom R11.2 billion to R5.1 billion. The ‘problem’ can be made to disappear by playing with the ‘fuzzy’ factor (worksheet ‘Ass’, cells B178:C178) introduced to reduce the sensitivity of the child support grant hurdle income (the means test income). If the factor is increased from its present setting of five per cent, to somewhere near 30 per cent, the number of children eligible for the grant rises to somewhere close to its dismal growth total in the first period. What this implies, of course, is that the hurdle income is raised to R260 from R200.



241 sacrifices.339 To place the sacrifices in perspective, estimated income changes in the top deciles can be compared with estimated mean incomes at the bottom end of the distribution. Doing so provides a sobering reminder of South African reality. Under a distribution neutral regime, the increase in after-tax earnings of formal sector workers in the top decile from 1995 to 2005 (R15 519) would be more than seven times as large as the average after-tax income in the bottom decile in 2005 (R2208 per annum). Under the redistributive conditions sketched immediately above, the increase would shrink to R4902, a shade under twice the mean incomes (R2866 per annum) of those at the bottom. In sum, the BIG would attack both poverty (or, more accurately, destitution), and inequality in a vigorous manner. The implication of all this is clearif those who have, can, in the words of King Lear, be persuaded to “… shake down the superfluity…” (before it is too late), there is a chance that destitution and gross inequality can begin to be addressed. To ask the poor to wait for growth (fickle at the best of times) to do the job is to court the very fate from which GEAR was supposed to deliver them. Empowering people to the point where they can engage (with dignity) in economic activity generates adequate (and secure) incomes is obviously of great importance. That, however, is not all that the state should be doing about the poor. South Africa’s state old age pension is enviable, and uptake on child support grants is gathering momentum. Although existing anti-poverty measures are numerous and extensive, they are manifestly inadequate. Setting aside sufficient resources to begin to address this problem is not the major constraint on the development of adequate social security measures. Rather, it is the difficulty of persuading those who oppose grants of the sort mooted here, that it is idle to pin nearly all hope on growth-based policies. This conclusion marks an appropriate point at which to leave a world of numbers that is by turns, either arid or heartening. These numbers suggest that after policymakers have done their best, a pessimistic climate will ensure that little more will have been achieved than the raising of those at the bottom of the income distribution from utter destitution. Then again, perhaps ‘little more’ would not be a fitting way to describe such an achievement―if it could be achieved. It is all too easy to under-estimate just how much repair work has to be done to heal the injury inflicted by apartheid (and the form of capitalist growth it fostered) on the body politic. Playing with the numbers suggests that redistributive policies can contribute to the healing process. More, however, is required than number-crunching. A thorough examination of the limits to redistribution is required. Accordingly, the next chapter of the work attempts to explore some of them.
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See, for example, the hare-brained article in Finance Week by Howard Preece (31 May 2002, pp.3839), with its alarmist references to the ‘furtive hijacking’ of the Taylor Committee by ‘leftists’.
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8. Exploring the limits to redistribution “Discoursing some sixty years ago [in 1903] on the text ‘Choose inequality and flee greed’ , Matthew Arnold observed that in England inequality is almost a religion. He remarked on the incompatibility of that attitude with the spirit of humanity, and sense of dignity of man as man, which are the marks of a truly civilized society. ‘On the one side, in fact, inequality harms by pampering; on the other by vulgarizing and depressing’ … But what does all this mean except that the tradition of inequality is, so to say, a complex – a cluster of ideas at the back of men’s minds, whose influence they do not like to admit, but which, nevertheless, determines all the time their outlook on society, and their practical conduct, and the direction of their policy. And what can their denial of that influence convey except that the particular forms of inequality which are general and respectable, and the particular arrangements of classes to which they are accustomed, so far from being an unimportant detail, like the wigs of judges or the uniform of postmen and privy councillors, seem to them so obviously something which all right-thinking people should accept as inevitable that, until the question is raised, they are hardly conscious of them? And what can the result of such an attitude be except to inflame and aggravate occasions of friction which are, on other grounds, already numerous enough, and since class divisions are evidently farreaching in their effects, to cause it to be believed that class struggles, instead of being what they are, a barbarous reality, which can be ended, and ended only by abolishing its economic causes, are permanent, inevitable or even exhilarating.” (Tawney, 1964, pp.17 and 21)



Tawney’s ringing prose in the epigraph above reminds us that behind any given pattern of inequalities is an ideology—one whose component ideas, he asserts, the bearers of the ideology are none too proud to acknowledge. Underlying the ideas that demarcate class divisions, with their attendant struggles, are economic causes. One may, if one so desires, cling to the belief that South Africa’s travails result solely from a nasty political system called apartheid—a system whose distinguishing characteristics were its racist bigotry and its alleged economic irrationality. Convenient, perhaps, but somewhat less than useful for grasping the nature of our current predicament. To do that, requires not only the settlement of the old debate about the relationship between capitalism and apartheid; it requires as well, clarity of vision about the relationship of the post-apartheid government to capitalism, both national and global. On the first of these, there is little hope of advance beyond the point reached in the debates between liberals, most ably represented by Lipton (1985), and the left, by Greenberg (1979) and Yudelman (1983). On the current conjuncture, it is possible to be clearer. The eve of the formal abandonment of white domination saw a spate of publications on the possibilities of the post-apartheid era. One of them, an output of the liberal stable, had this to say in its concluding remarks: “Once the need for fundamental change is recognized, economic progress could be the handmaiden of political progress. Removing the costs of maintaining white rule and freeing the economy of apartheid’s restrictions could produce a substantial period of high growth. High growth would ease the transition to a postapartheid society that would address the needs and the rightful claims of the black majority while minimizing the economic losses for large numbers of whites.



243 It would also reduce substantially potential conflicts that might arise over economic issues. The quicker the transition to a postapartheid society, the greater would be the potential economic gains.” (Lewis, Jr., 1990, pp.167-168) Acknowledgement of the need for fundamental change came mere weeks after Lewis wrote his preface, and the formal completion of the transition, barely four years after that. Economic growth, however, whose prime determinant is investment, was elusive and remains so. Policy may create the necessary conditions within which investment can take place, but this alone may not be sufficient to induce the desired flows. Clearly, except in some simplistic understanding of what ‘removing the costs of maintaining white rule and freeing the economy of apartheid’s restrictions’ meant, there was little likelihood that much other than a wait-and-see attitude would be adopted. For many important players, ‘freeing the economy of apartheid’s restrictions’ came to mean freedom to move capital abroad. Whatever the explanation for the failure of the desired investment to materialise, the net result is the rising unemployment, increasing poverty and probably worsening income distribution discussed in previous chapters. Reference is made above to the work by Lewis Jr., not because the invocation of hindsight is of any merit, but rather because his analysis embodies the received wisdom of that time (and our own) on the efficacy of growth. On the one hand, rapid growth can change the nature of the economic game from zero-sum, to positive-sum, implying that existing absolute income differentials need not be disturbed too much (1990, p.146). On the other, rapid employment growth, “the best remedy for the maldistribution of income” (pp.159-160), even if it only moves the unemployed from zero income to some, minimum wage, achieves its desirable effect by changing relative income shares among the various quantiles of the population. With speculations like these dominating the discourses of the time, demands for redistribution by direct means (e.g., transfers) were muted. The debate about redistribution can, however, no longer be postponed. Growth has now a much larger task to perform than it had in 1990, if only because there are millions more unemployed. That South Africa’s income distribution is among the most unequal in the world is common cause. That redistribution on a far greater scale than has been attempted in South Africa hithertofore, is required to address poverty and inequality seems indisputable. That, if attempted, it will be resisted, seems equally certain. The suggestion that income distribution could be significantly changed, other than by gainful insertion into the labour market of all those currently excluded from effective participation, is invariably greeted with tired fatalism or sullen resistance. Yet the prominence of race (and its coincidence in the bad old days with class) has made the question of redistribution not entirely unrespectable. This has not resulted, however, in any major improvements in the distribution of income and wealth, and, if present policies are maintained, is unlikely to do so in the future. Government’s commitment to income redistribution, it has been argued, might have had the effect of bettering the lot of those in income deciles 3 or 4 to 8 or 9 relative to those at either end of the distribution. Provision of basic services has probably had beneficial results even lower down, and will have even greater effects when delivery improves. Increasing impoverishment, these achievements notwithstanding, caused primarily, but not exclusively by increasing unemployment, still appears to be the order of the day. One



244 way to address this is through a sustained transfer of income from those who have (many, in great abundance) to those who have not (and who, for the foreseeable future, will never have). To argue thus is not to deny the continuing importance of measures aimed at the aforementioned ‘gainful insertion into the labour market of all those currently excluded from effective participation’. It is rather to insist that in relying too heavily on policies that can only yield results in the long term (if at all), equity has taken an unwarranted back seat to efficiency. Such are the constraints, however, and not only of resources, that even the goal of raising the living standards of the poor above some modest poverty line, by this means, is probably unattainable. The most that can be hoped for in the medium-term is that destitution can be eliminated. The need to redistribute gives rise to a need to explore some of the questions encountered when a country departs the port called Extreme Inequality in the direction of the haven called Less Extreme Inequality. Some of the navigating is through normative seas—hazards en route are easier to identify if the travellers are honest about their predilections. The goal of this chapter is to map some of the major obstacles, and to suggest, where possible, ways of minimizing resistance to just redistributive policies. We begin with the most obvious obstacle, administrative (capacity) limits.



Limits to redistribution: Administration Little consideration was given in the discussion of the simulated redistributions above to their feasibility, administrative and political. Clearly, it is these that will determine whether or not a programme is even worth considering. Accordingly, we indulge here in a little speculation, to test the limits of redistribution posed by obstacles of an administrative nature. In the simulations reported on above, targeted grants were dismissed, more or less out of hand. The grounds were that on the administrative side, the capacity of the state to target beneficiaries with the required precision, almost certainly does not exist and cannot easily be created. What is more, once created, the apparatus necessary for doing so would be expensive to maintain. Not only that, the means tests required to stop wholesale abuse of the system would necessitate unwarrantable intrusions into household privacy. They would open the door to widespread corruption, with consequent decline in public morality. Transfers of the kind produced by targeting non-waged individuals (including the unemployed), cannot (should not), therefore, even be contemplated. On the revenue collection side of the BIG proposal, SARS is quite capable of introducing the required changes with no further ado. It may not be necessary to raise income taxes at allby merely desisting from indulging in tax giveaways at each budget, the Minister of Finance may be able to divert a sizable sum into the BIG kitty. It may be that some attention needs to be paid to the impact on business of the timing of VAT payments, but other than that, the major problem to be anticipated would probably be increasing non-compliance, where this can be attempted. The remedy for this is probably a strengthening of the inspectorate. The interesting problems posed by the proposal to introduce a BIG are those concerned with the delivery of benefits. Other than to remark that a properly designed smart card system, such as HANIS



245 (Home Affairs National Identity System) promises to be, is the only foundation on which the payment system could be based, it is not the intention here to engage with this issue. In principle, the problems of delivery are all soluble, even those faced in rural areas, where advanced technologies can be harnessed to link remote rural areas with the country’s financial system.



Limits to redistribution: Ideology Since the ideological climate is an important determinant of the feasibility of redistributive policies (a subject with which we began to flirt in the previous chapter) it is necessary to dig more deeply into certain aspects of it. Reference was made above to World Bank staffer, William Easterly’s (2000a) paper on the effect of IMF and Bank programmes on poverty. Particular note was taken of his disquiet at the apparent effect of these programmes on the growth elasticity of poverty. The concluding remarks of that paper contain the following statement: “From a political economy point of view, lowering the sensitivity of poverty to the aggregate growth rate could be dangerous because it gives the poor less of a stake in overall good economic performance. This might increase the support of the poor for populist experiments at redistributing income.” (Easterly, 2000a, p.26) Of particular note in this passage is the use of the derogatory term ‘populist’. This smacks of an attempt to relegate what could be argued to be legitimate claims of the poor to a fair share of the fruits of social labour, to somewhere near the lunatic fringe. Whatever stand one takes on this matter, however, it is clear that the redistribution suggested as being necessary in South Africa, stops a long way short of ‘populism’ in its standard macroeconomic guise. This is defined as: “… strongly expansionary policies characterised by large rises in government spending not covered by revenues, sharp increases in nominal wages, negative real interest rates, [although we may be approaching that now] and so on.” (Moll, 1991, p.28) Indeed, to generate the dismal scenarios above, the very opposite is proposed―the redistribution simulations assume low rates of growth precisely because it is thought that the wealthy would cut back on savings to pay the additional taxes. Benefits (to the well-off) of redistribution to the poor are assumed not to become apparent soon―hence the slow growth assumptions of the second five-year period. Moll’s critical judgement of simulations studies, would, it is to be hoped, not extend to the work done here.340 Of interest as well, are the difficulties one faces when trying to determine the status of such remarks. The disclaimer in his paper “Views expressed here are not necessarily those of the World Bank” is, of course, the standard way in which agents distance 340



His strictures were directed at simulations that looked at the likely economic effect of hypothetical equalisations, without considering how such equalisations were to be achieved (financed) (1991, p.25). When Moll’s work on the dangers of redistribution had one of its earlier airings at a conference in the University of York in 1986 (?), it aroused a storm of protest among the left. Times have changed.



246 themselves from a principal (usually at the instance of the principal).341 There must, however, be a limit of some sort to the amount of distancing that can be done for it to be credible. When one finds the same, or similar views cropping up frequently in other Bank-sponsored publications, the disclaimer starts to sound a little suspect. Strictures on redistribution can be found in the work of other eminent researchers who have done extensive work for the Bank. The compendious work by Lal and Myint (1996) referred to so often above, develops, at considerable length, the standard arguments against redistribution. Anyone seeking reasons why commentators of Easterly’s stature would dismiss demands for redistribution as ‘populist’, with all of the negative connotations that this term trails behind it, will find them in Lal and Myint. It may be recalled from the digression on trickle down in the previous chapter, that Lal and Myint provide a rationale for reducing poverty alleviation to a nonquestion, to use Kanbur’s (1987) terms. That rationale consists in the empirical proposition that most states do not have the capacity to ensure that ‘public income transfers’ for ‘addressing mass poverty’ reach their intended recipients. On the grounds that classes other than the poor will capture the benefits, they are strongly in favour of growth. In popular debates, the route by which this conclusion is reached is often overlookedtrickle down is advanced as though there were simply no contest between it and the redistributive measures proposed by its opponents. Yet, as was also demonstrated in the digression, Lal and Myint, conservative though they undoubtedly are, must leave room for the possibility that states may have the capacity to tackle poverty through income transfers.342 In that space, it is possible to argue rationally over whether or not the political will (sufficient consensus?) to redistribute exists, over the extent of the state’s capacity (fiscal and administrative) to redistribute when there is agreement to do so, over what the limits of that redistribution are likely to be, and over what the best means for achieving the desired ends are. All of the evidence points to the conclusion that in South Africa’s case, the rate of growth required to eradicate the problem of mass poverty within some reasonable period of time is almost certainly so high as to be beyond reach. That being so, the conventional wisdom about the efficacy of transfers needs to be re-examined. Applying Lal and Myint’s criteria on the nature of the state to South Africa, we must conclude that the state is neither predatory, nor does it lack the capacity, fiscal and 341



Easterly has a fine sense of humour―the Bank is to be praised for its tolerance in permitting him to exercise it. Take, for example, a paper of his with the strange title “Growth implosions, debt explosions, and my Aunt Marilyn: Do growth slowdowns cause public debt crises?” (2000b). At the head of the paper is a piece of advice from the said ‘Aunt Marilyn’. “Never”, she is reported as cautioning, “take a sleeping pill and laxative on the same night.” The advice is offered to countries that carried on with old borrowing habits long after the economic growth that had sustained them had disappeared. Further on, he quotes another old saw from Aunt Marilyn to the effect that: “When trouble arises & things look bad, there is always one individual who perceives a solution & is willing to take command. Very often, that person is crazy.” (2000b, p.31). Those promoting income redistribution in South Africa on a significant scale are sometimes dismissed as being crazy―it is difficult, however, to see what else is going to make a serious impression on poverty. 342 Their language gives the game awaytransfers are unlikely to take place; most redistribution will be from the poor to the rich; it may be best to concentrate on positive sum games (Lal and Myint, 1996, pp.376-377)



247 administrative, to alleviate poverty by means of public income transfers. The country has the polity, the wealth, and the institutions necessary to permit a modest redistribution. Democracy (actual and potential) is substantial. Although prudence dictates a certain level of anxiety about the possible perverse effects343 of such transfers, the reality is that there is little to hinder their introduction while we wait for the doctor (rapid employment growth) to come, save for the hostile climate in which the decision to do so must be made. Let us, therefore, consider what would be required to smooth the way.



Changing the discourse of distribution Governments intent on reforming the welfare state seek to justify proposed policy changes through “normative discourse” (Scharpf and Schmidt, 2000, p.232). Talking of the campaign to be conducted once government has adopted a particular reform agenda, they point out that: “The appeal to values in legitimizing discourses is a complex process. All societies have a plurality of values, many of them conflicting or applying only under certain conditions or to special choice situationsor ‘spheres of justice’and most changing over time, with some emphasized or de-emphasized at any one time or another. Therefore when governments construct a legitimizing discourse, the appeal to values always has the character of ‘selective activation’, by focusing on a particular value within a limited repertoire of other values that could also be invoked in the situationand which may be invoked by the opposition. Societies differ from one another, however, not only in their normative orientations, that is, in the weight they accord to particular values, but also in their degree of normative integration. Some societies tend to have greater agreement about the norms and values appropriate to a given policy area than others, which may have several rival orientations, one or another of which may predominate at any given time. And therefore, the more complete the normative integration, the fewer are the strategic choices open to governments in the appeal to specific values.” (2000, p.232) ‘Normative integration’ (except in the most limited sense) is not a feature of South African reality, so the range of strategic choices open to government is quite wide. A basic income grant, though, is only one element in the choice seta residual (exclusive) social security system is certainly another. There being at least two major rival orientations, a struggle over the shape of the normative discourse that government engages in may be expected. Government is intent upon reforming the social security system, but not, apparently, along the lines the lines advocated in this study. The social forces promoting the basic income grant as the best way of alleviating poverty thus face an uphill struggle. Given that the bottom six or seven deciles stand to benefit from its introduction, one could probably count on majority 343



A comparative study of all poverty reduction and poverty alleviation measures is required. It is unlikely not to find, as argued above, that the dependency creating effects of a basic income grant pale into insignificance by the side of the like effects that a ‘massive public works programme’ will have, if the latter is to be of a size (and duration) sufficient to tackle the job for which its proponents appear to deem it suitable.



248 support for the proposal. The problem, as we saw in Chapter 6, is that the ANC in government appears to be quite strongly opposed to such grants, on what it regards as principled grounds (different ‘philosophies’ or ‘values’). Discussion documents to be placed before the ANC ‘in conference’ at the party’s 51st national conference do not offer an alternative view to the minimalist or residual welfare state. Rather than being based upon evidence, the arguments advanced against the grant, it is claimed, are assertions rooted in a particular ideological framework. To allow the competing policies to meet on equal terms, it is essential that questions of value be separated from questions of fact. If the struggle for the grant is to be successful, popular support for it will have to harnessed in a way that wins over opposition within the party. Only when that has been done, can a discourse aimed at persuading those whose taxes will fund it, be contemplated. The starting point for the construction of the necessary discourse within the broader society should, one would hope, be the ANC’s upcoming national conference. It is not immediately obvious, though, how the views advanced by the spokespersons cited above are to be shifted. It is possible that these views are not shared by the majority of the delegates to the conference, although it is not easy to imagine how the delegates would have arrived at such a position. The campaign by the BIG Coalition may have had some influence, as could the high-profile actions at the recent World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), and the somewhat desultory debate conducted in the press. It would not do, however, to rely too heavily on such hopesfar better to develop a strategy that would cause policymakers and opinion makers within the party to pay more careful attention to the arguments in favour of a more inclusive social security system. One way of doing this could be to press for a referendum on the basic income grant on the grounds that an issue of such significance ought not be decided by elected or nominated representatives of the people, but rather by the people directly.344 Along with the call for a referendum on the issue should go a demand for equal time to be devoted to arguments both for and against. An interesting aspect of the negative response by the ANC in government (and by the drafters of the discussion papers for the 51st national conference) to the proposed basic income grant is the way in which it directs attention to the harm that grants can do to individuals (and, by implication, to society as a whole). Grants to any but the deserving poor (the sick, the disabled, the truly needy) it is said, will create dependence; will work against the fostering of self-reliance; will reduce recipients to the status of victims. It is almost certainly true that at some level, social grants could have all of these effectspitch them high enough and the will to work will be sappedthere really is an unemployment trap. To suggest, however, without any supporting evidence, that the modest grant proposed in South Africa can have these 344



Attempts by the public finance literature to explain the size of the state light upon the dangers of this scenario with some enthusiasm. In a Meltzer and Richard model where median income exceeds mean income, there will be pressure for redistribution from rich to poor. Rational behaviour by the median voter in this setting in choosing the tax rate that maximises his or her utility, will entail a consideration of the implications for the ‘size of the pie’ of selecting tax rates that are too high. This, apparently, is all that stands between the fiscal discipline and rampant populism. Black et al (1999, p.91) ask whether a model of this sort could apply to South Africa post-1994. They conclude that it does not, noting that ‘substantial redistribution had already taken place’, and possibly more importantly, that the democratic government was severely constrained by the fiscal mess that it inherited, being obliged “to meet many of its distributional goals by reallocation of social spending.”



249 effects on any significant scale, seems ludicrous. Not only are these claims farfetched, there is also a hint of paternalism about themas though government knows better than the individuals concerned what is best for them. This is a thoroughly awkward areaclearly, there are times when government (or some higher body like the Constitutional Court) does know best. If this is held to be one of them, then government has an obligation to make this known, giving reasons why it is so. Objections to the grants on grounds of cost, have, by contrast, been muted, coming mainly from financial journalists, presumably speaking on behalf of business and the top income earners (the members of the minority that will pay most of the taxes required to finance the grant). Two other groupings (the Treasury; the Departments of Labour and (possibly) Trade and Industry) may be singled out as being likely to oppose a proposal for a universal basic income grant however modest. The first has objected (in private) for reasons related to the raising of the revenue required to pay for the grant: the others because they are likely to see the grant as competing too energetically for resources that could be used for their own poverty reduction programmes. Yet another group, organised labour, has in the past, displayed some unease with the principle articulated in the previous chapter, namely, that the burden of funding the basic income grant should be spread as widely as possiblean increase in VAT being the simplest way of doing so. We deal with them after looking at the possible responses of business and the top income earners, and after examining the notion of social solidarity and distance. Business and the top income earners One of the major determinants of the ability of the state to redistribute income to the poor is the willingness of the relatively better off to pay the taxes necessary to fund such transfers. Although the limits of redistribution cannot be specified with any precision, consideration of where these limits might lie is of crucial importance. In countries with grossly unequal income distributions, the (official) tax burden falls, rather obviously, on those who have—the taxable capacity of those who have not is so small that there is often precious little that can be taken from them by the fiscus. That little is usually extracted by consumption taxes of one sort or another—hence the introduction of the General Sales Tax (GST), originally at the low level of four per cent, in 1978. The introduction of regressive taxes, such as the VAT and its forerunner, the GST notwithstanding, it is nevertheless true that significant redistribution towards the poor takes place through the fiscus.345 Since 1994, the pace of this redistribution appears to have increased,346 possibly offsetting to some extent, the tendency for the 345



The precise incidence of this redistribution is not a settled matter. Those at the very bottom of the income distribution (the 10 million or so in households where gross expenditure was less than R800 per month in 1999) probably benefit less than those who are slightly better off. 346 The process of redistribution through the fiscus started long before the advent of democracy. Black et al argue that: “It … appears from the available data that racial redistribution through the budget actually accelerated over time, even under apartheid. … [R]eal social spending for blacks grew at 6.5 per cent per annum from 1975 to 1991, in a period of sluggish growth and before apartheid had been officially abandoned. The largest part of the remaining gap arises not from differences in expenditure levels for specific services, but from differential service provision or utilisation.” (1999, p.237)



250 distribution to worsen through the workings of the labour market. In policy circles, there appears to be something of a consensus that redistribution of productive assets or access to them is to be preferred to straightforward redistribution of income (transfers). Even so, there is a strong argument, as we have seen above, in favour of making income transfers to the very poorest. For many of the poorest, the transfer of assets, whether in the form of human capital, land or access to credit would make little, if any, difference to their welfare, at least in the short- to medium term. All the more reason then, to consider the question of the limits to redistribution. Proposing a universal basic income grant evokes an interesting (neurotic?) response among some of those (a majority of them?) who will provide the bulk of the tax revenue to finance the grant. On the one hand they recognise that poverty and extreme income inequality in tandem, account for some important part of the current wave of lawlessness (which, along with fears over the security of property rights, appears to inhibit investment quite significantly). Compassion for the poor will vary with the extent to which they indulge in victim blaming, but even the most hardhearted of them probably recognises that the ‘deserving poor’ are numerous. On the other, they are extremely reluctant to countenance a redistribution through the fiscus that would begin to address both extreme poverty and gross income inequality. This case of a people wanting to have their cake and eat it as well, is exacerbated by the enthusiasm with which the Treasury has promoted the notion that the total tax take in South Africa should be reduced. Buttressed by this inappropriate ideology, elites can indulge in the dream (another form of victim blaming) that ‘free enterprise’ would rescue the country if only ‘excessive labour market regulation’ were relaxed. In this way, they are able to avoid an awkward confrontation with reality. The harsh truth is that the apartheid income distribution has been entrenched, and continues to be so by the perverse workings of South Africa’s labour markets. The proposal to introduce a basic income grant could further harden the attitudes of those in the top decile of income earners. The extent to which this is likely will be a function of two things. One is the extent to which the utility of those in the top decile is function not only of their own incomes, but also of the incomes of those at the bottom end of the distribution. The other is their perception of the impact of the introduction of a BIG on the rate of growth of their own incomes. Support (or otherwise) for continuation of the policy (once introduced) would, of course, be influenced by actual outcomes. If the perception were that the introduction of a BIG would lead to an economic crisis of the sort with which we started the exploration of redistribution in the previous chapter, and if, in any event, those in the top decile cared little about the welfare of the poor, then they would have good cause to support a distribution neutral strategy (to oppose a redistributive strategy). To confirm this, we need merely refer to the model’s findings. Where we pitted the best-case conditions for the distribution neutral approach for formal sector workers in the top decile, against their worst-case redistributive scenario counterparts, the latter fare badly in income growth terms. So much so, that were we to find people among this group offering support to redistributive policies, we would want to reflect for a while on the shapes of their utility functions. Suppose, however, that those in the top deciles of the distribution, believing that economic growth probably depends on the animal spirits not just of the entrepreneur, but also of those in their position, respond to the introduction of a BIG redistributive



251 strategy by tailoring their economic activity so that as to maximise their own incomes. In behaving in a way consistent with this positive belief, optimistic outcomes that lie tantalizingly beyond reach when the view holds sway that all is doom and gloom, might become a reality. Under such circumstances, income levels in the top decile could rise to the point where a substantial number of those who had been required to sacrifice income came to believe that the trade-off was worthwhile. Perhaps this process is best thought about with the aid of a simple four-quadrant diagram like Figure 5 below. The columns record the perceptions of those in the top decile of the likely growth outcome of the introduction of a BIG. The rows report their utility functionsthose whose utility is in some way related to the utilities of the poor. Those who report a high utility may do so for one of two reasons. In the first place, there are the “generous and concerned” altruists who derive utility not only from their own income, but also from that of some other (non-altruistic) poor person. In the second, there are those who believe that redistribution will reduce the negative externalities associated with extreme poverty and inequality (Black et al, 1999, p.50). Let us call this latter group ‘meliorists’.
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Those for whom the utility of the poor is of no interest (the ‘Low utility’) we can label self-centred. It is misleading to describe both motivations yielding ‘High utility’ as altruistic. The true altruist may experience an increase in utility through acts of individual charity. For the person who believes that negative externalities (crime, disease) could be reduced by redistribution (hence the label ‘meliorist’), the distribution of income assumes the character of a pure public good. As such, no individual can bring about the desired end-state alonegovernment intervention to redistribute is required (Black et al, 1999, p.50). Clearly, the positions described here are polarin the real world, people’s views will vary from total indifference to passionate concern. The position taken will be a function, inter alia, of their beliefs about the extent to which the poor are deserving.



252 Quadrant 1 depicts the conditions of the optimistic meliorist, whereas Quadrant 4 gives the pessimistic and self-centred view. Committed meliorists who believe that the growth outcome will be poor are in Quadrant 2, while Quadrant 3 contains the combination of beliefs that redistribution will lead to a high growth outcome, but that their own utility is unaffected by that of the poor. The political project, of course, is to shift the perception bundle from Quadrant 4, where, for the majority of the welloff, it probably rests at the moment, into Quadrant 1, where people come to believe that the sacrifice in income is worthwhile. It is important to be honest about the fact that this cannot be achieved without some pain for the well off. That, however, can be kept to a minimum if, instead of resisting by all available means (including the exercise of the exit option), those called upon to make the sacrifices do so in a spirit of generosity and, dare we say it, optimism. Creating a climate of optimism is, however, going to require a lot more than a clever public relations campaign. There is more than blind self-interest at work. Let us look now at the way in which the structure of the South African elite militates against the emergence of social solidarity of any substance. Redistribution, social solidarity and ‘distance’ Apparently over and above the fiscal limits to redistribution set by the state’s macroeconomic policy, but actually a partial determinant of them, is a set of institutional obstacles. Some of these ‘obstacles’, which help to shape fiscal possibilities through their influence on willingness to pay the taxes required to finance transfers, have been addressed in a recent paper (Kalati and Manor, 1999). Their approach is to focus attention on the separation of (plural) elites from the poverty-stricken (socially excluded) masses. This separation exists along a number of axes, or fault lines, spatial and racial, to name but two. The elites are also divided in their willingness to tackle the problem. A precondition for non-coercive redistribution is the emergence of a social consciousness (social solidarity). Kalati and Manor argue that a “social consciousness exists when elites develop: (a) an awareness of the interdependence of all social groups (b) a realisation that elites bear some responsibility for the sufferings of the poor (c) a belief that efficacious means of assisting the poor exist or might be created” (cited in Kalati and Manor, 1999, p.118) Their research findings confirm casual empiricism that suggests that social consciousness in most elites in South Africa is poorly developed. On measures (a) and (b) above, scores are very low. (On the latter, apartheid is the cause, and ‘I’ was not in favour of apartheid). On (c) the ‘efficacious’ tends to be conflated with the rapid economic growth advocated by Lal and Myint. To the extent that this view is dominant, elites see themselves “as part of the solution (as generators of growth) rather than as part of the problem.” (Kalati and Manor, 1999, p.119) Unlike ruling elites in other countries, that in South Africa “possesses a clear social consciousness on each of the three counts listed above.” Having to administer a



253 macroeconomic policy that (intentionally or not) contributes to worsening income distribution (increasing social exclusion), places the ruling elite in an uncomfortable positionone in which they could (at some stage) be forced into an awkward confrontation between their own constituency and other relatively complacent elites. The sense of personal obligation that must undergird social consciousness, does not readily emerge, and if it exists in the first place, is easily undermined. The concept of ‘distance’ is important in this regardthe authors refer to it in the following senses: “geographical, social, educational, economic, psychological”. Also working (somewhat paradoxically) to undermine any sense of obligation to poor people (even in the segments within which elites find themselves, always supposing they can identify those segments) are two political imperatives. These are the need “to develop (i) broad political alliances within South Africa’s new democratic system, and (ii) an inclusive new national identity that transcends segments.” (p.119). Also somewhat paradoxically, the relative size of the segment to which an individual belongs (to the extent that people’s multiple identities and roles allow them to identify these segments) can serve to increase ‘distance’. Detailed examination of these points leads them to conclude that they are: “… potent enough to undermine elite efforts to address the needs of the poor within their social segments. So we should not expect anti-poverty efforts within segments to achieve much. But at the same time, these … things do not erase social segmentation. It retains enough importance to impede the development both of a full social consciousness among most elites, and of a commitment among those elites to initiatives that address the needs of all the poor. This and the less-than-complete social consciousness among most elites creates serious problems for the ANC elite, which is left with the task of addressing poverty.” (Kalati and Manor, 1999, p.122) The remainder of their paper is given over to a consideration of the dilemmas faced by the ruling elite in attempting to do so. Eight years of democratic rule have had a mixed impact on these dilemmasdelivery failures and rising unemployment on the one hand, have probably sharpened the dilemma’s horns. Success in taming ‘out-ofcontrol’ macro-fundamentals, on the other, albeit purchased at high social cost, may have laid a foundation for the rapid growth that influences both how much can be redistributed, and how much needs to be redistributed. Unless a commitment to redistribute is forthcoming, however, the capacity to redistribute is mere pie in the sky. The simulation model presented in the previous chapter has shown quite conclusively that growth alone will not sufficeit is time for the elite to grasp the nettle. The Treasury once more A sine qua non for achieving desirable social policy reform is the capture of the political high ground. At present, the Treasury, reinforced by the economic elite occupies that terrain. Treasury’s achievements in creating a sound macroeconomic climate, in dragging the country back from a slope leading to debt crisis and economic collapse, are deserving of praise. In one sense, Treasury cannot be blamed for the failure of government policies to address the poverty and unemployment



254 problem. Influential though the Minister of Finance might be (in South Africa, as in most developed capitalist economies), responsibility for the failure rests with the Cabinet as a whole. Nevertheless, the Treasury is the repository of most of the intellectual capital required to formulate economic policyonly the Reserve Bank begins to rival it in this regard. As such, Treasury should have been in a position to point out that policies devised by other departments (Labour; Trade and Industry and Social Development) were going to be inadequate to deal with the fall-out from the painful structural adjustment the state embarked upon. No hindsight is required to make this judgementcritics of GEAR predicted exactly what its effect on the most vulnerable sections of the community would be. There is no satisfaction in seeing those prophecies fulfilled.347 Now that part of the veil of ignorance masking the full extent of the sufferings of the poor has been pulled aside, Treasury is in a position to play a leading role in the reallocation of the resources necessary to provide the relief so urgently required. Treasury also has a role to play in persuading the economic elite (business and the top one or two deciles of income earners) of the necessity for (modest) income redistribution. Statements by the Minister of Finance during the year on the need to focus on poverty seemed to point to a change of heart on the part of government, one that would have required a recognition of the impossibility of alleviating the (income) poverty of without the diversion of significant resources. Given the utterances of various government spokespersons cited above, however, and the shape of the documents on social and economic transformation to be debated at the ANC’s forthcoming conference, it seems likely that Kanbur’s ‘Group A’s’ (probably in the Finance Ministry, where he locates them), have stabilised the discourse so that the focus on poverty does not stretch to universal grants as a means of beginning to address the problem. The Department of Labour As opposed to the clash of ideologies (opposing monologues confronting each other to conduct a duologue) that often takes place when the question of redistribution is broached, there is a serious debate to be had about competing uses for scarce (tax) resources. It turns yet another way of viewing measures to address the problem of poverty. The approach used in this study calls the set of indirect (mainly supply-side) measures taken ‘poverty reduction’. Poverty alleviation, by contrast, consists of direct measures, like social grants or the provision of free basic services.348 In discussion with officials of the Department of Labour, the resources devoted to these two approaches were viewed as being divided between consumption (of which a universal grant is an example), and expenditure on raising the productive capacity of the poor (investment). ‘Consumption’, of course, is conventionally viewed as less worthy than ‘investment’. As is so often the case, this debate, to the extent that it has taken place, has done so on terms laid down by the two most powerful constituencies, 347 It is inappropriate to accuse left critics of GEAR of not putting forward a credible alternative to GEAR—in demanding that protective measures be put in place to protect the unemployed, they may be considered to have discharged their duty. Government had a duty to assess, in a sober manner, whether the rising unemployment these critics foresaw, was likely to eventuate. Early evidence of the predicted unemployment (and lack of employment growth) was ignored or rejected. 348 Poverty relief, in the form of public works programmes does not sit easily in either category.



255 the economic elite and the Treasury. Until that constraint is relaxed, it is difficult to conduct a reasonable conversation. That investment in productive assets for the poor is of the utmost importance, is not to be doubted. Of even greater certainty, however, is the fact that millions of South Africans go to bed (such as it is) hungry. As proponents of greater investment in human capacity (and designers of many of the programmes to raise skill levels), the Department of Labour needs to demonstrate that this will rapidly satisfy the urgent imperative of reducing destitution. If they can, they deserve an audience. If they cannot, they need to (a) acknowledge that the more urgent problem of poverty alleviation can be addressed in the short- to medium term by grants to the indigent, and (b) begin lobbying for an increase in the fiscal resources to be diverted to the poorest of the poor for ‘investment’ purposes.349 Once the superiority of grants for addressing the country’s most urgent problem is admitted, the debate referred to above (universal vs. targeted benefits) can take place. So too, can attempts to help the poorest of the poor find their way into gainful economic activity. Organised labour Organised working class support for the BIG is unquestioned. Conversations with representatives of this grouping suggest a resistance to the spreading of the tax burden that the BIG will occasion. The easiestpossibly the only way to do this, is through collecting part of the revenues required through an increase in (the admittedly regressive) VAT rate350. The alternatives put forward are, however, unacceptable to those wielding economic power. One suggestion is that part of the required funds come from company taxes. This is a non-starterwe live in a capitalist worldit is highly unlikely, in this day and age, that much more revenue could be squeezed out of business without serious consequences for investment. In any case, most of the burden of an increase in company taxes is likely to fall on consumers. The other suggestion is that of raising taxes in the upper income brackets. However strongly one feels about the inequalities in South Africa, attempting to raise too much of the revenue required to finance a BIG by this means would be, to put it mildly, unwise. To acknowledge this is not to endorse the special pleading of those whose reflex is to complain loud and long about South Africa’s ‘high tax burden’. It is rather to face the fact that because of inequality, the country’s income tax base really is very small. On average, formal sector workers in the top decile in 2001 probably earned somewhere in the region of about R220 000 per annum. The way in which the simulation model in its October 2002 setting distributes the tax burden, a top decile worker would pay an extra R5700 in income tax and R2300 in VAT each year. If an attempt were made to push the full burden onto income taxes, champions of the BIG would face the politically impossible project of persuading them to endorse a proposal that would require them to pay an extra R18 000 per annum in taxes. A failure to recognise the impossibility of funding the grant in this way will have dire consequences for the BIG campaign. Unpalatable though it may sound, those in South Africa fortunate enough to be able to contribute to the wellbeing of the truly 349



It is far from clear that skills programmes can reach the poorest of the poor, and that if they do, can be of lasting (or any) benefit to them. 350 Business, for different reasons, appears to be even more opposed to an increase in VAT.



256 destitute have an obligation to do so. Spreading the burden to all in society would take us some way towards complying with Marx’s dictum ‘from each according to their ability, to each according to their need’. Many of the poorly-paid employed already support those who are even poorer, paying in the process, as we noted earlier, income tax at a marginal rate of 100 per cent. A BIG financed partly by VAT has the capacity to lift this burden from them. A willingness to acknowledge that BIG combined with VAT and income tax is not in conflict with the ‘ability to pay’ criterion, will blunt at least some of the criticism of BIG’s opponents. Speaking of the preconditions for successful redistribution of current income (and assets), Dagdeviran et al argue that: “The major element required to introduce and effectively implement a redistributive strategy in any country is the construction of a broad political coalition for poverty reduction. The task of this coalition would be the formidable one of pressuring governments for redistributive policies, on the one hand, while neutralising opposition to those policies from groups whose self-interest lies with the status quo.” (2000, p.22) Proposing ways in which this may be done lies beyond the scope of their paper. Apart from the few scattered suggestions above (those, for example, to do with the proposed referendum), it has also not received much attention in this work. This notwithstanding, a few remarks on the way in which the project of constructing such a coalition is linked to the theoretical stance adopted by Byrne (1998, 1999) will certainly not be out of place. By virtue of its numbers and its organisational capacity, the trade union movement is the obvious candidate for leadership of such a coalition. It has already assumed a leading role in a coalition of organisations of civil society that includes the churches and the NGOs. This is the collective agency to which Byrne (1998) refers. The outcome of this particular battle in the struggle against poverty will depend importantly on how this coalition carries out its task.



Warning signals from the ranks of the poor The 1994 McGrath and Whiteford paper closes with a warning of some relevance to the conditions that obtain some eight years after the paper was published. It reads like this: “The possibility now exists that the emerging gap among Africans can threaten the viability of a democratically elected government, in the same way that the reaction to the white-black income gap served to undermine the white minority government. This is enough reason for the reduction of income inequality to become (or remain) a priority in shaping South Africa’s economic development policies.” (1994, pp.29-30) Warning signals have started to appear, even though it is not entirely clear how they should be read. The burden of the argument above is that conditions of the poorest and most vulnerable in South Africa have worsened―Government’s attempts at poverty alleviation notwithstanding. Although social assessment of the impact of South Africa’s economic policies has not been undertaken on a systematic basis, the



257 economic indicators reviewed point consistently towards increasing immiseration of the poor. One social statistic that potentially offers confirmation is the set of responses to the question “How do you feel about life now compared to 12 months ago?” asked in the 1999 October Household Survey.351 Table 41 summarises these by race and by region (urban, non-urban). Concentrating on the results for the African population, we note that life improved for 20 per cent of the urban, and 16 per cent of the non-urban population. More than one-third (34.3 per cent) of the urban, and 35 per cent of the non-urban population felt that life had gotten worse. Beset though they undoubtedly are by all manner of methodological and conceptual problems, these figures are at least consistent with the story that the economic indicators are telling. A more detailed analysis, linking the reported subjective states back, if possible, to the objective economic conditions in the households in which these respondents are located, one that might confirm that they information yielded is valid, is obviously necessary.352 So too, is the re-introduction, on a rigorous basis, of surveys that attempt to assess how the target population feels about policies executed in their name. The marginalised working class and the underclass of unemployed comprising, according to Nattrass and Seekings (2001, p.4) about 40 per cent of all households, and receiving about ten per cent of total income, is probably politically impotent, for reasons that they advance.353 How long this will continue to be the case is a question of considerable importance.



351



As Blendon et al (1997) have shown, the gap between people’s economic perceptions, and those of professional economists can and do differ quite widely. What the implications are of such differences is a matter that requires exploration. 352 Not only can these subjective states be checked for correlation with household conditions, they can also be checked for goodness of fit with one or other of the set of ‘events or situations, some of them catastrophic, on which data was collected in the 1999 OHS. Several of these, e.g., death of a household member, or loss of regular job of a household member, could propel households into social exclusion and poverty. See Table 8.2 in the 1999 OHS (SR P03127, 31 July 2000). 353 See Nattrass and Seekings, 2001, p.5. In brief, the poor are argued to have limited expectations; they lack an alternative political home, and the opaqueness of policy makes it difficult to apportion blame for an absence of job opportunities.
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9. A conclusion of sorts The end approacheth. Several ways of getting there suggest themselvesone of my earlier attempts consisted of a catalogue of each and every area and topic identified as requiring further research. That, however, was before Chapters 6 and 7 had assumed their present shapetogether they make up, it is claimed (in all modesty), a powerful argument against the thrust of current policy for dealing with poverty, inequality and unemployment. Given the purpose of this workan attempt to find an answer to the question of what is to be done until the ‘doctor’ (rapid, job-creating economic growth) rescues the poor and the unemployedit now seems best to steer away from detail, and instead to highlight the way in which the findings point to particular policy conclusions. As the idea slowly takes root that evidence-based policy making is probably the best form of policy making, so will the quality of evidence on which policy has to be based, have to be improved. The study has identified numerous areas where this is both necessary and possibleattention will be drawn to some of the most important of these. The findings are presented chapter by chapter. This work has its starting point in a world characterised by (relative) ignorance, coupled, more often than not, with strong ideological commitment. Unemployment and poverty, despite the strong views that all and sundry are wont to express about them, are but poorly understood. Paradoxically, over-analysis of some of the data (especially that part which sections of the research community like to use to relate wages to trade union activity and thence to unemployment) co-exists with the failure of the social scientific community to devote sufficient effort to the analysis of the treasure trove of other survey data collected by Statistics South Africa. Frequent calls are heard for more and better data. Although there are numerous problems with the existing information, the analysis in this work suggests very strongly that it is rich with useful material, waiting to be exposed to the light. Several new, promising and important research fields, all awaiting development, are opened above. Acknowledging what everybody knows to be so―that progress in addressing the problem of unemployment (and the related failure of the economy to provide jobs for all who want them) will be painfully slowthe study takes issue with the weight accorded to indirect measures (job creation, for example) for addressing the problem of the poverty associated with unemployment. Its major conclusion is that direct policies to address poverty (social grants) are urgently required. Tentative support for this position comes from an attempt to form a realistic estimate of the number of the number of unemployed who are so difficult to place that under existing economic conditions, they may be unemployable. More solid support for the position comes from a simulation exercise that compares relative welfare levels attained under distribution neutral (trickle-down) growth as opposed to growth with redistribution.



Chapter 1 draws attention to one of the fundamental problems of policy making (almost everywhere), namely, the fact that policymakers, by and large, are too busy to devote to them, the time necessary to understand complex issues like unemployment, poverty and inequality. Alongside of HIV/AIDS, these are South Africa’s most pressing problemsthey must merit a full week, at least, of every legislator’s



259 timeif, on average, they receive a couple of hours, they will be lucky. An analogy suggests itself for the form that policy formation in this area should takewith the proceedings in the Constitutional Court. It is unthinkable that the learned judges in that court should tackle any question on a formulaic basis, yet that is what happens regularly with poverty, inequality and unemployment.354 Analysis is reduced to the ritual incantation of slogans, many with origins in World Bank propaganda. There is no obvious way around this problemone is almost tempted to suggest that in matters this serious, a ‘teach-in’ should be conducted, along the lines of the typical MBA course, with all legislators being required to satisfy the ‘examiners’ (judges in the Constitutional Court assisted by assessors drawn from the economics profession?) that they have looked at the debate from all sides. Necessary though this may be, it is unlikely that it will happen. More practically, the chapter calls upon the research community to wade into the mass of data collected in a variety of surveys by Statistics South Africa that has yet to be analysed. Chief among these surveys are the OHS and LFS. A large amount of work has been done, but much more remains. A major spin-off of such research is the discovery of ways in which the surveys, probably the most important there are, can be improved. The recommendation is of a general rather than a specific nature, possibly pointing to the need for a clearing house of some sort where academics can exchange information on work in progress, and explore areas needing further research. Chapter 2 adds to the criticism so often heard of LFS results, namely that some of the employment results (especially in subsistence agriculture, and in the informal economy) are implausibility volatile. Another criticism is that confidence intervals are mostly so large that one cannot say whether employment has risen, fallen or remained the same. The Statistics Council of South Africa has taken up these matters with Statistics South Africa. It is evident from the work done, that more reliable measures of the seriousness of the unemployment problem than the crude rates and numbers conventionally bandied about, are required. Two steps in this direction are taken in the chapter. The first of them looks at the reasons people give for not having worked in the previous seven days. It finds these to be roughly evenly divided between those who say that they are not qualified for any of the jobs available, and those who say that there are no suitable jobs, where suitable refers to wages, conditions or location. The results of the preliminary analysis are promising enough to merit a full-scale examination of the data. A colleague in the University of Natal has taken on the job of doing so. There are several problems in the way in which the questions are posed in the surveys. Statistics South Africa has made some changes to the September 2002 LFS questionnaire, and more changes will follow. The second area opened looks into the question of ‘unemployability’, an awful notion that appears to be gaining some currency in South Africa. The basic proposition is that given the (demand?) conditions in the South African economy, and its likely trajectory into the future, some large proportion of those who are presently unemployed, and a substantial proportion of those who will enter the labour market, are or will be so difficult to place in gainful economic activity, as to be 354



Delegating the responsibility for detailed analysis to a portfolio committee is not adequateon a matter of such importance, every public representative should be equally well informed.



260 ‘unemployable’. An attempt is made to develop an index of unemployability, and using this, to estimate the proportion of unemployable people among the unemployed. This is the checked against the results referred to immediately abovepeople who responded to the ‘why have you not worked in the previous seven days’ question by saying that they lack the qualifications required for available jobs, have classified themselves as unemployable in the present circumstances. There are probably more than three million people carrying this unpleasant tag. A method has been developed to analyse their conditions and characteristics matter, and a project proposal to do so has been put to the HSRC, which has agreed to provide the necessary funding. Work on it will commence at the end of the year. Chapter 3 commences with a look at the way in which the relationship between poverty and unemployment has (probably) changed in the face of rapidly rising joblessness. A brief journey into the land of the poor, one that tries to get a sense of some of the major dimensions of the problem, is followed by an attempt to rank households in terms of vulnerability to economic and other shocks. Drawing on this ranking, it offers a
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Chapter 4 Existing social protection of the unemployed and poorly paid From traditional to modern society Informal social security and social security in the informal sector Informal social security Identifying the informal economy Welfare state or social safety net Unemployment, risk-bearing capacity and displacement The adequacy of existing measures
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Informal social security in workerless households The UIF from inception to the recent past Exclusion from the social security system Distribution of benefits and beneficiaries



Chapter 5 Workfare and the changing form of the welfare state Social security systems in the advanced economies The intellectual foundations of residual welfare systems Workfare in the USA Welfare-to-work in the UK Exclusion of the labour market excluded in the UK The likely impact of welfare-to-work in the UK Workfare and the World Bank On the question of workfare in South Africa Workfare and active labour market policies Workfare as public works programmes Perverse incentives Chapter 6 Policy to deal with poverty, inequality and unemployment Government’s plan for addressing poverty and inequality Fraser-Moleketi and the Poverty and Inequality Report Dead in the short run Poverty reduction and poverty alleviation in South Africa Unemployment and the state
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